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( IL ) 
SUMMART 

An investigation into the semantic systems underlying spatial 

and temporal expressions in confronted with two major problemes the 

interplay of contextual factors in detemining the interpretation of 

particular expressions and the inter-relations between the two 

86mantic systems* The first of these in a recurrent theme through- 

Out the dissertationj the second underlies its organization and 

orientation. 

We beging In Chapter 29 with a discussion of three recent 

studi*s on the semantics of spatial expressions in Englishe The 

conclusion is reached that more explicit attention must be given 

to the role of the intra-sentential context andp in partioularg to 

the kind of situation being doscribed by the sentence in which thO 

OxPr, 08sion occurs* We also recognize the need to give an explicit 

and comprehensive characterization of the notion of a journeyp 

which latter in prerequisite to an understanding of such functional 

semantic elements an SOURCE9 GOAL9 PATH. 

Chapter 3 in devoted to the semantic analysis of static us*$ of 

locational and directional expressions. A tri. partits distinction 

is made between direct locational, expressions (soge 'at the Post 

office)q semi-direct locational expressions (sege Un frOist of the I)Oat 

office"), and indirect locational expressions (soge labove the Post 

offiest), Static directional expressions (*4, ge #towards the post 

office') are subsumed within indirect locational expressionse The 

orientational properties of the speaker/observer are found U) be 

crucial to the analysis of the meanings of semi. -direct and indirect 

locational, expressions. 

Chapter 4 sets forth the historical background of the localist, 
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hypothesis and surveys nors, recent arguments of a semantic and syn- 

tactic nature which have been given in support of it* According to 

the hypothesis# grammatical relations or functionsp whether abstract 

or concretes are ultimately describable in terms of spatial notionse 

The thesis of localism in set within a more encompassing theory of 

egocentric and anthropocentric extension operative throughout the 

language. 

Chapter 5 enumerates and discusses the major contextual elements 

within the sentence which interact with the co-occurrence and inter- 

pretation potential of temporal adverbial@* These comprise tonset 

the progressive forms negationg spatial adverbialsq referential 

proportion of the noun phrases and lexical properties of the verb* 

Chapter 6 redirects the focus to aspectual categories and tw 

different kinds of propositions which some of the other contextual 

elements isolated in Chapter 5 participate in defining and with 

reference to which generalizations regarding oo-occurrence and 

interpretations become statablee The logico-philocaphical tradition 

with respect to verb classification is surveyed and then the linguis- 

tic literature an aspectq aktionsartang and verb classes* It in 

suggested that a distinction be made between aspootp aktionsarteng 

and proposition types, what in coitmon to these three categories being 

the role played by the concepts of existential status and change of 

existential status in their characterizations. 

Chapter 7 begins with an inforual characterization of a journeyp 

first in its most concrete and idealized manifestation an a point 

moving from one point to another* The extension of locatiOnal role- 

tionag directiong directed movementl, and journey to more abstract 

domainag including most importantly the existential and the temporal* 

is *xplorede The notion of existential location in incorporated 
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into a descriptive apparatus for the semantics of expressions of 

physical extension in one dimension* This same notion also leads 

to a natural interpretation of negationg quantificationg aspect$ 

and aktionearten and provides for a precise fomulation of, a. 

JournOY9 A more generalized characterization of a journey in given 

which takes into account the extension of the moving objooto A 

10cali8t classification of proposition types in proposed* 

Chapter,. 8 applies the framework developed in Chapter 7 to the 

analysis of tans* and to the description of two selected note of 
CkT, Y lov%se- 

adverbials: , 
(I) 'still! # Oyetlp IalreadyIq 13353M= and 

and (2) *until* and 'since** 

'Chapter 
9 onumerates, the main findings of the investigation* 
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114TRMUCTION 

I'l flature of the at!! & 

As a study in descriptive linguistic semanticst this dissertation 

has as its. main objective. the investigation arxl systematization of 

some aspects of the meanings of thoseý expressions in sentences of 

English which convey spatial and/or temporal information, The 

general conception of the framework anl conaitions--of AdequacY are 

dictated by the following three major considerationu 

First of alle it has to be recognized and accounted for that. " 

spatial and temporal elements ofý. meaning are not confined-to a,, 

particular sub-system of theýlanguage,, ýnamely the adverbial systemp 

but are dispersed throughout the sentence: much of the whole 

linguistic system is permeated by the semantic systems of space and 

time, and hence there can be expectea to exist a complex interpemtra- 

tion of 'grammar' and 'lexicon' with respect to this semantic rieldi 

This is not to derW the existence of well-defined (lexical) sub-sets 

'We 
will not attempt to review the history. ' pr'inciples'and 

techniques of nor the descriptive work done within that branch 
of semantic investigation known as 'field theory'. Marw 
excellent and detailed discussions of such aspects of the theory 
already exist and could not be improved upon by the present 
writer. Particular reference can be made to Chman, 051; 
Ullmann, 1957,1962; Lyons,, 1963,, 1968a, forthcominge it should 
be pointed out, howeverg that the term 'semantic field' is here 
being given a broad interpretation: it is not to be understood as' 
restricted to lexical fields, This view accords with Lyons who 
defines a lexical field as one kind of semantic field: "Lexemesq 
expressions ard other units that are semantically related, whether 
paradignatioally or syntagmatically, within a given language system 
can be said to belong to, or to be members of, the same 'semantic' 
field- ard a field whose members are lexemes in a lexical field.,... 
A lexical field is therefore a paradigmatically and syntagmatically 
structured subset of the vocabulary (or lexicon)* (Lyonsp 
fcrthcoming: 281+). 
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of 'the vocabulary which, by meam of'the'paraaigmitic"and syntagmatio 

se me relations holding among their 'members, structure *or inform 

spatial and temporal semantic fields. liowever, such lexical 

systems do not exhaust the surface realizations of spatial and' 

temporal notions (since marýr*are syntagms. or simply grammatical 

elements'), nor explicate the'precis'a s'emantio fu tion (e. g. 

locatioýal versus destiýaiionalq-lociational versus duratio'nalg etc. ) 

which a particular lexeme or phrase hat! in particular contexts nor 

account for covert categories (cf. Whorf, '1956-: 89) which may 

involve' spatial or temporal otionS. concerns therefore# 

is with 'the distribution of spatial and temporal infcrmation in the 

semantic repiýesentations of entire sentences and a view of the 

mapping relation between semantio'repres4ntations and phonetic 

strings has been adopted (or, at least, presupposed) which accommodates 

both the lexicalization and grammaticalization (ard degrees thereof) 

of semantic structure. In this latter respectq the approach is akin 

to that cf the generative semanticists. 
' 

Secondlyp'not all spatial ani temporal adverbials, can co-occur in 

all sentences, That co-occurrence restrictions on these classes of 

adverbials exist is by no means an original observation. Haweverg 

what we are seeking in this study is not simply a statement of 

co-occurrence restrictions that is hardly more than observational- 

such as featuie-based selectional restrictions--but rather an account 

in terms of the logico-semantic properties and structure of the 

expressions involved, ' That is to say9 rather than ending an analysis 

Cf.,, in particulars VoCswleys 1968a, 1968bs 1970; Postal* i 970s 
1972; Lakoff, 1971a, 1971b for discussion on and within the 
framework of generative semantics. Cf. also chafe, 197o. 
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with, a conclusion to the effect that,, for examplep +IMPERFECTIVE 

verbs like tdancet can co-occur with +DURATIVE adverbials like $for 

two, hourst# where 41TERFECTIVE ard +DURATIVE are primitive semantic 

components of-the meanings of the expressionsl we want an, explanation 

as to what it is about the semantic structure of +IMPERFECTIVE, 

verbs-other than that they contain that feature--and the semantic 

structure. of 41PURATIVE adverbials which make them, compatible with 

each-other. 
, 

(This entails, of, courses a subscription to the belief 

that, what have been called syntactic, se lectional- restrict ions areq in 

most cases$-ultimately. semantic,. in nature-Tcf,. -Weinreichp 1966V 

McCawley, 19684). 

Thirdly, and-this-is related toýthe. precedipg pcint'S, the, -inter-, 

pr,. td; donkor spatial, aid temporaI adverbials -. -is ý often t dependent - Upon 

other elements of the, sentence; and-we want to, be,, able, not' only to 

predict what interpretation a given occurrence of an adverbial will 

have, but also to explain why it has that interpretation rather than 

anotherp That is, the semantic correlates of particular combinations 

of adverbials ard-certain elements of their intra-sefitential context 

should follow natu;, ally from the--*semantio'characterizations of the 

expressions involved and their structural arrangement. In these last 

two objectives we are close to Bull in his seeking out of the 

'exchange value9of particular categories. He states (1960: 45)t 

*It is important to establish a basic principle which has'lbeen 

largely ignored in descriptive linguistics,, mmely,, 'that the systemic 

properties of events, which are labeled by verbs, interact with the 

systemic properties of the referents' of other parts of speech, and 

this interaction produces teaning which cannot be conveyed by the 

individual elements of the syntactical combination.. 9i. This Zt-he 
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meaning resulting from such interaction7 can only be 'determined by 

ob3erving*that the combinatcry events. belong to different 

categories which have entirely- different exchange values ývhich, in 

addition, are different and-apart from the, exchange values of each 

event in a specified category, It is at, this point. that lhe, 
,, 

structural-linguist must appeal to the, semantioisý for a description 

of how a language really works and$ of course# forthe criteria. 

needed to establish a link between purelyphysical syntactical,,. 

distribution, which requires no significant preoooupaýion with 

meanin& and arq refinement on, distribution-which results in the 

definition of, funotiono"l 

These-three oonsiderations foroe us, - to 
-, consider-the-. oontext in 

which a particular spatial or tempoml, adverýial occurs and., to 

integrate this-information into the theoretical and descriptive, 

apparatus. In other words, to have a description of these. 

Although Bull directs his, attention to the. exchange value-of- 
particular categories of eveýts-, (or, lsituationsl-cf. below)ý' 
with respect to the category of time,, the same principle is 
involved when we. consider the semantics of spatial expressions. 
Both Lindkvist's (1950,1972) and Bennett's 0972) studies are 
illustrative in this regard, but mither c, omes to grips with the 
problem, Although Lindkvist' intuitively characterizes variodsý 
classes of events or situations which are each correlatable 
with a different use or interpretation of the spatial- 
prepositions'he is 'Concerned with, he does not show how these 
various interpretations are systematically related t6 16ach 
other nor, consequently,, how they are derivable from a 
consideration of the intra-sentential context. Bennett# on_, 
the other hand , does manage to relate the possible inter- 
pretations of a particular spatial expression. However# he 
makes no, attempt to delimit or characterize the classes of 
events or situations denoted by the sentence which induce or 
select the various interpretations and hence also leaves 
uncovered the semantic principles of interaction between event 
or situation types (or# rather, the linguistic encoding thereof) 
and classes of spatial expressions. 
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6xpres3ions whicýi-is not"onli'descri , ptive adequate bu tw hiýýh' 

'als'd'approaohe-3 some degree of explanatory adequacy--ifi'týe sense 

thit logico-semantic titruatures are constrainea: Vy univeisA 

principle s'which ca'n-be relateýi to properties of theý-exira- 

linguistic worlil which the logi66-semafitio syst6 Im of the larviageý 

2 
models -then* tliefr'characterizations' must be such that# 'giv'en 

the various contextual'faotcra and'an ade'jiiate-se'alii1tic charaoter- 

ization* of - these', 'the -jaiticular iýteiTretaýfiodln, a'ýaiticular 

c'Ontex-i of"a 'given adverbial, 'a's well a's its compatibilijy withý or 

exalflsionýfrom the context, folloym naturallY- 

It'sli6Ud'-perhapýs''-be'stiessed. -at-"ihis-ýoiap'thýtýý'with the 

exception'of the spatio-temporal coordinates of the utterance (t 

a sentence, we areq in'general, r'eitrict . in-g "ours'elves to I the 

lingUistio textual context, ioe'o ' to''thi" verbal aiA'pr0'3odio feituries 

of the connect6a sequence of sentenoes'd which'tý'e'sentenoe 

A grammar is descriptively adequate if it models or explicates 
the native speaker's taoit-competenceýto produce and-correotly 
interpret a potentially infinite number of wal. 1-formed sentences 

-of his language--cf. Chomsky, 1965. 

2 We'have in mind here a kind of adequacy' of e, xPlanktion - similarito 
that which has been shown to be possible - 

in the realm, of 
phonology and also in syntax whereby generalizations- such' as 
impossible or unnatural sequences of phonetic elements# possible 
sound changes, constraints on embedding, deletiont extrapcsitiong 
etc. --can be seen as determined, at least partly, by extra- 
linguistic factors such as physiology (the possible movements 
and arrangements of the articulatory apparatus) and perception 
(the discrimination of distinctive featuresg perceptual decoding 
or processing strategies) and physics (the acoustic stability 
of particular sounds or clusters of sounds)--Cfo Cb&lat 1973; 
Kiparsky, 1973; Bever, 1970; and Bever & Langendoen, Mit 1972. 
In the case of semantics,, marq laws of nature-i. e. physical 
constraints and structural principles of our world--and general 
principles which determine human perception and concept-formation 
can be expected to have correlates in the logico-semantio structure 
of the language used to refer to and describe that world. 
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concerned is a part. Furthermore, we are specifically interested 

in textual relations holding within a sentences i. e. the intra- 

sentential. context* However,, on occasion reference is also made to 

other sentences in the same text (for example, when we must speak of 

the kind of question to which a given sentence would be a suitable 

answer,, or when we speak of a given sentence being a denial or 

confirmation of a previous sentence, or, more generallyp when a 

sentence is placed in a textual context in order to resolve an 

ambiguity or remove an indeterminancy or to highlight some aspect of 

its meaning). 
' 

1.2 Interrelationsh! Ms between the semantics of sMee and the 

semantics of time 

The content of the thesis divides only roughly into two central 

parts, one concerning itself with the semantic description of spatial 

expressions (mainly adverbials) and one with the semantic 

description of temporal expressions (again, mainly adverbials). In 

actual fact, the situation is much more complex than thisp the 

int, expenstration of 
'the spatial, and temporal systemsbeing 

extremely intricate and higýly, structured, ip-the one directionp 

the meanings and, derivatively,, the interpretation and co-occurrence 

possibilities of. many spatial expressions depends, upon, a complex 

spatio-temporal corAtruct. vhich,, I have termed a 'Journey' (cf. 67-1 

II In the other direction,, there ar6 at, least two types of dependency* 

First, there is the conceptual ard perceptual parallels between a 

one-dimensional space arxl the time axis (of. 11. Clarkv 1973)v this 

For a comprehensive discussion of the distinctions between types 
of contexts made here,, the reader is referred to Lyons, 
forthcoming: j io. i. 
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ha: vingýits most cbvious'linguisticýrefleotion in the parallel 

application of many expressions to both-spatial and'temporal 

constructs (oof, Jý Geisq 1970; Pottiers 1962)p a semantic 

congruency which is the-one'moit bften cited"when discussing the 

isOmOrphism of the two systimýs'ý(bt. "Ltech, 'i%9s 240). Secondly, 

and perhaps, more lnterestingly, ý - theý'meaning3 and, the interpretation 

and CO-occurrence potential of 'marv-1 temporal'adver'bials, or other 

expressions depends, upon, among. other contextual faotorsq the type 

Of 'situation' (as a general term for the denotation of, a 

sentence-cfo Reiahenbach, 1966: 15 -superordinate to the terms 

'state', 'activity$, 'process', tevent', etce) being de, scribea by 

the rest of the sentence. 
2 And such a cla3sification of 

situation I types--each with their corresponding proposition type 

(characterizimble-ýb'y logical struaýure)-cýii-be'; seen"to-be' afialyziblleý- 

in terms'Ofp and"to be in some sense derivative of, "' th6 more 

concrete notions, of -location, '- direction'q and jour; neyt'i. e. 

essentiany spatfal lnotiori3, 

Furthermore'p" the', 'semahtio' relitionshiý-between'propositi6as'a: ncI 

their - temporal'ipecif loation" (is"a, riflection-, bf 'the"Physical 

Cf. also Talmy's (1972YUse of -the 
term $s ituat ion' 

2 Our use of , 'Situation" in, this sinse"oonflicts with'its-- (perhaps more familiar), applioation to the extra-textual coi*ext--- 
of an utteranoe (situational contaxtI/Isituation-bf utterinoel); 
However,, it is aesirable to have such a supercrainate termt and 
of all the possible ones which present themselves'(which are not-- 
many and which, are all not entirely felicitous) 'situation' 
seems to be most neutral as regaras whether we are talking about 
a state of affairs or about an action and has been chosen for 
this reason. Furthermore,, there exists a fairly appropriate- 
alternative to the other use of the term, namely Isetting'. 
Katz and Podor (1964) use 'setting' -in a broaaer sense to inoluae 
both the textual and the non-textual context of a sentence. we 
win use it in the latter application only. ' 
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relationship between situations and their temporal location and/or 

extension) is not, in general, a direct one but rather is mediated 

by what we may can for now a predication of the *existential status' 

or the situation. (That jag it is phases of situations which are 

locatea in times) And 'existential Status' can also be given an 

abstract spatial interpretatim Thus, anticipating somewbatt 

Beritence is . to take a simple example, expresses the proposition that 

1. John was aisleep at midnight 

the situation of John being asleep was in existence at the, point of, 

time identified by 'midnight' plus the past tense. The same is true 

of sentenad 2,, but here the progressive form (permissiblO, here- 

John was sleeping at midnight 

because of the perhaps arbitrary linguistic encoding of the situation 

as an activity rather than a state) gives overt manifestation to the 

predication of existence* Vow, the aspeotual-aktionsarten systemi 

of English$ as well as such predicators an Ilast1p, 'take place', 

'happen' are overt (grammatical ard lexical) manifestations of such 

existential predications, These latter are also very pertinenýi in'',, 

explicating the co-occurrence possibilities and interpretations of 

Cf. Chapter 6 for a discussion of aspect ancl aktionsartene These 
terms have had no uniform or consistent application in the liters- 

sometimes being used-for semantic distinctionsi sometimes - 
for formal distinotionsp and often fcr both, without an explicit 
differentiation being maintained between the two levels of clescrip- 
tion., The distinction between aspect and aktionsarten is likewise 
ill-definedo formally having something to do with (roughly) the 
distinction of grammaticalization versus lexicalization and 
semantically with, perhaps, such distinctions as subjective versus 
cbjective# static versus dynamic. For. present purposes# we 
include under the aspectual-Ationsarten system such grammatical 
devices as 'be-ing' and such lexical devices as the small closed 
set of periphrastic verbs like 'begin', 'continueIg 'stop', 
, finish,. 
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temporal adverbials in that they function in the schematic, logical 

characterizations of the various proposition types. if it is 

postulated that all temporally specified propositions involve 

existential predications even when there is no overt reflex of such 

(as is the case-in 1. above),, then not only does the semantic 

analysis of aspect and aktionsarten not require the introduction of 

any special constructs but also the shared co-occurrence possibilities 

and interpretations of the following types of sentences are accounted 

foro for ton minutes 
3*ao The search for the missing file lasted win ten minutes x at Doo n 

Ip.! ` ýý %-ý for ton minutes! 
b, They searched for the missing file Kin ten minutes 

at noon" 

4. ao The demolition of the entire building 

, 
in twoýhours 

took place for two hours 
? at noon 

in two' hours"", 
be The entire building 

I 
was 

-demolished- 
for two hours 

Ut noon 

at noon 
5. a. The. collision of the two lorries oocurre xfor two hours I 

happe m1d x in two hours 

at 
b, The two : Lorries collided '. f ornt= bours2l, 

in two hours 

This sentence is, of courses, well-formed, but its interpretation 
does not corre3pond to, that of 3. a. but rather to that of 3-a. ' 
below, in which 'begin' is a4ifferent existential preaicator,,, 

3A. 1 The-search for-the missing file began at'noon 

2 We are not Considering the possible interpretation here in terms of 
iterativeness. This interpretation is less likelY if we 
substitute 5. b. ' in place of 5, b, 

at noon 
5. b. ' The two lorries had a collision Xfor two hours 

Ifin two hours 
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The necessary and natural inclusion of problems of aspect and'O 

aktionsarten greatly increases the scope of the thesis* 11oweverj 

it is believed that p even if many problems within this area can only 

be dealt with In a rather superficial myq the degree of descriptive 

anLI explanatory adequacy achieved in the over-all description 

Justifies their inoorporation. 

Such considerations-the varied interrelationships between the 

semantic systems of space and time, the important'role of aspect and 

aktionsarten and their existential-locative basisp and the role of 

intra-sentential contextual elements and relations In general-make 

the structure and exposition of the dissertation somewhat Complext 

episodic, and, as has been intimated, difficult to compartmentalize 

into two parts which, if not indepebdentt would at least be in a 

unilateral relationship of dependence or presupposition., (It has 

been customarily assumed that the temporal system in some sense , 

depends upon, is a metaphorical exten3ion oft the spatial system. ) 

It is hoped that the following synopsis of the thesis will be 

helpful in making clear how the frwrework and the argument is to be 

developed through each of the following chapters'*, - "j-, - 

1.3 Structure of the dissertation 

Chapters 2 ana 3 deal maiay with the aemantic clescription, of 

spatial expressions. - However, the discussion and the proposals 

made at this point are limited to the purely locative and directional 

expressions (in their most concrete applications) I i. e. to those 

whose semantic representations do not-involve-any reference to paths 

or journeys, The role of these latter nations in explicating the 
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meanings of several spatial expressions will beldiscussed 

informally. but the notions tbemselves'will not be givon'a precise 

characterizzation-until-Mapter 7- Webegin, in Chapter 2, with a 

brief review of thr6e"'previous studies on the semantics of 

spatial expressions (Cooper, 1968; Leech, 1969; Bennett. A 972)j, 

Then followst 'in'Chapter 3, a detailed investigation and 

systematization of some of the more important spatial expressions 

in'Englisho -taking contextual information into account in'the ways 

diicuised above, In"anticipation Of, the aralysis'of more abstract 

d6maifis-'pirticularly the temporal and existeiltial-in terms of 

spatial notions. a brief 'exposition of the -so-ýcalled Ilodalist 

hypothe3is''6r-Ithests of'locali3ml ii'gi*en'in Chapter W 

Since, context plays'an'even more-fu*laýýntal role in'the 

semantics of temporal expressionag, wo'begin our investigation-int6 

this domain with a survey and discussion in Chapter 5-of the more 

important elements of the senteno6 which must be taken into 

consideration. '- The'most im'portart contextual factors 9 and in 

some respects'subsuming most of'the otherss-ard the related and 

often confused ones of the -proposition'type * tb6 type of 

situation being'described by'the. "ientence -atd the aspect of the 

sentence, As these critical features of'the context havet under 

one rubric or another (e. g' verb Classes, aSpeOt. aktioiýsartený 

predication types)t attracted the-attention, of linguists and also 

of many, philosophers (though not, "always *ith the same coals-in 

mind), Chapt-er'-6 is, devoted to a review of some of the major' 
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apprcaches to this area of imestigation found in the linguistio 

arA philosophical literature* This will serve as a backgrouncl 

for the particular localist treatment of aspect and proposition 

types to be given in the fo3-lowing chapter. 

Chapter 7, then, attempts to explicate the notion of a Journey, 

first of aU in its most concrete interpretation. Its 

characterization, developed informally to begin witht involves 

the sermantic constructs of location, airected Tovement (treatea 

initially as a primitive)v and the notion of temporal succession* 

We then survey, how these basic spatial notions# as we3-l as the more 

complex construct of a journey ard it, 3 Ocas-limitel, which we ca3.1 

a border-crossing, are operative in more abstract domminse In 

particular,, the important notion of existential location its intro- 

duced and incorporated into a descriptive apparatus for the Semantics 

of expressions of physical extension in one dimension. "We return 

here briefly to some of those spatial expressions whose semantic 

description we were umble to accomplish before as they involved the 

notion ar a path. A brief discussion of negation and quantification 

in ratural, language as basea upon existential locatives is given. 
I 

After a short excursus into the structuration. of time insofar as 

it is lirguistically relevant or determinedl the semantics Of 

aspect, aktionsarten and Proposition types ard their interaction 

is explicated with reference to the same existential. predicates 

motivated for the-semantiog of physical extensionp the essential 

difference between the two semantic domains being that between 

existence in time and existence in space, respectivelys A more 
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ýý formal and generalized characterization of a --journey is - offcred 

and problems &rising in the! semantic aralysis 'of - sentences -, des- 

cribing abstract journeys. - especially existential oness are 

pointed out. A briefilook at sentencea describing. repeated, cr- 

iterated- situations ý. leads us, finany to some proposals for a more 

comprehensive jocalist classification of proposition tYPes- 

The framework -developeatýin Chapter 7 is applied in Chapter 

to the description of two interesting sets of temporal adverbials 

, --, not discussed-, aoI, far. - However, -as, some temporal informtion, in 

.,.. the semantic -representation of a sentence is--realized as, tenss 

and, as the semantics of Ahe ýperf eat form,, in particulari -13 

relevant t o,,, the -, analysis, of-, our adverbials,, the e chapter -begins 

with a brief i ana. necessarily simplified. - account -of *; the. analysis 

of, tenseqýtaking-into'consideration the-aspect and proposition' 

type of the -sentence. An analysis of the perfect form in terms, 

of a dual time reference is ýproposed-one which will allow for & 

contexttial explanation fcr--the rvarious interpretations attribut- 

-able to the perfectý - Finallys we proceed to the detailed 

description of the'Taelected set, of aaverbials. ý 

, 
Chapter 9, concludes_ the thesis with an. enumeration of the 

main firdings, of 
'the 

study. 

1.4 Framework, mathodolory and notation 

As the descriptive ard theoretical framework Ja developed in the 
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coursai of, the -exposition,, - little, need or can be said about-itý-at this 

point. However,, it may be emphasized that our central concern is-- 

with the determination- and characterization of the meanings- of -spatial 

and, temporal expressions and the semantic ocrrelates of their, combin- 

ation with other elements of the. sentence. . 
To the extent, that. these 

appear to be bestýstated in terms of the meaning of the whole sentence# 

we are directing ourýefforts towards giving the logiooý-semantio , 

representations of, sentenoesý of . English,, That is, weý-areý notýý 

direotly conaerned-with'the, lwcbleme. of'reeaisation I --although we 

have, tried- not, to be, oblivious ý to theme iHencep"we have fcurAIt un' 

neeeasary,, to'eabroil ourselves' in ý such controversies &s'tbat between- 

interpretive hemantics (orgý, moreýgenerallyp-the-extended: -otandara 
theoryýi and. -generative semaritic3e . 

Nor will, we,, aelve into model- 

theoretic semantiesp 
2 

pot because we. feel that the., problems, belonging 

under. this rubric arý outside the scope of our, investigationt but 

rather because. its appropriatenTsp. and usefulness in the description 

of natural language can be questioned (cf. pottst 1973; Jardine 

Jardine, 1973) and because we feel that much of the 'interpretive' 

apparatus is superfluous,, given sufficiently rich yet still sYn- 
3 

tactically and semantically mativated logico-semantic representations. 

Cf. Katz,. & ? odor, I1 964; Katz & Postal, 1964;,, Katz# 1966# 1970j, 
19710 1973; Biei4isch-'1967, -i969,1970* Chomskys 1972; 
Jackendoff,, 1972. 

;; ýther 
to thesida of generative semantics# 

cf., VoCawley, 1971a- 
2 

Cf. linguistic applicationý-in Dah1g'1971' 1972t 1973; Keenan, 
1969# 1972; Montague, 1970a,. 197ob, 1972: 

3 Cf. in this light, Andersontg (1974) prcposal, on syntactic grounds, 
for a predication of existence (=truth) as'the main proposition in 

, ýdeolarative sentences such as 'Beatrice came', Cf* too the 
explanation given in Chapter 7 for the unacceptibility of sentences 
such as 6. a. below with the model-theoretic approach of DowtY (1972)- 
(References to Anderson are to works by T. M. Anderson. ) 
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-)-The data used to arrive at such representations are, generally 

speaking, of two sorts* First, there are matters of distributiong 

of co-oocurrenoe potential. Secondlys there are semantic relations 

between sentence3--implication, paraphrase# inconsistemy-and 

semantic properties of single sentences-being significant, contra- 

dictory# tautologous, ambiguous, Many sentences in which 00- 

Occurrence restrictions have been broken are# ultimatelys resolvable 

into semantic anomalies: they may enoode contridiations or taut- 

ologies or, they may-not be correlatable with any well-formed semantic 

structure-or they may have semantic representations which are not, in 

accordance with basic, axioms of the semantic syst6m, These possibi- 

lities -are illustrated. -in sentences -6. to, 8o . respeotivelYe -, -i, S- 

i I., X 
es 69 a* '' ý John founcl -the answer foi iiie kliit 

, b. NarY stopped knittingU4 ,, sweater when abe f inished it 

7o "Jobn rode bis bicycle, in fjvqýminutes, 

, 8* Naryls 
- not yet -a. Virgin 

5snnwr 'e'nc6cle the", Sentences iik e 
k, - I. -, I 

contradiction ihat-'ýi 
one 'aiýi'thi "sime "moment of time something both 

is and is, not the caseýin -this - instano6 O-John' a- knowing the, answer. 

Sentence 6. b., 'on the-other-hands encodes A tautologvt the first 

conjunct necessarily- following from,, the scoopdo And this is found 

to be predictable from the logical properties - of ý the prpdicationý. 

'Mary knit a sweater' and, the expressions tstoplýand 'finish'o. ''In 

7- v ýhe, expression, 
_'in 

five, minutes. ' and the proposition 
. 
'John rode 

a bicycle' have logical structures vhich are intrinsicallY, incOmPat- 

ible. By this is meant that because of their internal logical, 

structure, it is impossible to 'hook up' one with the other, Pin- 

ally# sentence 89, Amplies the possIbility that an axiom of the system 
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can be violated,, specificallyg that something which is the case'can 

come to not haýWbein the ca3e. 

(Pragmatio)' implication arxI paraphrase'(bilateral imýjjcafion) 

are usecl'to reveal ambiguities in se6tenoes., to help 4ietermine what 

information must Ve preient 'in the 'logico-semantio represe'ntation* of 

a sentence, ardto'establish the l6gical properties of and semantic 

"i'ou3 expreisions. 
2-Va 

given sentence has n relations 'between var 

paraphrases ýwhich are themselýes not paraphra3ea of each others then 

the senteno6 is n-ways ambiguouge For ieýles 13entence 9, below 

I hence is (at has the two - non-equivale a- pamphrases-. 'i 0 and Ii, and 

least) two-ways imbi&ousý- 'ý Alt hoiigh"non-equivale nt 9 the two 

paraphrases are 6otino on'sistent' with each'other,, as their cOnJunctiOla 

in 12. illustrates. 
, 

Of coune,, inconsistent implications can be 

9* ý- John will "meid "the shoo in five minites 

10" John will (start to) mend the sho6 five minutes from now 

lie John will take five minutes to mend'the'shoe 

12* - -, John wilV*(istart to) mana the shoe'f ive minute$ from- now 

ana he wM take'five mirmtealto do it 

used iiiitead of n6nequivalent paraphrases to establish ambiguitv- 

One must be careful when using implication tests that the 

This implication in question is not a contextually dependent one, 

is the case in sentences involving such spatial expressions as 'in 

front of'/'in back of' (or 'behind'), 'on X. Is right'/'on Y's left'. 

Cf. Lyonsg forthcoming: 214, for the following definitioni *A 
statement 11 Silp pragmatically. implies a statement, Sj, if the, 
production of Sil would normally be taken to commit the speaker 
not only to the truth of Sig but also to the, truth of Sj*,, 

2 Here we have in mind such roperties of predicators as symmetry, 
___., reflexivity, -transitivity 

ýcf. 
rall'9'I 972. * § 50 ard'6uch diride- 

relations between expressions as hvpqnymy, antonymy, converseness, 
complementarinesS. syno nymy (of. Lyons,, forthcoming: § 8.3)* 
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Although in a well-defined class of contexts these pairs satisfy the 

conditions of conversenessq this J3 a pragmatic fact* For, in 

general, it is not the case that a senterce of the form IX (is) in 

f1r'Ont of Y' is equivalent to a sentence of tha form IT (is) in baok 

of XIO POr example, sentence 13. does not imply any or the mutually 

inconsistent sentences 14., 15. s an: 1-16, However, it is consistent 

with any OrA at them on their -own. 

M John is standing in front of Vary 

14* 'Mary 13 stabdirg in front ce John 

15, Mary is standirg in back of Johm. " 

16. Mary is standing on John's left/right 

The notation ani formalism which we have I adopted anj developed in 

the course of the following chapters 13 based on that of sYmbOlic 

logic, mainly the propositional calculus and the calculi of classes. 

and of (predicative) funation3a It must be stated from the onsetp 

however, that no attempt is made to construct a rigorous axiomatic 

logical system which could be tested fcr such things as completeness 

and deoidability. Rathers we are making use of logical notation 

and concepts as a precise aid to semantic representation and this 

only to the extent that it remains perspicuous and linguistically 

accurate. 'We have not hesitated in deviating from such formalism 

when the occasion has demarAed it (for example, in the characterization 

of quae. if iCation), Furthermore, we often rake use of tree-like 

diagrams in our logioo-semar. tic representations rather than the usual 

bracketing fourA in logical notation since these, for the linguist at 

leasts have becoma a mcre eaAly digestible schema of repre3entation. 

'Cfe 
Wall,, 1972, for a lucidadnount of these different calculi. 
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PREVIOUS APPROAMRS TO THE fSTIMATIC M,. 7, CRTPTIOTI 

OF SPATIAL EVERRISIOIS 

2A General remarks 

ThrcmF, hout the lirZuistio 34terature of tb* Pazt fOrty Pars 'or 

so there are marq cbservation3 to be found on the uses and meanings 

of various spatial (or locational. and direotioral) expressionss, 

particularly adverbials, in Fnglish anLI related lanCuages* AlthCU& 

the discussions have been mostly fragmentary or incidental in nature 

and far from exhaustive in se", and although the formalizations Or 

systemization3s when attempted, are of a diverse nature arxl often 

only Partialt it is prcbably not too much of an exaggeration to say 

that almost everything there is of interest to say about this area 

of linguistic investigation has already been saidp in one form or 

another* And prcbably all that one can reasonably hope to contribute 

to such a stockpile of knowledge is a presentation which synthesizes 

the results of past studies in such a way as to be somewhat more 

comprehensive in scope and more uniform in systemizatione One may 

also hope to fill in arW gap3which still remain with some original 

insights* Howeverv since such a synthesis would itself require a 

whole dissertation our discussionwincentre on the more interesting 

and central spatial expressions; and those which are of more Peri- 

pheral concern will necessarily be in outline form, with often only 

informal analyzes given-but ones suggestive of the form which an 

eventual formalization would take, 

The maror and varied observations on ard descriptions of the 

semantic sy3tem(s) underlying spatial expressions in English (and 
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6t r, languages ) have,, . -for the most parto taken as their point of 

departure the meanings expre3sea by the (concrete) locatioial arA 

airectional aaverbials'and, iý particularg by prepositional phrases. 

Furthermore, the major approach has been to analyze the prepoiitions 

ns`ý, j968a) as expressing a (as for cases, cf. lljelmslev, 1935; Lyo i 

(spatial) rýlationbetween'two obj'ect's (cf, BrýrAal'# J9509 for 

prepositions in general; Cooper, 1968; Leech,, 1969j, for explicitlY 

relational amlyses of spatial expressions, aWL Benrittt 19729 for a 

functional (and implicitly relational) approach)* Both thise aspects 

of previous treýtients"wiij 'be taken as basicallY COrr I ect jnj will be 

pursued in what'follcma, ltcwa , ver, with I respect tO ýthe firstollit is 

necessary to recognize the facti'that the aaverbial system in itself 

dc 4s not exhaust the possibilities for the expression of spatial 

relations in English even though it is true that "the prepositions 

and acIverbs are#., the most simple and moat typical means of 

expressionwhich make the relations explicit* (Collinson,, 19371 51+) 

and hence the most natural set of expressions with which to make an 
Wý4 entry into'ýthis 'semantic field. 06imideration's, oi, 

*'the 
role of the 

verb in . this respect are to be f oun Ia brief3 IVI in Bennett (1972) ard 

more extensively in Gruberfe (1965) study of the OincorporatiOn' Of 

'pre-lexical' prepositions within verbs (cf,. 'als6 the discussion by 

Vimy & Darbelnet (1958) and'ýýesdbre (1966) on the lchassge-crois6l 

pbenomemn between French and English). Related to this problein is 

the fact that the semantic, inter-pretatio I na of the various adverbiai's'ý'- 

vary according to the context in which th'ey, occur; that iss there 

is'an interaction between the aa-ierbials and other elements of the 

sentence# in particular the *verb,, with*respeciý'to what spatial 

relations are expressed. Finallyg an adequate semantic description 
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for marq spatial prepositions and other expressions involves the 

incorporation of a complex notion, that of a 'Journey' (cf. Chapter 

7)9 which is itself constructed out of the simpler locative and 

directional primitives (cf. plus some notion of temporal 

succession. Both Leech's (1969) and Bemett's 0972) 1 studies 

presuppose such a complex notion, and the major dravback of both 

their aWZmes could well be considered the failure to give an 

explicit and/or adequate characterization of this fundamOntalcon- 

struct, Summarizing, thenj it is necessary to work tmvarcl3 a 
I 

descriptive framework which can accommodate (J), the realization of 

spatial relation3 by expressions other than adverbialst (2) the 

contribution made by the intrasentential context of the adverbials 

in determining their semantio interpretationg and (3). tbe integration 

of de-sentential (or de-propositional) information relating to 

journeys within the semantic description of particular adverbials a ncl 

verbs, 

Three studies have, appearecl in the past few Years (Cooper, 1968; 

Leech,, 1969; Bennett# 1972)9 varying both in coverage arA in the 

degree and type of formalization adopted,. whioh are of particular 

interest here# as they represent the most detailed semantio studies of Eng- 

libspatial expressions available. Of theseq the last two have been 

drawn upon extensively in what follows, Cooper's study,, being cOn- 

siderably less well known and rather difficult to gain access tO9 

came to the authorts. attention', only after, most of the revised aInalysis 

to be presented in 0-3. had already taken its present shape, 

Hmevers it was a happy discovery in that Cooper's approach was found 

to be similar in several respects to the one which had been adopted 

here to deal with some''of the inmifficiencies'of Leech's and 
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Bennett's analysese For this reasons it will be brief ly summarized 

along with the others, 

2,2 G, So Co2=r's semantio amlysis-of rmjilish locative 

Prepositions 

Cooper's study is restriated to locative prepositions* That 

is, w the semantic field investigated is limited both with respect to 

content (expressions of directional relations being exaludedl ) and 

with respect to expression (locational relations expressed by other 

parts of' speech being excluded)* Purthermores it is inherently 

limited by the particular formal system adopted (but in no way 

argued for or elaborated upon),, that of the restricted and nOW Out- 

dated system of interpretive semantics as set forth in. Katz (1966),, 

ands within that, a rather A priori delimitation of what can oon- 

stitute the semantic representation of a locative preposition: "a 

reading for a preposition consists of a complex semantic marker which 

itself consists of a relation marker and function markers operating 

on objects" (Cooper, 19681 1), This results in the analysis being 

unable't6accommodite those locative prepositionst such as #up* in 

the house up the road. ' the boat up the river, whose readings "involve 

markers... auch as (direction one faces) or (path one traverses)$ 

namely, markers of movement" (Ibid.: 30). 

However, these considerations asidep as won as other criticisms 

of detail which one could make-fbr example, with respect to errors, 

vaguerasso and the use of unxlefine4 markers in many ar the definitions- 

Cooper's study is interesting and, insightful in two major respects. 

However,, matV of her semantic markers (e. g. top(X)Aottom(X) 1, distal(, q(X))/proximal(S(X)) ) implicitly include some 'directional 
opposition* (cfe Lyons# forthcoming: 300). 
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First of all, as is evident from the first quot&tion abovep Cooper 

recognizes the relational basis to the senses of (locative) pre- 

position3 (cf. Ejelmalev's (1935) discussion of the notional character- 

ization of the categories of case and prepositions) and also the fact 

that it is often only particular parts or aspects of the objects' 

related by the preposition Which are semantically relevant or sal- 

ier, t.. This she formalizes not in terms of semantio features (cfA 

Allan's (1970) 'highlighted# features, Leech's (1969) $ascription' 

features) but by functions--an a special kincl of relation 
2 

-which 

extract . 80 to speakp the, relevant properties of the Objects, 

inyolved. More precisely, "locative prepositional 
' 
unlike nourA 

and adjectives, specify relation-conoopts vith two or more argments* 

Thuss in general, the meaning of the preposition must be given in 

terms Of the relation markers and function markers instead of the 

sort of marker which specifies a property concept. Locative pre-_, 

Positions specify a spatial relation between a small subset of the, 

characteristics of the objects indicated by the expressions which are 

It is an essentis. 1 property of Cooper ý is, framework that ýhe, lthingsl 
related by a preposition (or,, more accurately, the argumeýts of the 
relation expressed by the preposition) need not be restricted to 
the class of concrete objects but may also be points, areas and 
volumes-ioesq spaces-which are. themselves perceived as Isingle 
fisure3l. *Thus,, locative uses include such expressions an *the 
book on the table", q *the flyýln the hole's or "the gap in the 
mountain". A locative seems to function semantically in the same 
waywhether the referents of N, and 112 are dbjacts or spacas" 
(Cooper,, 1968: 6). 

2 Uathematioally, a relation is a function when all the members 
I in its 

domain are mappea udauq& onto members. of its range. Thus, the 
function i( )-see below-assigns to every object another object, 
. and only one, which is its interior* 
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-1 connected'by 11 the preposition. Thiis'. the meaning of' th'e 'preposition 

I can be aI riaýed'. first, with function concepts which pick 6iii the 

relevant -6haraot'er'istibs to be 'related, and s6conde with the lreisAon 

concept d6s6iibing the special relation between the values of -the 

functions,. - The resulting complex reliti6zi marker will thus have the 

form'ý(f( ))'where f"atd S-are function'markers and R is a 

relation 'marker" (Cooper, ' 1968-., 8), ' Thus, to take a specific 

example, " týX. Y) 'has the interpretation (giýen that Y is -a place and' 

X'i physical object 'or spatial configuration) that -Y is the location 

Of j4 NOW,, '-if i(71)ý stands for 'the `space'-or Volume internal to W, 

rep , rese nt Ia the me I aning of the'preposi tio n 'in'. 

Secondly, by basing the''interpretation of her semant'ic markers 

On visual perceptions or conceptualizat - ions'. Cooper is'ible I to 

introduce a: vax; lAle -z,, into her system whereby Z it "a space ý, - 

defined"by some reliLtionship(s) to X andVor Yx the arguments of the 

prepositional relation" (Cooper, 1968: 11 )# , This notiont albeit it 

a rather dMicult- one to vake. precise'and one, used'rather equivoc- 

ally by Cooper, has no counterpart in Leech's (or Bennett#s) system. 

It also accounts for the sharpest and most interesting_ contrast 

between the two,, particularly in, the domain of the definitions 

accorded such pairs as 'over'/Iunderl in front of '/'in back of I 

(-'behind'). 

. 
Leech (see below) analyzes these expressions in, term3 

of an ordering relation on the two cbjeots involved (the direction 

of the order being determined with respect to some polarizing feature 

of the context--of. fn. A -p. 34 Cooper. -on the otherýhandq treats 

these expressions as describing locations internal to a'space, 7., 

defined in terms of contiguity with some part (the top# bottom,, 

front,, back,, etc. ) of the object serving as the reference object 
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(i. e.,, -tbe second argument of-the prepositional relation). .,, 
This 

part of Cooper Ia analysis draws heavily upon TeUer Is (1969-. -! 

Cocper Is bibliography includes an entry f or the 1967 version of the 

article) discussion of the semantics of expressions denoting. parts 

of objects, and his suggestions for incorporating their definitions 

into the description of certain locative prqppsitionse _ 
Thus.. for 

exampleI I in front of as in, IX (is) in front of YO I, is def ined by 

the -conjunction of, the markers OZ. is, a space".,, PZ, is. contiguous with, 

the, front of Y? q "X is located internally to ZO, and OX and Y are 

separate where. *the front, of t Y! 4s again the value of a, function 

with an internal complexity very similar to Leech's (1969: 175) 

definition, for ffrontl_(as. denoting an,! exttemityl). 'In back of' 

is defined'identically except-for the, secorA markero which., would. be 

'Z is contiguous with the back of-171.,,, Symbolizedo Ahese definitions,, 

arep respectively, 1. and 2. below. - 

i, Sp(Zj & C(7,, 'fr6j*(Y)) &'L(it, i(Z)) & Sep(X, Y) 

2. Sp(Z) & O(Z,, baok(Y))*& L(X, p i(z)) & sep(xf, y)', ý - 

There is reason to believe that an analýzis along tho lines of 

Cooper's (however this is to be made rigorous) is preferable to that 
71,1L - 

of Leech's for this particular set of expressionst as well as for the 

missing pair 'on the left of'/'on the right of',, "Widence-t6 support 

this claim will be brought forward vhen we look at these expressions 

Sep( , ), and C( are relational markers symbolizing "separation, 
and'"contiguity". respectively. Cooper gives 'no explanation as to 
why these are treated as distinct markers rather than as comple- 
mentaries. Sp( ) is apparently a- marker specifying the property 

, 
concept of "being a space". 

4 
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in-mbre, detail (of. ý3; 3s-- ý3eW-' ' -Howreverg, iV will- ilso- be' main-1- 

tained that a description in terM3 of ordering relatiorm'is' , more- 

appropriate thanCooper's for the similar set of expressiobs 

labove, t/lbelowls Oahead of'/behind's and 'to the left oft/'to the 

right of'. 

C intuitive descriptions 
., ooper concludesher stu'dy-with informal# 

Of five prepositions of direction. It is interesting to note, that 

Of the four additional notionsý ihtroduced,, butý'Ieft undefineag three 

of these-'Path(way)'; "origin-point! and. lend/terminal point'--' 

correspond to Bennett, s. directiona'j.. sdeepý cases" (see below)'Of 

path'- -lsourcetg and 'goal', 

2.3. Q*N. Leeohts, analysis of - 321ace, adverb ials, 

Leech's semantic description of gnalish', Jplacet- adverbials is 

embedded within his own particular theory of semantics and is intended 

as an illustration of its &pplioation to a particular semantic field- 

Essentially, Hanidayan in, outl6ok,, his theory represents an extension 

of-'Firth's notions-of system and, structure'(cf, 'Ilalliday, 'i96i, 1966s 

1967/8) to the level of-semantio description;, - By thus being-set"' 

within a goneral'theory of --language which views, language as divided, 

into levels or strata, Leach's thecry of semantics is neither- 

-interpretive. nor (indeed still less) generative- (of. ýi. 4)e' , The 

former, w4ic4-would iWolve the syxtactio component I)eing regarded 

as-irput to the semanticýone, is explicitly rejected-by'Leech* 

Although he makes no, mention of the generative semantic modelp not 

surprisingly,: given- the, data, of -publication, this would be'excluded 

by the "fuv4aMental principle, of this Za- stratificational_7 approach 

that each level (phonology,, fcrm, orthography, semantics) is an 

alltOnOmOus subtheory in the sense that deseriptive stateirents within 
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the level make no reference to units or properties defined at other 

levels" (Leech,, 1969: 28). 1 We may thus describe Leech's theoret- 

ical and descriptive framework as being one of *autonomous' 

semantics. 

The application of Leech's model to the semantics of place 

aaverbials in ;. rrnglish (as well an of temporal ani modal expressions) 

is very detailed, elaborate, and thorough and represents# itself sa 

drawing-together and systematization of much of the previously 

available knowledge of this area of meaning, The semantic field 

investigited. by Leech is broader than that o: r'Cooper (1968) in that 

he includes directional as well as locative relations and these am 

they are. realized. by all kinds of adverbWs (that is p not only by 

prepositional phrases but by adverbial clauses and simple adverbs 

as We3-1). 
2 

However, before proceeding with the discussion of Leech's 

description of spatial expressions q it is necessary to elaborate 

briefly on the nature of the structural ani systemic components Of 

his framework. The structural analvais takeaq as its largest unit# 

what he calls a 'predication'# abbreviated as P. which is a semantic 

unit corresponding, it would appear, to a proposition in logical 

analysis, It consists of at most three constituents, In the case 

It is just such an overlap in the vocabularies of syntactic arA 
semantic description which characterizes, in part, generative 
semantics--of. Andersont forthoomingo 

2 He also recognizes that the meanings of some verbs incorporate 
(Gruber, 1965) the meanings of prepositions, - but these represent 
a prcblem for Leech. for they *break the normal restriction that 
definitions should not exceed the extent of a cluster in a main 
predication* (Leecho 19691 276, n. 8). 
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where we have the maximum 6imber of constituents, one of these, the- 

$medial element'. abbreviated as V. behaves as a two-place logicaf, " 

predicate and separates two 'terminal elements', abbreviated as To 

which function as its arguments (see Fig. 1). The order of the 

Fig. I* 

P 

'ýT M, -T 

two terminal elementýs_ is determined by the properties of UO whic must 

contain a relational'compo'ne'ni '(see 'below) ibtribsicahj marked for 

,,, I- 
-4, 

" 14.1 
11 11 

Idirectionalityl. ' If U4 is" only a o'na -place' pred icat 'then'thi order 

is irrelevant., The repiesentat ions for three-term and two-term pre- 

dications ares-schematically; -a., rib and'ai-m. _ý . _1-11 

It is to the'elements T and-M which, the systemic (or componentý-- 

ial) analysis is applicable. However$ the possibilities of de- 

predicational components and of recursion of P on T are also allowea 

for. That isp each of the elements T and M may consist of a cluster 

of unordered components (cf. Chomsky's (1965) 'complex symboll)p 

these components being selected from various semantic systems or 

being themselves derived from a predication, what Leech calls a 
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'downgraedl predication and symbolizes by angled bracket& < 'ý *1 

Roughlyp down, Sraded predication3 corresponds on the syntactic levels 

to relative clau3e3 and to adverbial modifications such as tones or 

mo1a. U1, which is cr=paulated within the verb or verb phrase* ArJp 

in the case or a termiml elements an entire predication may take the 

place of a cluster (of, Pic, n), Such a predication is said to be 

Orark-shiftedO and corresporA3. on the isyntactio levels to such 

constructions ais sertential crý de-sentential subjectso cbjects ard 

cOmPlOments and to sentence& taking adverbial adjuncts (cf* LyorA# 

1968as § 8*1*8)* Leach encloses-rank-shifted predications in 

ordimry brackets I t1M #, In . the formula - a. Lb - s. d (b d), is the 

radc-shifted predication., 

such components also'reruire come mechanism of cro3s refercnce*sim- 
ilar. to that needed in Conermtive Fraamar to a3sure that the 13 

which is eventually to be relativized to a particular I'Vi has indecd 

an 1P 'identical' to Wj--cf. Uillert 1973, Leech acoceplishen 
this 

ýY 
means of a 'definite formatorl, 0. which "signals maxinum 

specification or particularity of meaning* (Leechg 1969: 47), ani a 
notational device whereby 0 and the cluzter or formula having 
identical reference are assigned the same prime marking. T1= p the 

general form or a down-Fraded predication in a terninml cluster is 
*a, Sirlt<Whol likes ica-creamý* ) where alboo 

stand for any conpon*ntial f ormula which does not incluae a relative 
(relational) component$ bore symbolized by r, Thus, "every dmn- 
graded predication within a terminal cluster has as one of its 
terminal elements a cluster containing the definite for=tor; and, 
this formator co-rcfers to the remaining componential content of 
the cluster in which the downgradinZ occurs* (ibid,: 1+9)o In the 
case of, dowpgading in a medial cluster (i. e. j where the &aWadea 
predication has an adverbial function) , the definite formtcV 00- 
refers to the whole or the main preaicationt ), (e*z#9 (the speaker isZWhaviM come to be> on the platform 
as the serAntio representation for 'the speaker is on to the 

platform')* "The round brackets for this purpose mark the extent 
of the unit to which co-reference is madej it being unlarstood. that 
the downgraded predication itself in e=luded from W (ibidot 55)e 
Howevers inedial dowqTadea'predications are forma, lly equivalent to 

c, x-ýa-r-M-and the rark-shifted predjoations-(a-r4Q'b-9-p 
wed for the former at the semantio level is somewhat questionable 
(havina been int. roduced, mainly for such adverbial modification is 
tense and modality which are manifested in ourface atrinp, in 
Englishowithin the verbal element)* 
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Pig. 11 * 
p 

Let us return now, to the aiscussion of spatial expressions. 

The relational interpretation of place adverbi2as is made explicit 

in Leech Is system byý means of the semantio system : =ýPLAI, a relative 

system funationing'as the medial cluster of a predication., It takes 

as its first term either a componential clust'er representing an 

object or a rank-shifted predication representing an-event; ' it8 

secorA term is a componential"cluster representing a location*, , This 

accounts for the fact that both dbjects and'events 'May be' l0c&feein 

space-but only the latter situation exemplifies a. true adverbial - -- 

type of place relation according to Leech (cf. Lyons' 

(1968a: 8.1,. 9) discussion on locative complements and adjuncts)* 

(Although the distinction betýween a cluster representing an cbjeot' 

ard one rer-resenting a location is crucial to the basic distinction 

which Leech makis'between simple ani relative position (see below)* 

he nowbere makes explicit or precise Just what di"erentiatea the 

two 'a problem which we will have to return to in 13.2). The, sys- 

tem o----PLA is basic to all locative meaning in that all def initions of 

the adverbials are of the form a. ->PLAýb. 

Leech begins by establishing a distinction between static and 

dynamic relations, the motivation for this being the pairs of pre.. 

positions 'at/'to', font/onto', linO/Iintol and 'away from/from' 

in which the second member of the pair is most commonly found in the 

context of a verb of movement and indicates the goal or destination 
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of the movement. However, since other adverbiLls of place can-bq, 

used both in statio (locative) and, dynamic (destinatiomý and. /or 

tangential)' senseswithout a, obange in fcrm, Leech does not,, iný facts 

give different semantic representations for the static andL d'ymmio 

members of each pair but instead characterizes the difference as one 

Of 'grammatical concord' 
2 determined by the presence or absence, -. of - 

8- dYnamio context (of* Lyons, 1968ao. ý8.4971 Anderson# 1971b: ý8.; 

Bennett, 1972). this latter being rýpresented semantically as a 

higher inceptive predicate., 

A, more fundamental distinction in Leech's framework i.? that 

which he makes, within the, semantic field of spatial relationes 

between simple ard relative position. Simple position is encoded 

by such prepositions as #at'. lonf, $in* and in a spatial relation 

"I'angentiall meaning is the closest counterpart to 'path' in 
BennettOs framework: - "it implies-that the course the moving 
object takes is firstly towards, then away from,, the stationary- 
object or location" (Leech, 1969t 196)* "They marched in front 
of the barracks may thus be con3trued in three different ways: 
a) t _e started elsewhere and enled up in front of the, barraok3 
destinational); (b) they passed in front of the barracks on the 

way to some other destination (tangential); (o) they started and 
ended in front of the barracks (static)" (Ibid.:. 

-197)- 

"That isq ýLqj, run,, walk, etc. are classified syntactically ýas 
Omotional veiO77jnd to,, on(Lo), in(jo), from, etc, as *MOtiOnal 
prepositions" (cf. GrUb-; rý. -i 565: -89) a1t); o-ugh they receivel the 
same definitions as the "non-motional* prepositions at. in, on. 
etc. The rule which forbids the co-occurrence of IfIR-e'atOOI to'' 
the door- KHe is crouching into the chair is a purely syntactic 
rule which decrees that motional prepositions should be preceded 
by'motional verbs" (Leech,, 19691 193, nb). Virambel 0950: 153) 
sees the grammatical concord working in the opposite direction: 
*Des lorst'on no peut plus parler du rapport entre la preposition 
at la forma casuelle,, mais du rapport entre la'preposition et 
le verbet qui, lui, ex prime la station ou le mouvement. En Pareil 
cas, le sens de la preposition, at gventue1lement (an anglais) la. 
forma de I& pr6position, Ae trouvent d6termines par la valeur du 
verbe. 0 
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between an CbJect and a location, 'that" is$ betýe6n non-corýWables. 

it " is represented simply by týe system' - 4-----I'PLA" (along with an 

#ascription' fetture-see below). -Relative positions on the other 

hand, . is a spatial relation between two cbjecto and is encoded by 

most of the"other prep6siti6na (for exaýpleg 'with', lbeýondlp 

'in fiont of I/Ibehind' . 
ipastt9-eto. ). ' The two objects are sPati&3-IY 

relateaonly through the meaiation'of their, (simple) locationsg which 

may be identical ('with' i "at "'the same place as") or distinct 

('beyond', 'past , ', I in f, 'rant of I). Given t6 basio formula 

a-: -->PLA b, ilaiive posiiiorv'in'wlv"es a ao'wngraaea piencition re 

within b. To take'the simplest exampl6l -the meaning of $a is with b' 

is representea'as in'3. i 

3. a- FLA - PLA -0 'a at the place at which b' 

Lot us take a somewhat more complex examples that of theIPRir 

Oin front of'/'behind'. The formulaio_repre3entation for Oa is in 

front of bl is given in 4.: - .2 

->PLA- BID - -VM . +FRI ---, >l'LUS<4-, <- OBS, *0 <Q -+-PU* 

)6 is a dummy element. pý, SID is a relative 
. 
system basic to an 

relative position other than identity Of location or spatial 
Itogetherness'9 encoded by 'with', It can be interpreted as 
"to the side Of% Once one extends the amlysia beyond this 
larchirelation' to more complex relationas it becomes obvious that 
some typp, ce vectorial framework 

, 
is required for their description, 

And also, that this same vectorial framework, essentially a sub- 
Jectivized three-dimensional system, is the same as that underlying 
the use of scalar adJectives such &stlonpjAhor-e, 1wjdW/barrov? $ chig0ove (of 

* Tellers, 1969; Bierwischl 1967 (for German)) o Thus 
Leech sets up a three-dimensional system differentiating the vert- 
ical axes from the horizontal ones by the binary system +VM and 
the primary horizontal axis (as pertinent in 'in front oFfI/Ibehindt) 
from the seconIary one (as pertinent to 9to the left of'/'to the 
right. of') by the binary system +PRI. Z! ý PLUS is an ordering 
relation applicable to each of t7he three axes* z=: ýTBI may be 
rendered as "is the point of observation for% 
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Le'*, $a (is) at a place which ispwith, respect to the primary 

horizontal axis (and as seen from Q),, -to the positive' side of` the 

place at which (is) 111; ýor, more roughly, 'a (is)''at a place'which#_- 

with respect to the primary horizontal axis, is cloýer'to 9,, -the 

point of bbservationj than (is) the place ixt which (is) hI e' 'The 

clef inition for- 9behindi-wbuia-be' the -same as for I in, front of' exceýt 

for the'substitution of 4- PLUT-for -41PLUS. - 'ie., ' 'the two 10catiOnst 

and 9"Iqýar6 given the opposite orcler, 

The formal 'properties upon , which Leech bases the, distinction 

between simple and relative posiiiOn'are (i )"that' exPr6ss ions of - the- 

former lack converses (cf. Lions', fcrthcominý_t &8@3)1 ard (2) that 

`jroýerties'upon the, l6catio n (ie ' ', upon they may impose subjective, e. 

b in a-'; -ýPLA-b)'. ' - Leech'. deals'With this I last property, " which in' 

part corresponds to the perceptual/conceptual. interpretation'Of 

Cooper's functions (i(k), 
- sur(X)), by arguing for &-type of select- 

ional restrict iorf-which ., is w6aker -than, the Chomskyan kiid and, which 

'to kýures These features is based upon whit'he cills 

"do not actually- f orm part" of the. coM P-one nt ial conte it - of the, aajace Vt 

terminal cluster, but iire"rathe-r'initched-'iLgairAt'its contea-0 such-!, 

that co-occurrence with'eýsystematicaily oontrastink component'is- 

marked as a6 violation". . 
(Leech,, A. 969:,. 66).,, arA, are-auch that if-the- 

terminal cluster, contains, no inherert feature, specification for the 

Thus, for exa'mple,,, whereas we have John is, to the left of Marl a 
Vary is to the ri&ht of Johj!, The post-office is be-yond the house 

= The house is on this side of the post office, there exist no 
converse expressions for John is at the post office, John is in 
London. 
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particular ascription system involved,, then in that particular con-ý 

text it3referent is subjectively assumed to have the same specific- 

ation as the preceding ascription feature, Whether this phenomenon 

could be equally well described by means of ordinary seleotional 

restrictions (cf. J. Geis, 1970) with the additional notion of 

I transfer' features (cf, Weinreich, 1966; Bierwischt 1967) will not 

be discussed here. We win have more to say later on (cf, 4 3.2) 

about the relative merits of this approach over other alternativess 

including Cooper's, What, is of predent concern is the psycho- 

logical or-pubjectivq property cf the Interpretation, of these features* 

Leech cbqerýes (1969: 65) jollowing a- study ýOne earlier by ., 

Catford (1959). that "English lopative prepositions are divisible, 

into groups according to the *dimensionality* they attribute, to the - 

reference of the following nominal* At, Lo,, from indicate an-ab- 

sence or irrelevance of spatial dimension .. on. onto. off suggest 

a line or a surface,.. in, intol out suggpst an area or volume. The 

choice of the preposition does. not-reflect the acýuai aimen3igini 
1. 

properties of the cbject of orientationj but, rather the way it is 

imaginea by the speaker, " To amount, for, these observations# Leech 

sets up a multiple taxonomic system of ascription features dealing 

This is not the first time that such phenomena havebeen observed 
and so interpreted* Concerning the French counterparts to the 
English prepositions 'on' and 'in',, namely Isurl and Idan3t# 
Gougenheim (1939: 30) observed that "pour un certain nombre do 
concepts spatiaux, la re/partition de dansi/en et, de sur d6pancl moins 
do la forme reene de llempace que do la conception que Von se 
faits conception commune I en gSdral, a Ilememble des sujets 
parlants, mais, susceptible, a lloccasion, de variations$ et qui a 
effectivement varie' dans le temps"., Laterg in another article,, he 
remarks that *a marque que le lieu nlest envisag6 qua comme un poi-nt 
dans llespaceg sans consideration de surface ni de volume" 
(Gougenheim,, 1959: 8). Cf. also Gougenheim,, 1949; Pottiers 19621 
129. For other observations on the meanings of these preposition3,, 
see 11jelmslev, 1935; Collinson, 1937; Fahling 1943; Lindkvist, 1950* 
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, writh subjective aimepsionalityl [I DWF. J indicates that no dimension 

of the location is relevantp [2 DIMEý that-a one or two dimensional 

surface is relevants, [3 DIVE3 that a two orý three dimensional enclos- 

ure is relevant, These features# beýng, sojectivoly ascribed, to ,- 

the location, are associated not with the terminal cluster represent- 

Ing that, location, but rather-with-the medial cluster* , Thus# the 

definitions given-to latt# 'on', ancl tin' are, --rpspectivelyp 

PU [I DIMEJ 0 -* JILA [2 DIVSJ & and -, -, FLA [3 DIME] o' I, 
Explicit,. cop3iaerations, of - deizis appear at., two, points inLeech's 

study of place adverbials 1ý in his description of the - deictic adverbs 

'here' and 'there' 
., which he analyzes as ! at -this place'ý and 'Oat that 

place"# respectively, -, , ard in his discussion of ., the ýpoirt$ Or 'Dbserv'o 

ation and orientation 
2 

ýoocurring, in tbeý def inition3, of expressions of 

relative, poikitiont both of which, If unspeoifieds are most generally- 

interpreted deiotically (that isi in relation to the location of the 

speaker). Leech deals with such deictic elements or meaning-by the 

system +THISwhicý-ffcannot-occur except in the, -presence of the defin-ý 

ite fcrmator G. in combination with which they have a referential 

RZICTIC or, "poinýingl funotionq They-may "point" co-referentially 

It'seem rather curious to"inclule a feature Ci DVEJ equivalent to 
I no dimension relevant' and equipollent to [2 DIVE] and C3_D]YE]o 
Rather, the-usage of 'at' would suggest, if this type of aralysis is 
followed, thatitb unmarked for DIHE-cf, ý 3o2l. 

2 Although Leech is not absolutely explicit about the distinction 
betweea the twog the point of observation appears to be the vantage 
point with respect to which the ordering relation involved in the 
expression of relative Position is given a direction (or 'polariz- 
ation'-Of. ý3-4)-, The point of orientation, on the other hand- I 
appears to be the st 

' 
arting point for a real or imaginary Journey to 

the object to be located with respect to which the ordering relation 
is again given a direction. 
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to other parts of the discourse in, which they are used,,, pr-may have 

extratextual reference to something near or remote in the speechl.. 

situation. , -In conjunction with +T11IS or --THISj Uq referenqq of the 

definite fdrmator 9 is -taken -to be self-expl4ratoryby appeal. to con- 

text" (Leech, 196q: -1Oq-iO)*, That1eech finds it impossible to pro- 

vide a non-context-depqndent, characterization of 9 and his system 

ITHIS is in accordance with the principle maintained in Lyoný 

poses pertain limit3, (forthcoming: 4FY+), to the effect that "deixis im 

upon thO possibility of depragmatizing linguistic semantics*" , It is 

nevertheless possible to develop, a-pragmatio system-f9r, the use Or 

deictiq -expressionqq, and Atkinson A Griff iths, (1973) have made a first 

step in this directi6n. Although our,, central concern, will not be - --, ý 

with deictio meaning, nor especially with its representation and fcrm- 

alization (both of which involve namerous prcblems and complexities- 

cf. Lyonsj 1973; At%in3on & Griffiths,, 1973)9 it plays an extremely 

basic ard pervasive role in the'field of spatial specifications 

2.4 D. C. Bannettle, observations concerning the-locative-directional 

distinction , 

Bennett olaims that an, adequ&te: treatment -of the samanticscf 

spatial expressions 
1ý involves therecognition of four semantic NeOP$) 

cases (cf. Pillmore,, 1968) which he labels 'locative'_,, tsourcet# 

'path' and 'goal'. The last three of these he also considers as 

representing the three'phases of'any movement through epacee A 

The term expression' is being used here in its more'usual sense of 
formally lexically and/or grammatically) determined stretches of 
language of* Lyonsj forthcoming- 21; Leech,, 1969: 30- Be M-, ze tt 
employs it for urderlying semantic structures--see below. 
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fUrther ba3ic distinction is mýde b6twee n' locative arAýdirectional 

predicate s,, ' interpreted' as the" more- concrete" manifestation'of the' 

static/dynamic opposition (as' in'Iyons, 1968a: '306). ' 'The former 

contains# in the underlying r6pr6sentýtiofip an instance of the 

element LOCATIVr,., 'the latter 6oixtain3 one or'more' of the elem6hti 

SOURCF, v PATH9 and GOAL, ý- Bennett is interested,, therefor6, in both 

100ational ana'directional relitiohi at -the'lev6l of'conteht; and 

although his invest igati6n "de iiris'mainly on these relations a2i they 

are realized by'prepoaitional'phriies'ý he rebognizes'the need for 

accOmmoaating'tha fa6t thb&-l'a direotionil expression... maybe 

realized partially,, or even efitiri1y, 'in'the verb of a sentence" 

(Bennýtt, '19? 2t '71 )el ý An fär'ää' the Beope cthis ls'Jüdy is conaärmedt 

the actual range 'of expressiond considered by Bennett is less com- 

prehen3ive than that of Leech. 

Bennett eventually formalizes his observations within the' 

stratificatiomil model (cf. Lockwood, 1972; Sampson' 1972),, giving 

both a fragment'of the semotactics for this particular semantio-'- 

field (that is# the possible structural'arrangements of the-same'mess 

or semantic components,, these including the four cases as well ai 

ones represent . ing cbjects and parts, of objects) ýna a fragment bf the 

Presumably, Benhett would wish to include here io cative expressions 
as well 0, He also mentions the possibility of spatial relations 
being realized within nounst "The noun interior is mcrelý one 
realization of 'interior', When combi d with other semological 
elements# 'interior' may be realized in such lexemes as the 
prepositiorVadverb ing and the verbs enter and contain"ý (Bennett,..,. 

1972: 68). 
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semolexemic network (t'hat is., the realization relationphipalbetw, eeln 

sememio configurations and lexemic (syntactic) ones). However, he 

does not accord very much importance to the formalism adopted, being 

more interested, in an accurate : presentation of the data* Neverthe- 

less, his ambivalenop, tovvarft the systemization of his observations 

and$ in particular, thq alternation between the more informal dis- 

cussion of underlying representations in terms of deep cases and the 

later formalization in terms of the semo-taotics is a serious draw- 

back, Furthermore, the underlying representations which he assigm 

0er ss XP vocal: ýjatial " xp ei ' ioýs arýe- far from e- licit or' Uixqui 

they can'be regarded only as rough and abbreviated approximations. 

T s'shoi-t-coming wi -" :ýýI. "I -- I hi' 11 be demonstrated in the foll6iing discussion* 

Bennett establishes a two-parameter classification of spatial 

expressions according to their semahtio structure in the following 

way. He first' assumes "that Ilocativell 113OUrCet, $path's ard 

'goal' are elements occurring in the underlying representatiOM (URB) 

of English sentences.... 'Wherever one of the four elements occurs, 

it is clirectl"y' onstituent...,, which 'in construction with some other c 

indicates the nature of the particular locations, sources, paths, or 

goal, Ttý will use the term'*spatial'6xpression' to refer to such 

binary constructions. Spatial expressions are thus of four kindSt 

for which we may employ the labels: locative, source, path and goal 

expressions. The element 'locative' of a locative expressionj the 

element 'source' of a source expression$ and so on, represent the 

function in sentences of the four kinds of spatial expressions. For 

this reason 'locative% Is ourcel, #path#, and 'goal' may tie thought 

of as (deep') cases" (Bennett, 1972: 59-60). 

The second classifying Parameter is that'of the degree of 
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complexitY'of I the second odn3tituent-. of these binary constructions* 

The simplest Olass, that of 'locative expressionsIx involvesý'ex- 

pressiom whose first constituent is the case LOCATIVE and whose'- 

second constituent represents either an object or a part of an 

object. , Thus, for example'. we 'are given'the 'following semantic 

descriptioiis (UR I s-) f or the ýepatial - expressions In 5- -and 6.1 

at the post office 

in the post office 

- UR-. LOCATIVE (POST OFFICE) 

i 

UR: LOCATIVE, (IMERIOR (POST OFFIC?, )) 

Bennett Uses the parentheses to indicate constituency* However,? the 

URs given above do not, on the usual interpretation of constituent 

structure, represent a two-oonstituent constructionp in which case, 

Mocniw)(Posr OFTIPICE)) and ((LOCATIVE) ((111TERIOR) (POST MICE)) 

would be more appropriate. Rather, his URs would appear to be 

closer to dependency structures, the second element being governed 

by the first. Such an interpretation wouldo perhaps,, not be incom- 

patible with Bennett's intentions since his characterization of 

$spatial expressions' would seem to imply a binary structure in 

which the first constituent, the deep case, is also the label of the 

comtruction,, This is formally equivalent to a dependency structure 

with the case (label) governing the second element (ct- Rcbinsonp 

1970; Andersons 1971a). It is only if such a re-interpretation of 

BennettOs formalism is valid that his analyses can be comiaerea to 

be a functional and hence (implicitly) relational one (of. Anderson, 

197lb-. 27-31)* 

However, there are further prcblem3 with Bennett's represent- 

ations in thatv regaraless of the interpretation given to the bracket- 

ing, the relationship between the two elements (constituents) is not 
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the invariable, one which it'ought to be. ' Thus., 'Wh6reas POST'OFkCE 

and'IICERIOR (POST OFFICE) both represent Some kind of object-liko 

entity, the-same is not true of POST OFFICE andl LOCATIVM (POST OFFICE). 

The latter represents something like an incompletely specified iel- 

ation (i. e. , we do not know vhat element LOCATIVE clepe nds on), Thit 

ist whereas INTRRIOR(X) is interpretable only as a function (cf. 

Cooper's i(X) in § 2,2)'suoh that IMERIOR (POFM OFFICE) is thO 

(Unique) value of the function when operating on POST 0WICE9 

LOCATIV-N(X) is simply a relation. This discrepancy would be toler- 

able if it were consistept, that ins if one could ýredict the desired 

semantio relationship between the two elements accorýIing to Whether 

the first was -a case o, rI some other class of sememe. However, this 

is not the case, as becomes evident when considering the three ot4er*- 

classes (op this seconcl parameter) of spatial expressions* 

More complex than locative expressions are directioml express-_ 

ions which consist of one or the directional cases as first COnstit"'' 

uent and a locative, expression as second const#uepts 
. 

For examples 

the path expressions porresponding to the locative, expre3nions in 

and 6. above are as followst 

'via the post office' URt PATH (LOCATIVE (POST OFFICED 

8. tbrough the post office 'URt PATH (LOCATIVE (INURIOR 
(POST OFFICEM 

Here-we are again in serious difficulty. Not only is it unorthodox 

to have embeddings of cases such-as PATH (IMATM( but also the 

interpretation -of the embedded locative expression muWnow be some-- 

thing quite, different from what it was , in the instances discussed 

above,, where it was not embedded. 
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This becomes even clearer in the third and fourth classes of 

expressions- 'Locative-directionall expressions are locative in 

function (i. e., the first constituent is LOCATIVE) but their second 

constituent is now a directional expression, However, it is obvious 

that this locative expression can no longer be interpreted as repres- 

enting a semi-specified relation, which it does in isolations but as 

representing various effects of a journey of some sort. compares 

for example, the underlying repres e ntat ions' given for the underlined 

phrases in 9. and 10. below. 

9* Harry lives over the hill UR: LOCATIVE (PATH(LOdATM 

(SUP9RI0R(11I1L)))) 

10. Harry lives past'the ýost 

office UR t LOCATIVE (PATH (LOCATIVE 

(rRoxIMITY(POST OFFICE)))) 

Bennett glosses 9. as "the location that one would reach 
[by trav- 

elling via he location [directly 
over the hill3jjj. (The square 

brackets have been inserted to show which parts of the gloss (roughly) 

correspond to the various constituents of the_underlying representation. ) 

The segment of the gloss corresponding to LOCATIVE(PATH illustrates 

not only the point at h4nd,, but also the difficulty encountered by 

any proposal to treat PATH as an atomic sememe. 

The. fourth class. of spatial- expressions are '(directional- 

locative)-directioralt expressions vhich are directional in function 

(i. e., 
'the 

first constituent is SOURCEI_PATH or, 
'GOAL) 

but whose see- 

end constituent is a directicnal-locative expression, rather than a 

simple locative one. An example is given in ji. below. Aga-ins the 

complicated glossfor this structurally simple UR, something like 
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John ran to beyoml the 

post- 0"-ice. URI GOAL(IMATIVE(PATH 
(LOCATIVF, (P(r., T 

*having as goal [the location, which can be reached [by taking a path 

leading via [the intermediate location [at the post office]]]]"j, 
, 

illustrates the ful. 1 range of problems involved in Bennettle notation: 

constituency Is not the relevant structural relation3hipp case sememes 

have no standard or constant interpretation$ 
i 

a. nd considerable a"lounts 

of de-prcpositional inrormation (relating to lJourneys'-see below) is 

left implicite Furtherg such sememes as INTEMORO SUPMIORq 

PRO. MITY surely do not belong to the same class or elOment3 

(Bennett calls them aU parts of objecta). 

Despite the rather negative remarks mmda so far# Bennett'$ 

stuar-once it is regarded as more intuitive than formally explicit- 

is full of keen observations and imightoo In particularl he gives 

a very usefl"ul discussion of polysemy in terms of his four-way classifi- 

cation according to the internal complexity of the spatial expression 

(although, as we have seen, the relationship between the various use3 

will be more complex than simple recursion on the case node). For 

example,, he assigns to toverl the underlying representation 

LOCATIVIý(SUPERICR( )) 3inoe such components of meaning are alwe4s 

present. whenever it is used. Other contextually determined elements 

such as rATII and GOAL are 'realized as zero",, Thus,, "the ambiguity 

of a sentence such as (76) The helic2Eýer is over the hill depends 

now not on the fact that over has two locative senses, but on the 

At the most , one could say there are cases of two types: those 
which do not depend on another case anI those -which do-arAl these 
two types have very di"erent interpretations# 
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zeýqfactýtfiat'a"*singl6ý-surfa6itiiructure, -'may'realii, 6, eithei w4imp'le 

loditivear-4 alrebt ionil. ýýIodat ivc-'exýiess' ion" (B6nnett', "I 972: 76 _7)& 

0ý' -, 77ý He, is also able, t o'bri ng'out -the' ýarallelis m betwien such sets'of 

66n-icle ntical - expressions-as'ý t at 1/1 viiLf/J tol bLhd lint/Ithrought/ 

lintoO. 1, The first member'-of each'det has a locitive funotionp, the 

sec'otid'Member ýa path f unotionýand the- third member, aw,: goal`functiohý 

"The ohlyýdlfference'betw6en`the firo"sets'is therefore*j in', 13ennettls 

system, the presence of I14TERIOR -in -the latter but no*t-'in the former* 

Another interesting aspect of his analysis is the discussion of the 

set of verbal expressions 'go to'# $arrive att, and 'reach'* 

Granted that each ar these includes in underlying representation the 

segment GOAL(LOCATIVE()), 'arrive' can be viewed as incorporating 

GOAL in its reilization, 'reach' as inoorporating both GOAL and 

LOCATIVE* 

Bennett also introduces a deictio element into his ana3, Vais 

which corresporAs in function to LeechOs points of observation arA 

orientation: "During the discussion of direct ional-locative ex- 

pressions.... it was pointed out that the speaker's reference point 

represents the beginning of the path leading to the location specif- 

ied by the directional-locative expression; ani also that it may be 

overtly specified by the direotional-locative expression" (Bennett# 

1972 1 81 He represents this reference point in UR by means of a 

source expression* SOnCE(LOCATIVE( ))# conjoined to either the path 

or goal expression functioning as the second constituent of a 

direct ioml-locat ive expression. 

That Bennett's study is independent of Leech's but significantly 

congruent with its both in this latter respect as wen as in his 

cbservations on and amlyses of polysemy (cf, Leech's 'locative's 
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Idestinationalt and ktangentiall meanings of 'in frontloft (cfý fný 1 

P. 30)) supports the validity of the distinctions made in both. Where 

both analyses expose their major veaknesss howevers in in the deocription 

of directional expressions in which an exýlicit anA precise characýer- 

ization of a 'Journey' is lackings even though the notation is exten-- 

sively presupposed., Without suc4 a, conatruct, the, notatims Of ! 00urae's 

'path's 'goal' or Idestinatimull, Itangentiallp IreBultativel Main 

Only intuitive and unrelateds both notionally afid formally. 
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Tillg� '. 'IF. IlAllrI0 DTICRIPTION 0? VARIOUS 9, PATIAL IN 

r, tr, Lll:, )H 

3-1 General remarks on-uIntial expressions ancl spatial relations 

In the PrecedinZ discussion, the terms 'spatial exprC3310A' ard 

'spatial relation' have been U3e(1 as broad,, intuitive cover terms* 

In this and the followlrg sections* we shall, try to distirolish 

between variouskinds of spatial relations and their charatteristio 

realizatiom. C''., ., - 

The basic distimtion which h" been ma4a. in the past ana which 

is maintained bar* is that betwoen a -locatiOu and a, -directiOns Les 

between a locative (locational) and a directional relatiOns Corres- 

pOndingly, we have the distinction between locative ani directioma 

expres-sionse A location Lis a place; a locative relation paJra an 

object with a place,,. A direction im. an orientation; -a diractiOnal 

relation spatially ordem two objectso two places# or an object and a 

place with respect to a third object or place6 Let us, illu3trate 

these distinctions. Sentence 1. below expre33es a-locative relation 

I, The letter is, on the top. of the filing cabinet 

between the cbject identified by 4he letter' and the placsýidenti--ý, 

tied by Ithe-top, of the filing cabinet#. Sentence 2. . on the other 

hand, expresses al- d1r; ctioml. relation between the cbject idantif ied 

2* John is Isleeping with bia head toftrds, the mmth of the cave 
4 

by 'his head' and that identified by 'the mouth of the cave'. Ifore 

sPecif icany (but leas gerarally than nacessary), it ispecif ies thit 

John's head is spatially ordered befcre the mouth of the cave with 
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respect to a third object, which, in this case, is (pl&USibly) 

John's feetb Td say that objects exe'spatlally ordered is to' say 

that it is'their physical locations-which are ordered4 Tbýu3, 'a` 

airectioml relation- def inea on objects involves the implicit ýa-ir- 

ing of objebts'with places ard to this extent is a (complex) 1012-' " 

ative relation. I 

Let us look -somewhat more, closely at locative expressions arA 

, 
141, establish a distinction between a their sub-typesa- We T, 

treference object' and a 'location objeotlo and this will lead us- 

into a three-way classification of locative expressions &OCOrang 

to whether they express Idireatt locations 'semi-direot' location 

or 'indirect' location. This latter will be found to subsume StatiO 

directionals. 

The location object is the place paired with an cbject by a 

locative relation, Le., it is the region functioning as the location 

of an object, Thus, in 3. below, the region identified by 'the end 

of the street' is the location object with respect to the telephone 

3. The telephone box is at the end of the street 

box,, the object being located, Moreover,, it is also the reference 

object, by which we mean that of the two entities denoted by the noun 

phrases In 3- (the subjeot noun phrase and the noun-phrase complement 

Hoteq howeveri-that the situation denoted by 2. is compatible with 
John being either inside or outside the cave, The difference 
between th; se more fully specified situations is one which Black 
(1959) has called a difference of larrargementlo We will come 
back to the distinction between 'order' ard larrarigement' in our 
discussion of the expression 'between. 
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of the locative 1'reposition) it is the one which f or discourse or 

other reasons has been chosen as belonging to the reference world 

or the background universe, a three-dimensional map t9 which other 

objects are referred. That it is very often a matter of choice 

which object is taken as the reference object is illustrated by the 

sentences in 49 and 5, The locative relations expressed by the two 

sentences are logically equivalent but not linguistically identical: 

4i The cottage is ýbetweem the two oak trees 

, The, two oak trees, are ý (ona) ý on either side of the cottage 

for either theýatio'ýeasons (iýformation tit . ruoture of the disoourse) 

or because of'pereeptual/6ondeptual I factors '(aixl thee e". two may not be 

inde'p'enclen't of -each 'other) . the two trees denoted in 4. are taken as 

reference cb3ects, whereas in 5. it is iýý'cottage which is singlea 

out as belonging to the reference'worla. As a further illustmtiong 

we may repeat Gruber a of sentenoes, given as 6. ana ý'' (I ý65 34)`ýair 

7- in 6, týe cirol; is, týe ieýferenoe object;, in 7. it is the d0to 

The dot is inside the cirole 

The cirole is around the dot 

A direct locative expression is therefore one in which the object 

identified by the complement of the locative 
'preposition 

functions as 

both the location cbject and the reference object* we will return 

to a discussion of these and. the validity of the, category in. the 

immediately following section. For now,, we nill grant that such 

expressiom exist and, more particularly, that the prepositions 'at% 

on' and 'in' denote direct locational relations (cf. Leech's 0970) 

notion of simple position cliscussed in q2'. 3)- We can syýbolize 
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the'relatiori'as ih 8. 'below'b where"X is the object to lbe locatea 

8-6 X LOO Yl 
+r 

(thelthemel in Gruber's terminology)v LOO is the relatioml element 

(which we 
-m, 

ay want to further specify). and Y is both the location 
1+r 

and reference object. 

Let us now consider cases in which this coincidence of location 

ard reference object does not exist, First, we cbserve that maror 

objects have an intrimio orientation. For the mome at we can 

correlate this property, with theexistence, of extremal portions-Of 

the object which can be referred, to by such expr, essions as 'front I I, 

'back' 6 'top' i- 'bottom* . etc. -, Thus, for example$ humanst cars. aDa 

houses have fronts and backs and,, along ýrith bottles ard flag poles# 

have tops and bottoms., A detailed discussion of. the exact Paturs 

of the 'rules Of &PPlicatioal (cf. H* Clark,, 1973) for these expres- 

sion3 will be left for, later. Fcr ww,, we want simply to note that 

ar, V such extremity of an cbject can itself define another object (a 

spatial region), ard this latter can then function, as the location, 

object, in a locative relation. - The fact that a hou3eq for example# 

has a,. front ancl-, a back-allows the definition, pf spatial region3 

characterized (at least in part) by their being contiguous with One 

of these extremities* It is these regions vhich function as the 

direct location of John and Hary in sebtances 9, and M bela-19 

They can be glossed roughly as Vohn is in the region contiguous with 

John is in front of the house 

jo., Mary is in back of the house 

the. front of the house" and Vary is in the region, contiguous with,,. 

the back of the house", respectively. Here$ the reference object imp 
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in both cases 9 the house; the location CbJect s on the other: handg 

is a spatial region defined with respect to an extremity ofthe , 

house. Such expressions as 'in front of'/'in back of' we will, call 

semi-direot locativess and they participate in the expression of 

semi-direot locational relations, We may give as a, general symbol- 

ization for such relations that of iis Agminp X is the object to be 

I lie X loa SR(EX(yr)) 

located., loo the relatiorAxl element, and Yr the reference cbJecte 

EX( ) is a particular extremity of the object which is its arguments 

and SR( ) is the spatial region defined with reSpect to its argument- 

Thus,, the whole of SR(RX(L)) is the location object in the locative 

relation. Because of the intrinsic relationship between the 

reference object and the location object in such cases as these& we 

may call Yr the 'secondary' location object, 

Finally, we have the situation of a locative relation between 

objects neither of vhich is a location object nor a secondary looa- 

tion object, However, one of the two objects is still regarded as 

the reference cbjeot. Since neither cbjeot is the location of the 

other, the object to be located is located indirectly by means Of 

specifying an ordering relation between its unspecified direct 

location and that of the reference object with respect to a third 

implicit or explicit location in the situation being described, This 

is what we intend by the term 'indirect location' and we will symbol- 

ize it as in 12., omitting for ricrv the third location. L(X) i's the 

M, L(X) Ord L(Y 
r 

direct location of X (i. e. L(X) a def 
( 7, z)(x Joe Z)) and similarly for 

L(Tr)s Ord is an ordering relation which would be further specified 
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for polarity according to the particular expression involved. 

flowevers since 12, makes indirect locational relations appear rad- 

ically different in form from the others, we can use the alternative 

representation in 13- (cf. Leech's 'relative positiongg discussed in 

13. X loo (lY)(Y ord (-zZ)(vl loo Z) 

(JY)(x 100 Y&Y ord (-lz)(w 100 Z» 

S 2.3. )- Thu3,, for example, sentence IJ+. below Can be glosse4L 

(roughly) as "the location of Tom's balloon is higher than the ý 

14. Tom's balloon is ! ýbo've ftry's 

location of Mary's balloon (vhich is higher than the (location of the) 

ground)". 

'W"nat emerges from this discussion is that no matter which kind of 

locative relation is involved, the cbjeot to be located can be regard- 

ed as always entering into a direct locative relation-either with 

the reference object or with a region defined with respect to an 

extremity of the reference object or with an unspecified location 

ObJect which is in an ordering relation with the location of the 

reference object. 

3.2 Direct location: latl., Ion' and 'in' 

We have given as a schematic characterization of direct. 'location 

the-. ýformula in 15., which in to be read as "X's location is Y"., 

We bw-te provisionally used the eta-operator here (cf, Reichadbachs 
1965: 265) as. an expository aid since "it corresponds more closely 
to the usage of conventiorxil language". Leech's use of a dummy 
element 101 (of. ý2-3 ) would appear to correspond in some respects 
to the eta-operator. We have given the definitionally equivalent 
and less controversial representation as well. 12, (containing 
two iota. operators and hence a uniqueness clause for each location) 
is equivalent to 13. (lacking the uniqueness clause for the first 
location) by virtue of the basic axiom that an object has only one 
location at any moment in time. 
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Although we have not disoussed, the precise. nature of Yp we have . 

suggested that the prepositions lat', p *on' and 'in#, participateln 

15. X loc Yl+r 

the realization of such a formula as that in 15- Examples are given 

in 16. toi8. below. 

6. a. John was standing at the bus-stOP when I met him 

b. Mary is at the cinema 

c. The conference was held at the White liouse 

17. a. The matohes are an the table 

b, The players are on the f Leld. 

ce John was skating on the frozen pond 

a* We left. the car in the parking lot 

be There's some sugar in the Jar 

c. The child pouted in the corner of the room 

If the characterization in 15. is appropriate for these 

sentences ancl if Y is the object denoted by the noun phrases 1+r 
I- 

following 'at I I, Ion' and I in', then the differentiation of the meaD- 

ings of these three prepositions must reside in a further speoifica- 

tion of the relation holding between X and Yl+r* This is the 

approach taken by Leech in his use of ascription features# the nature 

of which we, have'discussed in J2.3. Let us explore the consequences 

and viability of such a position in somewhat greater details 

According to Leechts analysis,, these three prepositions OxO 

equivalent in meaning except for an equipollent contrast of ascribecl 

dimensionality In the medial clusters this being made explicit ill ý 

his set of def initiona I at I: -, >FLA [I DIME]; I on' -. --WLA [2 DUE]; 

in I: ---, OA 13 DIME 1) ý However, there are two Iwoblems here which 
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would suggest-tbat Oat? is not on a par with 'on' and ! in'. First , 

there appears to be some equivocation in the intended interpretation 

of the feature I DIVE , Sometimes Leech renders this feature as 

*no dimension relevant", in which case it-would be more appropriate 

to say that 'at' is unmarked with respect to the system DIME ; and 

sometimes he glosses, it as "perceptually a point% in which case such 

an equipollent assignment of feature values may be appropriate* 

That isq the distinction is lost, in such a formulations between an 

expression being unmarked for subjective dimensionality and being 

marked for subjective dimensionles3ness,. Such a distinction, or 

one similar to it, is involved in an adequate &OCOUnt of the 

semantics of 'at' in all its c ompl exit ies -. vhich Coopers Bennett and 

Leech can hardly claim to have covered, (Even a cursory glance at 

the thorough corpus-based study of Lindkvist (1950) will convince 

one that there is more to tat' than meets the eye,. ) 

Related I to this is the problem of distribution: 'at' appears to 

be marked with respect to what noun phrases can function as it is 

obJect. And it is significant that Leach, in his discussion of the 

It may be argued that, Leech does in fact make implicit use of the 
distinction of marked versus um-aarked with respect to-this system. 
In the analysis given for expressions of relative positiono. the 
definitions are based onz:: 21PLA without a DIME ascription feature 
ani such parts of the definitions are glossed as "at(the/a placeft0"a 

'Thus, in discussing 'with' (*at the place at which*) he states (1969: 165) that "like other prepositions of the samo. kinds it is 
neutral with respect to dimensionalitys and no ascription feature 
is therefore included in its definition". However, it becomes 
very diffioult to find the distinction between 'neutral with 
respect of dimensionality' and his interpretation of 1 DIME as 
$no dimension relevant'* Furthermore, such an omission of a DIME 
feature is specifically excluded by the contextual properties 
given fcr the system. F=j'PIA which require that it be accompanied by DIME. 

ýý BL2; ý/' 

Uwä 

: ýo 
21e) 
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(Ociear'mentiLl*)'aiffei-enc6"between tbe'-iermiýalý"'clusiýer'corresponding 

to the ob , ject to be located and that corresponding to the location 

object, bites only-an ex -ample 'involving Vat'. '-TbuSO to 6e1eech's-' 

O! xamples, -19. As acceptable whereas 20. A6 not, " Haveverl - as I we 

9. John is at the house 

2 0.3fT heh ous e is at John 

noted above ( ý2.3)9 Leech's definition of 'at' (and 'on' and 'in') 

is isuch . that I it will not exclude 20.: the contextual restrictions on 

each termiial cluster are the same (if we consider only ObJeOt-Place 

relations rathe'r'than 13ituation-place relations as well)9 namelYs 

that they be +C0113 It is' not possiblev as Leech'woula appear tO' 

su w5tv to avoid'ganerating 20, by m8rely "signing the logiO'A*"-` 

property of asymmetry to*--)-FLA: OCalling the system IRlace I 

asymmetric amounts to -saying that'in any relation a; --,. >PIA - a' the 

entities designated-by t and c cannot be interchangeds despite their 

sharing of a common feature +COW" (Leechs 1970S 160), The reason 

for this is that although there is no doubt some connection between 

the logical properties of a predicate--symetry, reflexivity#. trans- 

itivity,, etc, --and the co-occurrenoe'restrictions between a piidicate 

and its arguments,, the first has to do with truth, the secorA with 

well-formedness, To take a different example,, the relational 

predicate 'is the father of$ is asymmetrical, and hence both 21. and 

22. cannot be true (given that 'John' and 'Fred' identify the same 

21. John is the father of Fred 

22. Fred is the father of John 

individuals in both sentences). Howevers, they are both well-formed,, 

syntactically and semantically,, since the co-ocmirrence restrictions 
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on the two argumerts are the same.. Thus, asy=etry will not be 

sufficient to rule out 20. 

To see that 'at' is distributionally more restricted than either 

of 'on' or 'in'. we observe that many noun phrases denoting ordinary 

objects such as a cigir box, a book, a desk, a briefcaseq can function 

as the object of 'on' and 'in' but not of 'at'-compare the sentences 

in 23. It is unlikely that 23. a. could be excluded by means of a 

23. a. X John$s letter is at the cipr box, /desk 

b. John's letter is on the cigar bo., r, /desk 

C, Johals, letter is in the cigar box/desk 

systemic contrast of I DIME with an inherent featui! e Of toigar'boxl 

or saesk I since it would be - very diff icult , to motivate the indusiOn' 

of such a feature (presumably 2 DIME or 3 DIME )' in the defire- 

ition of these but not, say# in that of post office, --witness the 

aoceptability of 24. 

24. The letter is at the post office 

I-This 
represents'perhaps 'another difficulty I with Leech' s D3: ýE ý 

azcription features; complete incompatibility is said to occur 
if,, when the ascription featurO is matched against the content Of 
the terminal cluster, there is 

, 
found to be a systemically contrast- 

ing ooTOnent. HoweverO the examples of violations given by 
Leech-- in this point on the map and Icin the f inishing line. - 
involve features from two systemst the DIMN ascription system 
(where we are dealing with subjective dimensionality) and With a 
DIF (cf. Biervischo 1967) system which is involved in character- 
izing the spatial properties of objects and extensiorr3 of objects, 
and there is no necessary correspondence between these two 
systems. To predict the semantic violations above, Leech would 
have to posit a set ar incompatibility rules between features of 
two systems such as: 3 DIME is incompatible with 0 DDI * 
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What we want to keep in mind, therefores in the following dis- 

cussion is (1) the pýssibility of a markea and an unmarked use Of 

lat''with resp I ect to the contrasting pair of 'on' arxi 'in' and (2) 

the possibility of further characterizing the contexts in which 'at' 

may Occurs, particularly wiih respect to the two objects involved in 

the locative relation'. '' We'cannot hope to survey the entire range 

Of data involved (cf. Lindkvist, 1950). but we will attempt to make 

a few gemralizations concerning the major semantic (and pragmatic) 

facts which must eventually be taken into account in an adequate 

descriptioi of these 'thýree 
prepositions. 

If we'Compare the sentences in 25., ^we observe that while the 

b. and 0,, sentences are inconsistent with each other, neither of them 

25. a. Fred is waiting for Joan at the post officO 

be Fredlis waiting for Joan in the pcet cff ice 

o. Fred is waiting for Joan right by/just outside the 

post OfTice 

is, on its own, inconsistent with the a. sertence, In fact,, each of 

b. and c. implY a- The same is true of the sentences in 26. and 

27-, but here contextual or pragmatic considerations tend to rule out 

26s a, Our summer-cottage is at Lake Windemere 

b. 'ýOur summer cottage in in Lake Windemere 

, c. Our summer cottage is right by/right adjacent to 

Lake Windemere 

27- a. They have prohibited fishing at lylvan Lake 

b. They have prohibited fishing in Sylvan Lake 

c. Whey have prohibited fishing right by/right adjacent to 

Sylvan Lake 
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one or'the other'-of'be'and c. 'as"a'possible, more'speoific, alter- 

native to the a. sentence, For example,, '26.11. is semantically 

well-formid but the situation it describes would no'doubt -be tragic, 

A similar, phenomenon occurs with lon"and 'right by'/'right 

near'. -'In 28., each of b, and c. (vhich are mutually inconsistent) 

., pragmatic features again make one of b. implies ý'gC; Iti'29. and ý0, 

and c. unlikely. 

28. OL. John's'at -the curling rink 

b, ; TohnIi' on the curling ritic 

ce John'S right by/right aajacent'ýto the curling rink 

29. a. Br'ewsterýbuilt a lodge at Lake Maligne 

b. ? 13rewster built a lodge on' Lake Valigne 

c* Brawiter built a, lodge right, by/right adjacent'tO 

Lake Ualigne 

30* a. Water-skiing is prohibited at Loch Tay 

b. Water-skiing is prohibited on Loch Tay 

ce Vater-skiing is-prohibited right by/right adJacent t0v 

Loch Tay 

This sentence may be acceptable but it then has the interpretation 
%on the shores of",, i9e, that of 29, c,, This pragmatic selection 
also occurs with Oinf--df. the sentences below. 

1. 
- 
There are mapor boulders on this road 

2. There are marq petrol stations on this road 
3. There are many cars in this street 
4. 

- There, are marq Georgian houses in this stre et 
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Thus vhat'we appear to have -is a- hkvrqmic relation-'between 

'at$ as superordinate and lint, lon"and 'right by/Iright'aAjacent 

to, as-, -co-hyponyms, and latt could be regarded as'unspecified with 

respect to the features distinguishing the three'oo-hypo4mi-from 

each other. 

However's let us next* consider the follaidn'g sets of sentences. 

31. a. The children are"standing it the fire 

b. -The hysterical woman is standing'in-the fire 

32. -a. Therel's-aýboot-scraper at the'-docir 

bo There Is, vc bootý-icraper`on` the, aoor 
-33., a. John is' sitting'at the counter 

b. -Jchn-is'sitting on the Counter 

34. a., The ýAog is at the"wirdow watching f or-his'master" 

b. There's a crack izi the window 

0. There's a spider 'on the- window 

35. a. -Pido is sittirg at the piano 

b e, 'Fido is sleeping in the piano (e. g.. an open grand piano) 

cý, Yido is sleeping-on the piano 

Here we' have at in co n, ý ran t wi th . either 'in' or with 'on' or with 

both, Consider too the different interpretations of 'at' in the 

sentences in 36. Under the most natural interpretation of 36. ao, the 

36. a. A newspaper photographer is standing at the finish,, line 

b. The last runner is finally at the finish line 

pbotographer U 3tanding at ow or the other encls'of the line. In 

This pair may, more appropriately be called quasi-byponyms of sats- 
(of, Lyonso forthcoming: ý 8.4). However, the inclusion here of $right by'/right adjacent to, is only provisional-see below. , 
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36#, b, pg 'on the'other, hand, ý the runner' in Just about -to cross the 

line or is actually crossing it* Ile see herep &3'well. as, in'3i- to 

36.9 - how, rragmtio information'isIavolved in dotermining the Int , 6r-ý 

pretation of these sentenceso Ana we-can propose as a pragmatio 

principle that the zorc, umlikcly. ýt is that, lin' or 'on' cculd be 

substituted as a, hypo; ym for *at! in a particular contexto the more 

likely it *a that 1W 'will take on a mrked, interprctation anI, 

rather than being, superordinat a- to ard I on' 0 will be in contrast 

with them.;. The pragmatic cqnxiderati= which determine whether a 

marked interpretation cf lat', is involved are no doubt o: r a diverso 

=turev an4 it is by no means clear how or* could f0mulatO. the'O" 

However, miry of them appear to derive in quite a jstmlghtforwýrd 

mmer from the repeated cbservations Of variOus PhYsical In 3 -or 
phenomonag such &3 that flra_consumas what is in itp that mOst, 

cbjaatjt do not remain on the surface of bodies of water but tend# 

rather, to sink, and that few objects can support them3elves on or. 

adhere to a vertical surface. In addition, many cbýact3 normally 

irsvolving a particular u3e,, manipulation or operation by humans- 

such a3 desks, pianos, typowriterat counter, windoxs-are generally 

contronted by their operators cr u3ers in a conventiomlized way 

having to do with their phyaical structure* 

The mrked interpretation or *at' appears to involve not only 

some elemeat of proadmity or adjacency to the limits of the location 

object-wbicbt it not itself a bonier or barrier of saw sort# 

repre3ants some kind of obstacle or Impenetrable substance to the 

object being located-but also an element of conf'rontation or 

Immediate Juxtaposition. This is the interpretation in all the a. 

sentences in M* through to 36. p as well an in ons reading of 36. b, 
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(but note that the ponfrortation is from a different direction to 

that in 36, a*)* This came element of meardng is also conspicuous 

in the sentences in 37*9 ard if we were to substitute 'near' or 'by' 

37. a,, The postmn is at the door 

bo The garderArs are talking at the fence 

Co We had to show cur passports at the border 

4* There's a jany-rish at the surrAoe of the water 

oaf , 'Everyono vms 3cated at the dinner table 

fe Several, men were statyling at the bar 

in these sace sentences; the locative relation so specified would be 

less precise in oxactly this wayo Returning t4ov? tO senteweg 25* to 

30.9 we see that we were misrepresenting ourselves somewhati it is 

the marked interpretation, or 'at' which is involved here as well and 

which was only partially captured by the use of the expressions' 

'right by'/Iright adjaoO'nt W. 

'Me mu3t wg comider the following sentence3 arxi the CO-occurrews 

restrictiom which they illustrate, The-point at issue is the 

Mat/in Camda 

38. &&' The coMPinyto -beaaquarters are Nat/in Albortt 

atAn calzary 
rx 

at/in the Atlantio 

at/on the high seas 
b, The trawler is adrift 

at/in the Channel 

at/in the mouth of the St. 

Lavrence 

mat/on the prairies 
c, The settlers homesteaded 

x at. /on 04 coastal plain' 
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non-applicability of 'at' as superordinate to 'on# or $in'. indicat- 

ing that there are restrictions on the relation of byponymy holding 

between these expressions* What appears to be involved is some 

notion of 'point apprehensibilityl of the location obJecto 

Lindkvist (1950: 133) has informally characterized this feature 

quite accurately: "At is used with complements denoting areast 

surfaces and spaces to represent them as Points and indicate that 

something is located within an area or space or on a surfacep but 

only with a view to'localization, not to stressing týeir'character 

as enclosing spaces or supporting-surfices,,, ete. Thus the area# 

surface or space is not'thought of'iý its material capacity &34reas 

surface or space 'but as serving only as a general'indication-of 

localitys the mind apprehending the complement only as an ideal 

category at which thought has made a halt, in its flight*e Apparent- 

ly,, geographical areas such as countriesi, provincesi ocearas seas$ 

etc*, are not, generally speaking, apprehensible as points by the 

i 
native speaker; , and it. is interesting to speculate as to whaý the 

reasons for this&may be, 

In the case of a city or town,, point-apprehensibility is much more 
likely if the city or town is being viewed in a dynamic context# 
more particularly, as part of the itinerary of a Journey of some 
sort. Thus, although some speakers may not accept the unstarred 
sentence with 'at' in 38. a. above,, those below are less controv- 
ersial (cfe also sentence 4j. ). 

I* Mary had to change trains at Taris, 
2. The plane had to make an emergency landing at Chicago 

3. The bus stcps at Vewcastle on its way to London 

Purthermore, in such contexts, islands (if they are relatively' 
small) are also point -apprehe ns ible: 

4, The f erry stops at Vorth Uist on its way back from Harris 
5o The cruise began at Gibralter ard enled at Valta 
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Firstj as Lindkvistlas noted,, earlier stages, of the language- 

particularly during the Age of Discovery--reveal the use of lat'. 

with countries andq as might be expeoteds distinctively with countries 

of the Pew World. Lin&vist cites several examplest including those 

below, and cbserves (1950: 135)1 

39.1748: 
... I assured him of his mistake, both in regard of' 

Ilaroissa, and my staying at Parag=yeo, Smollettp 

Roderick Il 288. 

40- 1596t ... he bath an argosy boundl to Tripolis# another to 

the Indies: I'understand, 'moreover, 4pon the Rialtos he 

hath a*, third at Mexico, &, fourth f or EngUnds'and other 

ventures hehathoýaquanclereaabroad, Shak. 0 Maeb ,1 321 . 

"This was especially the case with far-off countries j whichq at a timi 

when geographical knowledge was slight, were apprehended but vaguely 

by the minds of most people and were therefore easily thought of as 

points. 

Secondly, ýwe my note that point -apprehe ns ibl2ity has nothing 

directly to do with physical, objective size, fcr much larger 

objects--such as stars ana planets--can, given (for the moment) a 

science fiction backdrcp, be treated as points-cf. 0 What may 

be criterial. is our conception of the warla or globe as being 

41o The spaoeship will refuel-at Urams 

partitioned into land masses and water masses, the lard masses being 

further partitioned into continentst the continents into countriesl 

and the countries into state3/provinces/counties, etc. The water 

masses are similarly, though less rigorously. partitioned into 

oceans and seas, That is,, the conception of a mosaic or patchwork 
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is'primary's This part it loning -breaks `dmm between 'the evels of 

bouniies and tovin-: 3,, cities, etc. . (idthoiýgh- it is riesume'd inibins 

l&ig*'-e`nougb'to ba: ve'subdivisibna' into districii)-siticý a coubty 'can 

mt be- out ' into city-, iz , cc up- s e* chunks vhich' together '- mprise the -whole 

in thO Game -way as A-, 6cýntry can be cut'up. into 'county-size' chunks. 

Thus, - it, is not surprising. that" cities and towni'ar'e point -apprehe ns- 

ible'V that they can be conceptualized arA represented as points'or 

dots on a tap. I 
I, I,. ",, 4 

Ilowever,, thci5e more 3peculative. remark3 to. t4e gicle,, jt must be 

noted that the use of 'at" with names of 
ltoww, 

cities# eta* -ij, 
Pot 

ertirely unconatrained. It would appear that certain contexts are 

more natural with such a combination than others, but it. is nOt at 

all clear how one is to explicitly characterize this set of contexts@ 

Our remarks mwt therefore be of a rather informal nature (cf, Lindk- 
-. I- il 

vis-t (1950) for a more detailed discussion). The most well-defined 

context is one which is implicitly dynada or direotioralp where the 

town or city is a beginning, stcpping or arding point an the #path' 

of a Journey (broadly conceived)v as in 41. above (of, also fneip 

P, 59)e SeconcIly, $at' often occurs when a situation of relatively 

short duration arA., usually, of relatively great importamO is being 

described, such as the signing of treaties, the founding of in3titut- 

iona,, the holding or meetings and exhibitions, births,, death3j. etc* 

lorne examples are given in 42, Thirdly, there are the rather 

42* a. At Philadelphia the famou3 Declaration of Independence 

was signed in 1776 
, 

b, The 1976 qu=er OlMics will be 
'held 

at Montreal" 

fcrmaltzed or conventionalized. contexto in which a bmnah or , 
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representative of an institution of some kind is being referred to: 

'the University of California at Los Angelest, 'the British School 

at Rome', 'our Cultural Attache at Madrid'. It may be possible to 

subsume such contexts under those where the prepositional phrase is 

functioning wa prepositiomi attribute to noun phrases denoting 

important streets,, squares, buildingst shops, school5p factoriest etc, 

within the city or town. The following examples are taken from 

LirAkvist (1950: 384). Finally, in contexts other than the 

43., a. In, general appearanoe Ste Paul's bears a markea 

resemblance to St, Peter's at Rome, but, isp of course# 

much smaller. 

b. He was over forty when'he entered that oddest portal, 

the Victoria Terminus at Bombay 

implicitly dynamic or directional one, the perceived or known size 

of the city or town affects its point-apprehensibilitY. Lindkvist 

remarks (1950: 366-7) that "very laro towns often cannot be 

apprehended by the speaker cr writer as points of space: he knows 

that they form large expanses, aften, little smaller than counties or 

provinces. ard the area-conception therefore comes natural to him so 

that it predominates in almost all casest causing him to use in. * 

Thus, Lindkvist notes that 'LondonO is rarely used nowadays with 'at' 

although such usage was not uncommon in past centuries when IA)ndOn was 

not so large. 

Two further observations can be made. Pirstj when the location 

object is inherently a point, none of 'on's 'in' or 'at' (marked) 

may substitute for 'at' (superordinate) without a change in meaninS 

or making the sentenne deviant. The interpretation is one of 
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*coincidence", as in 43. 'Secondly, the markea interpretation ofl- 

43. a. Line AB intersects line CD at point Z- 

b. The intersection of line AB aiA line CD coincides with 

point E 

'at' is Possible with non-point-apprehensible location objects but 

only, it would seem, in contexts where the object is somehow con- 

ce ived as a barrier to the line of travel; and this fits in well with 

what we have said about the confrontation element of this interpreta- 

tion. Examples are given in 44. 

At the-Channel we boaraeaAhe Hovercraft-, 

They added,, two more engines. to the-train at the Rookies-, 

in order to olimb Rogers Pass 

c* At the Great Lakes we were transferred to a emaller ship 

Thus, to summarize, we have two interpretations of 'at' q one 

("at, ") which is localization or coincidence of the object to be 

located with a point, inherent or apprlahended,, and one ("at2 which 

is in contrast with that of 'in' and 'on' and which involves confront- 

ation or immediate Juxtaposition with the location object, this 

object pragmatically representing a barrier or obstacle with respect 

to the object being located. The object being located is, so to 

speak, one step away from being coincident with the location object., 

Furthermore, the use of 'at, ' implies the applicability of one of 

'at 2 11-Oon' or $in', wbich one being, in gereralp pragmatically - 

selected. We may represent this byponymio relation as in 45- 9 where 

45. 'at 

Mir, #on' tin' 2 
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fat, ', the umarked terms is euperordinate to -its marked counterpart 

tat2l as well as to 'on' and Un'. ý The relationship is not truly 

byponymio, however, in that there is. an aleme a, of the meaning of 
I 

'at (the point apprehensibility of the location object) which is 

not a part of its hypororms. This situation could: be comparedtto 

that of the hyponymic relationship between I man' (unmarked f or a- sex 

distinction) as superor; linate anI IpaW (marked for-rale sex),. and 

'woman' as its hypogMs. As Lyons- (f orthcomingi j 814. ) has pointea 

out# the unmarked, superordinate-use of, Oman' appears to be restrict- 

ed to generic or generic-like contexts. 

However, we have still not, accounted for the oddity of 20, and 
I 

23. a., repeated belowt but wo have suggested that what is. at wcrk bere 

20. 'fThe hou'se"is it J6hn 

x 23* a* John a letter is at the- cigar bcoi 

is some further restriction on the location object other than its 

being +0010, One might suspect that 20, is odd because of a location 

object which is human. Indeed, this has something to do with ths 

ill-formeclness of 20.; fcr, in gene-ial, animite' '(or, it liasts'--"' -- 

ardmal) cubjects tencl to be pieferred. That is, aiibjectivization 

would normally take ýIace in a sentence like 20. to give 20'. 

(cfe Lyors, 1968: 68.4; 1 Arslerson, 1971b: 0-34)- Howeverg this 

200 @ John has the house 

does not solve our problem entirely, for 201. favours an abstract 
(possessive) interpretation ard is again somewbat odd uriler a 

concrete reading, 

Anotber way to approach the prcblem its to imagim COMPlex 

situations to some aspect of which 20. or 23. as could feasibly be 
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used to refer. We can then determine if 
-there 

is a natural charact- 

erization of the special requirements we have placed on the location 

object in such situations which are, normally not satisfied. by objects 

such as human beings and cigar boxes. .,,, _., _- 'ý f 

Suppose, for example,, that the letter described in 23-ae is 

being transported about by an.. army of ant a, on a- desk on which there 

is a cigar box, If they stop for a rest. right, 
_ 
next to or are pass- 

ing directly in front of the cigar box, then 23*ae would be appropr- 

iate as ýL description of the. letter's, location at., that moment, Or 

consider a group of child, re; i playing, a, Game, of. catch with a small, t 

toy house; again, 20. -or preferably 200, --becomes acceptable with- 

a concrete interpretation* 
, 

qhat is characteristic of the require-- 

ments on these situations is that the location objectp--the cigar, 

box and John--are 'fixed' or 'grouriled' in some serae,, at least 

relative to the objects being located; ani, in general,, humand and 

loose objects do not have this property of permanence while cities# 

buildings, treest rivers,, etc. do* 

Cf. Strawson, 19591 9+: "Material bodies, in a broad sense of the 
word, secure to us one single common and continuously extendable 
framework of reference, arV constituent of which can be identify-, 
ingly referred to without reference to any particular of arv other" 
type***, Of course not all material bodies, or thing3 which have 
them, are regarded as even transient part& of such a framework3 
marg bodies are too much in movement,, or too ephemeral, or both* 
One would not, so to speak,, -use them in giving spatial directions 
unless they were then and there observable. " 

We may consider in this context the sentence below: 
lo 1113. meet you back at the car 

Although_cars are in motion much of the time, this sqntence, 4s, 
perfectly acceptable since, when appropriately employed, both 
speaker and addressee know where the car will be when each is 
about to return. In the most normal situationt it will be where 
they left it. For the purposes of establishing the rendez-vous, 
the car is grounded. 
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We can state then, as a general restriction on direct locative 

relations (X loo Yl+r) I that the objeot fVnctioning as the location 

of the other cannot itself have a variable location in the situation 

referred to. We win leave this' condition of Igroundeaness' in the 

informal format as just stated. Nothing- would be gained by 

incorporating it,, for example, as a required feature (4ROUNDED? ) of 

Yl+r since it is not obvious that it would have any otber systemic 

use 

Vow, there is a special class cf objects for which this condition 

of groundedness is always met9 namely parts, of, objo#s. _, 
Although the 

location of a box may vary with time, the location of itý. siaes, top, 

bottom, edges,, and corners are grourAed with respeot-to the whole of 

the box. Similarly with John's feet-cf. 46. Such an observations 

46. a. The letter is at the side of the cigar box 

b. The toy house is at John's feet. 

in. conjunotion with purely semantic considerationst would suggest 

that the greater raturalness of 23. be and 23-0- compared with 23. a. 

(i. e. the non-necessity of creating or imagining somewhat unnatural 

reference situations) could be accounted for if 'on' and 'in' 

involved an aspect or part of the reference object in their semantic 

representationsg ie. if the location object in 23. b. is the surface 

of the cigar box and in 23. c. the interior. Similarly, 'at2 I would 

involve reference to the edge or boundary of an object. If such is 

the case, then whereas 'at 21 expresses immediate juxtaposition with 

the boundary of the reference object, 'on' expresses contiguity with 
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the'surface of it, 
8 

and 'in' Intersection or inolusion9-with respect,, 

to-its interior* ' Mius, Iat2I 9 IonI and" *in' incorporate'lIft their 

def init io ns b oth a part ioular spat ial relat ion plus ,a- refere noe, to 

a part of the reference"'object, this part'functioning as theý 

location object in'the'locational relation. 'Henoe,, strictly 

-speaking, these "prepositions no longer conform to the criterion, for' 

direct locative expressions since the location and reference objects 

are not identical. However, the relationship between the two'-that 

of a part to a whole-- is much more intimate thin in the case'of 

-Besides expressing contiguity# 'on' requires 
'that the surface Of'the 

object in some manner support the object to be located; or, put 
the other way, that the object to be located adheres to the location 
object. In the case of two free cbjectsl the most natural means Of 
support or adhesion is that resulting from the pull of gravity when 
one object Is above the other and the surface. cC the latter is 
horizontal--i. e. when one object is on top of the other. In the 
case cf non-horizontal surfaces, 'on' can only be used if there is 
some adhesive connection (paste, mils,, friction, stitches,, 
magnetic/electrical attraction, auction, etc. ) between the two 
objects (cf. the wallpaper on the ceiling, the picture on the wall., 
the metal filingson the bottom of the maRnet, the rubber arrow on 
the window, pockets on a JLckeLt), Thus, whereas sentence 1. below 

I* The stamps are already on the parcel 
-I- 2# Your pen is on the parcel Iý ;-I. 
allows natural interpretations whereby the stamps could be on the 
sides or on the bottom of the package as well as on the topp 
sentence -2, is normally interpreted as meaning *on the top, of the 
parcel". 

9 Cf. Goodman (i 966)'for an exposition of a calculus* of individuals 
(rather than of classes),, ýn which the symmetrical*, reflexive, -two-, place predicate ("overlaps") is taken as the sole primitives The semantic formula x overlaps with X, (or xo y)is ipterpreted as_ "x has some part in common with y" and x is part of -v 

(or x, -- is9 by definitionp "everything which overlaps x, overlaps Y% 
Whereas 'in' seems to require only *overlapping" in its semantio 
representation, 'inside' entails the stronger "is a part of** - We have useathe corresponding set-theoretic terms rather than 
bverlapd and 'is a part of' since they are more familiar and 
easier to manipulate. 
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semi-direct locative expressionsi and so we.. will continue to classify 

them as direct locativ4 expressions* - The unma ked use of 'at' is 

so because it makes no reference to a part of the reference object. 

However# this latter must, in lieu, meet the general condition of 

groundeaness. Furthermore, it must be -inherently pý point or 

appreheiLlible as suoh. Thus, looking at the matter from a somewhat 

different point of view,, the superordinate use of, vat' is unmarked 

for dimensionality in the sense thats since it requires its, reference 

object to be a point, its location objeot, can-not be a partý-of -the, 

reference object but only the reference object itself# for points 

have no parts. We can summarize, these conclusions, in the follovAng 

tentative definitionst 

47., a. 'x at Y" X coin TI+r Conditions. -,,, Y -is grounded with 
respect to X&Y is Point- 
apprehensible' 

b* IX at Yt: X Juxt PER(Yr), Conditions Y is a barrier/ 
obstacle with respect to X 

ce IX on YI: X cont suR(Y Condition: Y supports X 
r 

d. OX in YI: X ints nT(Yr) 

where coin stands for "coincides with% juxt fcr "is immediately 

Juxtaposed with", cont for'"is contiguous with", ints f_or.., 

*intersects/overlaps with", PF. R( ) for "the periphery of"s j. UR( 

for "the surface CC"# and INT( ) for "the interior of** 

We may look upon the unmarked use of 'at' as expressing the most 
intimate type of localizatiorý--pure coincidence with a points.. Whether 

real or idealized* The three hyponyms continue to express, tba. 

closest possible locational relation between two obJects but this 

time within the coastraints imposed by the nature of the objects. 
That is# they express the 'next beat' and 'real life' alternatives 
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to ideal coincidence* In this respect, the analysis presented above 

has features reminiscent of Hjelmslev's (19351 J27-8) discussion of 

the opposition 'cobe"rencel - 'incoherence', one of the three 

'dimensions casuenes' underlying the Isysthe sublogiquel of the 

cases (and prepositions), This dimension he def inez roughly as 

"le degref dlintimitd aveo lequel les deux objets sont ensemble% 

The positive #erm of the opposition was labelled looh6rencelp the 

negative 'incoherence'. This opposition is first envisaged as 

"celle entre une relation spatiale bu l1un des objets erwisaggs est 

contern dam llintgrieur de l'autre, et une relation spatiale bu l'un 
I 

des objets envisag6s est ext6rieur 'k llautrero However, 11jelmslev 

recognizes a second manifestation of this opposition in which the 

distinction is one of a relation of contact versus one without con- 

tact, Thus, he concludes that "ces deux formes particulibres do la 

deuxiime dimension ne sont pas essentiellement diff4rentes, teePar 

cohe*rence nous comprenons le fait gehAral dletre li; par une 

connexion rel4tivement intime k un autre objet.... Les deux formes 

particulieires prise par Vide"e g6ngrale do cohSrence peuventp slil 

ya lieu, recevoir lea noms dlinh; rence at d9adhe*renqet il ya 

inhe'rowe quand ia distinction eat celle entre llinte"riorite et 

l9exteriorite; il ya adherence quand Is. distinction eat celle entre 

contact at non-contact, 0----Iý. -., - -, 

If we now let loo stard for the closest possible spatial 

relation between an obJect and a location cbject, then its further 

speoification as ; Oin, Juxt, cont, or ints will, in the majority of 

cases, be predictable (and hence redundant) from the nature of the 

location object-whether it is (a point apprehension of) the reference 

object or its periphery,, surface or interiorg respectively, Thus we 
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have the following simplified semanilo representations-f6r-'the'iet of 

expressions in 48. (the conditions oneach remaining the'same). 

a. IX at YI: X loc 

b, IX at Yl -* X loo PER(Y 
r 

ce IX on Yl-, X loc SUR(Yr) 

d. OX in YO: X loo INT(Y 
r), 

Before -leaving the discussion of . 
direct . locative expressions# we 

Must look at the three expressions 'away from', 'off (of)l and 'Out Of's 

theselbaving been analyzed as the negative counterparts of lat'j *on' 

and I int . respectively, by both Leech 0 970) and Gruber (1965). But 

7 
the exict nature of the semantic relation between each positive/ 

negative pair is not portrayed as the same in the"tio analyses* FCr 

Leech,, the pairs cC sentences below are taken to be equivalent; and 

accordinglyj he suggests (19701 163) that "to define these 

50. a. He Is not at the match 

beý He is away from the match 

51, a, He is not on the lawn, 

b. He is off the lawn 

52, a. She is not in the kitchen 

b. She is out ct the kitchen 

prepositions one simply adds, the negative formator to the previous 

def initions: 

away from: -,, ---PLA EI DIVE-3 'not at' 

O"t PLA, ý2 DIVE 3 'not On' 

out of -ý> FIA C3 DIU33 'I not in' 

Tic are concerned bar .e with propositional negation of the kind which 
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Lyons (forthcoming: 03-3) calls 'nexus negation', i. e. the non- 

negated prcposition and negated proposition are contradictories, As 

we will be interpreting such negation as a higher predicate 

we can translate the above definitions into the present framework as in 

53* 

,, 
53. a., 'A away from BI: (A loc B) or loc PER(B)) 

*A off (of) Bla 

Co *A out of BI: 

-(A loo SUR(B)) 

, (A loo INT(B)) 

Gruber, on the cyther hand., interprets the negativitY Of 'a'MY 

from's 'off (of)' and $out off somewhat differently: "Via would there- 

fore say that from is also a negative - of, at, and ýSimilarlY for in and 

on we have negatives out of and off of. Thus away from means 

approximately 'at a place in the. complement_ofO'I(iq65: 40)- Later 

on, with respect to *away'# he proposes that "in the prelexical 

structure we have what amounts to lat, a place*, which when in con- 

Junction with a from-phrase, means, away from,, for example# 'at a place 

not at the door' is $away from the door'. Just like other. else. 

different . etc., -, away may appear withoutý, the D: o -phrase presentl al- 

though it is always implied" (1965: 72). 
_ 

Gruber also takes such 

pairs of sentences as 50. to 52. as equivalent. He does not formalize 

his definitions of $away from',, loff of' and 'out of*,, but within the 

present framework they would take the form of 54. Formula 54*co, for 

exampleg can be read a3 *A's location is some place, X. such that it 

is not the case that x is the interior of B** 

a. A loo (q x) (- (x=B) ) =- 

(, ax) «A 100 x) & (- 

A 100 ( rl x) (- (x. --SUR(B») = 

X)«A 100 x) &(- (X=SUR(B»» 
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Ion x) a 

However, there are reuohsý fcrý supposing'that rlýiihir'bf -these"' 

relatively simple wnalysei is appropriate'for this set of e#ressioiiý%* 

Looking first at the more straightforwrard'ea3es of 'off --(00' KrA' lout 

of it is sLmply not" trUe thýt" pairs of sentences oC the tYPe' ey-emPli- 

fied in 51. anA 52s are equivalellto Genwany spoakiagv although a 

sentence involving a locative expressiona with 10"' implies the 

propositional negation q; r the corre3ponling sentence with 10a" Mrs' 

similarly with 'out or' ard Un', the-coaver, se dots Dot hOl&1- 

Thareas the a* sentences in 55. to 58. below, each. imlY the, 

55. a. The books are off. (Or), the shOlves 

b, The books are not an the shelves 

a* , The dishe-s are cCr the table 
. 

b,, The dishes aro_pot on the-table 

57. a. The child is out or his playpen 

b, Th* child is not in his playpen 

580 The car Is out of the Wage 

b. The car is not in the gpLmre 
A. ýI- '4 .I 

0 

Obrresponding bo sentenceg the r*wrse is not true, The entailment 

which is lacking in the case of the b. sentences is thatgoat an earlier 

Umax the proposition expre3sed, by non-negated sentence was trUO9 

if it is the caxe that 1. below is acceptable-in a context in which 

1. The-door is still o" its hinze3 

it is given or inferable, that the door has never been on its hinLms 
(e. g. in the context of 'a house under construction) than we shall 
have to allow not only for what was previously the case but also for 
what ought to be or is naturally the caze* However, judgements con- 
cerning the acceptability of I., In such a context are not at all 
clear cut anl sentences 2. or 3. pro preferred alternatives. 

2e The door is still not On its hinge. T 
3* The door is still not on its hinges yet 
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That - is 9 55 - a- 9 ý56. a. , 57. a. and- 58a* , would be deviant if it w. re not 

previously the caset respectivelyp that'the books were an the shelvesp 

the dishes on the table# the, child in his plWen and the car in the 

garage. Thus . rather than being equivalent to the be senteme3o the. 

a. senterices are more adequately paraphrased, respectivelys by 55-0. 

to 58. c. We ivill'be investigmting the semantics of the expression 

, ymdre/any longer 55, c, The books are not on the shelves ar 

56. c. The dishes are not on the table aWore/any longer 

5,7- c. - The child is not in his playpen ar7mýre/&q longer 

58* c, The car is not in the garage anymore/any longer 

not a*e anymore I in Chapter 9, However . we may not a at 'this 'Point 

that its central component of meaning is "cease to be* or woome to be 

not*; and'sentences 55-a. to-58. a. seem to be accurately paraphrased 

by'(i. e; logically equivalent to) sentences 55-d- to 58. d., respect- 

ively. The def initioni given by Leech arsi Gruber would correspond 

55. a. The books have come to be not on the shelves 

5 6. , a. Tie dishes have come to be not on the table 

5 7. a,, The child has come to be not in his plaiien 

58. d. The car has come to be. not in the garage 

only to the embeaaea clause in each of 55. d. to 58. d. I We will, rot 

Leech does in fact recognize the possibility%. -or even probability-- 
of a Iresultative P031tiOn'Anterpretation of these expressions. 
However, his analpU or resultative position is Such that the 
static formula is basic and is implied by the resultative onee 
Since both the static and the resultative formulae would havej in 
these-instances, the, sama realizations we would have the unfortun- 
ate consequence that I., for examplej non-trivially implies 2, 

i. The picture is ofr the wall 
2. The picture is off the wall 

What we have'. in the case of 'off of' and 'out of'. is rather, a 
situation comparable to the lexeme 'dead'. This lexeme does not 
realize "not alive",, but rather 'having come to be not alive% since 
what has never been alive cannot be described as being dead,, but only 
as not alive (=inanimate). 
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concern ourselves with the question of vhich of Leech's ind 6ýub'erls 

formulations is the more appropriatep for they are, in* the''baseS' 

consideredg, logically equivalent. 
- 

1 54. To establish the logical equivaleri6e of 'th'e formulae in 53. anc 
we must invoke two basic axioms. Looking first at the implication 
from 54. a. to 53. a., the axiom required is,, informallyp that a given 
object has only one location (at a given moment) y or more c03-10- 
quially, -that you can't be in two 'places at the same time* We can 
formalize this (omitting the temporal specification) as in io below* 

'A loc B '-D (V X) (x$B'-: ) -(A 10c X))' 
Vow, if we letw be &- constabf which makes 54ea. true. then we have 
by existe ntial Tnstantiat ion (Wall, 

'1972 
1 68) 1" the f ormula 54. a- 

A loc w (w=B) 
This, in conjunction with the , uniqueness axiom in I allows us ý tP 
de(1ý6e 53. a. 

Working in the other direction,, from 53*a. 'to 54. a., we require 

,, 
the additioral axiom thatýeverything (which exists) is located 
somewhere; or, as' Kifid(cited bý Lyo*ns,, 1968: 499) concludes from 
an analysis of Greek$ that *whatever is, is somewhere; whatever. is 
nowheie# is nothing", More colloquiallys again,, the same axiom is 
expressed by such sentences as It's got to be somewhere, We can 
combine this axiom with the uniqueness axiom to give 2, we can read 

x) (3 7) (X 100 y& (V Z) (Z! OY-:: > (X 100 Z» 
2., as "for all, objects, xO existing in the universe of discourse,, 
there is i place, y1i such'that y is x's'location anI for all other 
Places# zt-it is not the, case that z is x's location". From 2. j 
53. a. t and the assumption that the entities being talked about exist 
(cf* the. presupposition of existence for the referent of a definite 
description"Strawson, 1952: 175), we can, by meam of universal 
instantiation (Wall, 19721 45) for both x and zp-deduce 54eas When 
the exisience'of the entities being talked about cannot be assumed$ 
then the implication in ýhis-direction fails. This is the case with 
locative sentences involving indefinite noun phrases and with temporal 
locatives as adjuncts to full, pentences or as complements to nominal- 
izea sentences or second-order nominalso Thus, 3-a. below does not 

-implY, 
3*b., nor does 4*ao imply 4. b*, nor 5*a- 5. bo 

1 
3. a. There isn't a telephone box at the corner 

bo There is a telephone box at a place which is not the corner 
4. a. John didn't telephone me at 6: 00 

b. John telephoned me at some time other than 6: 00 
5. a* The azzassination of the president didn't take place at 6: 00 

b. The assassination of the president took place at some 
time other than 6tOO 
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This perfected ingressive factor in the interpretation of 'off 

(of) 0 and 'out of I in locative sentences is Confirmed by the oddity 

of such sentences when the object being located is not capable of 

movementý Le4 of changing its locationi, This is the case in sent- 

ences 59. b. and 6o. b. sentence 6j., an apparent, counterexamples 

59o 'ai Vancouver is not on the prairies 

bi. Wancouver is off the prairies 

60* ab The Rockies are not in Saskatchewan 

bo ? The-Rockies &ra out'of'Saskat'chewan 

61.6 JohnOs office is (just) off Mayfield Road 

actually PrOvides'further support for the ingre , 38 ive interpretation 

of 'off (of)*$ for its interpretation requires reference to the Path 

one must take to reaoh J8hn's office--Leb one must turn off (a come 

to be not on) Mayf ield Road. (However,, an alternative analysis can 

be given--see below. ) 

The resultative interpretation of these expressions in locatiVe 

contexts (Le6 after the verb 'to be) suggests that they are primarily 

directional or destinational in meaning and that their more natural use 

is in dynamic contexts (1, jej'with motional verbs)j And it would 

appear (of, Bennett,, 1972a) thati to"native speakers of Englishi the 

sentences in 55. e. to 584ei represent the unmarked or basic use cc 

'off (of) I ard 'out oft rather than sentences 55*a. to 58iai (cf i 'also 

Bennett, 1972, for the use 'of this criterion in establishing the basic- 

ally directional nature of such expressions as iacross*t lpastll' 

Ithrought)i 

55. e. The books fell off (of) the shelves 

56. e. The dishes slid off the table 
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57- a,. The childcrawled out of hisplaypen.., 
11 
58. e. John, backed the car. out of the, garage. 

Similar observations hol4, in generall, for 'away from' althoup, 

we must consider its application as a cQunterPart of both,. the, unmarked 

and marked. interpretations of 'at', In this ligbt,. 62. a* (unmarked) 

and 63. a. (marked) are agAin more, appropriately paraphrased by 62. ce, d. 

and 63-c-,, d. 0 respectivelys thanby-62. b. and 63. b. 
_ 

Andt because Of 

the implausibility of cities moving,,, 64, b, is deviant, 

62. a. John is away from theýpost'office 

b. John is not at the post offioe 

c. John is not at the post office anyý longer 

. 
d. Zohn has come to be'not at the post-office, 

63. a*, The chairs are away from the table 

b. -The. chairs are, not at the table 

c, The, chairs are -not-at-, the table arq longer 

d. The chairs have come to be not at the table 

64 a, Fanalmo is not at, the tip. of Vancqaver Island 

b. Ulanaimo is away from the tip of Vancouver Islana 

However# there are complio&tions with $away from's in that it is 

frequentlyýemployed to'express, veotorial location., That iss it ex- 

presseal direct location at -the. end point of a particular extent or 

distance whose beginning point (marked by 'from') ts thereference 

object in thelocative expression. Hence, 64. b, becomes more 

aoceptable once a measure phrase is. inserteat as in 64. b. 's Similarly, 

64. b *I h1anaimo is a hundrea miles away- from the tip of Vancouver 

Island 

62, a, and 63,, &, can have-a natural non-resultative interpretation: --, 
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6L a* t John is a few blocks away from the post Of Me 

63, a, I The - chairs are af ew feet away from the table 

This use of *away from' should not be all that surprisingg for we 

could reazonably expect there to be some such semantic COngruOTIO7 in 

the expression of initial and (non-specif ic) f inal. locations Of EL Jour- 

ney (i. eý $away from$ in its resultative application- I from' marking 

the initial location, the 'origin' of movement) And that, of beginning 

and (non-speoific) end points of an extent or distance ($away from' 

in its vectorial locative application-$ from' marking the, beginning 

point, the 'origin' of the vector). 
_, 

We can not pursue this cOn- 

gruency, nor the explicit definitioas of 'away from's, lofT of', ard 

*out of's any further at this point as it requires a, more detailed 

discussion,, of what a journey and a path are, and this will not be dealt 

with until. later, However, we may note that 'off (of)' and 'out Of' 

may also have vectorial locative usess 'of' functioning in the same 

capacity as 'from'--cf. 65- to 68. Sentence 67. suggests the nature 

65. The swing is two feet Off (of) the grouncl 
66. The flagpole protrudes three feet out of thd wall 

67- John's farm is &ýfewýmilex off the A9 

68. John lives five miles'out of the city 

of the alternative analysis for sentence 61,. - 
Finally,, we may observe that there is an altermtive expression 

which can take the place of taway from' in the context of marked OatIq 

namely 'back from'. This further supports, the inclusion of some 

element of confrontation in the definition of 'at2 I: 

69. a. Mary stood at the window and waired 

Mary wa3 star4ing (well/a few feet) back from the wirdow 

so as not to be seen 
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7Q'i a. The dog was asleep at the f Ire, 

b, The arm chair sat well back from, the X ire 

3.3 Semi-direct location 

3.3.1 Preliminary remarks 
,'"_` _ý i_ ý, IIII 

-eý -1 

The interdependencies between the' meanings of such locative 

express'i'ons as I Over'/' under I,, 'in front of'Pin back of' 'behind')# 

'on the left ofl/lcn the rigbt of'. such directional expressions as 

way lup(wards)'/Idown(wards)". 'forward-sl/Obackwards'. 'aide' s, *to the 

left '/'to, the right I. and such part-" or 'extremity-identifying express- 

ions as 'top'/'bottom'. 'front I/Ib'al ck' I(left/riýit)siae ,I have been 

remarked uýon or incorporated into particular aI nalyses by several 
"I 

linguists (cf. collinson, 1937; ' Cooper# 1968; Lyonsp 1968a 
1 7.4; 

Teller, 'I 969; Leech, i ý6§: 5'8.2; ''And6rson, "I 971b 1 61,21 

Wierzbicka, 1973; H, Clark, 1973)o Furthermoreq it has been well 

established that ail t'hriee'setsof'expressiorst as well as the set of 

dimensional adjectives including It'&nI/IshortIq thigh'/Ilow*p $long'/ 

tshort" O*ideI/Inýrrc'w'I'(cf. Bierwisch' 1'967; Teller, 1969)9 particý 

ipite in structuring a thre6-dimensional semantic field or space which 

is highly co ngruent with -the three dimensional orientational framework 

There is one important class of exceptions to the resultative inter- 
pretation of $away frome, 'off (of)' and $out of'. When these are 
embedded under such continuative verbs as 'keep', 'stay', IremainIp 
there is no implication that the object concerned was previously at# 
on or in the reference cbject: 

I* John kept away from the ridge' 
2, The. children remained off the lawn 
3* The airplanes stayed out of the danger zone 

Furthermore it is not entirely clear-that these'shoula instead be 
accounted for in terms of the vectorial locative application of the 
expressions. 
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of 'our phyiical-perceptual space* Both these spaces involve three 

mutually pirpendicular axes: a vertical axis arsl two horizontal axes,., 

of further importance in this particular semantic domain is the role 

of what H. - Clark (1973) refers to as 'canonical position' p i. e. the 

situation obtaining mhen the inherent vertical axis of an intrinsic- 

ally oriented object (cf4o below) doincides with the geological, vert- 

i0al axis defined with respect to gravitye rcr e=mples the canonical 

position for human beings is an upriE! ht, standing posture. Related to 

thiss is the role of *canonical encounterl (org in Lyons' (forthcoming: 

j 8-3) terminology, 'confrontation% i. e. the tendency for two 

peoples"when interacting (e. g. speaking) to face'eaoh, other a short 

distance'apart. Precisely how these two factors are irrrolved in, the 

definitions of the above expressions- will be made clearer in the 

fonowing disoussion. 

The semntio interrelationships or interdepandenaies between these 

three sets of expre3sion3--locational, directional# extremity- ' 

identifying- may- be aralyzecl in differentways according to which Of 

the corresponding types of semantic relations is taken as more primitive., 

That is,, the, meaning of the locative, expres3ion 'over', for-examplep 

may bo analyzed in terms of a more primitive directional relation# such 

as is denoted by 'upwards' (cf. 
-Collinsons 1937; Leech, 1969)9 so that 

'A is over BI in given the semantic interpretation Ws location isýa 

place upwards from B"; or it may be analyzed in terms of a more 

primitive extremity-of-an-6bjeot, relation, such as is denoted by 'top' 

(ofe Cooper,, 1968; Teller, 1969). so that 'A is over DI is inter- 

pretea as "A is in the space contiguous with the top of B", On the 

other hand, the extremity relation denoted by 'top' could instead be 

treated as dependent upon a locative relation,, that denoted byeloverl 
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(cf Wierz'ýicka-, A973)# so that 'A is the top of BI means '"A'is the 

part of'B bver every other part 'of B'". or upon a direAional relati . on, 

such that the same "utence is analyzed as *A is the upward extremity 

of B" (cf. teech, 1969). -Similarlyg'though not in any of the-above- 

mentioned studies., the directionai expressions could be defined in 

terms of locative or'extreýmity'rilati6ns, In this oases $A is upwards 

0 "A is away from BI could be either '"''A is towards' a- pia"oe'over r' 

from'the top of B% Howeverl all these aef initions, have required One 

of three'basio or skeletaiýrelitions--"have - as a -16oation"g "be an 

o, whether it is a extremity of". and *be towards/awaý from.. -acoordin'g t 

10cationalg extremity-identifying, or directioml expression 

respectively, 

That such -a choice in the set of basic elements should be poisible 

follows from the faot that"the i-hree'sets of expressions all relate to 

the same three-dimensiOnal space, . and their ultimately circular inter- 

defin3bility is in accordance with 'i'view of the semantic structure Of 

a language 'a3 a iysite"'m"' (of' systems) where "fout se tient"* Although 

from a strictly formal point of view*'whioh set' of relati o'n3'in 'chosen 

as basic may,, therefore, app6ar to be arbitrary or, at least, only 

constrained by possiblý economy, *symýetry of pattern or'some other such 

evaluation metric (cf. the reasons given by Wierzbicj&, '(iq73) for her 

choice of primitive3)9 there may be morphological evidanoe to suggest 

thatq for the semantic analysis of particular expressions,, at least.. ' 

one or other of the sets of relations are linguistically prior* 'In 

English# aid other languages, many locative and directional expressions 

are morphologically complex ones,, built up (diaohronically, ani/ýr 

synchronically) from a simple locative (e. g. 'at'. 'on'. 'in') plus a 

noun denoting a part or extremity of an object (e. g. *front' 
P top 
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Isidet, lheadll)--as 'in 'in front OV# 'on top of's lbeside',, 'ahead' 

(of 
. Iyons, - 1968: -ý7.4.6). Howeverp the reverse situation may also 

hold--cf. Latin Isupral Isummus'. finfral tinfimum's etoo- - 

However, beyond such morphological evidence#, -it is difTioult to 

find arguments in support of - one set of basic relations rather than 

another; ' and the choice has been more or less arbitrary. - Leech 

0 969) jf or, example begins with three mutually perper4ioular dimensions 

or axes., -, leaving, -a3 intuitive how the polarization or, direotion is 

determined or induced on each axis6, -Suoh polarized axes -are most 

naturally interpreted as vectors or directional relationsp but Leech 

does not treat the directional expressions themselves--expeot for 

*toward$ 0 -, whose maJor-role, in this series As, obsourea-by its -, definition 

being-unneoessarily-restrioted to the primary horizontal axis (cfe 

Leecbs 19693 187)e , HCPNever,, fromAhe directed axes# Leech proceeds to 

definitions of the locative expressions-and-the expressions of parts 

and extremities* , Teller (1969) takes a similar startina. point 

(originating with; Bieryrisch's (1967) work on dimensional aaJectives) 

but sees only the, extramity or part expressions as defined directly in 

terms of the three axes, He then suggests that the locative express- 

ions be defined in terms of the extremity relations. this being 

explicitly carried out by Cooper (1968), Viembicka (1973)9 on the 

other'hand, begins with only three primitives "to become"s "to be a 

part of* and'"worldle from which-(after deriving the ordering relation 

""closer to") she builds up the-locative relations such as 'under$, and 

then the part-relations, such, as, ftop% $bottom', 

We, cin approach the problem from a somewhat different angle by, 

trying to explicitly correlate semantio elements with perce]ýtual or 

physical ones, i. e. by getting out of language itself (cf. H. clark,, 
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1973). pirst of all, 'ildependent of the prcpertias of the human boays, 

our wo , rld'presents us,, with an absolute plane of reference-the 

(perceptually) flat surface of the e&rthl the grcund, it also pro- 

vides an absolute axis perpendicular to this plane--referred to as the 

vertical axis-and determined, primarily, by our experience with the 

force of gravity (the line of free fall) but also with respect to such 

other physical phenomena as the growth of plants and the relatively 

fixed position of sun$ stars, and moon with respect to the ground* 

Secondly'.. the humawbody is-asymmetrical- in two dimensions-the 

top-bottom dimension and-. tbe, front-back-dimension. 'These asymmetries 

are structurally inberentione: s,, corresponding, t6 the ftot-that the 

head ard feet are physically--and functionally distinctýand'diametricall-v 

opposed parts of, tbe body., as are tho'chest (or'facO -and the back 

(spinal region), and all four are in a fixed relationship of connection 

one to the other or to other parts of, the body. Furthermores the 

concentration of the perceptual apparatus in the head and, more 

specifically, in the face, makes the top and front of the bodY funct- 

ionally dominant when compareato-the bottom and the back, Thus . 

there isa ratural-polarization of the body (cf. that of a bar magnet) 

whereby the top an! front can be said to be 'positive$ with respect to 

the 'negative' bottom arA back,, respectively. We therefore have two 

additional axes of orientation-an intrinsic vertical axis passing 

through the top and bottom of the human body and an intrinsic# priMarY 

horizontal axis passing through the front and baok, And these two 

axes are polarized or directed by extrapolation from the intrinsic 

polarization of the body parts defining them-cf. Figure 1. Finally, 
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, Figure I 

(D. 
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(a) intrinsio vertical (b) intrinsic. primary 
. axis horizontal axis 

an intrinsic but un-polarized, secondary horizontal axist' PerPOndicular 

to the front-baok axis p corresponds to the left-right symmetry Of the 

bodyt the left side of tho'body--ii the mirror imp of the right* , 

This symmetry is manifested by the existence wil the placement Of two 

eyes, two ear3q two-, nostrils,, two arms, two legs., eta* , 

'When this ietrimic, anthropooontric three-dimansional orienta- 

tiofial system is impo3ed and superimposed, upon the absolute Onat it is 

normally done in such a =nrar an to (I) optimize the body'la perceptual 

fieldt (2) minimize,, within the constraint of allowina the hands to be 

free to manipulate cbject39 the effort n*eded to balance oneselfg and 

(3) conform to the requirements for self-locomotion. RegardAng the 

first factcro since most objects to be perceived am affixed to and 

rise from the ground,, the optimal perceptual field is obtained when the 

f'ront-back axis (Le, eyes-back of the head) is paranel to the grourAt 

Lee perpendicular to absolute (gratitational) vertical, That isp 

there is little point in nor=lly Orienting the face tomards the sky 

or toNards the ground, As to tba secorit factorp humans have evolved 

an upright p bipedal stance. j. e. . feet on the gound and the top-bottom 

axis coincident with Fravitational verticaL This normal position and 

posture In which humns operate in the physical vCrld Is what 11, Clark 
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has. folicitoUsly termed 'canonical Position** When a body is in 
. -1 1.1 .- 
canonical position, its intrinsic Vertical axis coincides with the 

gravitational vertical,. (hence the. uce of the term 'vertical' for both 

axes and the. potential ambiguity of such expressions-as $above$ and 

Itelowl when the, two vertical. axes are not c9inoident-cf 3-4,2) q 

the plane defined, by the intrinsic, borizontal axes iB-Par&1101 with 

the-grouzý4t, and the 'negative' extremities along the intrinsic vertical 

axis (i. e., the feet) are on the ground- Thus, the two intrinsic 

horizontal axes add structure to the undifferentiated absolute hori- 

zontal. plane# and the intrinsic vertical axis adds a directionj or 

polarizationt to the absolute vertical axis* AlthouSh th6 horizontil 

plane may be structured by natural phenomena of an-aboolutD naturet. 
I 

such as Lmographical landmarks (e. C. mountain chainap coastlinest 

rivers and their direction of flow)p the position of stara or con- 

stallations, thd trajectory of the iun (both throughout the d-V and 
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throughout, the year)l migratory patternot and magnetic attraction, 

such systems of horizontal orientation are not, an invariant nor as 

universal as the natural phenomena determining gravitational verticalt 

nor as flexible as. the intrinsic system of horizontal orientation. 

It is not surprising that they do not find systematic linguistic 

reflexes in tho, core of all languages (cf. Lyonas 19681 ý7-4.6; 

forthcoming%, 8-3), 

This hai"'eviolvi`dý' in the civilized world j into -the highly exact I 
standardized and absolute compass orientational systems comprising 
a north-south'and an east-weat axis (cf. Leechg 1969) and into the' 
locational framework of cartograpbyl whereby the earth is segmented 

'into degrees of longitude (north-couih axes) and latitude (east- 

west axes)* An awareness of such axes and the existence of ex- 
preocions denoting them does not depend, of coursel upon the develop- 
ment of such a sophisticated frameworks and in many languages more or 
less functionally equivalent ones have evolved# singly or together$ 
from some , 

of the other natural phenomena mentioned above, In 
Gilbertese's for example, the trajectory of the sun would appear to 
be salieýt% trakel may mean either "eastwards" or "motion Upwards"; 
friol may mean either "westwards" or "motion downwards" (cf. Covell# 
1951: 46)e More interesting in the present context are the 
compass terms in Old Irish* The set of expressions It-air's It-iarlp 
Ideas'# and Ituaid' have both the interpretations "in front of", 
"behind"I "right", and "left"# respectivelyg and the interpretations 
"east"# "weat"q "couth"p and "north"g respectively. That ist the 
directional interpretations are assigned according to the relative"- 
positions of the body parts when one is facing the sunrise (cf- 
Thurneysenj 19461 4831 Hughes# 1970)- 

For a classic treatment of directional terminolo&7 where thie'iB 
based on the 11boolatel location of certain predominant features in 
the physical environment of a geographically restricted community df 
speakers# see Boaz (1934)* For example, he observes (p. 171) that 
"instead of the points of the compass they orient themselves ' 
according to the direction of the coastline and rivers. Down river 
and down along the coast (in the sense of northward or westward); 
up river and up the coast (in the sense of southward or eastward); 
inland# away from sea or river; and seawards away from land are the 
principal, directions which appear commonly in geographical terms"s 
For an extensive bibliography on the orientational systems of various 
languagesp see Conklinj 1972. 
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Returning now to the problem of the choice of primitives,, we see 

that the directional expressions 'upwards'/Idownwardsl are definable 

without necessarily making reference to other locational or extremity 

relations--i., e,, they can be defined simply with respect to gravit- 

ational vertical-ana, likewisel the extremity expression3p for bumans, 

at least,, have independent characterizations in terms of the asymmetries 

: in the physical structure of the human body, These immediate 00nl- 

sideration3, as well as the morphological motivation mentioned* earlier# 

suggest that for the 'analysis of some spatial expressions extremity 

relitions can be taken as basic* However, this presupposes'that Such 

extremity relationa--as, "is the front' of* can apply not Onl. YtO'human 

beings. but also to other intrinsically oriented bodies-and also to 

non-intrinsically oriented one . . 3. For clearly,, such locative express, 

ions as 'in front ott, lop top oflq *beside' are not used solely in 

the expressi6n*of locative relations in which the reference object is 

human. 

In the case c: C the vertioal extremities (the top and bottom of an 

cbject), the situation is relatively straightforward, for extrinsic tops 

and bottoms Can be definedg for any objects in terms of the inclepend- 

ently characterizable direction of gratitational vertical. NOWO some 

objects are asymmetrical along that dimension which, when the object is 

in its most usual or common positions is aligned with gravitational 

vertical. Such objects-bottlesq brooms, candles,, tablesq etc. --can 

be described as having intrinsic tcps and bottomz which can be at 

variance with their extrin3io, gravitatioml top and bottom. However, 

it must be stressed that intrinsic extremities exist only when the 
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object concerned consistently has a structural asymmetry, 
' however 

slightp along the relevant dimension and a $canonical position* 

(i. es a particular end up, the other dovrn) with respect to that dim- 

ension, Thus, a uniform pole has a top only when it its upright-ioe*9 

it has only an extrinsic top. -whereas a flag-pole has an intrinsic tops 

as well as an extrinsic one,, since one of its ends is structurally 

differentiated from the other,, minimally by. whatever means are used 

to secure a flag to it and, -in its normal position, that end is 

furthest from the ground. In -principle thenwe suggest that -all 

intrinsic extremities of objects have independent characterizations* 

Purthermore, ýas gravitational vertical is unique and invar bl s 

extrinsic tops ard bottoms defined with respect to-it are, inýa given 

situation., unique and invariable,, -regardless of the observer,, as are 

intrinsic tcps and bottoms. 

This latter property of constanoy does not obt4in when we oonsider 

the application of 'front$ and 'back' (and 'left' and Iridit') to 

Ile -will stretch the interpretation of 'structural asymmetry' 
somewhat to allow for argthing which raturally or conventionally 
distinguishes one pole from another. For example a difference 
in colour or simply the label 'top's both of which are not 
structural properties in the strict cense of the words would 
serve the purpose of differentiating the top of a box from the 
bottom, 

I/ 
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non-intrimically oriented objects. 
i However, let us consider this 

problem along with that of the assigrgnent of 'front' and 'back 'I to 

objects with an asy=etry. along at least one of their horizontal axes. 

We suggest that the identification both of intrinsic fronts and backs 

for intrinsically oriented, but non-humans bodies an! of extrinsic 

fronts and backs of all objects is governed, in generals by the 

following three basic prinoiplest 

the very common principle of &nthropocentrio ancl'egwentrio 

extension working throughout the semantio system of a 

language (cf 
,ý4.2) t 

the principle of confrontation or canonical encounterg and 

the principle of locomotion in the direction of maxim= 

perceptual-field (derivative of camnical position)* 

This discrepancy between the variability of the extrimio front-back 
axis of an objeot, and the constancy of the extrinsic vertical axis Of 
an object was explicitly recognized by Hjelmslevp who aooounteafor 
it in terms of a difference along the dimension of Isubjeotivite'- 
lobJeotivitel. He explains and illustrates the nature of this 
dimension as follows (11jelmslev, 19351 132-3): "Una relation entre 
daux cbjets peut 6tre pens6e objectivements clest-'a-dire sans egard 
a Vindividu pensant, at elle peut 16tre pens6e subjectivement, 
Cleat-'a'-dire par rapport ý. 11individu pensanto. ** En disant 
Voiseau est derriere ltarbre ou lloiseau eat davant Varbre 
J'indique dlordinaire la sitation relative de lloiseau at de 
l1arbre par rapport i moi-meme comma spectateur, *,, * Si d'autre 
part Je di3 lloiseau eat scus Varbret Voiseau eat au-dessus do 
Varbre. Je suis sous l1arbre, Je d63igne par 

, 
ces expressions la 

situation relative dedeux objet3 sans consiaerer le point do vue du 
spectateur, LA difference entre devant-derriere at au-dessus- 
au-dessous se r6sume an caoi qua le -choix entre devant at darri6re 
eat d6termine par la place occupee par le spectateur: - slil change 
do place par rapport aux objets consideres, ce qui etait devant peut 
devenir derriere at inversement, alors qua le choix entre au--dessus 
et, au-dý-sýsous nest pas d4termiig par la place occupee par le 
spectateur et an resta ineepandant. " Hjelm3lev then goes on to 
point out that whereas au-dessus, and au-clessous are invariably used 
to express an objective relation, devant ani derriere may be used both 
subjectively and objectively (as well as neutrally)t "Cleat ainsi qua devant la maison at derri'are la maison, sont des expressions utilis- 
ables indgp--endamment de la place occupee par le spectateur, par le 
fait quIune maison pos3ede an alle-meme un devant at un derrlZre.... " 
(ibid-: 134). We our analyses of 'in front of' and $in back of* 
below (53.3.2) 
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For example, 'front'/Ibackl and 'left (sidý'/Iright (siae)l are 

applied to animals . by virtue of principle (i ), to the degree that 

the animal concerned has structurally similar asymmetries along the 

two horizontal axes. As the canonical position for mo'st animals is 

a quadripedal stancep the isomorphism breaks down particularly with 

respect to the application of the term 'back*. Either it denotes 

the spinal region between the pelvis and the neck of the animalp in 

which case it is the independent characterization cf lbacko which is 

anthropocentrically extended, or it denotes the section'from the pelvis 

to the feets in Vhich case it iý the systemic characterizatiOn-al ' that 

part diametrically opposed to the front (i. e. the face/chest)"-ý-whtch 

is transferred. 

Articles of clothing, insofar as they ernrelop the human body and " 

conform to its shape,, are also structurally similar to it and have, by 

principle (1), intrinsic fronts, backss topsq bottoms, left sides ant 

right sides. (Anthropocentric extension has more specific application 

in this area--of. 'the fingers of a glove',, 'the neck of a shirtts 4he 

waist of a dress'. 'the toe/heel/sole of a shoe". ) 

Instruments such as loudspeakers, telescopes, goggles# cameras$ 

etc. have fronts (ands usually by oppositions backs) again as a con- 

sequence of (I)a they are, so to speaks appendices'to or extensions 

of the human perceptual apparatus through which the ego can further 

project itself or take in more sense data. 

According to the principle of canonical encounter (2), the 

participants face each other for optimal efficiency of interaction, as 

in the act of communication. That is,, the intrinsic fronts of the 

interlocutors are in the immediate perceptual field of each other. 

This situation is most easily and mturally exteriled by principle (i 

x 
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to situation3 wher6 the speaker/cbierver --is confronting an -object 

rather thiýAnltterlocutor, 'but`ow which (a) like `bumansi''bas an 

inherent" asymmetry in one horizontal dimension and (b)'is 'such that, 

like a býmanlinterl; *)cutor, - only . one-of 4'its'two extremities defined by 

this axis is normally and cons iste ntly"confront ed , ýregarded', or 

operated, by, the 6peaker/obierver -for reasons --predictable, from the 

structure or ýfunctioý of the object itself 'We: include in this set 

such s. -pianosl-deskst picturest -bbjeoti-is . -television - tseti3 'typewriter 

envelOpeip bookst houses, The intrinsic fronts of these objects can 

receive indeperAent"charaoiarizations---ýe. goý the froýt of a telivisiOn 

being the ýsW -containing the'sdreeh, Ahe.: rront'of fa ýpiaý6, or tYPe' 

writer'being the side with -ihe'keyboardi 'the front, of 'a house being, 'thd 

side with the principal entranae-and such obaraoterizat ions reveal the 

motivation for an ext6nsion'of the principle of canonioaV encounter to 

situations involving such objects as these as "interaotants's 

Similarly, %bs frOý, t of the interior of a ohurch, --leoture roOmt'or-*' 

conceri-hal. 1 is that part consistently confronted by the congregationt 

or audience by virtue of the fact that it is the place normally cork- - 

taining their interlocutor or'interadt'ant-tho miýister, 'Ieoturer,, or' 

performers. 

When the object being confronted has no asy=etrical horizontal 

dimension'(eig. &-ball, a box) and/or is not consistently regarded from 

arV particular side, thewit can have only an extrinsic front - and. back*- 

That is,, principles (I ) and (2) apply here most, generilly to assign a 

temporary$' subjective, front (and, by opposition, a back) to the side 

closest to-the observer, Iq. to the -side corresponding positionally 

to the face of &'would-be interlocutor in a canonical encounter. . 
', As, 

which sides are1ha"extrinsio front and-back will vary with both time 
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and cbserverg it is pat so surprising that although they- enter. into 

the specification of locative relations# they are not usuatly denoted 

by the nouns Irropt, and 'backIq respectively*, Rather,, the extrinsic, 

front of an object is predictably denoted by, the. doictic expression 

'this side' whose demtation is explicitly tiýd to the identitY Of.. v 

the speaker an. d the time oý-utterancee ge will also seel in the 

following section,, that objects w#h intrin3io fronts ancl backs may be 

assigned_ extrinsic fronts and backs which do not coincide, with the 
, 

intrimia ones. 

Let us now consider the application of principle (3). When a, 

human being. mp";, he Conerally does so in a manner enabling him to 

constantly confront his goal or the point of reference vhich determines 

his direction of travel# Thus. his intrinsic front is (usually).. 

alwaY3 closest to this point, In the case of hon-intribsioally- 

oriented objects in motion--ball3, stars$ symmetrical vehicles 

(canoes, tramss rafts, hot-air ba1loona)-the same rule appliest the 

side $leading the way' Is the extrinsic front. Most moving objects- 

passenger-vehicles (such-as cars, trains, ships, bicyales, airplanes)o 

arrows, bullets--have conventionalized intrinsio fronts' derivative ýof 

this rulet one encl of the, cbjectp for functional or structural rea--:, " 

som j is consistently -oloaest to the goal when the cbjeot is in motion* 

Principles M and (3) are sufficient to account for these casess and 

it therefore seems unnecessary to appeal to such psychological processes 

as suggested by Collinson (1937t 51): "In the case of an object like a 

vehicle built of a shape to enable it to travel normally in one dir-- 

ection, the speaker assumes himself to be going to the goal and thus 

indicates a front: 7 , 
=1, (forward on board ship) and a rear-l! art (ZLt) 

(Note incidently that in the case of a raw-boat the intrimic or 
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conventional front-back axis is exactly opposite in direction to that 

of the rower. This'doesnt, of course, contradict Collinson since 

the rower is nevertheless travelling in the sime direction as the boat*) 

What should be pointed cut# however, in connection with extrinsic fronts 

and backs of moving objects which are determined by principles (1) and 

Wo is that they are not, subjective in the sense that those determined 

by principle (2) are, - That is, although'they may vary with time # they 

do not vary with the observer. Hence, they are mia-way between the 

constant p intrinsic front and back. of an object ard the variablei 

extrinsic ones ýa3signed by - confrontation - (of i the, 'no; -subJeotivity of 

extrinsic -tops and bottom). '. 

Other artifaots', ' suo -h as chaiýs ancl sofas. designed to support the 
human body in aa itting posture . 

(which is a slight deviation from 
canonical Position) have"backsg right sidos and left sides to the 
extent to which they, like clotbesj mould to those parts of the 
body. The front of such cbjects can be regarded as either the 
extromity, opposed to the back so defined or the side usually con- 
fronted. And there is no conflict in the two different ways of 
assigning 'front', Jus 

,t as there is. no conflict in the front of the 
human body being either the side contAining the perceptual apparatus 
or the side normally confronted. 

-' 
Beds j coff ins,, graves , sleeping bags . eto, coViprise an inter- 

esting set of objects in that they have both a head and foot and a 
left side ani right side,, defined qith respect to the locations Which 
the corresponding body parts occupy when the objects are being used 
for their normal purposesq but no. intrinsio front and backe More- 
over,, they have an intrinsic top and bottom, congruent with the head 
and foot, or an extrinsic top and bottom defined in terms of gravi- 
tational vertical, 
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'What ireshould like to re-emphasize at"thii Juncture -is that it 

is very-diffibult, if not impossible, to seýarate, the conventional- 

ization of varioui extreýaties *of objects as-the front or back by 

means ý of'some "structural7aiff jr for, eximple, Putting entiition (as, *I 

drawers in one siae, of a, aeský or jlAcink a head-boara' at' one end of a 

bed) ancl hence the aef ihition of'theie 'extremities JýdepeiAently in 

terms of -physical: characteristics, ' fr'om the fact that'such -objects 

side'which"id-c6nsistently confronteaor * whi&', 

consistently -leads, the way-when the ý object' is ioving, ancl, hence the'- 

definitio6'of these int rinsio'extre'mit ie s 'int er'nmllýq 'with' ire spect to 

anoeý the, vectorial, Ahiee dime nsional'systeý* For -example ia holiO'i Ci 

has no intrinsic, front --arA back: it is'lengthývise symmetrical" and can 

be- paddledý with either and leading the way 4-e-'as the'6xtAiiid- 

front), usually by paddling from opposite ends*" ' Hovmvers, if a' seat 

is constructed at one encl. s6that one need not'kneel while paddling, 

then theý opposite- end will'oode to be consistently the 'One leading 

the way or the extrinsio'front'-11ftlee., the j: anoý will have an intrinsic 

front dnd 'back, Similairlyq just*'as it is hat'hn acOiaiXt that People 

face each other when interacting.. so it is not ah accident that One' 

side of a television-set (thal"with the screeý)'rather than anoih6r' 

is the intrinsic front', -the 66nsisteiatly confronted side. - -thus., 

although'it---may be'poSsible to deaud6'how -the, three principles above 

a. re involved' in extending the'expressions 'front' and Ibackt to non-"- 

human"objeotso this-does not'exoluae the possibility that there-may be 

semantic properties 'of the nouns denotiný these objects'which would 

themselves predict which side will be the one confronted or the one 

leading the way, i. e. which will be the intrinsio front. Hovt6ver, * 
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the crucial consideration is thatthe'same entity can be- considered 

from two points of view--e, g. a desk and a table--and that the function 

is decisive in default of structural asymmetry, 

we ýcan try to su=arize sorad of the preceaing cliscussion and, in 

particular p- tW capture -bow principles (11 (2). arA, (3) appear to be 

involved in the-application of the 'relational, terms 'frontt'and 'back' 

to particular extremities. of -objects. by means 'of -, the following informal 

def initions, ý of the, semantio f ormulae -corresponding to'these termse 

Because of 'the'tentativeness-,,, of these, def initions and because marg ýOf 

their terms require, - further -explanatibni we -will, not, give,, them'a, 

f ormalizearendition: , at ý this point , 
little *vould,, be- Siined , 

by. such an 

exbroite-. and prdbably much more,, obsoured, ). andýM e 
(-Yare 

functions -whose domain is- the set of objects. The value Of MiQE) 

is the intrin3io-front.., cf X1, the. valus of J the extrinsic- 

front of X, The latter function is further differentiated into 

MeAl( )t ie. the extrin3ic, front by corfrontations and-_F /m( )#, i, ee Re 

the extrin3io-front by movement., . 
? or each of these to be defim4o 

certain contextual requirements must be met: in the case of. PR 

X must be observable or, at leastv perceptible by some human, Y; in 

the case ar ZE 
. ae/m(2E)I X must. be in motion. Theoreticallyp at leastp 

both conditions could hold simultaneously so that the object had-two 

(not necessarily coincident) extrinsic fronts. For PR () and 

M. /M to have the properties of functions--Le*-that they assign a, 

unique front to each object in their aomains--they must be 'tensed', 

i. e. Me/c( must be restricted to the time at which the object is 

being observed or is observable (by Y) ancl PR must be restricted 4!! e/m 
to the time at which, the obSect is in motion. Thus# Wýich extremity 
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is the extrinsic front in each case may vary with time since Y's 

position may vary with time ana-Which side of the object is leading 

the way may vary with timee Furthermore, in the case of Me Icl( I 

which extremity is the front will also deper4 upon the identity, of Y. 

With these restrictions in mind, PR (X) ard.. FR, /, (X) will each 
-Me/c I- 

uniquely specify an extrinsic front of Xe Returning n0vt to the 

specification of irt. rinsio fronts 0 we can differentiate 12.1( ) 

according to whatber it is, determined indePencle ntly of principles-0) 

to (3). i. e. whether its domain is the set of bumanst or whether it 

is derivative of one or more of the three pr#ciplese This differ- 

entiation. is included in the follov! ing qet Of definitions$ but it is 

questionable whether it, is linVistjoally-relevanto, Th, e puggl4ted 

definitionsp then,, are given in 70- 

70. Mj(X) a the extremal pqrtionl of X extending from head 

to foot in which is concentrated the perceptual 

Contextual Requirement; X is human* apparatus* 

b. PR -extremal portion of X whicht if X were a 

human would Z. in canonical encounter.. with Y 

predictably be FRI(71). Contextual Requirement: 

X is cbqervýe by. Y 

c. Me/m(X) =,, theextremal portion 9f X whichl if X were a 

self-locomotina human, Z# would. prý#ctably be 

FR,. (Z)o, 
. Contextual Requirement: . Xiz In motion 

I- X is an extremal portion, ofyif X. is. a part-of Y and, part of X is 
part of the (exterml) surface of Y, We can def ine the surface of 
an object Z as the set of all points which are part CC 7, and which 
are in contact with the complement of Z (i. e. what is not 7. ). A 
distinction between the external aril internal surfaces of an object 
appears to be necessary to distinguish between such expressions as 
'on the outside of the boxt/lon the inside of the box', Some com- 
ponent of Onormally visible" would seem to play a part '1-ýere* Cf. - 
too fn. 1,,, p. 98. 
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d, FRi/a(X) = the extremal portion 
- 
of X more 

. 
or less 

I 
isc>- 

morphio with, FRi(Z)j where Z is human. 

Contextual Requirement: X is non-human but human- 

like in shape (i. e. we have to do here with 

anthropomorphic extension. ) 

e* FR: ý/O(X) a the extremal portion of x which is consist- 

ently FRe/, 
O(X). 

Contextual RequireMentt X is 

non-human and - is asymmetrical along .a non- I vertical 

axis 

to' PR vm (X) n'the'extremal portion . of X v, ýaiöh'is'consistelýe 

FRe/M(X) - Contextual Requirements X is non- 

human and is asymmetrioal alotig a non-vertioal 

axis 

Given'a tacit understanding of the nature of and the re"Ons fcr 

canonical p'o6ition,, e'naounter and locomotion, the principle of anthro- 

pooentric extension$ and what urxler3. ie3 the phenomenon whereby one side 

of an cbject is 'cons: Lstently' the one confroný. ed or the one leading 

the way, we can vastly simPIVY 70-a- through f.,, yielding 71 ea.,, b. 

arA o, 

71 - a- FRe/C(X) a the extremal portion of X which can be seen by 

the observer Yq Leo which is closest to Y 

b, FRe/m(X) a the extremal portion of X which is leading the 

ways i. e. which is closest to the 'goal' of X's 

movement 

c. FRi(X) a the extremal portion of X which is consistenbly 

PR,, /, (X) and/or consistently PRe/m(X) 

The different applications of 'back' are parallel to those above 
f cr 'front I and the semantic functions (BK(X)) can be defined,, in each 
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caseg as the extremal portion of X diametrically opposed to FR(x). 

Por the top of an object we have the (simplified-cf.,, 71-) definitions 

given in 72 andq,. again, the bottom of the same object is the 

extremal portion diametrically opposed to the top. , we win postpone 

the characterization of the left side and right side of an object 

72* a. ' ITPO(X) a the extremal portion of X parallel with the 

ground and gravitationally upwards with respect 

to the diametrically opposed extremal portion of X 

b. TP:, (X) = the extremal portion of X which is consistently 

TP W 

(intrinsic ard extrinsic) until the next section, when we can 

consider some of the locative and directioml expressions in which 

'left' anl, lrigbt* occur, for the situation in the case of these 

extremity terms is somewhat more complex. ani less clear-cut than it 
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is for ! top! /! bottom! ard ! front */$back',? ' 

The applicability ofýsuch expressions as 'UP31dG dOWnt and 'back to 
front' appear to depend on the Possession by the object oonoerned 
of an intrinsic orientation along the relevant. axis. - 

'Back. to 
front t, moreover, presupposes a second object with an intrina ic 
orLentation along the same axist a sweater is not back to front 

until it is on someone with a front 'and a back- 'Upside dowd on 
the other hand, pre3upposes, gravitational vertical with its own and 
constant 'up# and 'down', In the case of the similar exPrOssiOn 
'inside gut'. it is not so much a matter of intrinsic orientation as 
Of Possession by the object of an inside and an outside surface (cfe 

fne Is P. 95). -Thus# 
if one can talk about -something being an the. 

in-side or the outside of an Object, then, granted the C)bject has the 

necessary flexibility to be distorted in such a way, one can, in 
general, also talk about that object being inside out-cfe is and 2. 

inside 
of the record a. NThe title is written On the outsideý 

b. Arhe record is inside out 

2. a. The I title is written on the' 
inside 

of tho LP jacket ýoutsideý i 
b. The LP jacket is inside out 

If we compare Oupside down' and 'inside out' with 'back to front'p 
the latter appears to be the odd, man-out, In the first two express- 
ions the initial element denotes the positive member of an opposing 

.. pair, of parts of the object (the, top versus the bottom, the inside 
versus the outside) while in the latter it denotes the negative 

-member (the back versus the front),, -, And, in general, we do not got 
'downside up' , 'Outside in' and 'front to back', Hovieverp there is 
another way of looking at the data. First of all, it is not entirelý- 
clear that 'inside' is indeed the positive member of the pair 'inside'/ 

_'outside% Certainly. if these are being used doictically (as adverbs), 
then 'inside' could be related to 'here' (positive) ard 'outside' to 
Itherelt with Isidef perhaps denoting the boundary of the space around 
the ego (Lyons. personal communication). However, in more neutral 
situations, it is the outside of an-cbjeot which is normally observed 
or observable (by the ego as well as others) and this fact would terd 
todetermine, loutsidel as. the positive term tofs 

H,, Clark, 1973)o Now 
if this is the caseq then it'is *upside down' which is the exbeption. 
Furthermore$ 'inside out' and 'back to front' are now seen to share 
the common property of being applicable when the observer is able to 
see a part of the object he doesn't normally see. Given. the princ- 
iple of confrontation, an object is normally observed from outside and 
from the. front, Thus, it is not too surprising that if the observer 
is not in canonical encounter with the object presu osed by the object 
which is described as being back to front (of* abovepeý--for example# if 
the observer is looking at the back of another person--then 'front 
to back' is much more acceptable. consider sentence 3. in this 

John's got his sweater on front to back 
context-i. e. it is the front of the sweater which is visible to the 
observer if be is looking at the back of John, 
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Such-def initions as those in 70- (arA 71 and 72, )-or their 

necessary refinements-are claimed to be natural ones in the same 

that they give a principled account of how the terms 'front *back' 

etc. can be applied implicitly or explicitly to all kinds of objects 

and to a single object in more than one way on the basis. Of esslsnt- 

ially universal and extra-linguistic phenomena such as the structure' 

of the human body, the characteristics of social interaction and 

other human behaviour (postureq self-locomotion) , ana the PsYchOlOgical 

centrality of the ago and its role in metaphorical extemion. AIthOUD% 

there are logically equivalent clef initions, for at least some of these 

extremities (the extrinsic ones) in terms of systemic distinctiOns 

a three dimensional semantic field of space (cf. the definitions Of 

Teller (1969) and Leech (J969)), once this is done. there is no longer 

any means of relating these to the definitions or intrinsic extremities- 

the addition of such features as +PROMINEET or +NOMIAL (cf. Tellers 

1969) explains 'nothing,, Nevertheless9 the logically equivalent 

alternatives exist$ as part of theltotal semantic system# and maybe 

more appropriate as ptitements of the sense relations holding both 

between the members within each set of expressions with which we beGan 

this discussion-'locAional, direotionalg extremity-identifying-and 

between oorresponcling memb erý "'from' each of the tbree sets* Howeverq 

let us not belabour this question any further and instead move on to 

a discussion of semi-direct location and it& realiý, ation, assuming that 

our extremity functions can be given explicit chrraoterizations. In 

the case of the front-and back of an object# we need only distinguisU 
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between =Fli( 
); FR arxi and BX and zleýo' 

-m 

B% /M( ) (cf* 719), 1 

We have not considered the problem'of distinguishing 'front' as 
denoting a part from 'front' as denotingan extremity# Insteadq, 
we have combined both "part" and "extremity* in our definition of 
I extreiral portion' 

, 
(cf. fne- iIP, 95), Teller (1969: 206) suggest's 

that the two may be distinguishable by specifying whether the 
portion involved has a dimernionality equal to or less than the 
dimensionality of the whole. Leech 0970t 178) considers this 
possibility but decides in favour of distinct relations: "is a 
part of" and "is an extremity of 0. HaTever, it is not entirely 
clear that this distinction need be made at all in the def InitiOn 
of 'front' (and the other extremity terms) as it may be predictable 
from the context, more specifically, from the preposition which 
occurs before it* Thus, in I A, # whether an extremity or Part is 

i*A gull has built its nest - on the top of the lighthouse tower ýin 
thetop, of the lighthouse tower 

involved is derivative of whether lon', or 'in* is usedt since "On' 
selects the surface of an object, and #in' selects the intericro in 
2, we have the unmarked interpretation of lat#, in which case the 
distinction is irrelevant,, and either #on' or 'in' may be 

at the top of the tower 
2. Vandals have painted cbscenities on the top of the tower 

in the top of the tower 

siibstitutea f or it. ' However, in this case, pragmatic factors are 
such that both the horizontal and vertical surface of the top portion 
of the tower can feature in the interpretation (and this latter 
surface would not. be a ýop extremity-in Leech's system)--cf. 3. In 4* 

Thl vandals painted ob; cenities, on-the top of the lighthouse 

tower ard these oould be read 
by low-flying airplanes ýby'ships 

several hundred 
yards from shore 

ýat the front of the bus There was some luggage Ain the front of, the bus 

the,, urnarked use of 'at' is compatible, with either an linf_inter- 
pretation-in which case it is the interior of the front Part Of the 
bus which is iny 

, 
olved-or a marked 'at' (utat2l) interpretatiOD-in 

which case it is the periphery of the front part of the bus (comid.. 
ered as-& barrier) which is selected (i-e- the luggage is sitting 
just outside the bus). Similarly in 5.9 but here it is 'on' which 

The dancer is stancling at the side of the stage 

is compatible with unmarked tat'. 
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3-3o-2 ''In front of P in back oft. --9 overt/funlerl-t Ion thm left of 

son the rifft of 

For each extremity of an object *e have looked at# it its possible 

to def Ine a spatial region mbich would be its ratural exten3ion in 

space* The vature of "such 'spatial ref loxes$ '(SR) can be made more 

explicit by a diagram. If we consider ths'iaeal situation of a' 

cubical object$ X, 'as in Figure 11,, 'with a front, top# and left side as 

Figure II 

ZTP 

(X) I-- 

'-7R(LS(X)) 

000, 
, Ooo 

,, 
0"00, 

(x) Ls 

r(-xl 

FR (X) 

Iýp R [A) 

I/ 
I'll, 

1-1 000, 

a 

labelled, then the spatial reflex of the front of X-ie. rR(PR(X))-- 

is that region contiguoms with the front of X such that it extends 

forwards from the front (ijef in the P031tive direction along the 

front-baok axis Of the ýube') and every cross-3ýotjon'is congruent 

with the front* Similarly with the other extremities* iper less 

ideal'obJectol,, the relevant-crose-seintion would be that of the oil- 

houette of the object iseen. from tbp,, front, back, eta* The name 

principle of spatial extension applies both to planar figures (the 

spatial reflexes beingt in tha t caseg areas) and to linear objects 

(the two spatial reflexes being the extension of the line in each 

airection). 

This wtion of spatial reflex is vague imofar as the outermost 
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bounclaries of a given spatial reflex are incleterminate-does the 

region extencl inaefinitely,, or as far as the eye can see# or is there 

some other contextually determinea limit? We will leave this question 

open but will assume that there is one ancl oay one well-aefinea 

spatial reflex of an extremity in arq particular context. Thusj we 

win be's. ý'Ie to treat, it as a function. Purtbermorep although vie 

have given a rather rigid, geometrical characterization of spatial 

reflexes, in realitýy`týeir other boundaries ='i be allowa to be t 

islightly elastic, but not too much so, in order to accommodate the 

ordinary use of language which does not come up to the standards Of 

geometrical precision. 

Let us now look at 'the pair of expressions I in front . of - */'in back 

of I (or 'behind'-cf. ý 3.4.2). Leech (1969: 23) considers these to 

constitute a converse pair denoting opposite crdering relationships 

between the denotatý of the two noun phrases involved. His inotivation 

for this is the alleged iquivalenae of 73. and 74. below (cf* too 

73. The bus is in back of the car 
74, The car is in front of the bus 

Gruber, 1965: 34). However, the equivalence of these two sentences 

is by no means weessary since 73. can be consistent also with 75. 
i -. 

75, The car is in back of the bus 

(which would appear to be the contradiction of 74, ) or with 76s 

769 The car is tO-the side of the bus 

Furthermore, the oonjunction of 73, with 75, is logicajjý equivalent 
(though not necessarily iaentical) to the reciprocal construction in 

77.; ana reciprocal constructiom are symmetric andl therefore 
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77. The bus and the car are in back of each other 

definitely non-ordering, The three possible situations (denoted by 
I 

the conjunctions of 73, with 74*,. 75*9 and 76. ) are sketched in 

Figures 1119 a, j b, j arxi a., respectively. 

Figure In 

a b 4ýýr C 

Vbat is involved here is not an ordering relatiowhip (irdirect 

location) between'the car ard the busv but a relation of semi-direct 

location of the bus with respect to the back of the car. This can be 

characterized by incorporating the notion of the spatial reflex Of an 

extremity ofýan objeot'i4o the definitions for 'in front'of' and 'in 

bacelt of ý. as giýen in 78- These semantic repr6sentations can be 

78. a* 'A in front of BI: A loc Illr(SR(FR(B))) 

b. $A in back of BI: A loo INTOROK(B))) 

glossed as *A is in the spatial reflex of the front of. B" and "Ais in 

the spatial reflex of the back of B". These definitions reveal that 

nothing is guaranteed about the semi-direct location of B with respect 

to A. arxl this is what is demonstrated in Figure III, 

However, we have not exhausted the possible situations tO which 

73. can refer. one more, at least, exists-for example, the con- 

Junction of 73. with 74-9 76., " 79-j below, This situation is 

inu3trated in Figure IV. In fact,, only in this last situations where 
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79. ' The bus is' to the side cf the car 

Figure IV 

we have an implicit (or explicit-cf. 80,,, 8j. ) point of observationg 

80. Looking fron here, the busis in back of the car 

81. Looking 
-from 

here# the car is in front of the bus 

does the semantic relation of'equivalence hold invariably between 730 

and 
. 
74. (ands derivatively, the converse relation between 'in front Of 

and 'in back of')* The existence of a point of observation adds the 

semantic information that the front ard back (of the-. bus and carl 

respectively) which are involved in the situation denoted by 73. ard 

74. (or 80. and 81. ) are extrinsic ones, more speoificallyg ones dar- 

iving from confrontation by an observere Thus, if either Of 80, or 

81. holds, then the front-back aXe3-o: r both cbjects under observation 

must be aligned in the same direction since both are being confronted 

by the same observer at the same moment. And if the directions of 

the front-back axes of both objects are identical, then the converse 
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relation necesearily. holds. 

If there is no exp3. icit ljontion of a point of observation, but 

it can be determined that the two cbjects in the relation are both 

i4trimically uncriented-Let have no intrinsic front's ana backs- 

and are not in motionw, then again only extrinsic fronts and backs can 

be involvea, ani the converse relation can be predicted to hold bet- 

ween I in front of I and I in b&ck of Ip 
., 

Thus, 82. implies 83# s RDI 

82. The stool is in front of the playpen 

83. The playpen is in back of the stool 

vice versa* 

To see this, consider first the situation do scribed bY 'A in front of 
B'* All we can infer about suoh a situation is what is djagra=ed 
below, where the slanted lines represent the spatial reflex of thO 

FR (B) 

front of B (ard FH(B) may be, intrinsic or extrinSics as far. as '90 
know). If we now ada Iseen'from X'q Le, a point of db3ervationq 
then we know that both A and B are confrontea by 'ý and that the 
front of B (now known to be extrinsic) is clo: ser to X than is its 
back$ ioe* we have the situation below, in this situation# A will 

FR i (X) 
1ý 

F Reic (B) 4b 

4 

also have an extrinzic front from confrontation by X an(Is by 
OPPOsition# an extrinmio back, Aýd if A has a back, then there 
is a spatial reflex of that back, irdicated belav by the slanted 
lines in the OPPOAtO dircotion, This spatial reflex of A's back 

FR i (X) 
FR e/c 

(A) B Kelc (A) R elc 444 
x ////E: K]ooO<X>OCEN\\ 

win weessarily ir-clude D, and theref are M in back of A' win 
&13o hold. 
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, When we are considering intrinsic fronts and backs,, whether or 

not- the converse relation holds is accidental (and trivial) in the 

sense that the facts of the situation. denoted may be contingentlY such 

that both 'A in front of BO - (FRi(B)) and OB in back of A' (BK:, (A)) are 

true, This will be the case when the intrinsic front-back axes are 

L 
both oriented in the same direction, This may be derivable from the 

textual context-for example, if 73j was prefaced by 84, Other 

E4. 
_ 
The car ani the bus, which are parked in the layýby are both 

,,, 
facing northward. - 

contexts would just as easily enable one to predict, the compatibility 

of 73. with 75- (the car and the bua must f ace, t in: opposite, directions) 

or'with 76i (their orientations must be wither f matching MOr, OPP05ir4g) ; 

btit'73, remAns inherently ambiguous. 

The cases where intrinsically unoriented-but z moving, ObJeOts a" 

concerned are the same as for intrinsically oriented objects-Ofo 

85. and 86-- but such-situations are more difficult to find or 

85, Sally's frisbee is, in'front ýofliaroldls 

Ilaroldts frisýee'is in'back of' Sallyin 

fabricate since most moving objects which we talk about have intrinsio 

fronts and backse However, intrinaically oriented objects may 

function as unoriented if so conceptualized or perceived. Otherwises, 

there may be a oonfliat in the intrinsic ard motional axes; ard 

although this can receive linguistic expression in the case of describ- 

ing. one object-cf. 87*-in the case of describing the spatial relation 

87, Fred is, skating backwards 

between two- moving obJects both of which are moving contrary- to 
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cI anonical locomotiong- the expressions I in front of I arA 0 in back of 

become difficult to interpret--cf. 83. Furthermore, in the case of 

88. Both Sally and Fred are skating backwards and Sally is in 

front of Fred 

moving objectsp $ahead W is much more mtural than 'in front of' 

(arxi 'behind' more natural than I in back of', in those dialects which 

have botb-cf. 53.4.2)9 

Wb6n one extrin3ioaUy unoriented object arA one moving or, 

intrinsically oriented object are involved, the problem is still More 

complex; butp in general, it is again only when the extrinsic 

orientations of both objects are considered that the converse relation 

holds and the implication between IA in front Of 'B I ancl IB in back of 

A' truly bilateml. 

To su=arize,, the converse relation holds between 'in front Of 1 

and 'in back of I only then it is the case that the absolute 
. 
directions, 

of the front-back axes of the two objects involved in the situation 

are identical. And this can be guaranteeato hold only if we are 

concerned with extrinsic . fronts and backs-that is$ only if (a) there 

is explicit or implicit reference to a point of observation and/or 

(b) the two cbjects are intrinsically unoriented, stationary objectse 

Since the bilateral implication in such casea'is deducible from the 

definitions given in 78, and the principle of confrontation (of* fn*-ip 

P. 105)9 we can claim that converseness is not an inherent part or the 

SeD3e3 Of tb13 pair of terms. "Rather, it is a 'contextually introdu ced 

(and, in awell-defined'olass of casesq a predictable) semantic prcPert. V, -Or 

Thus, 'in front of' ard 'in back oV are inherently ambiguous according 

to'the different waya Of establishing the fronts and backs of obSectso 
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all of which are collapsed in the definitions in 78. 
_ 

as FR(X) arA 

BK(X)o 

This holds as well for the logical property of tranAtivitys which 

again is not an inherent property of either of these termso But 

under exactly the same conditions as above-i. e. when the directions 

of the extrimio front-back axes of all the objects involvedt or the 

intrinsic front-back axes of 'all the 'objects involvedt are alignOcl'- 

transitivity will (trivially) hold. - Thus, the conjunation of 89. and 

90. below (uttered by the same -speaker/observer at the same place anl 

89, The Oak is in front of the elm 

90. The elm is in front-ct the poplýr -II 

time) implies 91. since only extrin-sio (by confrontation) orientations 

91, The oak is in front of the poplar 

of the trees can be involved. However,, the, same logical relation - 

does not hold between, 94. and the conjunction_of 92. and 93. Although 

92, Ken is in front of Chris 

93. Chris is in front of Wayn's' 

94. Ken is in front of 'Wayne 

in some situatiOn3 all three way be true, this vvill be an acciclent 

and no reflection of the logical propertie3 of 'in front of'. 

We can mention two further points about the definitiora glvcn for 

'in front CfI and 'in back of'. First, the reciprocal construction; 

which can be amlyzed as a r, eduction of the conjunction of 'A in front 

of BI and OB in front of A' (arid similarly -for *in baok of% is 

p03Sible'only when the frolecs arA backs cr the objects are both 

intrimic, - (If they are both motional-extrimics then the situation 
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terA3 to be awoded as, for ex=ples in 95. arA 96,0 although the 

95, The two frimbeas are approaching eae, 'l Other 

96, The two fri3b**3 are flying &-gay from each Othcr 

statio locative reciprocal relation WOUld 3till be implied. ) Thusq 

97* and 98, cannot be reduced to 99. since in 97- the front of the 

97, John is in front of the tree 

93, The tree is In front a John 
K 99, John amd the tree are in front of aaah other 

tree is necessarily extrimic while, if consistent with 97*9 the front 

of , ', 'ohn in 98, must be intrinsic (ise, John is faelnq, the tree)* 

However,, rather than being derived : from a simple conjoined structlirel' 

reciprocal constructiora appear to be more -appropriately describod. an' 

involving a quantified struotura at a deeper level of am2ysis (of* 

Arderson, 1974),, It we adopted such an aplvoachg 'A aml B in front 

of each other' could be amlyzad, 9 vary rou&ly# as Ircr each ordered 

pair (. vz) in A9B X AlB such that it is the case that 

Y loc IIr(Sq(PR(Z)))** Sentemc3 such as 99* would then be mturally 

exclucled since the7 mould require to fluctuate in its inter- 

pretation within the nacpa of the quantifiere 

Secondlylt sentences with 'in front of' are oddt if not umocePt- 

able, when they dMriba a situation in which an object J3 given an 

extrinsio front under the ObUrvixtion of som* por3on (the spoakers 

usually) who then locates himself with respect to that front-as in 100s 

JOO, ? ý(Lodking rrom hero) I'm in front CC thO trGO 

I Cl * (Looking frorm here) Jan* its in front ct tho trac 

102. (Looking from t1jerM ) I'm in front or the troa 
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(cf, 101 , where the extrinsic front of the tree is induced by someone 

(the speaker) other than the person being located (Jane) and 102. 

where it is induced by someone other than the speakei---e.. go the 

addressee), Such situations are more naturally encoded either as 

103, or as 104.1 This phenomenon is all the more striking in the 

03. I'm facing the tree 

104, The tree is in front of me 

case of 'in back of'-105. is definitely unacceptable since if the 

105. '((Looking from here) I'm in back of the tree 

observer has his. back to the tree, he, can4ot-incluce'an extrinsic -- 

orientation upon it (i. e. he is not confronting It) and,, AlternativelYp 

if he has induced antorientation on the -tree, 
(by confronting i0s he 

cannot simultaneously be in back of It, The. situation concerned Must 

be expressed by a sentence such-as, 106, or 07- 

iO6o 'ilve got my'back to the tree 

107. The tree iS in back of Me I 

Interestingly enough, the literal translation of sentence 1009 

into German, using 'Vorl, is perfectly acceptable and not too uncoMMOn * 

t to 100., ý, -longer It'may be argued that 103. arA, 104. An' co n'tras n6 
answers the question r1here are you? but rather How are you oriented 
with rearect to the i-rae? However, 9 it is not absolutely accurate 
to say that 100, does indeed answer the first of these questionze 
In actual fact it is entirely uninformative, hen6e its dubious 
acceptability, as regards the location of the speaker (19j"): the 
only inrcrration which can be derived from it by implication is 
the orientatioml relation encoded in 103o or 104, (cf* 3.4.2). 
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Butj as we would expect, no 'hinter* 'counterpart'ekists,, an observation 

which Dýeikels -(I 9'ýý) '"discus Sion of '4vorl and *hinter' leaves'unexplain- 

ed. , Thus to use'her examples, 108. "'b'; I: ýw has, 'as one of its readings# 

108, Maria ateht vor dem Auto 

*Maria is f acing,, thecar* while 109. does 
-not permit the reading, 

109. ý, Maria stebt, hinter dem Auto 

V""has-her baci to I the car In Dreike's analysis; this *facing 

int . erpretation I of IiorO requiria br-6aking'the patter .n whereby tha 

locative relation expressed by this prepo3ition, -is anmlyzable in 

terms of the front of the second argument: she is lecl'to, distinguish- 

ing, a ly-intrinsiol'interpretation*("determined'by the inherent 

structure or locomotive potential4of. the denoted'objeot, in the 2na 

argument") and an Ox-intrinsiol interpretation ("determined by'the 

face of the-x-argument"). However, it'appeard that (as might be 

expected) this, intexp retation, of Ivor, ' occurs only when the - cbJect 

being located is a human, or perhaps an animal, with eyes, i. e. 

capable. of confronting the other object'and inducing a front on it* 

Thus liO. : is not acceptable -under the interpretation of Ivor' as 

10. Der Pern3eher-'steht vor-dem Tisch 

"facing" or "has in front of it Vow, bearing in mind the above 

observations for English, we can suggest a simpler analysis of this 
I 

interpretation of Ivor' which does not require making such a distino- 

tion as that made by Dreike and which also accounts for the non- 

occurrence of an Ix-intrinsiol interpretation of 'hinterlt in the 

present framework$ Ox-intrinsiol is just the special (andin Germn, 

acceptable) case cf the confrontation interpretation of Ivor'--where 
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the observer'zýnd. the object, being located are one, ani'the same. 

Let us, now turwout attention briefly to looative -expressions 

involving the eztremity--identifying expressions 'left' and 'right'. 

These establish the secoalary horizontal, axis. , The-situation is 

complicated here because of several factors* First of a3.1. there is 

a rather large set ar prepositional phrases involving these item3t 

not all of which, are acceptable for all speakers of the languages 

Most of the. various-po3sibilities. are, illustrated, below, The reader 

may find more of - these sente noes deviant than have been marked as such- 

Our'house is'the ofie ieft''bf'ýthi'eIm't'r'ee 

Wr house is the one left of the post office 

c. Wohn is the one iiamling left -of 'Pred, 

112. a. Our hous'e' is the one to the left of the elm tree 

bo- Cui hou3e ii the one to the . left ", of the 'pos t off ice 

c. John is the one standing to the lett'of FT'ea 

113. a. Our house is the ow on the left of the elm tree 

b. Our hous'a is the one on the left, of the'post off ioe 

114. a. K Our house 'is the one"to the elm-iree Ia left 

b.? Our ho, 63e is the -one-, to -the, post_offiýe Ia -left 

c*, John isthe one stanling to Pred's"left 

l15o a. xouý house is th' e oneýon iheý' -elm-tree$s' left' 

beiffOur house is the one on thi post-office's left' 

a. John is the One sianding on Fred' Is left 

i 16. ae? KOur ho=q is the Ono at the left ar the elm tree 

b. ? Our house is the. one -at the, lef t of the post Of f ice - 

c* John is the One starxliM at the Ieft of Fred/the stage 

a. x Our house is the One at the elm tree's left 
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b. ? K0ur house is, the one at the, post-off ice Is left 

c. John is the one standing at Pred's ýeft/Tthe stage*$ 

left 

lie. a. our house is the 9Mýoq/? at the left-hand side of the 

elm 

b. 
_ý49,, one, or/? at, tbe left-hand side of the Cur house is: 

jýost -office 

o.;.,,, Our house 
_the, 

left-ýand side'Of the, ýs. the,. ons, orý/at 

street 

d. -John Is the orn, standing oFAt,,. tbe jeft-hanVsideýOf 

ýd 

e, _ 
John is the one,,, standing, OrVat Ahe ý jqf t-banl side of 

-- ý the stage 

119. a. ? Our house is the one orvooýt the left side of the elm 

b* Our house is the one or/at'-the"jýefi'side cc the post 

office 

co Our house in the one orvat the left side of the street 

d. John is the One standing 04/at the left side cf Fred 

a. John is the one standing o4/at the left side of the stage 

120. a. "Our house is the one in the left(-hand) side of'the street 

be , John's letter'is in the le: itt'(ý: hanl) side -of the drawer 

i'21 a. scOur house is the -one to the litt(_hand) side of, - 'the elm 

b. KJOhn is the one standing to the (-hand) 'side of Prid" 

Sentences ai5. a. and 117. a. are probably umcceptable in all 

dialects a rXI Ii I+. b. II 5. b. and iI7. b. in most. This would tend 

to suggest that the possessive construction with 'left' ard 'right' 

requires that the left ani right sides involved in the situation be 
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intrhiio - (or irsaic nable-a. Fillmore j' 1968 1 00) ana that there 13 

i0me dcubt whetbsr suoh cbjeats as Ix)3t ofTices, for ewiples bave 

intrinsio left anI right sjae3 in adaition-to th*ir intrimia frods, 

ve bave a mixture of locative expression: 910 M* to 

121'o p some 'baing diract locatim in which the 10cmtiOn ObJect is " 

extremity or lurt of some object (eeg, those begirming witb 'ats 

JIS. e. 9 119. o., 120, b, ), some semi-direct locatives (cog* 113*9 1006, 

aial some inalrect locativas lil. ana those Fraraced with 'to')* 

Th3se latter two can be dint LnVisbed- by the possibility vf CO- 

ccaurrenaevitb 'further$ (isej in oomparative structures)l this 

elemeLt my moaify in-lireot locatives-sima. -they are unaerlyinglY 

ordering relatiom. The co-occurrence possibilities are illustrated 

in 122.. ard 123. 

122,1 ab Ow bou3s is furthýrj left of the elm tree 
to theý left ofl 

than 7curs is 

bo John is standinZ furthar to Prod' a left than 11 ary is 

123* a. Oar h=a la Awther on the left cf the po3t offiO* 

tban yours in 

bo x John is stanaing further on Frod's left than Vary iG 

rinany, though not oxhaustively, there are dWicultias 14 

specifying the left ard ri&t sides for intrirAioally uwrient*d 

cbJectis (like elm trees) and also fcr mtv cbJects vAiich Inve Intrinsic 

fronts adL b&cIcs darivitia from confrontation (23ke post offiO009 

This problem has been discussed in the roo*nt literature* T. "Ch 

(19691 167) obswvez that there is *a. curiou. 3 discrepancy betveen the 

Tield cc vision* [=oonfroutation3. 
: Lnterpmtation ani the "mobile 

object* irt. erpretationp in that the relation of 'left' ani *right' to 
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the trimary axis is reversed". Lvans (forthoomingo 303) adds that 

"this derives from the fa-ct that thIt is on;, the right of th6 observer 

will be on the'left of a moving object approaching the observer". - '. 

H. Clark 0973% 467) suggest's anexplanation for the failure of 'left' 

and Iri&%tl to follow' the'"proper rules of canonical encounter" (by 

$proper' we must assume that Clark-"means the attribution"Or 6ll`th6' 

crientatioml. characteristics of a'hypothetical interlocutor, to the 

reference object) i 'If one says - Marv -is to the ripbV of the t 

to me. -" -One doei one would mean "Mary is, on the right with respect. 

not take the view of the ýtxee, 'decide what is left, arA right in that- 

positiong and then reverse the application of left and ripýt as OW 

should. The reason for this failure to reverse'is not clear* 

Perhaps it is because the left and right -. directions in space are 

symmetricali so- the terms- are difficult to apply to obj8Cts in a 

canonical encounter. We have no trouble with the 'asymmetrical pairs 

top-bottom and front-back in this situation, because their criteria 

for application are intrinsic to the asymmetries in the situation- 

But left ard right, even in'their normal use, are- applied, under fairly 

arbitrary criteria; the reversal of this aýplication in a canonical 

encounter woula seem unneoessarily complex. " 

Our, aim here is not to Airther such, discu3sion. and speculation#, 

nor o ac Cou nt f or' all the variat jo ns exe mplif i ed in Iito 121 

Rather, we wish to make a first, step towards systematizing the facts - 
for those cases in which Judgements are relatively clear-cut. 

We can begin with intrinsically oriented objects v%, Jch are either 

humans, objects shapealike or supporting humans (and which can there- 

fore, by anthrOPOmorphic extension, be assigned left and right sides 

according to the position of these in the human body), or objects with 
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intrinsic fronts clue to locomotion and serving as passenger vehicles 

such that the passengers face in the -direction of travel (cf. a oar 

versus a row-boat), All ofAhese objects may, have an-intrinsic left 

side and right side. But, siace these extremities'(usually) have no 

independent structural --differentiation. (the 16f t-right -axis, being 

symmetrical), their characterization is usually a functional one (or$ 

perhaps, a gradually learnt 'gestalt' one in terms of the relative 

positions of the sides with- respect to the -opt and back and the head 

and f eet). In English, at least,, it would appear that which side is 

the right side and which the left is determined by which -side 
contains 

the right band ard which the left hand, respectively (cf, Oright/left- 

hand side'); and hence it is the latter (the left or right hand),,, 

which is functionally specif ied. Por most speakers of ?. nglish, the 

right hand is the functionally liominen't hand, the skilled (eg. for 

writing, sewing, etc. )'or 'stronger hand. ýut fcr the so-called, 

'left-handers'. it will be the left handwhich is so characterized. 

,A more constant fufiotioýal definition might be in term3, of some 

culturally prescribeafunction: the right hand is the hand one eats 

with or handles certain pieces, of cutlery with or shakes hands with. 

In marq languages such functional determinants are more transparent. 
Thus, in the Telugu Ikudi ceyiO 

. 
(='right bancll),, skudit is related 

to the verb Okuducutg meaning "to drink or eat". In colloquial 
Tamil we find Icattu kail (=1riE! bt hanII)q literally *meal/rioe band"S 
and 'piccan kai =*left hand') literally '"shit band". In literary 
Tamil,, 'Vala tu: 

ý=Iright 
harAIJ is diachronicany "the strong hand",,, 

and Oita tul (Oleft hand'), "the remote hand", In an older form of 
Japanese, *mates (atri ht hand') is *the horse hard" (i. e. for holding 
the reins of the borseý and Iyumite* (=Ile: rt hancIO) "the bow haril". 
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: Ef there is a gestalt characterizition, "tb'en it is most likely 

acquired via the intermediary Cf functional ones. We can suggest 

therefore the following (individual-speoifia) characterization of the 

right side cC a human (2', 3i(X))o The left side Qaj(D ) will be 

defined as the diametrically opposed side. (For left-handers,, the 

positive specification will be f cr the left side and the right side 

will be def ined by contrast to it, ) 

: L(X) = the extremal portion cf X on the, non-vertical 124. RS 

axis PerPendimlar to the front-back axis which 

contains the funatioraUy prominent hand 

For non-humans# we have the tentative, anthropomorphia obameter- 

ization of RS, (X) given in 125, Againt it is questionable. whether 

125. RS M= the extremal portion of X in the same 

structural, relation to the IM ýVaj k 
(X) 'and TP Val 

IiI/Mj ., -1 . 
[I/Mi 

the IMS i 
(Z) is tothe FR, (Z) and T. Pi(Z)j where Z 

is human 

these objects have truly intrimio loft and right sides, 

Expressions of the form Itq/64/at A's left/right' involve 

unambiguously this intrin3 io ý type of left and right sides, but they 

appear to be rextrictea in their application to situatioas in which A 

is human. For non-human Als, we have the altermtive aanominal. 

construction 'to/o4/at the left/right of A', but. these may be ambiguous 

between an intrinsic and an extrinsic interpretation of 'left' and 

'right' (cf. below). For 'A on the left of BI (in an intrinsic 

interpretation) and 'A on B*s left', we have definitions comparable to 
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those of 'in front of I ancl. 'in back -of '"-of. 126. -- The direct 

126. a. 'A on the left 6t'Bl: 4, loc JIM(STt(ISi(X))) 

b. 'A on B's rightf A *i6o IIM(SR(RSi(X)-)) 

locative expressions #at Ass left' ad"at the left((-haril) side) of lp 

when acc I eptableg are interpreted according to the tiýried arA unnarked. 

uses of 'at'-cf. fn. I 

Let us now consider'a sentence like' 127. 'Which tree is identified 

127. The elm tree is the one on the left of the oak 

as the elm win depend upon the-cbservation point. More speoificallYl 

which side of the oak is considered the left one for the purposes of 

locating the elm. tree with respect to it will be that side which, were 

the oak a reflection of the observerg would be his left side. That 

isp the left-right, axis of the, confronted object is the mirror image 

of that of the observer. We can give the following informal char- 

acterizations of these 'mirror-image' left and right sides as in 128. 

128. a. - LS 
m., 

(x) a that extremal portion, of X which is on the 

same side of the axis Joining X with its 

, observer Y (i. e. the line of observatiOn) &s 

is ý LS (Y) I 

b, RSMýj. (X) -a that extremal portion of X which its an the 

same side of the ý, axis joining X with its 

ob3erver Y a3 ts RSIL(Y) 

For objecta'výhioh have intrinalýi fronts derivative of c0rfrOnt- 

ation, it is the definitiors - inI 28, ý -which apply in the characteriza- 

tion of -their 
intlriwic left and right, sides--cf. 129, Such objects 
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129, a. TSi, /m_i(X) = that extremal portion of X which is 

consistently LS 
M-j. 

(X) 

b. ", /m_: L(X) = that extremal portion of X which is 

consistently RS 
m-, 

(x) 

thus have an intrinsic left side and rijýit side derivative Cif the 

fact that they have another side (their front) which is, consistently 

the side cortronted. However, it again dces not appear to be 

generally the case that objects-with intrinsic fronts and backs-this 

time due to confrontation--also bave intrinsic left ard right sides* 

I')ianos, cookers/mnges,, desksO typewriters do. seem to have thems 

prcbably because the distinction is functionally salient anVor_ 

structurally marked. Fcr most. 
1 
otber objects, however# a distinction 

between extrinsic (mirror-image) and intrinsic seems dubioust týe left 

ani right will always be assigned, for each separate situation of con- 

frontation, according to the mirror-image rule. It will then be a 

result of the objects having a front which is normally the side 

observed that left and right are usually assigned in the same Waye 

It is the extrinsic# mirror-image left ard rig1* sides which must 

"function in the eipressions lto/on'theAeft/right of I aýA #at/oý/in' 

the left/right(-hand) Side off when thý reference object does not havo 

an int 
. 
rinsio orientation. Hovrever, 

' 
confusion may arise between an 

intrinsic (anthropomorphic) interpretation and a mirror-image inter- 

pretation of 'left' and 'right' when the reference object has an 

intrinsic (non-mirror image')' , 1ýft'-right' orie ntaýt ion. Thus, 130- CA , n-- 

130. The river is no# on the lef t of the train 

but need not (e. g. if the cbs*erirer is behind the'train)-have contra--; 

dictory intarpretatim. Thus,, we can simplify 126. a. to 131* which 
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i 
le' - bf "i3l -. A'' loo illr(Sý(Lý(X))) 13l- a- 'A on the ft 

b, 'A on the right of B": A loc INT(SR(RS(X))) 

will allcw for the two interpretations. depending upon whether LS( 

ard are intrinsic or extrinsio. i 

Finally, let us look at semi-direct location in the vertical 

dimension. It has been suggested that *on the left of' and 'on the 

right of', in oontra-distination to 'to the left of' and 'to the 

right of'. should receive semi-direct'locative analyses (along the 

same lines as 'in front of' and linback off) on the basis of their' 

not accepting modification with ýfurtherl. - In the case of the pairs 

'over$Punder' and 'above/Ibelow! , ý_Ahis sameý test would distiWish 

the first pair as semi-direot looativess -the -second as indirqot, ý ý- 

locatives# Furthermore, it has often, been observed-that 'over$ ani- 

Mo a* WThe hot air balloon is furtber over the television tower 

than the, helicopter-le 

b. YThe scuba diver isAirther under the yacht than the shark 

is -I-ý, -I-. 

A similar situation obtains in French although it is not clear 
whether the same t3; pe of ambiguity can occur. The pair of express- 
ions 'bL I& gauche del/lh la droite del are used when the reference - 
cbjeot has an intrimio left and right side (humansq cars$ etc. )o 
Sentence 1. can only mean that Jean is on Paul's left. On the Othcr 

i. Jean estl la. gauche do Paul 
hand,, 1*4 gauche del/A droite del arA Isur le cote gauche del/Isur le 
o8t6 droit del are usedl whether the reference object has an intrinsic 
front or not I in the mirror-image'sense of left and right* 'I, i We 
if the speaker/ob server is facing Jean and Paul, sentence 2. would 

2. Jean eat IL gauohe,, de Paul 

specify &'spatial reliLtionship exactly opposite to that of lop while 
if the speaker/observer was be7jind Jean and Paul, 0 facing the same 
direction as themo then both sentences would describe the same 
spatial relationship. 
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133. a. The hot air balloon is further above the television tower 

than the helicopter is 

b, The scuba aiver is further below the yacht than the shark 

is 

lundbrlare used vhen reference Is to a location directly up from or down 

from, respeotivelys the reference object (cfe 'overhead'# Ounderfoot')p 

such that 134. a. describes a situation in which the hawk's potential 

134. a. The hawk is perched above its prey 

b. The hawk is perched over its prey 

victim could be some distance away from the tree. ozz crag on which the 

hawk is perched while 134. bo requires the victim to be vertically in 

line with the hawk, This element of meaning Is oonfirme& by sentences 

135, and 136. arxl would follow from a semi-direct locatioral analysis 

U5. a. Lake Louise is abo%re sea level 
it- . b, IAxe Louise is over sea level 

136. a. Lake Kinneret is below sea level 

b, 'KLake Kinneret is under sea level 

since location within the spatial reflex of the tcp and bottom on an 

object would rule out objects located hijter than but to the side Of 

the reference object. 
' We therefcre suggest the foUowing definitions 

I Cfe also the followingl 

J, Having taken off and climbed rapidlyq we are now above the 
summit ahl we'3-1 be (directly) over. it in ten seconds 

2. Naving taken off and climbed rapidlyq we are now over the 
su=it arxl we'll be (directly) above it in tan seconds 
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for 'over' and Ourdert, 

137t a- 'A over Bl:, A loo-IL? (SR(TF(X))) 

_b, 
'A under BI: A loo IIT(SR(BT(X)))'. 

3.4 Inclirect location and direction 

j-4.1 Prelimimry remarks on crder a4'direction 

In this section we will explore the relationship between indirect 

location and (static) direction; and it will be suggested that these 

two types or spatial relation are logically of the same natures Lee 

ordering relations. Expressions denoting irilireot location include 

the pairs *ahead'/ IbehindO . 'above '/below *to the left of'/'to the 

right of' as well as the expression 'between', Directional express- 

ions include Iforwardz 'Pbackwards I, lupvmrds 1/9 downwards'# Itcrvards' 

and the verb 'face I plus a noun phrase. 

The, copceptual difficulties involved in the discussion of these 

expressions and the spatial relations denoted by them areg primarily# 

(i) the implicitly or explicitly tri-adio nature of the ordering rel- 

ation involved,, (2) the relative nature of these spatial relatiOn-S in 

the sense that the absolute locations of the ordered objects is not 

relevant, and (3) the possibility that objects can be ordered but this 

order need not be polarized. 

If we consider the following sentencesl we have an illustration of 

138, John's house faces the city dump 

139., John's house was built with the front towards the CitY dumP 

There are# of course, other locative uses of 'over$ anI lunderl., but 
these involve the notion of path or some element of "from one side to the otber"-ofs Bennett, 1972; Lindkvist, 1973* 
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JJ+O. John' a house is towards the city dump -ýý :^ýýý--- 

141. Johnis house is towards the city, dump from the school 

the different ... degrees - of explicitness In the- expression-cC, the three 

objects involved in, &. spatial order., In 138- , only -oneobject is 

identified explicitly-the city, dump--while -the, other two--the front 

and the back of. - John' s, house-- are implicitlyiref erred, to, in the, use 

of the verb 'face', -In 139. j. only, -, the,,, back, of Ahe house, is, left z 

implicite - Sentence 141. make3 explicit, all three objects, involved, 

in the ordering relation while, sentence J40. leaves the thiraobject 

implicit as the place of utterance. (These two sentences are adapted 

from Leech (1969); hcxever, their acceptability is questionable#) The 

important difference between 138. and 139-, on the one hand, and 1409 

and 141*, on the other, is that in the situations described by the 

former set two cf'the'oid6iea bbje6ts are (opposing) extremities of a 

single'object whereas in the situations described by the latter set 

eaoh, object is discrete, from. the other, -, 

- -,, , The only spatial ordering - expression which consistently makes 

explicit the three objeots, participating in the order or series is 

Obetween'. and this may lead, us to-speculate as to the-possibilitY Of 

a basic "betweenness" relation (cf. our use of ord in ý 3-0 under- 

lying an the ordering expressionsq., these being differentiated- by-- , 

various 'frills w, whichcan be, added-such as, specialization to a partT 

icular axism-polarization, and the suppression or incorporation of one 

or more cf the objects 'within the inLlirect locational or the directional 

expression* We will return to this question shortly. 

As an example cC the second. prcblem-of relativity-we may return 

to seatence, 29, repeated here as 142. We suggested in 0-i that the 
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1)+2. John is sleeping with his head toward the mouth of the cave 

locative *relation expressed by this sentence is an ordering relation: 

John's head is located between the mouth of the cave and the opposing 

extremity to his head-most likely his feet*. - However, we-also . ." 

pointed out that such an interpretation is 
-compatible with John being 

either'inside ar outside of the cave* This -is because, 142. by itself 

tells us nothing about the direct, location. of John, In 143.,, -it is ý 

even more obvious that nothing is said about -John' a, location-he ý could 

143. Johnis facing north-- 

be aWhere on earth-but something is said about his crientationg i. eo 

the relative positions or hisfront and-back-with respect-to north. 

The same is true of the indirect locatives in J44. ard 145. although 

J44. Fred is ahead ar the dog 

145. Vary is to the left of John 

the latter is less relative in that there my be a fourth object 

involved-the speaker-whose direct location is usuallycbvious from 

the setting of the utterance. Howevers the1ocation, of Mary ard John 

will then depend upon another variables namelyj the direction the 

speaker is facing. I 

If we now turn our attention to Wo we can mte that sentences 

147. and W. express equivalent: spatial orders among. the tbree flatss 

arA this order is the same as, that-expressed, by 149. The difference 

We John's flat is directly above Fred's arxl Fred's is directly 

above Tom's 

148o 'Tom's flat is directly below Fred's and Fred's is'directly 

below John's 
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149- Fred's flat is between John** and Tom's 

between 147-'and 148-P on the one handg and 149-9 on the other# is that 

the latter expresses an order, but one lacking not only an axis but also 

a 'polarization' or IdirectibnO or *sense' (or, to introduce Black's 

(1959) term, 'arrangement'). This unpolarizedl axis-neutral order we 
4 

can represent as in 150- (cf. 12*p p- 48)- 

150o L"(JOHNIS FUT) aid L'(PREDIS FLAT) ord L (TOM'S FLAT) 

Sentences 147-'iand'148* involve' &'polarization (with r"aspect to a parti- 

cular axis) insofar as ihey'express the opposite arraneement to that which 

is expressed bj-'f5f*'-and 152* 'Sentences 147. and 148- are OquivalOnto as 

151- John's flat'is (directly) belo4"Pied's and Fred's is 
(directly) below Tom's 

152. Tom's flat in (directly) above Predta and Fred's in 
(directly), abqve, Johnvs, -,, 

are 151, and - 152. l ý, only. beqause the - order, of - the arg=ente - has been 

reversed* We can represent (roughly) the opposite arrangemOntB in 

147-/148 and 1510521by use of the f=iliar ordering symbols < and. 'ý't 

where the former is used when the, argument to the right is 'positivs* 

with respect to the argument tothe left and the latter when the reveres 

is true (cfe fne 19 ps 128)o Thuag 153- corresponds to 147-/148#, and 

153o L (JOHN'S FLAT) 'ý' L (FREDOS FLAT) : ý> L (TOXIS FLAT) 

154- to 151-/152* 

154o L (JOHNIS FLAT) '- L (F=93 FLAT) : ý. L (TMI'S FLAT) 

A basic problem# alluded to above and to which we will r8turno is 

whether to regard ... Ord ... Ord... in 150. an a primitive =polarized 

ordering relation or as the neutralization of polarization by the ex- 

clusive disjunction of two oppositely polarized ordering relations, 

isee the disjunction of 153- with 154, This problem connected with 

the analysis of 'betweent we will discuss in detail in the following 

section* Howeverl for now we may point out the relationship which 
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holds between the relative rature of a series (of e 
(9-)) and the poss- 

ibility of the sameoraer having different arrangements (cfs 

Contrary to what Black says, an order is not restricted to having only, 

two arrangements. The order 'A between B ancl C' can have all the 

arrangements in 155. to 160., these depending upon the looations of 

155,1 A is to the left of 0 and B is to the left Of A 

156. A is to the right of C and B is to the ]right Of A 

157. A is above C and 0 is above A 

158. A is below 0 and B is below A 

159. A is ahead of C and B is ahead or A 

160. A is behind 0 ard B is behind A 

A9 B. and C in one or other at the three axes. Grantedq for each 
41,, -- ", lw I. zII, I"IýI 

axis there will be only two possible arrangements of a given order., 

3.4.2 Irdirect locative expressions 

The - expressions I ahead of I* and $behind' have bee n paired with. each 

other by, some linguists (cf. H. Clark, 1973; Gruber, 1965)9 this 

suggesting that they are opposites of some kind. 
, 

Ilowever, it is not 

entirely clear that such a pairing is appropriate since,, Iahead of 1 

has contextual restrictions which do not hold f or *behind',, Related 

to this is the fact that $behind' enters into a relation of contrast 

with I in front of as well as withý $ahead of whereas ahead of' is 

not very comfortable as a contrasting partner to 'in back of' in 

those varieties Ce English (mainly American English) where this latter 

occurs along with 'behind'*, That isq we have the two dialect 

situations depicted in Pigure V. 
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Figure V 

in fro nt of in back of in fro nt ar 

'ahead Of 'behind' ahead of 

American English British English 

However, both 'ahead of' and 'behind' can co-occur with 
I 
Ifurtber's 

irAicati . 
ng that they express an ordering relation-cf, 161* and 162. - 

while. 11. n front of$ and linback of', if accepting *further's require 

the context to be identical to that required for lahead' (see below)- 

cf. 163- and 164* The acceptability of 165. versus the unacceptability 

cf 166. would also tend to indicate that 'in back of' is non-orderingg 

in contrast to lbehincll, 

16l. The Mercedes is further ahead cf us than the Rover 

162. The Mercedes is further behind us than the Rover 

- 163. KJohn is further in front of the television than Mary is 

161+. 'The carrot patch is further in back of the house than the 

4 flower garden 

165, 'There's a police car creeping up behind Us 

166. Sýrherets a police car creeping up in back Ce us 

If 'behind' when it is in contrast with I in front of differs 

from 'in back of only in its being an expression of irAirects rather 

than semi-direct, location but still depends upon the extremities of 

the reference object-ioeo is' ambigious in the same-way as' is 'in 

back of We can suggest 'the following definition for it, in such 

contexts. Its characterization when in contrast to laheaa of l win 
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67. 'A behind BI: L(A),, ord L(BK(Br))'-Ord* L(FR(Br)) 

L(A) L(B 
r 

be of similar structure, but we will postpone giving this until we 

have discussed 'ahead of'. 

The min differenoe between lahead of I and #in frout, of 
'ather 

than the difference between expressing an indirect versus, a, semi- 

direct locational. relation,, is that 'ahead of I requires a polarized 

serial context such that both the object beirg located ard the refer- 

ence object are part of that,. series, Such coptpxts are ex, eTplifiea 

mo3t vividly in mce3O queue3, and lists-cf. 168. to 171- In. 3ucb 

168. l4rhe tree - is ahead of the bush 

16% The Nigerian was ahead Or the -, New Zealander throughout tho 

entire race 

VO, John is abeaa cxr Mary in the queue 

Fredle name is ahead cC mine in the list 

contextss both the cbject being located and the location object are 

compambles each, capable of changing their. position in the series, The 

situation is somewhat different In 172. and 173. in which a journey is 

implicit ani the object being locatea is, on,, the, 'path' 
"of 

the journey 

V2. ., The city loomed ahead of them ,-1.1, "I"I 

173, The ocean is (a few miles) -ahead of us -- -ý". 1 1 ýý_ I., - ", " _ý ý 

- 
-- 

This equivalence between a three-ýirmi, " unpolarized order arA a two-- 
term polarized one deperxIs, here, upon the fact that the front ani, 
baok-of the reference object FR(Br) and BK(Br) definag by extra- 
polation, a polarized reference axis (of. § 3*3-0 such that 4 
and - >' can be properly anil consistently interpreted. The irform- 
ation to the effect that L(A) and L(Br) are on-such an axiswould 
have to accompany the two-term representation, for < and'- >- are 
meaningless out of the context cC a speoifieds polarized axis, such 
represertatiorz would then resemble those of Leech-cfe ý 2-3P 
especially fn. 1 p. . 31 . 
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but incapable of moving* The reverse is not possible--of. 17)+ arA 175- 

171+. KThey were ahead ar the city 

175- 'ýUe were (a. few miles) ahead of *the ocean 

If we are to assimilate these cases to those or 169, to 171 ., then we 

need only require that the location object be capable of moving or 

changing its position in the series anI that an implicit journey can 

provide a polarized serial cortext, mmely, the directed path of the 

moving object. 

we my now ask whetber an cbserver can polarize a series in a 

manner similar to the way in which he can assign an extrinsic front to 

an cbject. There does appear to be such a quýasi-a6icýic inter- 

pretation of 'ahead of'. at least for some speakers, -Consider 
some- 

one about to choose a ball in a game of bowling. one of his observing 
, 

team members utters the sentences in 176., intending by the 3atter one 

176, Don't take that ball-its cracked, Take the one ahead 

of it. 

*ahead of it from your point of view'. If the player bas-Just, - 

approached the lane from his seatj theý the ball he is aftised to 

choose is the ow closer to the pins; if he has just returned from 

bowling one ball arul is facing away from the pins-isee -. -towards his 

observers-then it is the om closer to them. If. such -an: interpretation 

is possible,, then it involves the extrapolation-of the polarization of 

the observer's front-back axis to the series in the line of-hiq obser- 

vation, such that the ball furthest from him defines the positive end 

of the series* 

We can su=arize these observatiom in the following waye If we 
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let P stand- f or a set of points f pip, ppjj- % def ining either the 

course of a race, the path cC' a joumeyýj or . týe' 'locatiom"' - of 'a" 

series of! cbJects in a queue, list,, lines etc. such that one end 

point of the interval (pi) is negative with respect to the other end 

point. (pj) 
p which is -posit 1vi in ý vieW'cf its'bein'g the finish point 

of'the race, the destination of the journey, the head of -the queue# W 

the first item in the list, ihen" we can'chaiicter128 'A ahead of " 131 

as in 177- 

177- 'A ahead of BI -0 L(Br) ord L(A) ord p, _7ý` 

L(Br) L(A)l 
Al" 

where pj is the positive end-point of 

the path P and both L(B) and L(A) are 
in P and L(Br) is not a. constant 

In opposition to *ahead of'--i. e. in the same contexts Just 

outlinea--lbehind' can be given the following semantic characterization. 

178o 1A, behind BI i- L(A).,, crd L(B r), Ord Pj 

L(A) -*-' L(B r) 

where pj is -the positive ard-point or, the 

path P and both, L(B) and L(A) are in 

and L(Br) is not a comtant 

Note that, if in 167- we are conoerned with extrinsio backs and fronts 

only, then we can reduce it to 179-, the secovd. case of which is then 

subsumed in 178- (of -II. t P. 9(p ), This leaves. only the extrinsio 

In this -Case#. -the implicit polarized-axis -is defined by the 
contextual requirement that L(A) and L(B) are both contained in 
an interval, P. as defined above., 
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09i "A behind BI: L'(A)'ord L(B)Ord'L(Y) 

, -where, Y. is the, cbserver of B and A or Y 

is the goal ofIBs movement 

(by confropýation) ard, the intrinsic back interpretation of 167. out 

of tbe, sccPe of Mop and these are the situations most vaturally 

rendered by the other member. of the system, #in back or and the 

situations in vhich #in front 'of 6 "and Oin back of I reject Ifurtherl 

modification* Howevers the . re is a conflict between the confrontation 

use"of, lbehincl" aid its usesin, 'contrast to'+. he"possible'quasi-deictiO, 

interpretation of laheacl cf'ýin 176. Sentence 00.1 unler the con- 

frontatign, intqrpretationpýwould., bq equivalent to 176, This coula 

180o Take the'one'beh'ind it, -I- "- ý 

account for, the requirement 'cf a'stionger'dontextual polariiing factor 

than mere observation. 

These remarks -and preliminary conclusions ýon the semantiCs'Cf 

I aheaa ar land $behind' are, 'however, to be"regarded as extrewly 

tentatiýe and 167.,, 1776 a 178* aM 179- as but' af ijA- step towards', 

the semntic'characterization of these expressions. . Much more detailed 

in7estigation, is requiredt particularly of a dialectil'kinci, 'in orcier 

to sort out, the exact position each occupies -in this 'particulai'sim- 

antic' system, - - 

The expressiom 'to the left' of '/'to the 'right cfI -and . 
$to X's' 

left'/'to X's right# have alreaay been touched-UpOn in 

Their aef initi ons are * give n in 181 . 9xA 182.1 Accaraing. to these 

Since the body is symmetrical along the left-right dimension and., 
he nee the axis defined by the left and ripýt extremal portions 
unpolarized, 181. and 182. cannot be -'reduced' to a two-term relation 
as was possible in 167- However, even from the morphology of these 
expressions (explicitly tri-nominal) this finding could be expected. Furthermoreq an alterrative analysis for these expressiom is possible 
--cfe below. 
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1814 to -ýIkto the'left of, Bl:, -L(A)-, crd, L(LS(Br)) Qrd'L(RS(B,; )) 

b, !A to the right of BI: L(A) Ord L(RS(Br)) cra L(LS(Br)) 

OL -a. , $A to Plsýleftl. - L(A). ýcrdzL(LS i 
(B 

r 
))-Ord L(RSj(Bj)) 

bo '. OA to B's right: L(A),, ord L(RSJ(Bý)) Ord L(ISi(Br)) 

characterizations', a ente'noes' a;, arA 163 bý as we wo uld wish anclý' 

163* a* John is to MaryI5 left 

b. Mary is to John's right 

expects will not necessarily haveequivalent semantio reprýsertatiOnss 

whereas 184. a. and-184. b. -image Anterpretationlof under, a mirror 

1V+. a. John is (to the) left or Mary 

be - Mary ia - (to- the) right - of John 

' *' ,-Iý ard Rý wi'3-1. Onl'y-if'w-'a hivie aidditi6z-iLl' irf or mati6n'60ut' 

thý situation denoteaby 183. a. ard 183-'b. '-to"the" effect, tbýt John 

'' -I, ajileýt, and Uary'are facing in the same directions will these be eý 

However, ibere'is some I rea3on " to believe thit'i8i* arA 182a's 

although certainly 6onsistent with the meanings"- of these 1, expr ,e. ss I ions 

are not faithful representations of th-jý. ' First-of aljý, - there' is the 

explicit expression bf "goalo or "end point" . in the form of 'tot-'and 

possibly that of "source" or "beginaLng point" in the form of $cf 

(cf. the discussion of '&my from' . in 3,2), " This might aI ugge - st 

an ordering relation something- M6 THE LETT I or''A L(Aford L(Bys which$ 

given that ihe end point is positive with respect to ihe bejlýuAng 

point ard certain other" assumptions about, thi spiecification of 

THE LEFr-(ne'e- below),, -can be re"ed' to T'IPT LFM'(of'B) 

However, THE tEFT cannot be slnplý thý e (intrinsic or extrinSic)"lift' 

side of'B nor even'the (intrimic or extrinsic) . spatial reflek'af ý the 
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left sia! s - pf B, (SR(LS(B))) 3'rc'5 "t"'"atter would - e#eni. -from B and 

thus -Arclude A., 

A oýue, to this problem -is suggested by the morphological ard 

semantic similarity of 'to the left/right of I with the compass 

expressions *to the nort); /soutb/east/west off. The exIvessions Ithe 

south', 'the north', atoo, denote regions implicitly or explicitly 

related to objects or places in the following way. (We may note the 

relative nature of the interpretation of 'the 14ci; Ehl di British road- 

signs: at Birmingham, 'the Horth' refers to,, P8Y,,. the,, enjire,, region 

beyond Lýeds;, at Edinburgh it 
-refers 

toi "yj,. thexegion beyond 

Stirling, ard Perth)# First of all we must grant the validity, of. some 

such notion. as the 1 vicinity I of, an, a rt ity as defined by Atkins on and 

Griffiths (19731 41): "A vicinity is a set of points surrounding and 

contained within the interior and fabric of an entity* it is bounded 

either by a roughly spherical envelope cientrea on the entity or by 

some humanly accepted line cf demarcation such as s. wall or a political 

b ou ndary * The extent of the vicinity of an entity seems to var. V 

greatly depending on, amongst other faotcras the proidmity of the 

vicinities of other readily identifiable objects* Thus a native 

speaker'may conceive an entity as being in the vic . inity Of ., Edinburgh 

if it is, sayl within 20 miles or the city centrej but he may cOnOeive 

an entity as being in the vicinity of Alice Springs if it ist say# 

within 200 miles of the town centre, " The vioiniiy-'of an objeot 

(VIG(X)) is thus comprised of the cbject itself plus its total spatial 

reflex extended to a certain boundary. Vow,, looking first at the 

deiCtic situation (and perhaps'supposing s6me subh underlying corres- 

ponaenc6'as'founcl explicitly in, md, Irish (cf. f n. 1 p, ST) between 
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cocpa33 ex1ressions arxI basic dirootioml or indirect 100! Ltional 

expressiorn)# let us comider a person, At cbserving the sur-risev Sp 

as in Pigure VI That region. in front of his which e#atds frol týO 

Pialre VI 

I-ý Z-WA%0%4%; Iý-ý. ", .I:. ý, - 

-/ 

border of VIC(X) to S in tho easte That region in,, baok,, cC, h: Lm which 

extorAs in the opposite diiiction, is tfie we. 1t, rho north and scuth 

can be similarly definede ? '%'ow# the crucial comideration is that D. 

isentence such an iMa. implies that of i85. b, Thus, 185oco (in 

contrast to 185,, o) is odabecause 1854, do is odd, The situati0ii 

05. as Falkirk is to the west or Winbuqft 

be Falkirk is in the vicinity of ! rAirburgh 

00 ? Liverpool is to the south of EdirburEý 

CIO ? Liverpool is In the vicinity cir Edinburgh 

ee Liyerpool is south cC '"c"dinburgh 

described by 18.5oa* can therefcre be represented as, ia. 74ýra 0 

Remember that TIM WMT is relative to MnM-=li ani tbus -the *of* 

Figure VII 

THS W= ED113URGH 

vio(mn; ) 
cou3A be interpreted as irdicatirg Us "origin" or - Osouroe* - in's. 

mar* abstract 'sense thin that suspated -above*' 
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Tho pu-allelism'with $to thej-laf%ýýJýii oii shýuld ww be' 

apparent. ASmins, a region TIM. T= can be definedl with rospect to 

th*"vicinity or an cbJect aid Its (ittritniia'cr extil=do) ltft'sidO* 

IA . to thO 10ft CC B' thU3 d83criboa the'situation depicted in PIOWOVIV* 

Againt a sontence'such an 186sao implies thiý of I 

Figure VIII 

TIO, LETT AU 

IW(B) 

a. Jan is. 
'stancling 

to the left, ct the fireplace 

b, p Jan is stauling In the vicinity or the firepUce 

since the aqreasious 'to the lert/right of I are Squerally aPPU4d - 

to situiLtions involving objects within the twidthl,, of one's PeMrPtual 

fields each object is usually, within the vicinity of each otherl 

homes it U difftcult to find oxwVles comparable to 059ce and 

i85od, - 

-ý An in the ca3a or THIZ lArTp TIM tWrý isiderined-with, "Apoot tO, 

Do , The rWassitation T17. LMT (of 13)'-t- L(A) inompmates this 

infcrmation as well as the fact that TIM Lnn (of D) is taken to be 

positive witb rospeot to Al henaeg th3 use or 'to* Thust the 

polarization alonZ the loft right* wds romains arbitriýy to th , is 

exteixt'but can be correlated with which dbjact 13 the reference cbJect 

(positive) arA which is the object being locatýd (nagative)* 

AlthouZb this altermtive aralysis is rather speouUtivs-wd 

we bave not followed up the ramificatiors it my bave, nm do w* melm 

referewe to it in'wbk%t follown-it does fit in nicely witb the analysis 
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of liiiýistio time as'VAng o'omprised, by the pjjs'edV(w the teMPoral 

vicinity of the igo)'aril'a future anVpast (= the'-temporal regic-ns, 

extending in either direction from the limits of the present)--cf. 

sico'k t 'he e'astl/1'166k to the future 

Let us now turn our attention to thý paiý of expressions $above' 

and 'below'* As we, bbserved in -,, ý 3,3, li'tha, gmtititional Vertical 

axis. is ab3olute, and constant in a. way in which. the. borizontal axes 

are not* . Furthermore, it is polarized in a consistentp unifcrm 

manner since the normal human being views the world from an upright 

position with 
ie'e"i 

on t, he ground. 'Even if, 'sayq a person is not in 

canonical Positions he 'normally uses the expressions 0abovet and 

Obelmv' as if he 'were (or else he mhohes to his own idrimic 

vertical axis)* Thus, H, Clark (19731 33) has proposed that "sinne 

everýthing above ground level is perceptible and nothing below it is, 

upward is naturally positive and downward is naturally negative"* 

Because of thd existence of such a constant,, polarized axis, the relation 

can be -applied, mearingfully to it and hence is suf ficient f cr a 

representation, of 'above$ 
-ancl, 

lbelm! in, their,. application -to Era#ta- 

tional vertical: 

These definitions, in fact, are only appropriate for 'above' and 
-$below' used-'in the sense at $directly -above' and 'directly below% 
To capture the fact that they are used in a more general sense of 
'at a place higher/lower than but not necessarily over/undert (cf. 134, to 136* above), we could amend the definitions by 
replacin L(Br)q Leo the location cf the fefereme objeoto by 
HP(L(Br)ýj Lee the horizontal plane containing L(Br)o 
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187. a. 'A above BI: L(A) -;, L(B d COImIrION: 

b. "AbelowB't L(A)-<, L(B 
r 

''applied't6- 
gravitational vertical 

These definitions, it will be noted,, are appliosble whether or not both 

A and-B are 
.' 
mbove the ground or below it. Thus J88, reo eives the same 

88., The Pool of natural gas is abova the deposit Of Oil 

relational description as 189* That is, the vertical axis is a 

189, The aiiýplane is above the clouds 

continuous one for English speakers, not being 'interrupted' by the 

ground. However it may be the case that perceptually it is broken 

down into two components-up, towards the ground + up away from the 

ground-just as it maybe broken up 
deictically by the use of 'come'/1901 

(e. g. come upstairs' versus 'go downstairs'). 

For the representation of 'above' and 'below' as applied to the 

intrinsic vertical axis of the reference object, a, 8 in examples 19o. 

190. John has, a. soar above his knee 

ana 191, b . we -can start with the usual -three-term unpolarizea linear 

1910 The fiýe 6f us slept ino'the siall r6om. ) "'*John's head 

was Just belcw my feet. ' 

It 

In Old Irish, which, like Germans consistently distinguishes between 
motion t9wards ard mortion away from the speaker, the vertical axis 
is more sharply divided into two halves since the root used to 
ident2sit. changes as well as the deictia vector. Thus# English 
s UP (. w )t is equivalent to either laniosl# meaning "tcwards me 
from below" (cf. $come up') or to Isuaslp meaning "aWaY from me 
towards above (the sky)" (cf. 'go up'). tAn-t is a prefix indic- 
ating motion towards the speaker Is-' motion away while 1-uas' is 
the root meaning "up*/*above% 1-ios' that meaning "dorwn*/"below* 
(cf* Hughess 1970). 
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arrays 

-192., ac 'A above'BI: ýL(A), ord L(TP: L(Br)) -ord L(BTj(B 
r 

)) 

bo 'A below BI; L(A) ord L(BTi(B d), ord L(Wj(Brý) 

As with PR(Bd Om' BK(Br) i TPi(Br) 
- RrId - BTi(Br) define an, intrinsic 

vertical axis whichq wben'extrapolated, also contains L(A) (cfý fn. 

po, 128) atid thus 192* can be replaced by 193, 

, 193. a. 'A, above 31 t- L(A) > L(Bý)' CO1Wr ION: > 

b, 'A below B*t L(A) -' L(B d- applied1to intrimio 
vertical axis of Br 

Pimllyt we =st consider the analysis of lbetweenO. We have 

already sugge5ted that *A between B and C' ex. presses an uppolarized. 

ordering relation over the objectq Ag B, and 0, 
_ 

1purthermorej we have 

proposed that superfloially, dyadio expressions-of irdirect location 

can be regiraed as specifying different arrarge me nts/polarizat ions of 

such an urderlying triadio order as..... ord... ord...,, 

'Petwe , in' ia often jsigýled, out as in'iwtano'e. of a pure, triadic, 

relation'or three-place predioate--pure in the sense that it is ! lot 

immediately, obvious bow it oouM be analysed into !x complex of one- 

and/or tw6-plaoe predicates. This holds true, or would seem too 

specifically in the case-Of spatial 
. 
applicatiors of tbetween'. This 

qualification is woessiryt for it has been cbserved that in the 

temporal sphere, 'A between B prd 00 is logically equivalent to the 

But cf. - ioeeoh's categorica statement ( 1969t 69): "Three-ýplaos 
predicates can be. readily reduced to two-place cr one-plaoe predicates 
through the subordination of one predication inside anothert either 
by rai*-shift or downgrading. * 
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conjunationc, of two dyadic relations 'Kafter/later than 1ý1 and *A, 

before/earlier than 01--cfe 194. and M. --whereaz this is not the 

J94. John arrived at the play between Act I ard Act Il 

195, John arrived at the pUy after Act I and before Act II 

case in the spatial spbere--recall sentences 147. /11+8. # J)+9. and 

151 . /152, An: I this difference has been attributed to the presence 

versus the absence of an irtrinsic direction (or polarization) in a, 

temporal versus a spatial order, respectively (Broaag J938). or simply 
I 

to 'before/earlier than' and 'after/later than' being expressions 

denoting genuinely dyadic relations involving no reference to some 

third terms whereas seemingly dyadic spatial expressions such as 'tO 

the left of'/'to, the right of' are incomplete relations# i. e. 

implicitly triadic (Black, 1959). Broad (1938. - jig) puts forth the 

former view as follows: 

In a linear spatial, series ' 
there is no asymmetric dyano, relation 

intrinsic to the series. The only relation which does not 
involve a tacit reference to some term outside the series is the 
partly symmetrical and partly asymmetrical triadio relation of 
"betweenness", p This is partly symmetrical becausej, if B is 
between A and C. then it is equally between 0 and A; and 
conversely. It is partly asymmetrical beca3seg 9B is between 
A and C,, 

.2 cannot be between A and B andl A cannot be between B 
'ýnd 0* In the temporal series of ; ýxperl7ewes which constitutes 
a pZaon's mental history there is a genaine ayano relation 
which is intrinsic to the series anl iftwolves no reference to any 
term outside the latter. This is the relation "earlier than"* 
It is the fund=ental relation here,, and temporal betweenness is 
def inýble in terms of it. In the temporal aeries there are two 
intrinsically opposite directions, earlier-to-later and later-to- 
earlier. In the linear spatial series there is no intrimic 
direction, If direction J13 to be introduced, this must be done 
extrinsicall , either by reference to motion along the line (and 

_Ihereforeto 
T. ime), or by reference to the right and left hands Cf 

an external observer,, or in some other way. 

The view of 'to the left Of'Pto the right W as incomplete relations 

is explicated in as omewhat 'similar way by Black (1959: 58-9 9 63): 
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We might say that the I relation being to-the left of only aI cems to 

ýýbe a genuine two-termed, relation, because its full-expression 
would require reference to at least one other object besicles 
those that seem to-be related* The question *Is A to the left 
of B? " must be ampWied to read *Is A to the left of B when 

'viewed 
from the standpoint of C? " propose to say, that the 

relat16n bein7, to the left 'Of is an *incormlete ý relation*. 

The chief point'I''novi -want 'to make is this I If You want to 
identify the arrangement of a given spatial Series Of ObJectso 
you must use an incomplete relation, There is no Conceivable 
way in which you could. know that Aýýq R, anI 0 stood in the 

arrangement with A on the extreme left (rather than with A on 
the extreme rightT except by reference to your Own body, Or SOTO 
other body different from A, B, and C. 

Ard similarly it seems 'to be part of our use of "tempor- 
al words that the relation being earlier than is not an incomplete 
relation. If anybody uses such a phrase as *earlier than B from 
the standpoint of so-and-so" we are entitled to conclude tCat the 
speaker is using the temporal expressions in some unusual and, 
bizarre sense* 

Broad and Black each recognize 'between' as both triadic and undirect- 

ed or unpolarized, However, whether they are correct in assuming the 

geminely dyadic nature of the temporal ordering relations is something 

we may wish to question ard we will return to it in our discussion of 

the extension of the spatial semantic system to the domain of temporal 

location ard relations. . 
In the preceding analyses of irxlirect locativesp we toohave 

treated such expressions as implicitly triadic, ise. as specifying an 

order over three objeotsg even IX two of these 'objects' are but 

opposing'extremities. cC the reference object,, Ha-reverl this, is, a 

somewhat different interpretation of the triadicity of# for e=mplel 

Ito the lef t of I, than that of Broad ard Black, For theml the third 

arf, ument of this enression, or the relation denoted by itp is the 

observerwhereas in our analyses, the implicit third object in the 

crdered array is the right sido of the reference cbject (recallt 
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'A to, the left of ZI: 
. 
L(A) ord L(LS(Br)) pra L(RS(Br))), 

ý ýThe, ý 

observer himself does. not enter., into, the ordered array; - rather,, his 

function, is to- assign subjective (inirror-image) left and ri&ht sides 

to the reference objeotp such that an, aýdcr is definable (this 

requiring a minimum of thrce objects). 

Looking further at tho possibility that *between' expresses a 

triadic, inherently uppolarized relationg we may,. c, onsider Russellls, (j 91 9_: 

39-49)., demon3tration of how, starting with a primitive triadic relation 

with certain formal, logical properties'--a "between" rqlation--one can 

gewrate a. series (an. order plus an arrangement cC it) of the type "tO, p 

the left of% - 
lie begins with, a linear array, of points ordered with 

ý 
reepeot, to the *between"-relation and then from the assignment Of *to,, 

the left. of " to onq pair of, points, I and bs defines Ix is to th3 left, 

of-719 Senerallyp fcr any two points on the line, Unfortunately# the 

crucial step as far as we are comerned--that whereby a polarization 

is,. assigned to the linear array of objects--is given no amplification 

whatsoever by Russell: "For the sake of definiteness, let us assume 

that. a is, to the left 6f.. b" (191g: 40). 
,, 

However,, we could. make 

explicit what Russell here has glossed over. For examples the 

folloming rules would be sufficient; (1) choose tw6 points in the 

These are (i ) if ar*jhingAs between a and'b, a and, b are not ident- 
ical, (2) anythird'between aand b -is also between b and a# (3) aný- 
thing between a and b is ncF iaeýTical with a (nor. -Oonse-quentlyp 
with b, in vir: t-ue oC(2)), Q+) if x is betwe-en a and bp anything 
betwe-en a aril x is also, between aEid b. (5) ifrx is S; tween a and b, 
arA b ii-betwý_en x and y., then'ý_is'IbJýeen a ar; I y, (6) if i"ýand 
are Uetween a ad-b. then eithe7 x aril are identical# cr x is 
between a aril Z, or x is between'1'6rxl 7 Y. a (7) if b is between a and x 
and-also between a and Z9 then either x and y are identical or x is 
between 

_b and y, or is between b ardýK (Russell, 1919: 39ý6 
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ft ght sides series -'(2)* look at them and"as. sign to-"thcm I. ' 

i. ocorai . ng , to a'rA (3) tha t PO: fnt- Wbose4 

right'sideq '50 definea, is I Vitw*een Lis own left side ard' the' left side 

6f th; iytberý point cih be'said to be- to the left of the other point* 

Vote the necd to talk about Ithesom"arA $the other%'' 

Russel-I's approach, so 'supple me ntedo is one which takes -" 

"betweenness" to be, primitive and inherently unpolarized, This is the 

approach which we have adopted in-our uae; -of ... ord ... ord., i- -r Letus 

now look at the other alternative, where the neutrality of tbeiween' 

especially In such contexts as 149. above, is analyzed, a3-the result'Of 

some kind of exclusive disjunction of two oppositely arrarged orderse 

The choice between these two alternatives is, of'courseg very much akin 

to the debate about symmetrical predicate3-ard reciprocal con3tractiOns 

(cf. Gleitman, 1969; Lakcff & ]Peters, 19691 And6rson, 1973d; cf. 

also S 4.2)o Are such predicates as-Isimilart, 'match', tmeet's etc. 9 

inherently intransitive 8, -suoh-that -their "symmetricity requires that -- 

they originate with conjoinea Isubjectsm either conjundt of which can 

be transposed to give a transitive strilature; or: are the - structures, 

with conjoined subjects symmetric only as a'result of their being a 

conjunction of two transitive structures contrasting in the order of 

the two arguments? ' 'We have already suggested that a quantified" - 

version oC the latterý, view is the more, -attractive alternative (Cfe our 

discussion of 'in front cf each other* in ý?. S. 2), The main respect 

in which the amlysis cf *between' would differ would be, in its 

derivation, from an (exclusive) disjunction rather, than from a 

conjunction. 

Our first questidn should, be whether there are any paraphrases 
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of lbetweenO which are neutral as to the dimension in, whioh the objects 

to be, ordered are located (is co as t o- whether it is the. vertical a3da 

or one-of the horizontal axes which is imrolved) ard-which makes_, ex- 

plicit the disjunotive, - natureo. - Possible candilates are given in 1964, 

196. 'a. 'A between B aid W`eR IB ancl 0 on opposite sides 6f`AI 

i. The 'post 'Offide'ii betwe6n, the librirý'arxl'tbe 

police station 

ii a' The'librirý ard the -police staition'are'on oppositeý 

sides'Of the post'office 

b. 'A between'B ancl Of ---= tB"'ancl 0 t6/on'either sid6"at'Al 

i. John is'between Prea ard Tom 

ii. Fred and To' m* 'are'tc/od'either sid[e of John 

0* 'A between B'aýd a' F_ OB on one side of A aid a on the 

othe r 

i. The house is between two elm treei 

ii, There is an elm tree tq/on one, siae of the house abd 

amlelm tree'to/on the other 

d. 'A between B and 01 B tA* in one dir6ation from't arsl in 

the opposite -direction from Ot 

i. Regina is". betwedn Calgary and Winnipeg 

ii* Regina Ii in orn direction from Calgary ani in the 

opposite direction from Winnipeg 

Only in d. is the thematic stru6ture of 'between' maintained, &, A 

remains the cbject being located and B and C the reference objects, 

The problem,, of course, resides in specifying the meaning of 

lorn side/the other side'# 'opposite sides'. 'either s" idel, $one 

direction*/'the OPPOsite direction'* Obviously there is no priority 
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of polarizaiion here with respeot-to one side or the other (as di3timt 

from the opposition 'this sidet/Ithe other side$) but rather the - 

separate ancl exclusive consideration of each of two possible (andý 

opposing), sides of A or,, two possible (and opposing) directions towards 

A with respect -to one of B'and 0-anLI such that both B ani Care con- 

sidered. That is, we have a--non-specific one-tc>-One mapping between 

two two-member set3,, -. 

How to represent such a mapping has not been Investigated in the 

present study,, but it would presumably involve partitive structures 

based on (two-member. ) sets such that $one side of A' would be some- 

thing like "onei from the (two-member) set X of sides of A" arA *the 

other side of A' something like "the onej from the set X such that 

onejýomj"_(cf# Anderson, 1974: 381 "'Subset ar the X not irnludirig Y 

(imiudea 112 X) I reduce3 quite generally to other ". ) "Side" ancl 

"direction* would furthermore be restricted to extremal portions or 

vectors in ore dimension-Lee to opposing sides and directions-but 

this could be included in the definition of X as a twoý-member set, 

As such structures as theses whatever their precise forms will be needed 

in any case--not only to account for the derivation-of the paraphrases 

of 'between' : Ln. 196. s but also in the semantic description of such 

complex locativq e., Uressiom as Ithrough'i 'across's and lalOnal-an 

analysis ar 'between' in terms of some type of e=1usive disjunction 

(or quantified version thereof),, as in the paraphrases of 196* , wculd. 
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not -require any aclditio*ml'apparatuss. 

we'ari not able to'settle this question bere. NM&teiýer'form the 

f inal analysis I -of 'between' -'takss,, hcxvever, it 6ast be such that t 

pimphrmSe'relations are accounted for, as well as the Aiplicati0ml 

relation between *an_v of 155, to 160. ana 'A between B'ancl 09, ' This 

latter 'relation also ho16 between the more complex directionals , 

which we will not look at until later, but which are Mustratea in 

97- Furthermore. ' w-i'would expect the seýantjc analysis of 

a, The base camp is aefoss the river from the trandbes ýthrough 
the foresj 

b, The river s between the base camp and the trenches ý: 
rorestý 

198. a. and igg. a. 'to be related to that of 198. b. and igg. b. 9 the 

latter being implied by the former, 

198. a. The Simi separates Israel and' , ! ýgypt 

b. The Sinai lies between Israel and "Agypt 

J 99. a. The Channel Tunnel will connect Englancl and France 

b. The Channel Tumel will-run between Englani-ed FranO8 

There is a further possibility for a polarity- neutral i zed analysis 
of Obetweee e This is one which is in terms of semi-direct rather 
than direct location but which also trades on some notion of 
opposing sides cC different objects: 'A between B and 01 under such 
an analysis would man "A is in the intersection of the spatial 
reflex of the side of B which opposes/faaes 0 and the spatial reflex 
of the side of C which cpposes/faoes B", However$ if 'face# (or 
topposel) involves# as we suggest in the following sectionp all 
ordering relation ("the side closer to"), then the difference 

-between these two alternatives may be very little. it is never- 
theless the case that an eventual analysis of tbetween' must also 
accommodate implicational relationships involving semi-direot 
exlressiom-cf. i. arul 2. 

J. The elm tree is the one in front of the oak tree arul 
behind the birch D 
The elm tree is the one betireen the oak tree ani the birch 

2, Pred is standing to the left CC the door and to the right of 
the fireplace 

--: o Fred is standing between the door and the 
f ireplace 
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3,4-3 static airectiorals 

'Towaras's like 'between' is neutral with respect to which axis 

it is applied to. Purthermores in its most mtural static usesp it 

expresses the orientation of a body with respect to a reference object 

by means ar ordering the latter and two opposing extremities of the 

body,, one of which is explicit and occupies the place of the cbject 

to be located. In this respect, 'towards' is similar to the 

irdirect locative expressiom 'to X's left'/'to X's right', in which 

case it is the reference object (an extremity) and the opposing 

extremity which are put into an order with the object being located., 

Thus, for examples 200sas amd 201. a. are semantically very similars 

as 200. b. and 201. b. reveal. (whereas for the other imUrect 

200. a. John has his left side towards Mary 

be L(RSj(jCtjjj))oraL(LS: j(JOIIN)) ord L(MaYr) 

201 . a. Mary is to John' s left 

b* L(RS: I(JCRN)) ord L(LS ("aiN d) ord WIARY) 

locatives and the axis-dependent directionals we were able to give a 

non-arbitrary interpretation cC -4 and ;;, in terms of the intrimic 

polarity cr the axes cr the context, in the case cf $toward. -Ig which 

is axis-irdependent,, and *left'/'right', which deperA upon a symmetrical, 

non-polarizea axis, the polarity is determined by which object is the 

reference object, this being considered positive. ) 

If we let aa(A) and stand for OPP03ing extremal 

portiom cC an object, A, then we have,, az a general characterization 

for 'an extremity Of A towards BI . where Als the object being 

oriented, the following: 

202, L(-c(EX(A)) Ord. L(otMC(A)) Ord L(B 
r) 
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Expressions such az looearwards's 'windwards's 'northwards's 

Itkywards Ig etc* can then be analyzed as the joint realization of what 

is normally realized as Itowar&I an: l the reference object. 
I Compare 

203. ani 204, The verb $faces' * in one usage, as in 205. 

203. Cur house was built with the front towards the ocean 

204, Our house vas built with the front ocearvard3 

205# Ouip house was built facing tho ocean 

(synonymous with 203o/201+. ). represents the Joint or portmanteau 

realization of all of 202. (with EX(A) = FR(A)) apart from the third 

term (the reference obýect)* In other cases, Itowardl (or 'warct) 

is realizea separately,, as in 206, Finallyg if ore of the 

206. Our house faces twards the ocean ýOcearvrardz 

extremities is explicitly mentiomd-as the subject of 'faoel--then 

this med not be the frontp and-$face' is then virtually synOrOlMOus 

with Itowardl t 'an extremity of A faces BI ana 'an extremity Cf A 

tavardsBI will hava, the same, relresentation (202s)-cfe 
-. 2079 

back 
207- Our house was built with the front 

windowless side 
facing I the ocean tavards3 

The verb ýPointl is similar to these last two uses of 'face'# 

the main. difference being that 'point' requires, or strongly prefersj, 

Similarly,, I iiTirards '/$outwards I are "towards a place inside/outside ýof i" and Iftrwardsl/lbackwards' "towaras a place in front/in back 
Of No 'Upwarasl/Idownwards"are not quite so transparent., 
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the opposing eitremities or the object to be enas, rather thansiaes-- 

er, 208 to 210., ý 

208, a. The rifle was at the doors pointing upwards' 

b. '? The rifle was at the doors facing upwards . 

209s a. The back and cT the car pointed downhill 

- b., ? The left side of the car pointed downhill 

210* a* John pointed his finger at me ýtcxvards 
the mass to be cleared up 

The distinction between erils and sides of objects has to do with which 

dimensiom of an object are referred to as 'length' anI 'Width'--cf- 

Tellerv 1967: 214. 'Aim' appears to involve"the same semantic rel- 

ation as 'point' but is restrictea to objects capable or propelling, 

something or being propelled themselven in the direction in -which they 

are pointing-cfe 211 and 212* 

21l. a. John's finger is pointed at me 

b, ? John' a finger is aimed at me 

212, a, The missiles were pointea towards Tel Aviv 

b. The missiles were aimed towards Tel Avii- 

Om might ask if there is a directioml expression in opposition 

to ItcrvarW , one which realizes 213, The nearest om gets to this is 

'an extremity of k away from BI, as in M., which on first glanO8 

213, L(okEX(A)) ord L(-o(EX(A)) ord L(B 
r) 

2%. John was sleeping with his feet away from the mouth of the 

cave 

appears to paraphrase 215, However,, although 2%. can be moai: riea 
215. John was sleePing with his head towards the mouth Of the 

cave 
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as in 216.. 215. cannot, This suggests that what is irrrolved in 

216. John was sleeping with his feet two yards awaY PrOm ths 

mouth of the cave 

217. KJohn was sleeping with his f eet two yards tomards the 

mouth of the cave 

N5, is the "at some distance from" interpretation Of 'awaYfrOml 

(Of - 3.2), Furthermore, such expressiom as 'point something away 

from' do not necessarily imply the Opposite orientation to 'Point 

something towards'--cfo 218* 

218. Point your gun away from the people over there 

This basio gap in the ex; ression of direction is carried over to 

dynamic contexts as we sha. U see., There is simply no, way of express- 

ing movement directed away from some place without implying that the 

movement originated, or passed throughs that place, This is in 

contrast to Itowar&I which implies no attainment of the location of 

the refererce object. 
I 

one may vant to argue that $towards' and compounds of 1warct' do not 
realize simple directional or ordering relations but rather imply'a 
deleted verb-'turn' which is primarily motional and which is used in 
a derivative static sense parallel to the static uses of 'run's 
'lead' , 'go' s etc. with nouns denoting paths-cf, 1. to 4., 

i. John went to London 
2. The A9 goes to Inverness 
3. John turned the corner 
4, John's head is turned toward the window 

However, the semantics of 'turn' in its concrete amlications is not 
at all olear-less so than in its abstract use (5-) as an inceptive 
predicator (cf. Gruber, 1965), Furthermore, the use of 'be turnedt, 

5. The milk turned sour 
'be directed'. 'be orientedl, ai 
the use of 'be located*, or 'be 

6, The front of the house 

7, The ball is situated ýIocated I 

3 in 6., is, we suggest, more akin to 
situated'. in 7. 

turned 
is oriented towards the ocean 

directed 
in the box 
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3.5 Conclusion 

There are, of course, many pure locational arA static directional 

expressions which we have not mentioned and many we have been unable 

to discuss -in much detail. However, we hope to have covered adequately 

the central ones, particularly those which will be meded in later 

chapters, 

In general, we have not considerea locative, arA airectioral 

verbis (other than 'face$, Opointt and 'aim'), Among these are the 

verbs of posturep such as 'lie'# Istard' and Isit0i which not Only 

behave like the copula in takiz)g locative complements but also'6ncOdO 

crientational properties, of the object beit located '(cf. Ifacal and 

'point'). The reader is referred to Teller (1969) for an an36lysiB 

of these verbs, More complex verbs of this type are the direotioml 

ones such as 'hang', Isusp4nd') and OprotrudeO. Other verbs are' 

alternate realizations of some of the locative relations which Wo'have 

already discussed, cr at least incorporate them (cf. Gruberg 1965)- 

Thus, $contain', 'include', and 'encompass' encode the same spatial' 

relationý-a3 "in' (through differing in thematic structure) while ' 

'underlie$ and #overhang' irwolve, in -part, the same semantic structures 

as $under' and loverll,, respectively. However, the realization of 

spatial relations by or within-verbs is a much mori striking and 

pervasive property of the 'Vocabulary cf motion, and Gruber's work here 

is particularly insightful. 

Finallyp we have left to the side in this-cbapter those spatial- 

expressions which invariably require some reference, tO the notion'of 

a journey (or path). (We have also avoided discussing those 'inter- 

pretations ct essentially locative expressions which likewise depend 
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upon some ýcontextually implicit, or explicit refqrqnae to such notiOnse) 

Thqse fall into two gr6ups: onep'the couple sfrom' and 'to's the other, 

thezet of-expressions Ovialp-lacrossOp-Ithrough9# 'along's etot - 

'From" and 'to'-have. been described as-the. realization of under- 

lying "source". and "goal" or . "ablative" and "allat ive" cases by ý 

Bennett 0972) and Anderson (1971b),, rqspectively. The seoond-set 

realize a primitive,, "pathl! ýcase for Bennettý(1972) ard a complex 

"ablativelPallativew case, for Anderson (1971b)., - Gruber (1965) hints 

at this latter interpretation as well. However, such characterizations 

lack explanatory power sirce "source". "path% and "goal" are all mean- 

ingless outside the framework of a'"Uourney" (or an 'extent") of 

they are a part, That is, as a top must be the top of something arA 

a mother the mother of someone, souroaq path, and goal are relationiLl 

elements--the source of a journey, for example, being the place at 

which the Journey begins--and they can receive explicit character- 

izations only within the context of an explicit characterization of 

what constitutes a Journey, Out, approach will therefore be more sim- 

ilar to that of Leech's than to Bennett's. However, our character- 

ization of a Journey will diverge from Leech's in that we consider this 

to be more than just the conjunction of the inception of the positive 

destination (ugoal) and the inception of the negative destination 

(=source) (cf. Leech, 1969: ý8-7.2; Gruber, 1965). Such an account 

ignores both the temporal dimension of a Journey and the role Of 

dynamics directional component-going to a place involves going towards 

the places Such factors must be included if one is to account in a 

plausible way for the range ard interpretation of temporal and aspect- 

ual modification of sentences denoting Journeys as well for the 
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differences aril similarities between various kin: ls of journeys-such 

as, for example, between those which are more or less a conjunction 

of a "source" and "goal" ('enter a room' . 'cross a line') arA those 

which require some 'middle' component ('go through the room'# $cross 

a river'). As all these consideratiors will have significarce in 

spheres other than the purely concretep it will be u3eful. at this 

jumature to make a brief excursus into the background and principles 

of the localist bypothesise This will oocupy our attention in 

Chapter 4. 
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TZ 
THT-11 110CAT1117 IIYFJ(-nTr. 7V`) 

Ilistorical back&Eouncl 

The thesis of localism, or the localist hypothesizg woula appear 

to have its origins--at least as far as the linguistic tradition is 

concerned--in the attempts by Classical scholars to explicate the 

grammatical category of case as exemplified in Greek an-I Latine 

From antiquity orwards the development cf'a coherent theory of Case 

occupied a central position in linguistic discussiong and this fcr 

several interrelated reasora# Foremo3tý among these was the inesCIP- 

able importance of case in the linguistic systems of these lanEpages- 

*lea cas dominent d1une facon impressionnante, et plus quo n1importe 

quelle autre categorie flexionnalle, toutes lea manifestations du 

mecanisme lirguistique. ' syntagmatiques aussi bien que paradiSmatique3" 

(IIJelnolev, 1935: 0- Furthermore, in contrast to the other 

irflexional. categories such &. 3 number, S'ander, tenset a notioml. 

characterization of case was fiaught with immense difficultiest it - 

being impossible to relate the varied and vaAable significatiOnS Of 

the case forms to any sirZie, general semantic (or AristotcliAn) 

category (cf, Lyorms 1968at V*4. ), 1 The fact that individual case 

forms appeared to have variable significations or uses, usually 

Cfo HJClmsleV (1935: 3)t Vour bion poser le probleme do la 
signification des cas, il faut chercher une d6fixition qui permette 
do d6limiter rigoureusement I& catigorie Saw violer les faitst et 
determiner, en slappuyant sur la totalite des faits empiriquest 
llespaco do Signification propre a la categorie prize dans son 
ensemble, pour demontrer ensuito comment les cas particuliers so 

.1 repartiazont Sur llechelle significative. ' 
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r. inging from concrete w local ones to more abstract or, gri-imatical 

ones, was taken to Tzeessitate searching for the 'Crunabodeutung' 

of each case* As the -conception cf grammar developed at the time c 

wa3 generally one which did not allow for much more than a one-to-onq 

correspondence between semantio values and morphological categories# 

such attempts most often met with -failure# particularly With such 

'superficial$ cases as the nominative. 

However,, among the m=y appromches to constructirg a theory cf 

case-initi&. 13, y for Greelc--there was ona, which was rather mWe Cucc- 

essful than most in giving a unifyina semantio characterization Of - 

the case forms and in constructing a coherent theory, of case meanirZe 

This was the, theory put forward by the Byzantine grammarian. UaximuB, 

Planades in the 13th-14th centuries (cf, - HJelm3levs, 1935; Robins, 

"zHis was-apparettly the first attempt at 1972; Anaerson, 1973a. ). 

defining the cases in terM3 of directional'OPP03itions the genitive 

was the case of leloignamentf, the accusative the case ot 

I rapprochement 18 and the dative the neutral case ArAicating 'repos' 

Such a, localist theory of ca; e, recognized, ail, equivalent - the concrete 

or local manifestatiom of the primiple 6t direciLon. arA'its 

For discussion on the relevance to case theory cf recognizing a 
more abstract level of grLmmatical clescription and the possibility 
of complex mappings between 'deep cases' or case relatiom 0=1 
'surface cases' or case forms, cf, Fillmore, 1968; Lyons# 196Ui 
§ 7.2o; Andersonj 1971b. 
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abstract or grammatical manifestations (of - HJelmalev,, 1935: 13). 
1 

However,, - the ý the cry espoused by Planudes did not est ablish a trad- 

itlion and, although there were scattered and fragmentary localistic 

proposals with regard to the case system of Latin in the Middle Ages$ 

it was not until the 19th century that localism became a controversial 

hypothesis and engerAered a lively, but unfortunately short-lived* 

debate, Before and during-this timejpxýogress was made in widening 

the understanding of case systems in general, For instance# 

Bernhardi (of, HJelmalev, 1935: - 24) po!, nted out a significant over- 

lap in the sigulfications of the various cases and the prepositions, 

Later ons word order was also recognized, most forcibly by 71undt . as, 

another means or expressing the same kinds of grammatical relations* 

Purthermore#, it was argued that, the conceptual category common to 

prepositions and cases. alike was not the-classical opposition Of 

dependence versus independence with respect to the verbq but rather 

that of a relation holding between two cbjects, 

Robins (19721 '49) gives a stronger 'i'nterpr'_e'tati6n'to Planudes, 
systeml "It is, assumed that all the other, non-spatial, , meanings 
of the oblique forms are derivable'by*'metaph6iia transfer from one 
or other of these, basic 

, 
distinctions of approaching, statio positions 

and separation. " -He also presents fýrther 'evidences of a semantic 
natures supporting a localist analysis such as Planudes's This is 
based on the meanings of prepositions with dependent oasest 
"In particulars in three prepositions used before all three 
oblique cases one can isolate a specific prepositional component 
with either "from% "at", or ! to", according to the ca3e governed" (P, -. 49. The spatial metaphor in-rrolved in the origin of the term 

, 
'transitive verb' (rhema metabatikon) is also seen to be compatible 
with the looaliat theOryl %, Ahe action or process designated 
"passes over" to the goal or object, represented by NP in the 
accusative case" (P. 49; of. also Lyora 1968a; ý 8-7.2. )o 
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It was Wdllner, following an4 elaborating upon Bopps vho onae 

more proposed a localist theory of case, this time for Latin and 

German (Wdllner, 1827),, ' His analysis-was essentially identical to 

that of Plarades I, but be made -explicit the necessity of establishing 

a Grundbedeutung for each linguistic form--one abstract enough to 

permit the deduction, of all the manifested uses of the form--and also 

introduced a subjective element into the interpretation of the 

signification of linguistic forms. Thusj the subjectiva-phenomenon 

expressed by the category of case (and- prepositions) was a spatial 

, ption est appliqu*' par-le sujet parlart aux concept: "Catte conce ee 

divers ordres du phOnoM*ne objectifi qulil-stagisse do Vespaces du 

temps,,, da la, causalitG logique ou do-la rection-syntagmatiqueosoo, 

Salon TIOllner 12 nly a la rien de surpranant t tout&: ope"ration- 

intellectuelle repose on dernlýere antlyse sur les conceptions de 

llespaoe at da temps. L'operation irtalleotuelle COnSi3te 'a- 

ramener a des forML103 spatiales at temporalles lea faits observes 

dans le monde bbjeotif" (Hjelmslev, 1935: 37)i Hares Hjelmslev 
AceorliltS +11 

suggests 4 definite influence of the philosophy of, Kanto I 4er Kant, 

space ikhi time. were not'things perceived; -but modes of patceptiOnt - 

the means by which sense data are selected and organized. ý BeCausO 

all orderea experience-was held to involve ancl presuppose themp'sPa, 08 

and time-were a Eriori. 

Such a locali3t theory attracted opposition,, and various 

explicitly anti-localist systems were put forwardo. 
'suah 

as the causal, 
_ 

theory of Michelsen and the more familiar syntactic theory of Rumpell 

whereby the nomimtive, accusative, and dative cases were explicated 

in terms of the notiom subject, object, and indirect object, 
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respectively (cf. IIJelmslev, 1935, for discussion and criticism),. 

However, these theories were later enlarged in order to handle the 

other cases and included the recognition of both. grammatical cases 

and local cases, but this latter with an "interpretation materialiste 

et massive aveo laquelle la theorie localiste ne presente aucune 

amlogie" (Hjelmslev, 1935: 57)o This theoretical standpoint was 

called Idemi-localistel by Hjelmslevt it marked a return to the idea 

of lune conception spatiale'; but, h&virg grown out of opposition 

to the localist theories, It accorded the directional dimension a 

much more corcrete interpretation--one not equally applicable to the 

more abstract or logical funotions of the 'grammatical' cases* :, .ý 

Interest in this controversy waned in the early, 20th century* 

Again, this would appear to be due to the general difficulties- . 

vaguenesa arA circularity--iiiherent in an apFroach to grammatical 

description which sought direct and unitary semantic characterizations 

of basically superficial phenomenae These difficulties led to 

localist theories being labelled as discredited by some and ignored 

by most 20th century linguists (cf. ijespers, en,, 19243 186; 

rillmore, 1968t 9). It was not until 1935# when Hjelmslev published 

the first part of his La datelgorie des cas# that 100alist PrOPOSals 

were revived. Here he argued both for a 'panohronic' theory, Or c"e, 

as well as ow based on localist notions. He drew upon the, inter 

vening study by Rask on the Finnish case system which lent, itsilf 

For a recent treatment of case systems as one-step mappihgs, between 
case relations ancl case forms see Starosta, 1973. 
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quite transparently to'a localist analysis: the dimension con- 

stituted by 'rapprochement I-Irepos I-leloignement' *&Phfee*s itself 

on four different plands,, yielding twelve distinct Cases, To this 

primary dimension of direction, 11jelm3lev added two others' that'of 

'coherence'-Uncoherence, (cf. ý 3.2) an-I that of IsubJectivit8l- 

lobjectivitel (of, 

It must be noted. that Hjelmslev was still concerned with 

uncovering a Isignification fondamentalet for each' caset "un cast 

comme une forma lingui3tique en general, ne signifie pas Plusieurs 

choses aifferentes; il porte une'seule notion abstraite dont on 

peut deduire les emplois concrets" (Hjelmslev, 1935: 65)- Iloweverg 

the Grundbedeutung of a case form was now conoeivea of in systemic 

terms (Le. the case'system of a language *as to be'accout*ed for in 

terms of a small number of oppositions), and 11jelmalev used his three 

distinctive oppositi6ns'io'*ihis end. ' Furthermores he explicitly 

recognized the overlap in the semahtic functions of case formsp' 

prepositions, and word order. ý-ai would be necessary for any panchronic 

theory, cf'case, But this insight'he did n6t'use to any particular 

advantages interlinguiii1cally, in an the'languages he analyzeds his 

attention was restri6tid to the'elaboration of case systems for 

inflectional'casie forms' Ofily; ands'intralinguisticallys he failed to 

explore the possibility of -postulating a'perhaps more indirect and 

mo: re complex correspondence between the semantio case relations and 

their realization by variOU3 means within the langueZe- 

It wa3 not until'the introduction into general lirAguistio theory 

of the hypothesis of a more abstract or 'deeper' level Of sYntactic- 

semantio description with a set of rules or priwiples relating this 
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level to that of superficial linguistic forms that progress became . 

po3sibles, both in the general area of case grammar and in the. locaýlist 

conception thereof. With respect to this latter, Anderson 0971b: 

0-11) argues that "a more abstract view of case--taking this term to 

refer to grammatical relations contracted by nouns which express the 

nature of their $participation' in the 'process' or *state' repres- 

e nt ed in the is e nt e uce. and wh ich are r eprese nted sup erf icially in 

various fashions, including inflexionally and by pre- and post- 

positions-enable3 Us to avoid some at least of the difficulties 

encountered by earlier studies, and yet to maintain an essentialky 

localist standpoint, " Thus,, the re-statement or re-Interrretation, 

of the localist hypothesis is one in terms of urderlying or semantic 

cases or case relations6. "there is evidence that underlying 

grammatical functions are in general organized basically in terms of 

oppositions involving location and direction. Semantic represent&- 

tions are constructed out of predications that are locational cr 

directional or non-looative non-direcýioml, and in particular many 

'abstract' functions involve location or direction. That is# 

functiom like lagentivel or Idativegg as well as 'ablative' ard 

$Iocativel# can be characterized semanticaUy with respect to such 

notion3: spatial looationand direction represent only the most 

concrete manifestation . of ouch" (Anclerson, 1973ai 

4.2 Syntactio ard'servxntio arpuments in supr2rt of the locAlist'- 

hnothesis 

Before thi3 recent development in case theoryg discussion tended 

to concentrate on the different semantic functions--ooncrate or 

abstract-of each ce the various cases. Howevert this is only one 
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side of the coin. For these semantic functions of one and the same 

case fcrm are not,, in general, in contrast (which is not to say that 

the case forms may not themselves contrast-cf. Lyonsq 1968a: 

ý7.4-7)* That is, they are contextually determireds most notably by 

the semantic properties of the noun dependent upon the case form and 

of the governing verb (ard its other dependent noun phrases). 

The semantic properties of the noun phrase governed by the case 

form is usually criterial in differentiatingg within the local 

functions, those cf space and those of time (cf. Lyons, 1968a: 300; 

Anderson,, 1972: f 12- J. Geist 1970; and 0ý 7-4 ) although there are 

cortext3 in which both aub-types of the local function are appropriates 

This latter situation obtains when the noun is a seoond-order nominal 
since eueýffs 

describing an eventý'&4ne@ these are associated with both a spatial 
Cot'li 6C used-to 

and a temporal locations Thus,, the sentences belovj"" answer 

either a 'where' or a 'when' question: 
1 

Is a. John fell asleep at the lecture 

b. The pr6siaent presented his proposals at the meetirg 

ce Fred got drunk at the party 

d. Mary had her purse stolen at the concert 

However,, as would be expected if the locative is a complement (and 
the subject a first-order nominal) rather than an adjunct (of. 
Lyons, 1968ai r989iJO), there is only the spatial interpretation' 
available, it being impo3sible to predicate directly a temporal 
location of a first-ord V, i The sentences below$ without 
the bracketed phrase #ý^94_! 

AWMMonly 'where' questions; and they 
can take the bracketed temporal adjunct only if the complement Is 
there and is interpreted spatially: 

1,, as John was at the lecture 
bo The president was at the meeting (between eight and 
co Fred was at the party nine o'clock) 
d, Mary was at the concert j 
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It should perhaps be pointed out that whereas in such pairs of 

expressions as 
. 
1at the bousel/lat poon's 'in the house'/'in the 

afternoon', 'from London to Edinburgh*/Ifron morning to night', 

'between here and there I/lbetwqen. now. and then' the prepositions my 

be considered neutral with respect to the 4i3tinotion of space versus 

time, this being marked instead, by the inherent properties of the 

dependent noun phrase, in the case of inherently temporal prepositions 

or postpositiom co-occurrence with a spatial rather than a teinporal 

noun phrase will increase the complexity of the semantic interpret- 

ation of the phrase (and of the sentence as a whole since movement 

must be in7olved) but does not change its function from temporal 

modification to spatial. The sentences below ans-,. Yer 

'when' questions only: 

2* as John hu been readirg-, the newspaper - 
since I tOO 
durirg the past three 
hours 

bo John first noticed the smoke about an hour ago 

since Manchester 3* as John has been reading the newspaper durive the past 
thirty miles 

b., John hret n6t ic 6d 'the 'smoke about fifty miles ago 

(of. about fifty miles back) 

On the other hand,, it is the governing verb and other dependent 

noun phrases which generally distinguisli the lo6al functions froý'ihe 

more abstract cr grammatical ones 1 But --this 9 it should be emphasized 

is a matter of degree-witmes the gradual increase in abstractness of 

the directional relation expressed in the following sentences 

(matched by a corresponling increase in the abstractness with which 
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'poem', is -compreberdecl): 
i 

'a. ' "Terry hancled the poem to Sue 

Terry brought''the poem t6'Sue 

c. 'Terry Swe/sold the poem to ýSue 

d. - Terry dedicated, the poem to Sue 

e. Terry read/recitted, the poem to Sue 

f, Terryýtaught the poem to Sue 

Thus,, anticipating s0mewhjtq a locilist theory of case leads directlY 

to a localist classif ication of 'verbs or preaicators (ort more 
preciselys of proposAion- typei) -one ý with both syntactic and Sem- 

antic mot ivation--4c*cordirg to what kird of locative and/or direct- 

ional situation is being expressed. In. this, light o the sentences in 

4. all describe journeys: -(movements from one place to another) of 

varlouz-degree. i of abstraetness�4as 4, the correaponding; Oneß in 5o 

5 a, -Sue grabbed the ýoem from Terry 

b. Sue tookAoxight -the- pýoei'from`Terry 

ce SUeleard the ý6em, from Terry 

d. Sue 1ýirnt'theý poem' fro m"T erry 

Ilowever,, in 5., the goal (allat'ive) rather than the souroe'(ablative) 
4 

is subjeotivized (cf. Anderson, 1971b; Fillmore, 1968; Stamstat 

1973) 9 this being ao66mpa'ded by a change in agency. fieverthelessg 

It is likely that there are, as welig different kinds of abstraction 
relevant to a full analysis of these examples. 
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the directional relatiorzhips remain unalterea. 

Similarly., though, not ý as transparently, the sentences in 6# , 

express some of the corresponding locational relationships: - f7 - 

6o a: ý i. The poe'm'is in Sue"'s hancls 

ii. Sue has the poem (in her bmWý 

b, i, The poem is in Sue's possession 

ii. Sue bas the, poem (it; her possession) 

iii. Sue possesses-the letter 

iv. Sue owns the poem 

v, The poem, belongs to Sue ,,, r 

Ce ý 
Sue knows the poem 

Various pieces of syntactio"evidence to support a locative analysis 

of have and 'Poss6ssive- exýressions'in gen'eral have been adduceA from 

Englizhs and more clearly fromcither languages-see in particular 

Lyons, 1967. - 1 968a,, 1968b; also Anclerson, 1971bg Brauner, 1972. 

Lyons (1968b: 500) sugge3ts that "the distinction between 100atives 

ancl possessives, in languages like English in which there is a dis- 

tinction, is s.., secpp&ary surface-3tructure distinotionbasqdt Iargelyg 

on the distinction between animate arsl inanimate noun3.. John has a 

book is the surface-structure Orealization,!,, of what might be 

represented as A book (be) at-John, ". , Anderson. 0971bi ý 7.22, ) 

syntactically motivates a locative analysýs for affective verbs such 

as 'knowIl OurderstardIp"need'. 'hate', Ilovelt etc, # the subject- 

ivized locative analysis of possessives providing the paradigm for 

these more abstract minIf estations of a locational relationship 

(of. too Miller, 1974, for locative and directional analyses of the 

corresponding verbs in Russian, and Veltens 19319 for diachronic 
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evidence. ) 

Such syntactic classifications are supported and more strikingly 

illuStrateaby the observation of a deep semantic parallelism between 

triples expressing 'movement tol-Ilocation at#-$movement away from' at 

all levels of. abstraction, causative and non-causativel 

i, The parcel went to LorAo4/John -took the parcel to IorAon 

iie, The parcel was in London 

The parcel left London/John dispatched the parcel from 

Lo ndo n 

bo Is- Mary acquired the book/John gave the book to ? Aar7 

Ii, Mary had the book I. I 

iii. Vary lost the book/John stole the book from Mary 

Oe is Mary learnt the poew/John, taught the poem to Mary 

Mary knew the poem- 

Iii* Mary forgot the poem 

The distinguishing semantic"properties of these triples are the 

implicational relations which holdq on the one handp between the 

present (or past)''perfed-t of the-i. sentences and the simple pr'es6ni 

(or past) form of ihe'ii. '-sentence3. and on the otherp between the 

present (or past) perfect of the iii. 's6nteincas arA the simple present 

(or past) negative form of the be sentences (cf, Lyons, j968at 

397-8; Leech 1970: 157; Anderson, Mib: iiO): 

ae i. The parcel has gone to London -7) ý"The parcel is in 

London" ,-IIý.,!,. '. ý. ý 

ii. - The parcel has left London, -: > The, parcel-is not in ,-- 

London 
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bl' i. ' Mm'ry has acquir ed the book '--: ) Mary has the book 

VarY has'lost the book 'D Mary does not have the book 

Var7 has learnt the poem :3 VarY knows the poem 

Mary'has f orgotten'the poem n Mary does not know 

the'poem 

Lyons (I 968ab) characterizes the di"erence between the Ao 

sentences, on the one haMt and the L and iii. sentencesp on the 

other, as an aspeotual one of statio (unmarked) versus dynamiot with 

the locative/directional distinction being but one manifestation ar 

this superordinate opposition. rurther, he claims that this is 

"correctly regarded as an opposition of aispect, on the basis of the 

relationship of consequence holding between the sentences in 8e above@ 

However, even if, in fact, the perfect form does encode an aspectual 

element,, this does not ensure that the locative/directional distinction 
1 .1-Iý : -- I Alolie 

involved in the implications kbove is explicable in terms of aspect 84 

WeR. What we will argue-in keeping with the thesis of localism- 

is that the distinction in all instances Ma. to 7-c-) is one of 

locative versus directional, that of 7--a. /8*a, being the more concrete 

(spatial) manifestation of the distinction. FurthermoreO the statiq/ 

dynamic distinction would appear to be inlependent of the locative/ 

directional ones both because of the existence of static direotionals 

(as pointed out by Anderson 0 971b: 121*))-cf * 9. --and because the 
Iýk 

a., The road goes from Tarbert to Stcrmway 

be The carpet stretches across the room 

difference between the is ancl iii. sentences of each set in 7- involves 

an opposition deperilent upon the seleotion of Idire0tiOnallp namelY 
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that of opposing direction. That in,, if the distinction is regarded 

as static versus dynamic, we mist still in7pke some notion of 

direction (or order) upon which to define contrasting directions, 

However, if the distinction is regarded as one of locative, versus 

directional,, the contrast between i. and iii, sentences can be 

accounted for directly by a contrast. in the polarity assigaed to 

IdIrectiorall. 

Arderson (1973d) ba: slobserved that another class of predicators 
a0aln 

falls into two subclasses which &U(> have distimtive syntactic 

properties relatable to those of directional sentences; ard both 

classes h9LVe semantically to do with 'Opposing direction' (either 

convergence or divergence)* These are the predicators, syntacticallY 

characterized by the fact that they can 9ccur either transitively cr 

intransitively,, but if the latter, then (1) their subject must be 

non-31ngular (either categoriaIly, - lexically, -or as a result of noun 

phrase conjunction) aud (2) they maybe f oncrxed by a reciprocal phrase 

cf. the so-called 'symmetric predicates! of Lakoff and Peters , _J 969)" 

There are', on the one hand$ the topological (spatial) predicators such 

as 'Joinli ImeetIp "converge', Ibe, closel/ladjacIrt' ard. their 

institutionalized or otherways abstract courterparts such Wmarr; r, 'I 

'Join in 'wedlock', 'correspond'. Oresemblel, 'be similar's all of 

which occur with a superficial allative (a 'to*-phrase) . unless it is 

objectivized, and semantically involve ddr4at4an to(wardO the referent 

of the noun phrase governed by the allative. On the other bands the 

topological predicatorssuch as 'separate', Idivergelp IpartIq 'fork', 

'branch' , 'be far'/Idi3tantI# ard their abstract counterparts. 'divorce' , 
'separatelt 'differ', 'be different' all occur with an ablative 
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('from'-phra; e) and involve directedness away from. -the referent of 

the governed noun phrase. Anderson (1973d: 8-9) remarks, with 

regard to the former set, that "it is clear that the notional and 

distributional similarities between marry on the one hand, and 

ltopoýogicall verbs on the otherl will require- explanation; and in" 

view of the intuitive similarities in the relationships involved,, one 

would expect this to be in terms of identity of underlying relatiors- 

the distinction between them having to do with the 'lexical' 

characterization of m&rr (which, as I have, notea, may be introduced 

transformationally) versus that for meet, join, etoo Thusp such 

phenomena provide in priwiple further evidence in support of a localistic 

hypothesis concerning 'grammatical functionst I the 'abstract' marry 

is relationally identical to the possibly fooncretel meeYJ2in** 

Vot altogetber unrelatea to the above classes of predicates is 

the comparative constructiong Reciprocal forms of the above pre- 

dicates (i. e. non-sirgular subject + preaicator + reciprocal phrase) 

onlY occur if all objects in7olved are, in some sense, CC equal status 

(of* *in front of each other',, f 3.3.2); and, as would be expected* OraY 

comparison of equality (Iasoesasose'),, permits. a reciprocal structures. 

iOs- a* Peter ard Fred are as tall as each other 

Comparison of inequality ("'-er.,. than... on , the other hands iWOlves 

a reference, object and an a3ymmetric relation; henceg only a non- 

reciprocal form is possible: 

10. b. KJohn and BM are taller than each other 

c. John is taller than Bill 

From a diachronio point of view, Small (1924) has argued for a 
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'spatial' 'origin of the comparative particlep cbserving thatý 

"whatever may be the original conception of comparison Of inequ&lity 

in the parent speech, there are two elements of meaning that have been 

traced in this construction from the' earliest records on; - MM0179 

the adversative idea (or se=ative) fcf. divergenpe7ancl the idea cf 

bringing to&ether (sociative) Jo-fo oonvergenqe7, This is evident in 

the particles, case-forms, and prepositions that have been used in 

comparison throughout all periods .... This apparent contradiction means 

merely that the two objects are brought together in the mind so that 

the contrast, or difference, may be pointed out" (p. 15-16). Small 

sees the adversative relation as the more basic (cf. Ross's (069a) 

nagative analysis of the comparative, folloffed up by Seuren (1973)) and 

also holds that case forms expressing comparison developed out a the 

particle construction (explicitly adversative cr disjunctive) rather 

than the reverse. Ddspite the fact that Small gives some rather 

questionable psycholopical interpretations to his observatiom--a not 

uncommon practice at the time of writing-he does present a consider- 

able amount of interesting data in support of his hypcthesiss and his 

discussion of the ablative ease form after the comparative in the 

Indo-European languages is particularly revealing with respect to the 

localist hypothesis and the. predicaýýsý discussed above: 

The Sanskrit represents'the general usage* Here the 
regular case-form after the comparative is the ablative* which 
the Indian grammariane, described as indicating the object from 
which a separation proceeded (point of departure? )* But the 
instrumental also is used in this construction. The locative 
and the genitiVe also have a limited use, but in all tbe3e cases 
the a atial relation is probably implied to some degree. The 
prevailing view as to the original case of comparison is in 
favor of the ablative, but the question hardly allmm of definite 
solution and some authoritative writers have favored the 
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instrumental as the original case of comparisons Germanic 
and Celtic in the course of their individual development 
adopted the dative for the comparison of inequalityl Greek 
and Slavic, the genitive. It is probable that these varia- 
tions from the ablative are ceparate developments in the 
individual languages themselves# and that as long as there was 
one common parent speech the ablative was the accepted form 
for comparison. But in these variations from the ablative 
there its really no change of conception; the idea of 
separation# or difference always predominates, never the idea 
of means or agent. As a rule the same cane-forms that follow 
the verbs of separation or departure in a language are found 
consistently after the comparative* This is a general 
principle applying to all I-E, Languagent and it is a strong 
proof of the separative nature of comparison* *** At any rate$ 
in the later development of the variono languages different 
elements ofAhe comparative relation came into prominence and 
the idea of separation was expressed as temporal or as notiOnalt 
as well as spatial* 

(Smallj 1924t 25-6) 1 

Howeverg it remaina to be ceen whether a detailed cynchroniC analYGiG 

of the comparative construction in various languaces will reveal the 

existence of the underlyini; directional relations which Small has 

investigated from a diachronic point of view. 

A still wider range of linguistic phenomena-to be investigated in 

more detail in the following chapters-can be brought within the SCOPO 

of a localiat theory of langwx&v once existential sentences or exist- 

ential predicates, are demonstrated to be locative in nature* First of 
2 

all, the directional nature of exictential causativeD bccOmcsclear I 

adding another kind of triple to the sets in 7. above--of* 9 

for ex=ple#,. that in It, Also it can be argued that necatiOnt 

11* a. John built a bridge over the gully 

ct- 8ý160 D-trness 18549 for further observations on the use of 
ablatives in cOmParativB constructions in non-Indo-European 
languages, 

2 Cf. Anderson, 1971b: 185; also Fillmore's (1971a) assimilation 
of F(actitive) to G(oal), 
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b,, There was a, bridgepover the gullY 

c. A storm destroyed the bridge over the gully 

quantification, truth/falsity* co-; rdination, moaality and aspect/ 

aktionsarten can be giVen existential# berce'implicitlY 10catives 

accounts (cf. Anderson, '' 1972,, ' 1972a, i973a, 'iMov 1974-), 1 Temporal 

expressiom,, as we shall seet display a complex dependence Irpon the 

locative-directional system of the lan&age: not only do they involve 

negationg quantification and aspectual existential predicates'(both 

locative and directionixI), but also'they enter into co-occurrence 

restrictions with the'proposition-typd of'the sentence, this latter 

classification itself 'being struotured upon loCative'"notions, 

The national and expressional overlap of existential'and 

locative expressions has often been pointed out. , For-Instances BallY 

(19321 79) 'suggests'thýLt '"la notion dlexiitence est'un'cas-limite do 

localiýati6n "irAeteými'nee'"v D'aille'urs llýdee-alexistence pure 

repugne a notre esprit; nous ne pouvons dire "il pleut". "il rleige" 

sans evoquer iriitiwf: i'vement'llambis=e, si'vague soit-ellet ali prOce8* 

Dieu est involontairement parse comma localise clam le mordet hors du 

monde, au ciel, partout, etc, ' Si. a titr6 de ouriosites nOus 

consultons 11histoire, nous con3taton3 que lea expressions deSignant 

Ilexistence remontent a dies notions spatiales: "il a un Dieu" 

(Z = lat, biO "i0i"); "lea medeoins sont I& pour lea malades"; all. 

"etwas ist vorhanden9 (litteralement: "devant les-maina"); 

llimparfait etait = 1&. stabat -se tenait debout". 11 'n' es t- pas 

For an investigation into the spatial basis of verbal aspect in some 
Austronesian languages, cf, Lee,, 1974. 
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aoUteux qua Vindo-europeen esti no confirmat cette, vue'si'llOtYmOlOgie 

en -etait connue, ", -In a similar veinj Collirmon (1937: 50) obserVes: 

Me -European languges have ý no - special irdicatorl terms for th1t which 

lies beyond -a barrier to Y13ion or at -,, too great a distanco tobe 

perceived; they have to depend on periphrases. - Present means ý 'being 

at or in the immediate vicinitpof a ýplaqql , especially a -place vhere 

one -is expected to *qe; absent is -its negative, - I: xistent, means -- 

#present-at -some -tiie and at some-place in-the Universe as a whole'; 

non-existent is its negatije. Neither present-ncr existent serve 

primarily as inaicatersq though, 71, oýtewusq 'He is, presentO for 'He 

is, herel and, OHe vras present' fcr ýIlfe was thereli-- It'is to be noted 

that a connection between irdication and existence -is - auggested by the 

phrase "There is much gold in South. Africa' or There are liom in 

Africa' p ubere the - spatial irdicater exprespes existence as aslimt- 

'There, ts the book I want' ý. in which there is pi4rely spatial" Of e-, also 

Kahn. - 1973). 1ý 
Lyons has reiterated aul strenghhenecl such proposalog hvpo-, 

thesizing that ., "in manym and-perhaps in-all, lanCUages existentialo., 

constructions derive (both synchronically and diachronioally) from 

locatives" (Lydrg, 1968b: 496; cf. also Lyora, ' 1968a: j 8,, 4.3.; 1967)- 

Recently, he has developed this hypothesis further, within the-frame- 

work of a theory of reference based on the deictic'me6hanisms. in, 

'Indicaterst aea those linguistic devices used by the speaker "either 
to point to (or away from) some item with a view to taking his 
partner deal with that itemq or to mark some item already presented 
with a view to retaining his partneris interest in it*" (CoUinson,, 1937: 18). 
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language (B'ee below), proposing an analysis of existential sentences 

compatible with the vim of some 20th century empiricistg, (eg., 

Russell$ Ayer) "who would say, that existential statements are lo&- 

ically equivalent -to pqinting,. -. or doixis", -(Lyons, 1967: 391 -In 

particular,, Lyons 0 973 : -ý5-! 6) prop9qas that, "grant ad that John 

Smith is here and There are some unicorns here are derivable ýfrom 

underlying structures in which the Z. roximal doictic adverliial occurs 

as the predicate and-that vm interpret these, sentemes in terms of 

the notion-of deictio existence 
i 

*, wh#ýmight be called absolute - 

existential sentences such, as John Smith exi3ts and There are unicorns 
(or Unicorm exist) are derived syntacticaLly1rom the same Uriler- 

lying structures# except that it is there 
I which occurs as the 

predicateo Just as the meaning of the wo, ak-demonstrative pronoun 

that is derived by abstraction from the -gesture of POintings so the ==q 

weak demonstrative adverb Lhere, is derived by abstraction from the 

notion cC, Ioc; xtion in the deicticcontext. If the underlying 

structure of the man is taken to be that there man (derivable in 
-==1 Z=: =l 

various ways, as we have seen), this can. be said to separate arA 

SeSenta-lize the components of context-dependent uniqueness of 

reference (that. ) and existential presupposition or implication ý-L 

*Deictic existence' is defined as- "location'in a physical spaces 
whose co-ordinmtes are established by the utterance of sentences 
of'a given langaage system" (Lyons, 19731 24). 
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In"Ahe ýýecr'y"ýC"'rýef-'er"*e-n'*o-e-ý'p'r'o*'p-os'-'ecL by" ty6'n'ýa pro nouns' aiýd 

clef inite noun phrases . (cfO the 6bove quoýation)-the' main kinds at 

referring 'expressiorm otlýýr* than'ýrb'per_nouns-are amlyzedtrammat- 

Ak ically and'semýntically as-being'der'jý, ed'fiom" "the d6ictio function 

of demonstrative pronouns'-ibd adverbs in what' mijjýt be loosely 

described a coherete, or'ý-practicial Atuati6ris" (Lyansi 1973: 1 Y; ' 

'In thiji respeA Wciai'be--i-egaýrded: as -1ýcilistjc tjý66ry of referý a0 

ences Turthermor6". ir: sofar'as ahaphora'hna'the'us6 anj function of 

referring expresi3ions4fo'r"aisýlAded'-eiiiities''or imaZIn'wT', 'hy&thetic&1 

ones can be-treat6a "- aeavative -or th. 6''deicticaily'rekerring' 

. IV cý, erpressions� istill maýe lingu'age ýhenomena is" poteiitiallY'r-'alýýbl: ý cf, ' 

being encompas_ýea irithin' iuých-a: 6on6eption"of, language ., structure*' 

For e26ýqle, Lyonis vim aimphora'as- involving "the* transference of 

what are basically d6ictia-ý and'more specifically spatial, ' notiOM 

io the temporal' di'mension"Of , the .c oniext'of utterance and the 

reinterpr6tation of"deictic'existence in terms of what might be called 

textual existence. The , referent . of I cour'se'doe Is 'not exist in the 

text* 'But'it is located in the universe of discourse (which derives 

its temporal structure from the text) by me ans of an antecedent 

expression'which' either introduces or identifies a referent* sub- 

sequent ýreference to this refereht'by means of an anaphorio expression 

identifies the referent in terms of the textual location of the 

artecedent4 (Iýyons, 1973: 28)o 

Lyons also remarks (1973.1 31+)s-- 'To introduce the existential quant- ifier into the underlying structures of natural languages without 
giving it an intorpretation in terms, of some intuitive- notion of existential predication is, to my mind, to put the cart before the 
h0r8e; and I would suggest that the most satisfactory interr-retation 
of existential quantification is in terms of a basically locative 
predicate,, as proposed here. " The analysis of existential quantif- iers (and quantification in general) presented in this thesis exem- plifie3 the same point CC view_cf. P. above and ý7.3.3. 
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From the precedingdiscussion, one can see that the localist 

hypothesis, if interpreted broadly-enougbg can be entertained in a 

large number of linguistic, domains, -Purthermoreg it should be 

apparent, that such a hypothesis forms only a part of a much more 

6ompr! ýhepsive theory, of 
__(semantio) 

extension and abstraction in 

langiaget , ? he localistý hypothesis -is but one particularly 

intere-Itirg and; pervasive, manifestation of the functioning in language 

of metaphorical- extension from -the concrete to the abstract. - And it 

is'perhaps significant that in. his diachronically oriented, discussion 

bf, -the pbenomenon-i. es the development,, of "refined arA abstract 

meanings" from more, concrete one3--the-examples which, Bloomfield 

cites are locational onest, "Meaningsof, the type 'respond accurately 

to (things or speechP develop again and again from, meanings like 

'be mar, tol or $get hold cxr. l ' Thus. 'unlerstand,., seems tO haVG 

meant"stand round' cr 'stand beforell, the Old English equivalent 

forstardan appear both for Ourderstand' and for 'protects defend. 

Ancient Greek felpista=17 'I under-stand' is jiterally"I stand uponj 

and Sanskrit Za-valgaccha-L"7 Is both, lbe g0es'down into' anlýlhe 

unaerstands, eMost of ow abstract vocabulary consists cC borrow- 

ings from Latin, throu&vj French or in gallicized foiti 1, -the Latin 

originals can largely, be traced to concrete-- meanings, - ' Thus Latin 

def inire 'to definet - 1.6 literally $to, set bounds to$ (f inis 'ends 

boundary')" (Bloomfieldo, 1933: 1+29-30). 

In-additionp, philosophers who have c=erned' themselves with, 

language have often noted this process of abstractiong particularly 

with reference- to, the meanir; gs of prepositions, ? or example,, 

V 

Oondillaci whose ideas, -On the aoquisition of knowledge were strongly 
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inf luence& by the empiricist Locke , and who theref ore viewed abstract 

and complex conceptual structures as ultimately deriving from, the 

irflux of sense data into the human 
-organisml presented P., localistic 

account of the Fýench prepositiow in, his Cours dletudes pour. 

11instruotion du Prime de Parme. , lie states. (17751 479): "Le 

premier emploi. des prepositions a ite do marquer des rappcrts entre 

lee objets serzibles. Mais parep que lea Wes abstmiýi, exprimees 

pa. r des noms substantifsp prennent, dans notre imaginationg presque 

autant de Tealitý que les choses en out au dehorst elles peuvent 

etres considerees comme ayant entrIelles des rapports j peu pi`is 

semblableS a ceux qui sont entre les objets sen3iblese Clest pour- 

quois on dit de la vertu au vice comme de la ville 'a la campagnq-o".. 

Even Leibniz, who on the whole attributed to sense experience a much 

smaller role in the build-up of conceptual knowledgel offers similar 

reflectiorm on the semantic development of the prepositiOrml "n 

sera bon cependant de considerer cette analople des choses sensibles', 

et insensibles, qui a sorvi de fondemený aux tropes: clest-ce quion 

entendra mieux en consid6rant un exemple fort 6tendu tel, quIest 
1%, 

celui quo fournit llusage des pr4positiorm, cQmme a.. aveal det devant, 

par, )Our, sur, vers, que sont prises du lioug, da la 

distance, et du mouvemqný, et transfe"rees aepuis 'a tout. sorte ae. 
- , 

changemenas ordres,, suitesq differemesq con7enanoes" (Leibnizo 17041__ 

298)* 

Another maJor form of extension is that from the ego to the non, - 

ego. This shoula not be regardea as a binary distinotiono but 

rather as a parameter admitting ell degrees cr different stages of 

extension: perhaps something Me 12, below: 
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12 # speaker ->speech act part icipant 

animate -: >entity/things 

That is,, the interpretatiOn'of non-ego will depend upon which of the 

progressively more comprehensive classes of entities the speaker is 

identifying himself with, Traditional accounts of such anthropo- 

centric aýd egocentric extension have usually been confined to the 

lexical'leVel of language. ' Ullmann'(1964) gives examples such as 

'the brow of a hi3-l* p lthýe- ribs of a vault', j the mouth' of -a river' 

Ithe'lungs of the town'. 'the heart of the matter"p 'the sinews, of 

wart, 'the hands cf a clo'cklp and one can'easily add many more* It 

is pointed out by'Ullmanii that this principle' of ineaning transfer 

had been recognized expliaitly'at 'least''as early as'the 18th century 

by the Italian phil6sophe""r 'Giambattista Vico: _ "In all language Pý* 
the greater part of expressions referring- to inanimate'objeots, areý 

taken by transfer 6om, the- buian body and its part, fromhuman 

senses and human passions. '. Ignorant man'makes himself into the'yard- 

stick of 'the universe* (quoted bý Ullmaný, 1964: ''214),, - 
11 - wever, ''a different afid perSaps more 'subtle aspeot of this same 

phenomen6n has alreadyb6on touCh6d Uýon in our'discussiOn (cf 9' 
ý393) of the role the human speaker-observer plays in structuring azA 

orienting the'ijatiii "ve6torial sýstem'and in poldrizing ObJects With 

Howevers Kurylowicz (1972)t has also"investigated this aspect Of 
language from a grammatical and diachronic point of view and 
concludes (P. 176) that "the unmarked character of HMIAN accounts for the XNTIIR0PocEjrRjc nature of languageo,,, The spread of 
derivational and inflectional procedures from human to inanimate 
may be considered a diachronio universal and an important chrono- logical criterion in internal reconstruction. " 
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nolinherent brientation-of"their owne the side nearest or visible to 

the observer being covertly, thelfac6l or Ifront"and the'other 

sides-being the-Obackli 'left' -and'-trightl imordingly (ioeýg On 

analogy to the stmeturo ofrthe'human body). 16th"thise tYPeG'Of 

orientation induced by"the observer are involved in the elucidation"of" 

the meanings of spatial, expressions j as, we have'seen. ' Thiti'type 'Of 

ego-and anthropocentric extension assumes, many roles and hae'manr 

variational iteneeds-to be analyzed in much more detail, ' especially 

if one attempts to mcplain temporal, metaphore on the basis of'such'' 

subjectivited orientations, (cf* Traugott, 1974)94 """ 

Thual the role, offthe humiui-body-in partioular t"t, of the 

speaker-observer-is a parýmount onei andL it may iridicdýbi as central 

to laftgaage, ýstructure, as, the thesis of"localisail since'-any spati0- 

tomporal, framework will be structured by objectiand their inherent 

orientational ; Propertimit' tho'central object of, the"system'beingo 'for 

each individuall- himselfl the ego* Relevant here are Strawson's 

(1959) claimsp within his argument that the'aystem of spatio-temporal 

relations serves as, the, framework'for the identification of paýrtibulýrO 

(cf. Lyonst 1973), (1) that the basic-particularsýwhic Ih caný 'constitute 

such a framework are material objects (i: seo, those having'extension 

in. spac-e_ancl time), (2) that.. the, proper, use, of such. a-framework, - 

depends upon each speaker occupying a p; ace. in It, and, knowing that 

placel and (3) that "for each person there is one body, which occupies 

a certain causal position which in various ways is unique in relation 

to each of the varlous kinds of perceptual experience he has" (pt 92)9 
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4-3 Psycholinguistic evidence 

So far we have sum arized the types of arg=ýnts 
1 
-ayntactic and 

semantic, diachronio and synchronic-which can be brought forward in 

support of the localist hypothesis and have placed such a thesis with- 

in a broader# though admittedly still ill-defined, theory of abstraction 

and extension in natural languages* There remains the question Of 

whether such a hypothesis receives any psycholinguistic support since 

this is an obvious area where it should be feasible to put the theory 

to test# either in the realm of language use or in that of language 

ontogenye We will confine our remarks to the lattere 

Wales (1971) suggests that a reasonable strategy for testing 

the viability of the localiet hypothesis would be to "try and find 

out if the young child starts out by imposing an interpretation on 

propositional sentences which reveals any precedence for the 

acquisition of 'local' or 'concrete' functions". He maintains that 

"thin is a potentially fruitful area of study both because@ as 

Anderson D971b: 17 points out "it is doubtful whether there. are cases 

(or prepositions) which are only ever 'concrete* in the strict sense"I 

also because any positive results should add more fuel to the 

#, perceptual antecedents of linguistic structureO hypothesis" (P- 4)9 

It should be pointed out that all the arguments-recurrent 
syncretiems (both diachronio and (pan-)synchronic), syntactic 
parallelisms, shared semantic relations-are 'structured' by 

considerations of naturalness, that is# by the assumption that 

such correspondences# repeated again and again, are not due to 

chance and that the same principles underlying these corres- 
pondencou on the synchronic level are also responsible for the 

corresponding diachronic developments (cf. Hjelmslevl 1935: 104; 
Zwicky, 1968; Andersong 1973a: 21). 
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Unfortunately, this itrategy'does not appear-to have been' 

implemented. Not only have specifiag testable hypotheses not"bien 

put forward, but also the results of those studies which could be-' 

brought to bear on the viability of the theory are most often incon-ý, 

cluSiveq if not contradictory, mainly because it is aiff icult to 

determine which factors in the child's develcpment are criterial. 

For example 9 Bowerman (1973 : 142-3) '' in- her study on the acquisition' 

of Fintdsh by two two-year-old childrent noted that in the case Of 

Rina, the allative case erding was used first to mark the imUrect 

objecto and only several months later aid it come to raick'the goal Of 

directed motion. Similarly, the aaessive case was first used by '' 

Rim to mark the possessor, 'several weeks later to mark instrumentslý'- 

and only several months after that to mark locations (Ion't latlp 

'near')* Hamever, for the other child, Seppo, these case inflections 

were first used exolusively in their locative functions. A no doubt 

too simplistic prediction from the loca-list hypothesis would have 

been one in favour of the acquisitional pattern exemplified by Seppos 

However, there Is evidence from*one other study to consider in this 

respect. Slobin (1966) observed, 'in the acquisitional chronologies 

of a two-year-old Russian child, Zhenyap'that when a new case 

inflection was acquired, it was used in several functions at once,,, 

The data which Wales discusses (Wales, 1971 ) does not 9 in arV 
obvious way, represent the implementation of such a strategy 
(although it does dupport Clark's 'over-extension' principle 
entailed by ber Semantic Feature Hypothesis (E. Clarkq 1973) within 
the area of spatial expressions and the locativ'e/airectioml- 
distinction). 

, 
Nevertheless, he concludes that "there is good 

ground for believing that localist theories represent a conception 
Of linguistic structures which reflects some of the most important 
relations being acquired by the young child. Further the nature 
of some of these relations look very much like the relations fund. 
amental to perception* (Wales 

9 1971 : 10-11 )- 
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For e xample, ' the 'f irst aatives were' usiia both to 'mark" thi indirect 

object of an action and the individual tmards ul-hich some movement 

was directed, Similarly the instrumental, once acquirea, was used, 

immediately to mark the instrumental, commitativel, arxl goal fdnatiOn* 

Slobin suggests '(P- 137) that "the'chilcl unlerstoocl these distinctions 

before he began'using the declensions-when his nouns were still 

unmarkea-arxi that acquisition and differertiation of the markers ana 

their senses reflects this earliýr'kýowledgea-* Thus, in assessing 

such linguistic -developmental patterns,, one must be careful to take 

into comideration the corresponding patterns of perceptual ard 

conceptual development, Traugott (1974) has also suggested that OM 

must not overlook the interaction with posited universals of percept- 

ual strategies, which conotrain the learning process, and natural 

processes, which may either lead to a recluction in contraDt (e. go, 

phonological pro6esses) or to'a maximization of contrast (e. got 

morpho-syntactical processes). 

Another factor to comiaer, issuingý from what has been said 

above about 'the position a localist 'theory occupies within a-brbader 

theory of extension and abstracti6n-,, is that both the concrete 

abstract ard the ego --: > non-ego parameters are quite Mely' operating' 

and interacting at the same time in the child's cognitive'and ling- 

Uistic development. The iatter parameter is also ihv6lvecl in 

indirect obJect and'p63se3sive relationships and m, ay in part be 

responsible for the discrepancies noted above with respect to which 

functions of a case inflection were acquired earlier. - That is* ý' 

rather than associating case inflections with locative/directional 

relationships (whether concrete or abstract), Rina may have first 
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associated them with the marking ar posse33ion--with high ego-rating-- 

in its various aspects, not realizing that inherent properties of the 

verb ard/or animaoy of the referent, of irflectea noun and word order 

were pertinent and in Pinnish sufficient in this respect. ý Henceq 

the spatial function of the case forms could not be assimilated to 

those of the abstract ones until this mistake was rectified. 

However# it is obvious that no really - signif ioant generalisations can 

be made from the developmental patterrA of one or two childrent the 

most that can be gained at this point is, knowledge of areas which 

might Prove fruitful, for experimentation with larger and more con- 

trolled samples., 

There is another problem which interferes with validating the 

localist hypothesis, ard any. theory of-extensiorVabstraotiOn in 

general, from language ontogeny. This is determining vdiether to 

relate aqquisitional chronologies to semantic complexity or to syrr- I 
tactic (derivational) complexity.. For examples the Russian child 

Zhanya (of# Bowerman, 1973: 191) first used the accusative case 

inflection only in marking lobjets affectes', particularly thoac 

involved in typically concrete, (causative) -journeys-,, as in sentences 

with lgivelý 'carry', tput'j, and Ithrowl, Only later did he use it 

for what may be called 'Objects of instantiation or performance'#-- 
such a3 in -sentences with 'read'. and lobjets effectuesIg such'&B" 

in sentences with $draw', lmaket. I At first glance'this would- 

It must also be taken into consideration when assessing this data 
from Russian that the accusative is not distinct from the nominative in most nouns--only in those cf feminine gender-and that nasculine 
animate nouns functioning as object of a transitive verb appear in 
the Fnitive rather than in the accusative/nominative form (cf. 
Lyons, 1968a: § 7.4-3)o These complicating factors would involve the child in some rather complex hypothesizing. 
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appear to support thp localist hypothesiss, the more abstract 

(existential) fumtiom being acquired after the more concrete 

(spatial) ones. However, it must not be overlookeathat since the 

superficial structural relationships are the same in both cases 9 the 

more abstract semantic relations have correlated with them a mcre 

complex syntactic derivation, Although these two ways of looking 

at the data are by no means mutually exclusive, each would have its 

own implications for the concomitant cognitive stage of the chilat 

semantic complexity relating to the acquisition cf such abstract 

concepts as "bring something into existence", the other to the 

acquisition of principles relating cognitive or semantic structures 

to linguistic forms. 

To conclude this discussion, it is wcrthwhile to point out the 

consequences of a localist theory of language, as has been sircetched 

out here, for the theory of language universals* A panchronic thesis' 

of localist would claim such underlying relations as location and 

direction (or order) to be substantive linguistic universals. 

However, because such relations have perceptual correlates and are 

exemplified in the environments of an language usersg no claim for 

innateness need be attached to such universals. This has been 

pointed out by Anderson 0973a: 44): "On the contrary, the accumula- 

tion of support for localist (and thus notional) conceptions of case 

and other categories, and in particular for ontogenetic priority for 

the *concrete* variants of theseq would provide decisive counter- 

evidence to any claim of an innate status for the particular substant- 

iVe Universals of language, The essential determinant in such 

instances would be our perception of the physical environment, " 
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Thus what might be innate are peirhaps formal universals of perception 

and a hierarchy of interest and attention (c, f, Atkinson & Griffithst 

1973) 
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ITM, ROM, Q? TIV lN"tRA-S7,, \Tl! '. l%'TIAL G I. T7, T ll, ý IIITý SWAIMIC 

DEICRIPTIOL 0? TEVPMAL ýWREI5-InNS 

5.1 Gemral renarks 

In 7ýrglish, as in other Indo-1,7. uropean langtMEe's, temr=al 

relationa anlýspecif ication #a realized both grammatically and 

lexically and also by expressiom intermediate betymen these two 

extremes* On the one hand, there is the sma3_19 closed set of morpho- 

logical contrasts in the verb syntems correlating in some way with 

temporal deixis,, and corstituting the grammatical categorY cC tCrISG 

(cfa Lyon3p 1968a: ý 7.5.0. On the other, there U the richq cpdn 

system comprised by temporal adverbialso where thasc may be entirelv 

lexical (IyesterýLV't 11-tonday', 'soon') or syntagmatic constructiOM 

based on temporal noun phrases anci/or temporal rrepositiom aml con- 

junction3 (Ilant night', 'since yesterday' , 'until John wakes up' 

'for three hours'). '"hin situation is, however, by no means 

universal: marg languages do mt have teme in the restricted inter- 

pretation of the category as involving now kind of '(superficial) 

variation in the verb syste-n. latherg the semantic aictincitions 

involved are expr83sed (or expre33able) by more lexical means We 

Anderson, 19721 ý 12; Lyon3p forthcoming: 

Despite the non-universality of Vijiýe' ýa-the re3trictea ga=t 
of semantic distimtiorn which it realizes when cotinpired to . that Or 

the system of temporal adverbials, it is tenso vbich has irxvitably 

attracted the attention of linguists working on ':. ngli3h# almost to 

the ectire exclusion of the temporal adverbialso This ýas had not 

only the ur-fortumte consequence that most of the semantics Of tire 

I 
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was for a long time left unexplore but also the disastrous result 

that the semantic aralysis of tense forms'was given the appearance 

of requiring the recognition of extreme polysemy or of escaping 

systematization altogether, simply because the role of temporal 

adverbials (both their presence or absence and the ir semantic content) 
Ott S04. e W&S VC 

was not taken explicitly into account. (&e-we-ýýother contextual 

factors)* We will return to a more extensive discussion of the 

relationship between tense and temporal advorbials in &5.2.2* 

However, at this point we wish to emphasize that our ultimate concern 

is with the analysis of temporal adviýrbials and their interaction 

with other elements of the sentence, only one of which is ten: 3e# 

Our investigation of the intra-sentential context of particular 

temporal adverbials will be Airected towards explaining both the 

CO-Ccourrence restrictions and possibilities displayed by these 

expression3 and their range of possible interpretations, These two 

contextual consideration3, we will call respectively the co-occurrence 

potential and interpretation potential of an expression. With 

respect to the interpretation potential of an expression, Bull 

(1960: 111 ) makes a distinction, regarding the realization of 

semantic structure (though not in these terms),, between the meaning 

There are, of coursep exceptions to this statement* Fijn van Diaat 
(19049 19IOs 1912) treated with clarity and thoroughness the 
semantics of the adverbs preposition and conjunction 'since' 
explicitly taking into account the contextual role of tensee To 
Bull (1960) we owe, in particular, our present understanding of 
the semantics of calendar and clock expressions, The meanings of 
the temporal prepos itions I at 191 on' ,t in' ,If or I and $by' was 
fully documented, in an informal format, by I'landhagen (1956), 
Most recently there is the comprehennive and systematic semantic 
analysis of Leech 0969). 
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ancl the fumtion of an expression ind suggest a' that -, the latter is 

Just as sy'stematizable as the f ormer: 

It is importantoooto observe that there is a significant 
difference between the content of a message and how the message 
gets sent and that all the information in a message need not be 

represented by linguistio symbols. It seems proper to'conclude 
that some (perhaps an) symbols play two roles in message 
sending. The symbols may be consideredt firsto to be content 
bearers and, second, they may be treated as entities which have 
the power to generate through their interaction with other sym- 
bols additional irtormation which is not represented symbol- 
ically,,, * The namber of such combinatiom is theoretically 
infinite since every language, contains open systems* It does 

not follow that each combination generates unique informationo 
Van cannot operate with an infinite potentialp for learning how 
to communicate would thus be impossible. it cannot be assumed, 
eitherp that this generative power'bp6rates haphazardly or 
randomly in a kind of on-again off-again fashion. This would 
also make communication impossible. it must be concluded that 

every form has a fairly stable combinatory potential and that 
the nonsymbolized information is generated in a predictable 
fashion. 

Later on (p, 112),, Bull makes the'distinction more preolseq an 

irr, rolving the exchange value' of an expression within its own system 

Bull's use of the term 'exchange r. 
Saussure's 0955: j 5) notion of 
precisely, Ila partie conceptuelle 
determined by the'associativel and 
tracts with other units on the sam (cf. also Firth's 0935) notion of 
However, in his application of the 
or system, Bull might appear to be 
semantic oppositions to the paradi 
membership in the set is dependent 
'form class' as well upon membersb 
system'. Saussure's notion of as 
embraces relations or oppositions 
digmatic (i. e. 'which hold betweer 
and other elements of the same lev 
its place" (Lyomp 1973atI2)). I 
considered to be associatively re3 
as well as to 'education', lapprei 
no real discreDancv here for Bull' 

, 
lue, is reminiscent of 
la valeur d1un mot'-more 
de I& valeurl-which is 
Isyntagmatic' relations IWISOn- 

i level of linguistic description 
#substitution-counter#, ) 
term to expressions within a set 
restricting the range of 
pnatio dimension insofar uEl 
upon membership in the same 

Lp in a given 'conceptual' 
3ociative relation3p howeverg 
Yhich are not necessarily paraý 
the actual occurring element 

il which might have occurred in 
or example lenseignement' is 

ited to lenseigner's tensuigr;.; ns' 
tissagel, etce Hweverg there is 
a ftrmalation of the exchanme 

value of an element in such a set as "that which establishes it as 
a unique entity standing in semantic contrast with all the other 
members of its set" does not necessarily exclude the contribution 
made by such nOn-paradigmatio associative sense relations nor of 
such syntagmaticEensa-'relations as those between *blond' and 'hair*# 
'slap' and 'hand', 'kiss' and 'lips', etc. 
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(roughly, its 'sense'--cf. Lyons$ 1968a: 910.1) versus tbe . exch ange 

value of the system to which the expression belongs with respect to 

other systems with which it interacts: 
., 

VIben any form class contains two or more symbols repres- 
enting a given conceptual system, these symbols constitute what 
may be called a sete. o, The meaning of a member of a set is 
that which establishes it as a unique entity standing in semantic 
contrast with all the other members of its set, This is the 
exchare. e value of the symbol within its own set or systemesee 
The function of a symbol in communication, in contrast with. its 
meanfng, is something that it shares with all the members of its 
set, Thus any time scalar in Spanish may measure , either the 
length of an event or the interval between two events, This, 
variable potential ... is not indicated morphemically; it can be 
made manifest only by the presence of some other potential which 
eliminates one variable. The t'unction of a symbol, as a result* 
may be defined as the product of its interaction with a second 
symbol (or some nonnymbolic factor) representing another 
conceptual system. " 

corr. esponds to 
Bull's 'semantic functionlý what we have called the interpretation 

potential of an expression, a particular instantiation of which$ in 

a given context, is an interpretation. Vie wish to claim thats in 

principle, the co-occurrence and interpretation potential of a given 

temporal adverbial is deducible from its semantic structure and that 

Of. the similar, though not necessarily identicalg distinctions of 
Ilexicalt versus 'class'/'structurall/Iconstructiorall/Igrammatical' 
meaning of the American struoturalists (Bloomfield, 1933; Fries, 
1954; Hockett, 1958; Gleazon, 1965),, Iformall versus, 'contextuall 
meaning of Firth and his followers (cf, Ellis, 1966), 'lexicon'/ 
'dictionary' versus 'projection rules' (cf. Katz & Fodor, 1964; 
Katz &Postal, 1964); and 'lexical' versus 'contextual' predicates 
of Antinucci & Parisi (1971 : "In mny model of the lexicon a 
distinction has to be drawn within a lexical entry,, between lexical 
predicates which are expressea by a given lexical item in each arA 
every of its usesp arA contextual predicates which are expressecl 
only when specific contextual' conditions are satisf ied* (Pp. 30-1 
We may mention also Bennett's (1972) account cf lovarl/tundert 
(cf. 5 2.4): although he does not explore the-relevance of the- 
context, he does attempt to capture the notion of *interpretation 
potential' in terms similar to those cf Antinucci ani Parisi, 
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of the elements of thd'sentenoe in which it occurs. rohat- f ollows 

is an erumeration and discussion - essentially observational in 

nature - of tho3e contextual factors'which appear to have some , 

semantic interaction with the temporal adverbials. 

5.2 Contextual factors - 

5.2A The noun plMase within the temporal adverbial 

It has already been observed ( §4.2) th3. tb as far as preposi- 

tional phrases are concerned, the distinction between spatial and 

temporal is often determined with respect to the semantic properties 

of the governed noun phrase. That is,, there is a fairly substantial 

number of prepositions which appear to, be,, simply locative or., - 

directional and whose application to a spatial or a temporal domain 

depends upon whether the governed noun phrase denotes a spatial or 

temporal entity--or both (ioe. a isitu4tion). Other preposition3s 

such as 'across', 'along'. 'beside', have, in general, only spatial 

applications and others, such as 'since', luntil'j IduringIq only. 

temporal ones, These, accordingly, will have to include reference 

to spatial or temporal domains, respectively, in their semantic 

characterizations. 

Cf* McKay, 1968 (for Gercan); Lyons, 1968a-. §7-4.6; 
1970* 

2 Note that although in the case of the purely spatial prepositions 
the restrictions can perhaps be handled simply in terms of co- 
occurrence restriction, this will not be feasible in the case of 
the purely temporal ones: as we have seen (§4.2) they can co- 
occur with spatial noun phrases, but their interpretation remains 
temporal. 
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Although such comideratiom are not,, strictly speakings a 

matter of the context of the adverbial but rather of its internal 

structure, it is useful at this point to pursue the discussion of 

the role of the governed noun phrase (or the 'adverbial nominal' in 

cases where no preposition is realized--cf. Bolingert 1971) somevihat 

further, as it is relevant to the semantic amlysis of particular 

prepositions which co-occur with different types of noun phrases and 

consequently to a classificatioii of temporal adverbialse 

For example, although in both I a. and I b, belc". the object of 

lea. The secretary was absent for three days list week 

be The secretary was absent for the first time last week 

'for' is a temporal noun phrase, in the a. sentence the function of 

the temporal adverbial 'for three days' is that of giving the 

temporal duration or extension of the secretary's being absent whereas 

in the b. sentence 'for the first time' gives (roughly speaking) the 

temporal Oorclinalityl or Position cf her being absent, This diff er- 

ence obviously correlates with the fact that *three hours' denotes 

a temporal measure whereas 'the first time' identifies a unique 

member of a set or sequence of temporal entities* qimilarlyp in 

examples 2. a. and 26be we have a difference in function of the 

La. Fred wrote his beat novel in 1970 

be Fred wrote his best novel in five months 

in' -adverb ials-locational versus expendingi-- correlating with a 

noun phrase denoting a uniquely identifiable temporal interval 

The reason for choosing this term will become clear later on-- 
of. 9 5.2-3* 
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versus one denoting$ again,, a temporal measure. Compare also 

sentences 3*ao ard 3. b. in which a cortrast between a locational 

3. a. Gedf called by on Friday 

b. Geoff called by on two occasions (on Friday) 

function and a temporal scardinalityl function of the 'on'-adverbial 

isq again., determined by the semantic properties of the temporal noun 

phrase: the first denotes a uniquely identifiable temporal interval 

(in conJunction with the tense speoification) whereas the second 

denotes a numerically quantified set of temporal entities* 
i 

'We may contrast examples 1. through 3. with those below. The 

4. a. The secretary was absent all week/three days last week 

b, 'The secrdt'aryýwas'absent a second time last week 

5ea, Pred wrote his best novel last year 

be Fred wrote his best novel amazingly quickly 

6*ai Geoff called by today 
I 

b. Geoff called by twice (today) 

,f 

same semantic distinctions are relevant; but this time the temporal 

adverbial ist superflaiallyt a simple noun phrase or an advCrb., 

Howevers such adverbs as 'twice# and Iquicklyt can plausibly beý 

related to structures Identical with or similar to those urAerlying 

'two times'Pon two occa3ionst and *in a short period ar time'$ 

respectively. And such adverbial nominals as 'all week'# 'last 

year' and 'today' are distinguishable as a class by their deictic 

reference, and the non-occurrence of a preposition can perhaps be 

correlated with this property (but of, 'all during last weekt), 

Pinally', the second continuation of. 4. a. and sentence 4, b, reveal 

that-'for' may optionally not occur in such contexts* Thus, the 
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differences in semantic function of Various femPOMI aaVerbials 

can be associated uniformly with the semantic properties "'Of the noun 

phrase and of an implicit or explicit preposition (cf., 'for three 

days$ versus 'in three diyal), ' 

Further discussion and amplification of the distinctions made 

above with respect to the'semantics of temporal adverbials and 

temporal nouns or noun phrases win be postponed until we have 

discussed the structuring of time and the temporal axis (of* f 7-4)- 

For the present, we will operate with the above informal classification 

of temporal adverbials according to their semantic function- 

locational, durational, experding, ordering and counting, ' (Frequency 

adverbials can be regarded as the special case of counting adveitials 49f4! I*S AK i4% PI I'C 4 Or V PI CC It 
in rhich/tiýc temporal interval to which the counting is restricted) 

To these we must add a class of aspectual adverbs 

(for lack of'a better term) t6 irnlude sucb expressiora as Istillis 

'yetts'Oilreadyl and larqmorel, This class deviates from the others 

in not being relatable to a comýlex of*'preposition plus tempbral 

noun phrase, ITowever, the reason for this will become obvious OWO 

we investigati tfieir 'semantic structure in detail (CP-ý2-73)- 

Purthermore, we do not wish to exclude the po3sibilitY of more than 

one semantio function being comprehended within a single adverbial$- 
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Ifor the last hour' is both durational ard loc, ýtional, -' 'until noon' 

ip both dur,, ýt ional and. aspe ctual (cf., § 8-4) - Let us now proceed to 

the investigation of how these semantic functions are. related to and 

festricted by other elements of, tbe sentences in which they occur#. 

5.2.2 Tense 

Bjfore exploring the irteraction, of tense and temporal 

adverbialso we must establish exactly what we are comprehending under 

the rubric of 'tense'. Lyons (forthcoming: 481) characterýzes tense 

in the following mannert "Tense, in those languages which have tenset 

is part of the deictio frame of referencet it grammaticalizes the- 

relationship which holds between the time of the event, stateg process 

or activity that is described or referred to (in the statement that is 

made in uttering the sentence) and the time or utterance"s Accord- 

inglyp the primary tense aistinction in English, arA the Only Orle 

which is obligatory, is that between the 'past' and the InOD-past's 

the former being the marked member of the pair, the latter the 

unmarkqd member, The past terse typically establishes (or reflects 

the establishment of) a relationship of precedence of the temporal 

location of the, sit uat ion,. encoded by the sentence with respect to its 
I aLit er 

moment of utterance, thistbeing the primary deictic point Of- - 

Cf. the distinction made by Verkuyl (1972,, 1973) between 'Durition- 
Measuring Adverbials' (such as 'for a week') and 'Duration-Dating 
Advarbials' (such as 'for the last week'), the outstanding formal 
reflection of the distinction being the presence of a definite 
determiner in the latter. Semantically, Verkuyl suggests (1972: 
111) that "DDA's should be considered closely akin to Adverbials 
of Time like &isteren (Testerday), in 1966, tiidens die vergaderirg 
(during that conference; whose function is to date events*. ** The 
difference between DDA's and VIA's can be explained in logical 
terms as a difference between the types of variable involved. In 
the case of DDA's we are concerned with the quantification Of moments 
constituting an identified (dated) interval,, in the case of TIMIS 
it is the quantification of units aC measurement, e. g. 'hour', 'week's 
etc. * 
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reference, The nore-pa3t tense, W. when in contrast 'ith the pa3t 

te=as C%PrC33C3 (or reflects) a relationship of coincidence (or 

Overlapping) Of the temporal location of the denoted situation with 

the moment of utterance-j, e, of conteoporaneousness., However, as 

the unmariked member, the non-pant has other applications an well- 

in generic sentences, In sentences describing future situations 

(Lee following the moment of utterance), in rarrativie teits (the 

'historic present' )--and then*, in general, win correlate %rith 

'(e. g. r u'n'phrasOs and particular properties of the sentence , ýwrio no 

the ab3anca of temporal adverbial3q temporal adverbials with future 

or past tize referenca). 

A secondary tense diatimtion in tr-alish is týat ý7cajizad by 

'have# plus the past participle of the main verbp the do-c, %110,1 

perfect form. It in seconlary in two se=s. qrst 1, it 
is reither 

obligatory cor quite as 'gramnaticall as the past/rork-pa3t distinctiong 

beirg realized (in part) by an irAepenaent auxiliary verb which Can 

possibly be related to non-auxiliary uses of 'have' (cf 
* DaMnistep 

1960; Anderson,, 1972), necondlys it has only a derivative ral- 

ation! lhip to temporal leizis. Its basic semantic function Ail the 

establishmont or a temporal interval within which the situation 

described in located or drAureso This interval is defirAd with 

respect to a beginning and an end points Tho latter is the primary 

doictio point or reference (if the primary ten3a di3tination is non- 

past# eeg* ha3 vmrke or a secordary deictic point of refereme L-Ad) 

preceding or following the time of utterance (which is cstablizhed by 

the past terzo or an auxiliary, e. g. had worked, will-havoworkea). 

n, 4 fcrmer in a point of time (offten unspecified) precedirr-, the point 
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of reference. Although the us6 of1he perfect form bast in sentences 

describing certain'types cf situationsp particular laspectualq: 

implications, we maintain that-its basic function is, the expression 

of'a temporal relation-in particular, of the inclusion of the 

temporal location and/or extension ot the denoted situation within 

the bounds, of an interval beginning before and inaludingg as end 

point,, a deictic point of referendet' Because of these two elements 

of *inclusion' in its semantic characterization, we will refer to 

have -en as the-tinclusivel form ahd, its'underlying counterpart as 

'inclusive$ tense. 

The expression of futurity by means of the auxiliary verb -ýwill'/ 

'shall' is, more accurately-viewed as (partially) derivative Of its 

basic modal and/or illocutionary function (e., go predictiV4ý1_'promiss-' 

ory, intentional-of , McIntosh$ 1966; Lyons,, i 0368a; 9 7.5; Boyd 

Thorne, 1969; Kurylowicz, 1972) than as part of the tense system'Of 

7ýnglish. For not all sentences with 'will' describe situations 

located in the future, nor. is 'will' found in all sentences haVing a 

future time reference. As important as the modal verb in locating 

the situation denbted'bya sentewe in the sphere of time fOllCWiv8 

the moment of utterance,, t are temporal adverbials aril the nature, 

Thus we feel it is un, necessary I to make an appeal to pOlYseM7 in the 
case of the meaning cf the 'perfect' form (as is done, for examplet 
in Leech, 1969; ' McCaWleYe 1971b) as long as the full range of cOn- 
textual factors are taken into account (cf. fta, 1963; Dillon, 
1973)t , 
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of the sittiation cormernedi As we do, not wisli to'embroil cninselves 

in the complexities of the semantic analysis Of mOAals (cf* for 

example O'Huddleston, 1969; Leech . 1969; Housebolders ý 1971 s' 

Anclerson,, 19714), we will try to avoid the discussion of sentence$ 

involving 'will'/'shall' when, the, element of futurity is not'crucial 

to the analysis of the temporal -adverbials concerned ard, in parti--ý 

cularl when Sudgements of implicational relationships'6ay be blurred 

because of, the modal backdrop. 

The two remaining and optional constituents of the verbal' 

auxiliary-the progressive and passive construictions. -are not 

essentially concerned with temporal (let alone aeictic) 'relations 

and hence are not to be dealt with under tense,, The progressive 

This is demonstrated by the fact that sentences with 'will' 
expressing predictions. concerning the existence of states at a 
point in time,, the on-goingness of activities at a point in time., 
and the taking place of events or activities prior to some point 
of time may pertain to the present (i. e# the point* in time is to) 
as well-as to the future (i. e. the point 'in time follows to)* 
In these cases, the temporal adverbial is criterial in establishing 
the time reference: 

1. John will be in Montreal at this very moinent ýtomorrow 

2* John will be arriving at Montreal at this very moment ýtravelling 
tol 

ýtomorrow 

3. John will have arrived at Vontreal by now 
by tomorrow 

Only when the prediction involves the happening or taking place Of 
an activity or event at or in a time does the prediction imply 
future reference: 

draw up the contract ý91at this very moment John will arrive at Montreal tomorrow work on the manuscriptsý 
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jtiS) realizes an, aspectual (existential), elementlo and its or m QLe - 

relation to temporal adverbials will be-discuss. ed in 45.2.3 belav. 

The passive corstruction, although having at least a diachronic 

relationship with inclusive tense (cf, Lyons, 1968a: ý8.4) is here 

regarded as having a basically thematic function andwill not be 

included in the following discussion. Verb forms which are neither 

inclusive nor progressive nor passive will be referred to asý'Simplele 

The general range of interrelationships between tense-and 

temporal adverbials can be illustrated by the following sentences. 

Those in set A exemplify oo-occurrence restriction3j these predictably 

involving temporal adverbials with deictic reference, inaludirg thO" 

aspectual. adverbs, while those in set B are concerned with the inter- 

pretation-more'speoifically, the referent--of the time adverbial as 

corAitionea by the tense of the sentence, 

Ae 7-a. John went to Tiondon yesterday ýwtomorrom 

John will myeaterclay 
is going toý go-to London 

ýtomorrow 

8oa. John has done a lot of work 
today ýffyesterday 

b. John did a lot of work 
t O&V I 
yesterday 

9, a. Frcdý fwas 
on holiday for the past two months 

thas beenj 
INthe 

next two months 

b. Fred ý7ill be ý 
on holiday for 

ý"-the past two months 
cis Lthe next two months 
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10*a. i. --John has been sleeping since -noon/all- afternoon 

ii, John has been sleeping x from noon until 60011 

all Yesterday aftermon 

b. ii, -x John was sleeping since noon 

ii* John was sleeping from noon until 66-00/all 

(Yesterday) afternoon 

A sentence §uch , qs this isq of course, possible if the. duratioml 
adverbial qLýý'Ge progressive form) is construed as part Of the 
predicate, all of which is within the scope of the imlusive 
tense. Such an interpretation in the particular case at hand can 
be roughly characterized as *What John has done is be sleeping from 
noon until 6: 00". It is this interpretation which lends itself 
further and perhaps more naturally to one of iteration or habitual 
action--cf. 1. below--in which case a second durational adverbial 

John has been sleeping from noon until 6tOO 
(ever) since he was put on the night shift 
all this month 
these days 

more characteristic of the inclusive tense co-occurs- However$ 
there are additional complexities with such constructions as i- 
which we can not go into here but which will be touched upon in 
the following chapters* We may noteg howevers that if the 
progressive form is removed from IO. aii, yielding 2. p 

John has slept from noon until 6-. 00 

the parallelism between the possible interpretation of IO. aoii With 
that of such inclusive-tense senternes as 3. becones clearer. 

3- John has walked from Land's End to John o'Groats 
Similar observatiom hold for sertences such as 4. and 5. ýelcw- 

4. John has been sleeping for two hours 
5, John has slept f or two hours 

However in this case the fact that 'for two hours'llunlika 'from*** 
until***#, has only a durational ard not a locational function 
makes it possible to interpret the sentences as describing either 
a situation which has lasted (at least) two hourss which period is 
located before the time of utterance or one whit,, h has ao far (Le. 
inoluding to) lasted two hours, It is not clear at this point 
whether such constructions must be analyzed as ambiguous or are 
simply ambivalent with respect to the relatiowhip, between the 
location of the end point of the measured temporal interval and to, 
'Again, we will be diocussirr, these comtructiors in more deta. 32 in 
Chapter 7- and 8. 
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ii* a. Fred has broken his leg skiing before (n=) 

b. ? Fred broke his leg skiing before (nON) 

12. ao i, Hary has already eaten dinner 

ii, Mary ha3 not yet oaten diTiner 

b. i, Nary h1ready ate dinner I 

ii. Nary didn't eat dinner yet 

J, John wrote his exam on Honday 

ii. John wrote his exam-this afternoor/this September 

J. John will write his exam on Vonday 

ii, John will write his exam this afternoor4/tbis september 

14sa. Fred rectived two phone calls this. morning , 
b. -Fred has received two pbone calls this morning 

15., as Fred. was away for - two months 

bo iYed has beep away. for two mouths 

o, Fred is away for two months 

As Fred-will be away for-, two months ,, I 

16* a* John- works in Glasgow 

b. Jobn- often -works in Glasgow 

co Johntworks in Glasgow-m, of next week 

In 13-ai. 9 Vecwýse of the' ýast tense, the interval bf 'tiie 

referred to must be that MorAV immediately preceding the day i=luding 

the time of utterance (to) whereas in 13, b-io the future reference 

associatea with 'will' establishes the time interval as that MODdV 

immediately following the day including too Similar observatiora 

hold in the case of 'this September' in 13, a-ii- arxl 13. b. ii. 

Sentences such as thesep especially with 'already$ 9 are acceptable 
in some dialects of American Inglishe Of. also fn. 1 P,,. 197. 
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However, 'this afterm on, allown .1 anoth I er possibilitY: in'both 13. aeii. 

and 13. b. ii. the interval of time referred'to by 'this afternoont may 

include to In sentence 14. b., the pariod'referred to by 'this 

Inoraing' mustý include t0; in i4aa, it need not do so- (See Leechl 

1969: 7.1 ; Pillmore , 1971 b; and Huddiestong 1969 for some discussion 

of these observations. ) ' In sentence 15-a-I 'for two months' wi32 be 

unclerstood'as the measure of an interval which totally precedes t0 

in 15. b. an interval exterding up to and including to (but cf. fn- 1 

po 19t; in 15sc* an interval including ard extending ttbm *,,, (thoukh not 

necessarily beginning at) t0; and in 15. d. in interval beginning 

and ending 'after to (hlthough not exalud(iýg''the possibility that 

? red is already away at to)* -Scýtiqnce 16. a. is understood as des- 

cribing-&-more or leva ti=cless state of affairs; sentence 16ebo an 

activity repeated (with a fairly high frequency) within an interval 

including- t0; and sentence 16. c. the future inception of an actiVitY 

or a state, of affairs 
i (of* Crystal, 1966; Leech, 1969: ý7-1*; 

for sow'discussion). 

Although scatteredv informal and usually incidental remarks ard 

generalizationa have been made throughout the linguistio literature - 

on the co-ocauxrence and, interpretation potential Of tenses with 

This interpretation is more frequent and natural when the verb is 
in the progressive form (and even more so, of courset if twill' 
or 'is going to' is also present). 16. c. is appropriate only 
when the statement involves a future arrangem ent or happening as 
decreeds calculated, or scheduled, (cf. Huddlestong 19? '9)- For 
examples 16. c. could be uttered by John's manager or someone 
reporting the manager's decision. 
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respect to temporal, adverbials or (less often) vice versa,, the first 

systematic investigation into the interaction of tenze-and temporal 

adverbials (in English) was that of Cta (1963)t followed soon after 

by Cryzta: L Is (1966). study, We will return to a discussion Of these 

in a momentp but first it is worthwhile to look at some earlier - 

studies on related languages. 

In the analyses of Kahane & Eutter (1953)s Kahane & Saporta 

(1953), -and Tabane &- Kahane (1954P 1957) oil variOus IndO-European 

languages, the interesting and, at that time, daring'thd8ij is put 

forward that the tense and aspect forms in the verb system are merely 

a redundant reflection or marking of the meaning of the-temporal or 

aspectual adverb (vhich could be explicit or implicit): ' f, 

the attempt is made to establish the 'gramiatical morphemes 
o*ýOverb forms as the elements whichp throuEý their relation 
to the othei parts of the'sebtence, bind thewhole sentence 
together; tense and aspect in this system are tI-4n the 
elements'that express, in the verb, the meaning Of the non- 
required modifier, ie,, the adverb., There ares hoffeverg two 
adverb patterns, one with the meaning 'date', the other with 
the meaning 'perfectivity' (including of course limperfect- 
ivityl); the hierarchic relation between these aaverbs Varies 
from system to system,,,, feilerls remark that. 

'O"; 
ouventIce 

Cf, for examýle, Jesperie n, 1924; Poutsmas J926. One may aisO 
note the observations made by the Port Royal grammarians (Lancelot & Arnauld, J743: j03): %,. in most vulgar langibges 
there are two sorts of preterits or past tenses; one ' which 
marks the thing to be precisely done, and is therefore called 
definites as I have written. I have said. i have done. I have 
dined; and the other which isignifies it done indeter; iimtelys 
and is for that reason called inlefinite or aorist; as I wrote, 
I went, I diwcý &Q. which is properly said only of a times that 
has at least t6e distance of a day from that, in which we speak. 
This is particularly true in French; for they sayt,, Tlecrivis 
hier, I-wrote yesterday, but not J"ecrivis ce mating nor 
J116crivis cette nuits but jLay-ecrit ce mating . 7'ay ecrit cette 
Mitt Rc" 
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caractere temporal do passe a besoin 41etre renforce par 
des adverbes de temp3f brings up the interesting question 
of what determines what* To Seiler the adverb is redundant; 
to us, the verbal ending. This is more than a subSective 
preference. Rinae it can be shown that in all other 
instances the verbal endings are only the reflex of-or are 
determined by-some other element of the sentencep it may be 
assumed that the tenoe torphemes are no excention: they 
refloot the meaning, of the (expre3sed or unexpressed) adverb, 
The senantio interpretation of adverbs is, of course# a 
thorny undertaking, What needs to be done (and has not been 
done, so far as we can see, for any 'language) is an imentory 
of the various aspectual arul temporal mzanings of the adverbs; 
it'would contribute considerably to an understanding of the 
respective verbal system, 

(W. ane ul Taha. -. e,, 1951+: W-8) 

Although the point of view, expressed here is, oneVhicht with 

islight modificationj_ha3 recently been given explicit 415cussiOn ýpd- 

support (cf,, Gallagherq, j970; 
_ 

Anderson,, 197? ),, at the, 
ltime-it 

W= 

formulated there were inherent difficulties attached to it* 
1ý48 

their analysis is coctinadto a, more or le35 superficial interpret- 

ation of temporal adverbials, Kahane ard Kahane are fcroed into the 

UDIC3irable position. or havirg, to recognize umvarranted polyse-ay in 

many adverbs simply because they can occur with various ten3e or 

anpeot markers. '"hat is* they encounter the rathodological difficulty 

of needing to make reference to the verb form "in order to establish 

the exact meaning of the adverb which has determined-that verb form* 

(ibid,: 118). Thus, in analyzing the two Greek sentences below#,. 

in MUch the same adverbial clause (I lo'-rccv Uke-re occurs but 

17-a. ol aas 6ouw o'-cccv E)txc-rc 
*I'll always iisten to you whenever you want* 

b. Ote cas a"nou"aw 6, rav ec'Xczc 

*1'11 listen to yous just say Vhen' 0 
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which differ in the aspectual form'of the verb, the first being 

imperfeativeg the second perfective g they are led to suggest that "the 

two apparently identical but really different adverbs gy Vhich'theY 

must mean adverbial olauses17, contrasting in laspectlp determine the 

Ci Ii Ct 10 )0 two aspectually contrasting verb fcrms"' KOV and" RO "6'W 

(ibid*: 118). A comparable and equally unsatisfactory conclusion 

from English would ba: to say that the two aaverbials $on yonday'--in- 

sentenoes 13-a. i. and above are not the same adverbW but 

contrast with each other with respect to past and future time ref er- 

enoe since they determine a past tense form versus a future 

auxiliary# respectively, A'solution to, this dilemma presents itself 

owe a deeper level of linguistic analysis is recognized such that 

temporal adverbials can be viewed as realizing mosts if not allp Cf 

underlying temporal locatives'or predicates part of which however 

may also be realized simultaneously (and redundantly or non-redund- 

antly) as superf ioiaLl tense forms* This in the approach taken by 

Anderson 0972). to wfiich we Will'ie' retur*nini;. 

The adoption of a more abstracts underlying structure does not in 
itsolfs, howeverg prevent one from suggesting the same kind of, 
undesirable IMlysis a. 3 that of Kahane aril Kahan* (19.54) 9 Uacaulay (1971: 165). after contrasting the two sentences belowe 
claims that although the two "might appear to have the same 

34: aý John has been swimming for two hours 
35 a John VMS D'wimming for two hours 

durative adverbial for two hours, in (34. a) the tima referewe is 
to a period of time that my not be complete, whereas in (35a) 
the period of time must h-ave enaea,, ir the durative advefbials 
are sub-olassified into ý+/-CIOVMSSTE] then the restriction in 
that [-DEPIINIT3] phaseZ-z: inclusive tecs! 7oocurs with [-. POUPLETE] 
durative adverbWe and ý+MMMTr, ] phase with L+COMPLETE] 
durative adverbials". 
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Klum (1959) takes a more noutral'ap'proach with'respoot to"tense- 

adverbial relations (in French), regardirg 'neither tense nor'the '" 

adverbials - as always redundaýt. Syntacti6ally, the tense-system is 

seen as independent of the temporal adverbialsp capable by itself of 

ordering the sitbation denoted with'respe'ct to the moment'bf utter- 

ance: "A ce point de vue, les dates ne sont que des compl4merts 

de temps apportant des precisions tanto"t indispensables, ' tantOt I moibs 

necessaires 'a 10inte'lligence do la, phrase"-(Xlum, 1959: 30-1), 

However, he -recognize's that the two systems must presuppose *a ome 

common semantic struoturd: 

ta langue InG tolere pas n1importe quei ecart entre la 

signification des adverbes at calla des verbes* Il ya 
indubitablement un "systeme do correspondance semantique* 
propre a la structure de chaquo langue at qui constitue 
certains champs de fcroe'hors desquels le sujet parlant ne 
pourrait pas s'orienter sous peine de tomber dans llabsurdites 
Ainsi ýeut-on constater certains groupements 's, llinte'rieur de 
la categorie des complements de temps qui acceptant certain3 
series verbales tout an an excluant d'autres. Inversementl 
certains temps verbaux sont incompatibles avec certaines 
structures adverbialese... 

" On, voit d'autra part qu'une foia, q'Jimine"es lea combin- 
aisons semantiquement intolerablesp le choix temporal qua 
permat ohaque complement individual et vice versa eat libres 
efest-a-dire d9termine par dautres considerations d1ordre 
contextuel, (&apect, concordance temporelle, etco). Il Ya 
ainsi des locutions temporelles qui acceptant n1importe 

, quelle aerie vcrbale (type: la date conventionnMe repres- 
enteie par Vindication de l1annee, du mois, du jourt de 
-11heure), at i. 1 y an a dlautres (p. ex. hierp tout iL--l : heurep 
la veille) oýu la latitude eat beaucoup moins grande, a est-'a- 
dire o-u le caractere facultatif eat moins. prononcee 

Mum, 1959: 31-2) 

Here, and more explicitly in his later study (Yclum, -1960, Klum 

reveals an awareness of which sub-systems of temporal adverbials are 

most relevant in the statement of co-occurrence restrictions with 

the tense system* The set of adverbs particularly crucial in 
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establishing the co-ccourrenoo potential of tense forms are those 

tied to the Omoi-ici-maintenant" axis and which express anteriority 

and posteriority with respect to it (e, g. 'hierl/Idemain't-'la 

Semaina passel/Ila semaine prochainel), The parallel set of 

adverbials centred arouncl a secondary deictic point of reference 

(eege Ila vei3_1eI/Ile lendemain'. Ila semaina pre"cedente'/lla semaine 

suivantel) also play a significant role. Least impcrtantg howeverl 

are those adverbials which constitute the non-deictic, cyclic, 

calendar and clock systems (e. g, Ilundil, tjanvierl, Iai daux heures 

du matin' , etc*--cf. §7.4.1 ). All cf these sub-systems have in 

common a 'dating' function, or what we have caIled a locational 

function. Although it is adverbials, with such a function which bear 

the closest semantic relationship with the tense system, in Klum's 

later study he also takes into consideration aspect and verb classes 

(following Bull, 1960--se6 below) and his exclusive consideration of 

dating adverbials in this widened context unfortumtely le33GM the 

number of-useful syntactic anl semantic'correlation3 which, he finds 

between verb forms (or auxiliary constructions) and the system of 

temporal adverbials. 

We may mention, before leaving Klum's treatment of tense- 

adverbial relations 
.9 

his approach to problem cases such4as that 

illustrated above from Kahane and Kahane 0954ý- In French a 

comparable expression is 'tout ýa' 11heurel which can be interpreted 

either as *a while back" or as "presently"i depending upon the con- 

text* Such expressions are described by Vinay and Darbelnet 

0958: 82) as "des mots ambivalents qui comportent une double 

orientation". Maintaining a more orthodox position than Kahane and 
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Kahane,, Klum 0959s 29) statest *On sait qua cette locution eat 

compatible tant avea des series verbales situaixt le proces dars 

une epoque immecliatement passee qulavec cenes de"signant'un avenir 

immienat, Le role de tout a 19heure est done de situer un proc'ea 

dans un pazse ou dano un avenir immediatse Oteot fa sa valeur 

syste'mati2ue, ',. )'O'U vient la possibilite' d'affirmer qu, il "veut 

dire" soit il nIX a qu'un instant soit dans un instant? Clest 

uniquement par le morphýme verbal employe et le contextO qIx VurA 

des deux "significationsO se trouve explicit'e'eo Tout a 11heure 

est identique tant du point de vue de Ilintonation que do sa valeur 

semantique", 

Intervening between Klum. 's rather programmatic article of 1959 

and his (ig6i) detailed corpus-based investigation into relations 

between tense and temporal adverbials is Bull's (1960) important 

work Time, 
_-Tense ard the Verb, the results apparently of seventeen 

years of research and reflection, These have yielded extremely 

penetrating analyses, of the structure of physical and linipistio 

time (both 'public' and 'private'), the semantic system underlying 

calendar and clock terms, and tense and aspectual. systems (partic- 

ularly *ith reference to Spanishl His-work appears to be the- 

first systematic study-of a tense system in which distributional 

and semantic criteria are co-ordinated to shed light on the complex 

interaction of the verb with its intra-sentential contexte 

Bull's views# although more fully supportea by an explicit 

theoretical frameworkl are e3sentially the same as Xlumlslancl Bull's 

framework is adopted by Mum in his subsequent study., Both the 

tense sYstem and that of the calendar terms are regarded as 
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independent of each other but as sharing certain structural elements 

or properties (essentially,, the ordering relationships with respect 

to the deictic 'axis of orientation' )--hence the possibility of 

complementing or even duplicating each other: 

The fact that public calendar ihtervals may be either 
axis- or position-bouncl makes it possible to "locate" an event 
in two ways in time, The event (or its aspects) maybe 
merely placed between two points in a series-bound systerml 
al llegar el domingo. In this phrase the event (which is 
instantaneous and cyclic) takes place within a day having a 
fixed position in a week. Neither domin,, Yo nor al lle= 
contains a vector symbol, and the day involved to-aybe either 
anterior or posterior to PP. The vector may be supplied in 
two ways: first, by an adjective (al lleZar el domingo pasado", 
-nroxim6) and, second, by the vector attached to the verb 

Ilegara 
-el 

domingo). In the second e=nple there is 
bilateral modificationt domingo limits the event in time and 
the tense forms define the position of the time interval rel- 
ative to PP. 

When a calendar unit is axis-bound, it contains a vector 
which may perform, in just two cases, the same function as 'the tense vectors.... Cornequently, in Ileg6 ayer and lle=a 

0ý manans, the vector is indicated twice, once by the vJb and once 
by the adverb, 

(Bull, 1960: 50) 

Hwever, Bull claims that the tense system is stracturally much 

more complex than the adverbial system-at least with respect to the 

variety of ordering relationships which can be expressed-ard hence 

that it cannotbe duplicated by the latter. por this reason he 

does not lay much importance on co-occurrence restrictions: 

A sy3tem based on just one axis of orientation cannot be 
synchronized with a system containing four axes of orientation. 
1; 0 useful information can possibly be obtained by attempting to 
define the funotion of terne forms by classifying the forms in 
terms of what calendar units happen to contain the event des- 
cribed by each form. Rothing really new can be learned from 
the fact that all tenses combine with hoy, and very little 
information comes from the observation that all tames but one (cantar ) Combine with Mer an: 1 that all but one (hubo cantado) 
combine with manam. This does redemonstrates of course# that 
cantar4, a P17usýv_eýior, is incompatible with 2Zer, a minus 
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vector, and that what is anterior to RP cannot be contained. by a 
time interval posterior to PP, The interrelationship between 
the calendar system and the tense system needs to be described. 
in terms of systemic interaction, 

(Bun, 1960: 50) 

His detailed investigation in Spanish terds to be,, therefores in the 

tradition of determining the various systemic and nonsystemic 

functions of each tense form, taking into consideration the event 

type '(feykic' versus Inonoyelicl-efo fn. 19p, 233) ards on: LY tO a 

lesser degree, the adverbial, 

Ue may mv turn to works dealing with VT nglish., The first Of 

these is OtaI3 (1963) statistical, corpus-based study on ten. %O and 

aspect, in which he endeavours to give a semantic description of the 

various tense and aspectual forms in terms of an 'essential mzaaningO 

for each and the possible reflections of this meaning as occasioned 

by the context, He takes Into account such contextual factors as 

time and frequency adverbials, the nature cf the subject of the 

sentence, the lexical meaning of the verb, clause types aill Style* 

He considers the first of these as being the most important* 

Although again oriented from, the point of view of teme and 

although suffering somewhat from difficulties inherent in a statistical 

approach (cf. Yacaulay's (1971: 157-8) remarks),, Ota's study reveals 

some very important correlations -admit t edly cf a probabilistic rather 

than of an absolute nature-between whai he sees as the essential 

meaning of each terse form and the elements of meaning shared by 

those adverbials which characteristically co-occur with it (isco 

which are most highly correlated with it), Thus, for examples the 

essential meaning of the non-past inclusive tense# according to Ota 

(and we tend to agree with him), is that of irdicating "the occurrence 
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of an action or the existence of a state in or for a period of time 

exterding from some time in the past up till the moment of speaking" 

(Ota, 1963: 41), The adverbials which are found to characterist- 

V ng/ lailt/ ically occur with this tense are I since... '., 'ir, duri Over/fOr the 

past... 1, 'all these years', 'so far', up to this momentl, etc., all of 

which J6LeY&(Tj% periodsof time '%; A, *cý e, 4-eO& -ýy-oýv% -&4? Va-st . 
416 

IM 
-QreSe4A; - Again, and significantly enouEýij Ota found there to 

be no characteristic time or frequency indicators co-ocourrina with 

the progressive form, this confirming his analysis or the latter as 

an aspectual rather than a tense form, 

Crystal, in his very comprehensive investigation into co-ý - 

occurrence relations between tense forms andl adverbialop rightly 

points out (1966: 4) that "much of English tense analysis and 

description has been unduly complicated by an uncertainty a3 to the 

extent of the relationship exercised by adverbials on terne-fcrms***9 

and also by an implicit half-recognition of the relevance of adverbialso 

which. coriflicts with a desire to keep the study of time-relationshiPs 

within the verbal group. * Crystal sets out to demonstrate that it 

isr; combinations of tense-form and adverbial specifiers not just the 

former, v&ich ought to be the basis of an in7estigation into the 

expression of tempcral relations and referewe in Fnglish (as well 
4A 

asko: r he label used to describc these). His method involves (a) a 

detaileds corpus-based study of the co-occurrence possibilities of 

each of the six tenses ('present'. 'past'. 'present perfect's 

'pluperfect's Ifuturell 'future conlitionall) with each of various, 

notionally determined classes of temporal adverbials (taking these 

latter as the base forms) and (b) an enumeration and informal 
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characterization of "the definably distinct meanings produced by the 

co-occurrence of each adverbial class with the six tense forms" 

(1966: 16)s 

The results of Crystal's distributional ysis showed, remark- 

ably clearly, that most occurrences of teme forms are accompanied 

by an adverbial which determines or specifies its meaning# and where 

they are not, either it is because the context would make the 

adverbials redundant or because they must be absent in order that the 

meaning expressed is one of "timeless fact"t i. e* of tempOrallY 

unspecified Generality. Crystal states his major thesis as follOWS1 

The crucial point is that it is NOT the present tense on 
its own which is causing, the change in temporal emphasis which 
is then given a new label. but the present tense in collabora- 
tion with, colligating with, or (to introduce a term for the 
occasion) being SITMIFIED by an adverbial wordl phrase or 
clause of time,, BM of which work together to produce a def- 
inable time-relationship which may then be referred to with a 
new labLwl. It is not a question of tense-form alone giving 
the relevant distinguishing imUcation of time, as has been 
traditionally assumed,, but of tense-form with or without 
adverbial specif icationwhich gives unambiguous inlication. 
Ore interprets a given teme-form in a particular way either' 
because the key to the interpretation is given in the form of 
an adverbial specifier or because the absence of such a key is 
itself equally clear as a pointer to which time is being ref- 
erred to. 

(Crystal, 1966: 5) 

Howevers despite the attractiveness and soundness of-Crystall's 

conclusions in the above quotation, one is left rather unhappy in 

certain respects when looking at the actual details of his analysis- 

First of a-Up his notional classification of temporal adverbialso 

although guided by some formal properties &rA generall. Y/"*'+A in- 

tuitions, suffers inherently from its a 32riori nature, On the one 

hand, many classes are irrelevant to the task at hani-for examples 
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the purely durational adverbials -and the various sub-olasses, of 

frequency adverbials-and hence we find an unnecessary- proliferation 

of ten3e-adverbial meanings in which the contributions of tense and 

adverb are simply additive (e. g. 'past descriptive'/'past descriptive$ 

duration specified'/Ipast descriptives frequency specified). 

(Recall that Kahane, Klum-&nd Bull all restricted their attention 

to locational adverbials. ) On the other bands some of Crystalfs 

cla. sses subsume disparate sub-clasaes which have different co- 

occurrence potentials, The most striking case here is that of the 

class of adverbials labelled $restricted durationt and including both 

adverbials identifying periods not or not necessarily including the 

time of utterance (eege 'for two hom-al, 'from noon to ttidnightls 

'all of yester&VI) and those which do (ege 'for the past two hours'# 

'since noon'# 'all day'). - The distributional analysis therefore 

leads to the unrortunate conclusion that this cla3s of adverbials 

co-occurs ind'i3criminately-with both the non-inclusive past tense- 

amd the (past and non-past) inclusive tames (cfe Crystalt 1966: 

20) whereas Otals study revealed that, it was the, secord sub-olaS3 

of adverbials'-which characteristically co-occurred with the 

inclusive temps. 

Secondly, 
- 

(, Iry. stal. has concentrated solely on the adverbial 

context of the. various tenses, to the exclusion of other contextual 

factors, And this is , of course, legitimate given the aims and 

scope of his study* However, in his enumeration of all possible 

tense-adverbial meanings, these neglected factors surreptifi=ýY 

slip in., and Crystal is led to distinguish meanings which have 

nothing to do with either the tense or the adverbiaL Por example, 
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amongst the meanings of past tense combinationso be distinauishes 

'non-continuous' action in the past versus 'continuous' action in 

the past, both of which involve the same set of qptiona-1 adverbial 

specifiers,, His distinction, whatever its semantic properties, 

correlates (as in his own examples) entirely with the absence 

versus the presence of the progressive forms Leo an aspeatual 

element. Similarly, under non-past tense combinations he disting- 

uishes between 'perceivable activity taking place' and 'non- 

perceivableactivityl, contemporaneous removed,. - But agains both 

groups take-exactly, the same set of (optional) temporal specifiers# 

and it is not at all clear what has motivated the distinction or the 

particular grouping of. examples. What appears to be at work Is a 

cOmPle-% interPIV of such factors as the lexical properties of the 

verbppresence versus absence cf progressive aspect and first-person 

versus second and third-person subjects-but It is still difficult 

to see the, difference, (as labelled by Crystal) between such of his 

examples as the pairs of. sentences below, the a. sentences belonging 

to 'perceivable activity taking place7 and the be sentences to Onon- 

perceivable, activitys contemporaneous removed': 

18*ae I-ftildthat. barato believe 

be John thinks so, you know 

19. aO The cup contains sugar 

be Georce is Ill 

20, a. Oxfcrd'are mring well 

be Mary's having her lesson 

The role of the semantic properties of the verb is even more prominent 
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In the class of norý-past tense meanings (with optional temporal 

specification) which Crystal labels 'specific non-perceivable 

activity, in recent,. past'. All of his examples contain verbs such 

as tsayl/Itelll/lask' (e, g, 'John says that,.. 1)9 but these con- 

stitute a very restricted semantic class of verbs with rather special 

properties, including their special interpretat ion when used with the 

non-post tense (this being roughly the same as that of the non-past 

inclusive form--'John has said that.. Further examples could be 

giveng but these should suffice to illustrate the problem at hand* 

Although one does not expect Crystal to have accounted for all these 

other contextual properties, his classification would be somembat 

less dubious (and superficiallyýless arbitrary)bnd he given some 

explicit recognition to the interplay of these elements-or else had 

avoided altogether making such distinctions as those Just examplified 

in his enumeration of terse-adverbial me=ings. 

Anderson's (1972) treatment of terze (arA the one which will be 

adopted here) has features reminiscent of Kahane and Kahane's 

proposal to treat tense marking as a redundant reflection of a 

temporal adverbial; but, with the added power of a more abstract 

level of representations Anderson is able to overcome the difficulties 

facing such a proposal as well as to accommodate systematically the 

co-ocourrence restrictions between the two superficial categories and 

their individual contribution iný the expression of various temporal 

relationships as discussed in the studies of Taums Bulls Ota and 

Crystal, Roughly speaking, Anderson regards tense fcrms as 
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instances. of temporal concord. 
I , wbat is meant by this ani how he 

proposes to account for the difficult cases (i. e. where there is no 

adverbial in the surface structure or where the adverbial is deict- 

ically ambivalent) is maae- clear in the f ollcývirg passages: 

What is universal is the existence of temporal adverbs which 
mark various semantic distinctions correlating with time 
referenceg particularly with respect to some public calerdar 
scale or in relation to the moment of locution.... Accard- 
ingly, in those languages which show tense in the verb this 
is merely a reflexion of concord with an appropriately 
spacified adverb, which may be deleted in certain circumstances, 

(Anderson, 1972: 193) 

Vbaý I am suggesting concerning the development Of tense is 
this a Temporal deixis in semantic representations is 
as sociat ed with I ime, locatives , it is only subsequently 
coupled with aV by a process of verbalization.. *, 'Ie. by 
TIP f=complex segment formation: 27 involving the governing 
V and the dependent locative. 

(ib id, 94) 

Now, there are sentences containing a past tense in which an 
appropriate adverbial is lacking superficially'. These occur 
typically when the temporal axis in the past has already been 

such sentences show anaphorio tense markingi 
I shall assume that they contain an anaphoric tempwal adverb 
Oat that time$ or the like) which is deleted after having 
been copied onto the V, These merely represent then an 
instance of anaphora by deletion, -The time reference is 
recoverable from the context; the inflexion on the verb merely 
confirms that this has not chaxiged. The adverb is alternatively 

'deleteable if it is unspecified (#at a certain past time'): it 

In this connection we may also note Kiparsky's (1968) arj;. iments for 
analyzing tense and mood in early Irdo-E%=pean as adverbial 
constituaits in the deep structure. These,, he claim3l could be 
realized either inflection-ally or as adverbialsp but not both. 
That is# tense forms were originally in complementary distribution 
with certain related classes of adverbs* This situation contrasts 
with that of modern Indo-European languages in which the two kinds 
of realizations of the underlying adverbial may co-occur. 

Cfe Anderson, 1971c, 
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""is a PRO-form, ' Iiiboth'su6h -'cases, 'th6e temporia-aav6rbial can n 
be deleted because no wn-recoverable semantio inrormation is 
thereby eliminated, ' 

(iVid, t 196) 

.. 'even though the various calendar adverbials do not in them- 
sel; e's spell out rhether they are f+pasg or Z--pasj7# I take 
it that such a specification is associated with them in sem- 
antic representations. The alternative once againi is to 
relate the distinction'to V9-- 'We would then have to &llow 
for such temporal reference to range over two different kinds 
of element at the semantic level. It seem preferable to 
suggest (particularly in view of the non-universality of verbal 
tense) that this, like other types of deixiss is associated 
uniquely with N, 

197-8) 

. Summarizing thens superficial tense is analyzed as the grammat- 

ical realizationsk'"Y copyingo of. that portion, of. the semantic" 

temporal specification for the entire sentence (occurring as a 

temporal locative in the unaerlying representation) pertaining to 
Ae ttV-Pocsl 10cokovt &F 

the ordering relation betweenIthe situation beiTig expressed and the 

time of utterarice, (or some previous3, v specifiedireference point)* 

The above account of the mappirg-process is, of course, somewhat 

over-simplified, However,, the principle is clear enough andýcan be 

extended to the analysis of the inclusive form whose semantio - 

Anderson is here referring to a similar problem in spatial 
dqixis. He argues (1971b: g 8121) for an analysis of the 
deictio verbs 'Come I and t go, in which the dif ferenoe between 
the two is not a matter of an independent lexical choicep 
Rather>the selection of one phonological shape rather than the 
other is determined by the nature of the deictio elements in 
the spatial locative underlying the directional phrase in the. 
same sentence, even if this latter is deictically ambivalent 
( Hi-comeshere. often versus He comes to London often ). 
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correlate is considerably more complex than 
, 
that of the a imple 

&Vt 'jVktCfO&j 04 
t. 

VAC 

tense formsq involving botb/, *-ýýý speoif ication ard an 

indefinite (existential) point time locative-cf. J8.?. for more 

detailed discussion* 

5*2#3 The progressive form 

The literature on the me&ning($) of the progressive fcrm is quite 

overwhelmingg arxi we win not attempt. a review bore (cf * Alleng 

1966 and referenoes therein; ota, 19631 Allan, 1970; Ifacaulah 

1971 ; anI Anderson# i 973o). The, arxay3: is we will eventuall3v 

adopt will be in line with Anderson, i973c, one which centre3 on an 

interpretation of the progressive form as realizzirZ a preaication 

of the exi3terne of the cbso7ibdd situation at a point in time (cf- 

also Joos' (1958) notion of 'validity of the predication1j, Otals 

(1963) notion of 'process$). For zi6w we want merely to note &nI. 

illusttate the relationship between what we will call progressive 

aspect and the occurrence of t"poral adverbialso 

Ota,, it will be recalled, fourd there to be no temporal 

adverbiaU that, typically co-occur with progressive fcmsl arA thi3 

leads him to the conalusion that "what charaoterizes pro, 7essives 

We shall not be concerned to any great extent with the U313 Of thO 
progressive to irdioate future (scheduled) aotivityg to irdloate 
temporary, recurrent activity, anLI to inlicate sporadics dis- 
approved cf activity# A31 of these-inustrated in I* to 3-- 
require characteristic temporal adverbials UZIle3J3 the tima 

I* The meeting is being hold wxt week 
2* John is doing the cooking this week 
3. Vary is forever changing her hair style 

referowe 13 clear from the context. cf. ota, 1963; Palmer,, 
1965; 

'Allen, 
1966; ard Macaula. Yo 1971 for Bým*. diltcu": LOno 

I 
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over agairat simple forms is not time" (ota, 19631 65)- (Crystal 

(19661 15) also suggests that, with respect to co-ood=rema with 

adverbials-, "the distinction between simple and pro&Tessive apsect 

may also, on the wholes be ignored". ) Howevers Ota does observe 

later on, in connection with the imlusive ten3ep that there are some 

differemes in the co-occurrence potential of such adverbials 0-5 

If or two day3l . 'all day' j etc., deperding on vhether the verb is 

in the progressive form cr not. The same discrepancy does not 

appear in the case of adverbials auch as 'during the past two daYslt 

I 
'over the weekend's 

24. a. SOMOOM has repaired the light-switch 

during the past two hours 
94f or the past two haars 

be Someone has been repairing the ligbt-switch 

during the past two hours 
for the past two'hr)ur3 

(The starred sentence in 24. a. may be interpreted iteratively but 

only somewhat unnaturally*) However, Ota discerned that it is 

only with certain verbs that this restriction holds, namely with 

those verbs "which contain an inherent idea of "goal" or completion" 

(1963: 98). These he calls 
, 
'conclusives'. following Jespersen 

(1924)-cf., ý6-393. 'VoD-conolusivel verbs do not display the 

same pattern as exemplified in 21+. '1 

259ae Fred has worked in London during the past two Year3 ýfor 
the past two YORM 

b* John has been working in London 

clurirg the past two years 
for the past two years 

We maY generalize Otals fiblingS, for the same prinoiple is at 
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work in-the cue of the non-inclusive tense as well: 

26. as John repaired the liEjht-switch 
during his coffee-break ý)Ffor 

two hours 

b. John was repairing the light switch 
during his, coffee break 
for two hours 

ýdurirg the summer 27. a. John worked in London (f cr two months 

bq John was working in London 
ýdurirg the summer 

for two monthsl 

Furthermore, we may- note that the distributional pattern is exactly 

complementary to that above when the temporal adverbial is one such 

as 'in so much timet. which irAicates not the length of time the 

described situation is in existence (i,, o. hcw, long it lasts) but 

rather the lergth-or time between its beginning arA it3-finishingg 

the reaching of its 'conclusion' (ioe6 how long-it takes * This is 

what we intend by the term lexpendirg' with respect to the semantic 

function of such adverbials. (cf. j 5,2). In such contextsg onlY 

the non-progressive form of a conclusive verb is acceptable (but 

of. fri. 10P. 129): 
- 

28eas John repairea the light-switch in five minutes 

bi - 31 John was repairing the 3. iE#t-switch : Ln five minates 

Crystal, remarks in passing (1966: 15) that "with certain co-Occurr- 
ences there is a definite tendency for one or the other ZB-imple or 
progressive aspeog to be used! ' and "there are verb classes which 
have a certain time-relationship Ibuilt-in' , which in the context 
of adverbial specification forces co-occurrence with progressive 
rather than simple, or vice versa'. However, he does not 
elaborate other than to give the following examples: 

lea* I was cutting the lawn all morning 
be ?I cut the lawn all morning 

2. a. I was travelling to London an day 
be "I travelled to London all clay 
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K 29. a. - John workea in London in two years 

x b. John was workine in London in two years 

Another differeme in pattern, Yýithin the conolui3ive verbs, 0 is 

ýhat, illuatrated in 30ý and 31. below. 

II 30. a. John was repairing, the light-switch at that moment 

be ý John was repairing the lijýit! -switch for two hours, 

31. a. John was reaching the finish Aine at that moment 

b. x John was Yeaching the finish lim fcr two hours 

Finally, we, may note ýthe f ollowing, co-toor-urranco,,, re4triction 

between non-progressive aspect aul the a-spectual, adverbst 
I 

32. a. Mary was already/still'eating dimir 

b. ý-Nflary already/still ate dinner ('still' 'nevertheless$), 

33. a., - Ilary wasn't eating ainner,, yet/anymore 

b. -NMary didn't eat'-dinner yetAnymore (non-repetitive 

interpretation) 

5.2@4 NepAtion 

Negation affects the co-occurrence potential of durative 

adverbial3i sentences which =not take such-adverbials vhen 

$positive$ can usually do so when negateat 

34. a. ltaohn sold a car fcr two weeks 
b, John didn't sen a car for two vreeks 

i 11 

Such sentences as 32. b. and 33. be are perhaps les3'objectio'mblc 
if understood as reported speech--eog, The doctor explained 
that**.,, 
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35. a. mrred arrived until ýonday 

b. Fred didn't arrive until Monday 

Purthermoreq when negated, those sentences which are interpreted 

besortg 
iterativelyAo, pe ambiguous between an -interpretation in which the 

scope of the negation is the entire sentence (and hence the negated 

Sentence pould be used to deny the non-negated one) and an inter- 

pretation- in which its scope does not include the durative aaverbW: 
l 

.,, 369as John wrote to Hary until ahe-got married 

b. John didn't write to-Vary until she got married 

37-a. The boys punched each other for several mitutes 

be The boys didn't punch each, other for several minutes 

The same is true of the following sentences in which'the interpretation 

of the non-negated sentence is not one of iteration but rather the 

duration of the state re - sulting fro,,, a the de: scribea action: 

38-a. I'll lerd you the book until tomorrow morning 

b. I -won't leal you the book until tomorrow morning 

39. a. -The 
lake froze overýfor two months 

b. The lake didn't freeze over f cr. two months 11 

Related to this phenomenon is the equivalence in interpretation of the 

Sandhagen 0956t 179) observes: -Used in negative sentences with 
the verb referring to the past time-sphere, for inclicatesp not the 
actual length Of time occupied by such and such activity or state 
of things ýin the present chapter, I have not been there fcr three 
years is not a way to deny the statement I have been there for 
three years, for then the as cts outlined in Cho I would be 
applicable to both sentenoesr, but the non-occurrence of such and 
such an activity or State of things within the limits of'the space 
of time designated by the head-word9 the earlier limit generally 
indicating, impliedly, the time of the last occurrence cr of the 
actual existence of the action or event in question. " ITe may note, 
howevers that if the adverb is preposed, only this latter inter- 
pretation is possible. 
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follo-. Ying. sentences which difTer in the presence of 'for' versus 

'in' iI 

40, a. Mary hazn't had arW sleep for tan days 

b. Mary hasn't had any sleep. in ten days 

4l. a, I was crying in my sleepp something I hadnlt done for 

years 

b. I was crying, in rW sleep, something I hadalt clone in years 

The same equivalence holds in -the case of some comparative and 
superlative constructiom: 

1* Thing3 were suddenly running much more smoothly than 
in they had been 

If 
crý,, 

the past few weeks 

2. It was the, first time 
J'cn)rý 

months that I'd seen him 
f 

smile 

Such parallel equivalences in negative and comparative superlative 
contexts may be interpreted as lending support to an adversative 
analysis of the comparative construction (cf, Barnesq 1924; Ross, 
1968;, Souren, 1973; also-cfe ý4,2). Indeed, Sandhagen 
(1956: 180) makes the astute observation, with respect to the 
following sentences I 

3i- As for themen,, they're well fed, arA forlthe'first, time 
for days they feel secure 

4*' That made him think of the cigarette; he would step out 
into the launch, gratefully, lighting the first cigarette 
for ten hours 

that ! the superlative word that predeaes the' Prepositional Phrase 
implies both negation and the perfect or the pluperfecto Thus 
in the first example the meaning they have not felt secure for 
clays iS, implied, wd in the second he had not lighted a cigareýte 
for tan hours". 

The relationship is perhaps clearer in the case of superlatives 
not involving temporal order, as in 5, below. 

It is the poorest crop we have had for ten years 
'We have not had such a poor crop for ten, YOarS 
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Another'set cC faots irvolving negation is the requirement f or 

some temporal adverbials that they occur in a negative context, 

This is# in genera. 19 the case with lyetb and 'anymore' (or 'any 

lorq--rl),. as the following sentences illustrate: 

42*ao John was isleeping yet 

be John wasn't sleeping yet 

43. a* 3ýBill is here anyncre 
Bill isn't here anymore 

That these sentences appear to be the mgated counterparts of the 

sentences in 44* and 45* has led to the suggestion that lalreaclyl/'Pto 

44. Jobn was already pleeping 

45o Bill is still here 

and Istilli/larWmorel constitutq, quppletivo,, isetsj That is, 'Yet' 

is analysed as the supplative alternant of lalr*&W whOt"In a 

naptive, context,, just as the structvral#ts would describe 'bet-' - 

as the, suppletive alternant, of lgc*dt whenln, a comparative con- 

structioný(cf, Bloomfieldý 1933)*. ' 
. -, 

The relationshipýcT the-so 

adverbs tb,, each other will be investigated more fully, in chapter 8*,,.,, 

--, Finally$ we may note that negation, interacts with the series of 

temporal advarbs, loometimetil/leverl/Inoverl/lalwaysO/Ipfteni/lee'ldom1 

in a manner parallel to its interaction., with the series. of , mcber 

quantifier expressions IsomeO/Oanyl/Ono(lie)'/Oalll/omanyo/'fewl* 

in particular, we may compare the folloving sets of equivalences 

(of. Anderson & Jessen, 1973):. 

The application of the notion of suppletion has been considerably 
extended in Anderson (1971b) to cover such pairs of verbs as 'agree/ 
'accept'# 'die'/Ikillf, 'learn'Pteach* 
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46.. ao i. 'Some of the students don't like the teacher 

I'llot all p: r the students like the teacher 

be L He sometimes aoesnit visit his mother on Tuesaay 

ii. He doesn't always visit his mother on Tuesday 

47, a, i. John doesn't like any cf his students 

ii,, John likes none of his students 

be. is lie doesn't ever visit his mother 

ii. 
_He never visits his mother 

48, a. is There aren't any of the students WhO dOn't like hi? l 

Us All the students like him, 

ý_ 
bp is Ile doesn't Over not visit, his mother on Tuesday 

ii. He always visits his mother on Tueraay 

We shall fird that quantification- of 1(mmber cf) times' plays 

a very important role in the semantics of temporal adverbial$j, not 

only in the case of these manifestly quantificational adverbst but 

also in the, analysis of the other adverbials which have concerned us 

in this seotion-lin' and 'for' phrases and the aspectual adverbs. 

However, we will find that the analysis of quantification in natural 

language can be based upon independently motivated existential 

predications (of. ý, 4,2) and partitive comtruations, 

That is# there is no need to incorporate vholesale into the semantic 

structure of "English the existential and universal quantifiers of 

symbolic logic. 

5,, 2.5 21? 
_at-ial adverbials 

SPatial 10catives and directionals may combine freely with 

temporal adverbials, both locational and airectional-cf, 49, and 50, 
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The, children were playing in tho garden 

at mon 
during the afternmn 
all mor ni ng 

when the string was cut 50, The b, alloon floated upvrard3 for several minutes 

However, co-occurrence restriations or marked interEretat ions appear 

in the case of temporal durational adverbials and spatial expressions 

involving either a sequenoe 'from***toe-&' (explicitlY Or imPliýitlY'-' 

cf. 'across' and, allowing for inoorporationg 'cross $/'traverse 1) or 

a measure phrase (esSe 'for two mile0),, we have yet to invest- 

igate the semantic structure of such expressiow-this will be c3one 

in -Chapter 7-but we may take note of the following facts bere6 

Senternes, 51 * and 52, below demonstrate that each type of adverbial 

my occur--by itself-in the same intra-sentettiil contexte Howeverg 

51. John swam 
Ifor two hours 

, Lfrom noon to dinner time 

(f or) two 
52* John swam from one side of the lake to the other 

across the lake 

when the two co-occurs 
-as 

in 53*'q the resulting sent enc e'is'eiiber 

(for) two miles 53, eas John swam from one iside, of ýthe lake to the other tacross 
the,, Iake 

f cr t-. ro hcurs 

from mon to dinner time 

K cros secl ior two hours be Jobn ýtraverseclj 
the lake 

ýZm 
noonto airmer time 
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unacceptable iDr must be interpreted iterative -John must have 

Pragmatic considerations are-. crucial here. If it is feasible to 
traverse the distance iraicatea in the length of time indicated 
amAl by the type of locomotion irdicated, then an iterative inter- 
pretation is possible* Thus, I* could be interpreted as 2,, and 
3. as 4. However, if it is not normally feasible to do this, 

I* Pred swam across the river all afternoon 
2. Fred swam back and forth across the river an afternoon 
3.6 Lindbergh flaw across North America for six months 

Lindbergh flew back and forth across North America fVr 
six months 

then the iterative interprotation'is rejected and the ý sentence is 
unacceptable-as in 5. and 6. 

5. mPrea swam across the Channel fcr two hours 
6. NLindbergh flew across North America for two hours 

However,, f or some speakers, there appears to be a certain 
ambivalence with respect to *across' (but not Ifromoootoool Wr' 
'cross'/$traverse') in that with some verbs of locomotion sentences 
like 5, and 6. are aoceptable-of. 76 to 9. Although we have'not- 

7-a. ? Fred jogged acro33 London for two hours I b. "Fred Jogged from one side of London to the other for two 
hours 

-1 ý- :., 
0* MFrea crosseaLondon at an easy jog for two hours 

80a. ?, qred cycled across New York for two hours 
be 3ýFred cycled from ow side of New York to the other 

for two hours 
00 NFred traversed New Ycrk on his bicycle for two hours 

96a. Vle drove across the Prairies for most of a day 
bo R"We drove from one side of the Prairies to the other 

. for most of a day 
,- 00 *Ve crossed the Prairies bý car for most of a day 

been able to investigate hovr systematic or dialectally uniform this 
phenomenon is, it would tend to suggest that in such cases lacrcss' 
is interpreted as "from one side touardsýthe other" rather than 
"from one side of$,, to the other* (cfs 'along': "from one end cC*o- 
towards the other"). Furthermore, the sanz appears to hold for- 
'Utbughl-cf, 10. and 11, Anticipating still more, this same 

for an hour 10. We walked through the f crest 
ý 

in an hour 
11# We drove through the Alps for two hours3 (and the nI cut 

south) 

jin 
two hours ) 

phenomenon may urderlie the possibility, ar both a conclusive and 
non-conolusive interpretation of 'read (something)'t 

the newspaper in two hours 12. Max read 
t 

Peacel 
ýWar 

and 
ýfor 

two hours 
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swum repeated3, v from, ons- ýJda ce 'the lake io the othe'r througbout 

the peýriod- of time irdicatea. If. on the other hands the cluratioml 

adverbial is replaced by an expending adverbial I as'in 54, v the 

for two miles 
54., a. - John swam from one side of the lake to the other 

.. across the lake 

in half an hour 

be John, crossed ýtraverseaj'the lake in half an hour 

sentence is once, again well-formd with a single-occurrence reacling. 

This pattern is reminiscent of that cliscussed above in J5-2.3 where 

it was cbserved iiýat conclx=iv*e 'ýeýl;; 'in' the'non7progressive f Orm 

can co-occur with expenling adverbials but not with durational ones* 

Conclusive verbs, it wil; be recalled were characterized semanticallY 

as incorporating some notion of 'goal. l. 
. 

Here we find that a complex 

of a non-conalusive verb plus a spatW advetbial (': rrom-, **tO99e#) 

expressing explicitly a destimtion or goal displays the same pattern 

of co-occurrence anI interpretation regarding duraiional and experuling 

adverbials as does a oonclusive verb. This observation will assume 

more significance in the following chapters. 

592*6* Noun phrases 

Focussing now on noun phrases in the sentence other than noun 

phrases functioning as the, cbjeot or a temporal prepositionj we find 
. W- 
that properties or the subject, direct object arxl even irxlireat 

objeot noun phrases af f eat the co-occurrence and interpretation of 

temporal adverbials. Again,, the' facts centre on the durational ard 

the expending adverbials, The factors involved-mainly to do with 

referential properties of the no un phrase--appear to inolucle the 

distinctions Isingularl/Oplurall, 'count'/Imass't Iquantifiea, / 
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funquantifiedl# #defidte*/# irdef initel , topecifial/Inon-specifio's 

as illustrated beloN. --', ' 

55, a. Gas seeped into the pit - for several minutes I'lin 
several mimtes 

Enough Sms to kill a person seeped into the pit 
mfor several minutes 
in several minites 

ce. 
IA 

messenger reached the front line I(for several hours tin 

a few hours 

do Reinforcements readheathe'front line fcr several hmwa ý91in 
several hours 

e. The reinforcements reached the front line 

? for several hours 
in two hours 

an ea-SiLy 
the 833ay 

'Efor tyro days 56oat John wrote some e=ellect essays 

ýin 
le3s than a aV 

some excallentý poetry 

some ý (non-specific) essays 
be John vrot . essays 

some (n66-specific) poetry 
poetry 

(for two days 
all week (iiin less thin a aav 

57-a. Mary taught the poem 

be Mary taught the poem 

all day 
Rin half an hour 

5.2#7 ýBeEjnl, 'continuel, tat 

to aI an hour [herl fr: Lor'd 
ý'ifncrhabl'f'lfan 

hour 

to frie mls 
stedl 

[anyow 
intere, 

qpl. etc 

The periphrastic verbs 'begin'Pstartl/Icommence's 'continue'/ 

lkeep471go ontq 'stcP'/'erA'/Iceasel/IterminateI and 'finish'/'complete% 

often called laspectual# (auxiliary) verbs can be viewed as having some 
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affect on the co-occurrence ard interpretation of temporal adverbials- 

as in the following examples. 
' This should not be surprising since 

Sentence 56. a., if'acceptables would either suggest that John has very 
exceptional abilities or imply thathe began writing the essay at 1: 009 
in which case it would be interpreted as the first variant of 56, bop 
just as i #a* below is acceptable and interpreted as I obo I 

ioas The couple &to dinner at 6: 00 
be The couple began eating dinner at 6: 00 

However, not only do, the sentences without 'begin' carry the 
additional implication that the essay and dinner were finished, 
but also thero gLppear to be pragmatic, constraints on the possibility 
of interpreting them as indicating the time of the inception of the 
situation: the situation involved must be one known or believed to 
be of considerably short duration. Hence 2. a. is much less 
acceptable and waald hardly be used in the interpretation of Me 
whereas 3*a- is much better than 56. a. 

29ae John wrote his Ph, D, thesis at i: 00 
bo John began writing his Ph. D* thesis at i: 00 

3-a- John wrote the letter at 1: 00 
b. John began writing the letter at 1: 00 

Sentence 57, b* is acceptable unler the interpretation that it 
is the inception of a habitual activitY Ort at le"tt one which is 
to be repeated in the future which is being expressed--cf. 4. 

John began to rest until noon (every day) after he was 
told he had a heart condition 

Sentence 58. b#,, with 'contimel or 'go on' rather than #keep' 
is acceptable on a 'resume" interpretation, but -not on a "not- ' 
stop* one. #Keep* does not have this dual itterpretation,. One 
may compare,, in this respect, the Awo. interpretations of 'remember' j 
one being "call back into the, memory"s the other *Reap in orals 
memorY"--cf# 5. and 6. 

5o I remembered his name just in time 
6,1 have remembered his advioe all these years 

For 589b. to be acceptable on a "not-stop" interpretationg the 
point-time adverbial must be made implicit, as in 7. below. 

Although he should have gone indoors at that mOmOnts Ma% 
ýkept 
? continuea vatering the flowers in the garden 
ý'ffe nt on 
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56. a. ? mJohn wrote the essay at 1100 

began 
bo John stopped 

f inishea. 
writing the essay at i: 00 

57-a- John rested until noon ý 
be John began resting until noon 

58-a- Max was watering the flowers at that moment 
kept 

b6? Nl, fax continued watering the flOwers at that m0meDt 
went an 

these verbs lexicalize semantic, structures corresporAing to different 

phases of the situation vibich would be d-escribed by the sentence if 

they were not present# ard it can be expected that different phases 

of a situation will bave different temporal properties, 

5*2*8 Verb classes 

The distributional patterm of durational adverbials ana expen: 1- 

ing adverbials has, led us to distinguish two classes of verbs-- 

conclusives and non-conolusives. However, we must clistinguish a 

third class of verbs which do-not participate in the conclusive/ 

non-conclusive distinction--rnmely state verbs' (Ota (1963) regarded 

As the distinction between stative verbs and state verbs will Come 
up several times in the followizr, chaptert we should at this point' 
make it clear that when we talk cf'stati! t verbs (or, more generall 
predicators) we have in mind vabbs (or predicate adjectives/nouns5 
which participate in the describing of states rather thin actiOrfif 
BY stative predicators we will be referring to those predicatcrs 
whicho according to the criteria set forth by Lakoff (1965,1966), 
are analyzable as containing the (syntactic) feature +STATIV"K. 
His criteria include co-occurrence with progressive aspect (e. go 
NJohn is knowing the answer), clefting with 'do' (e. 9- 'ýVhat John 
does is know the answer), occurring in ttrue imperatives' (cog* 
I(KnmT the answer, ', ),, and several others, As T-akoff noted him3elfp 
this feature only partially corresponIs to the semantic element cxr 
"state". Furthermore, it has been found virtually impossible to 
account for the rejection of progressive aspect by a verb simply 
by means of such a feature. As Lyons (1968: 316) notes "a3.1 the 'non- 
progressivet verbs can in fact take the progressive aspect under 
Particular circumstances" (cf. too Haas,, 19731 88). 
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the conolusive/non-c6nolusivo dictinction as applicablO OnI7 to 

actional verbs, ) Althouth these display the s3ne pattern of co- 

occurrence with duratioml and wtpendirC adverbi-118 as do no. ' 

conclusive verbs'--cf, 59o and 60,,. thov are vA subJect to the 

This in not quite accuratel ' if an arponding adverbial 00-Ocawn 
vrith a stative verb, the sentence In usual2, y interpretable in an 
inceptive reading whereas this is much leas likely with a non- 
cor-clusive, verb, Thus, 59,, bo and 60. bo are both acceptable if 
interpreted irceptively whems I* and 2a below are tuch less to% 

Is Vrod roao U3 bicycle in tvo bcu= 
2* ? The ball rolled alorg the pavonant in five tdnata3 

(Given that a past-time secoalary point or reference in firmlY 
established contextually it is possible to interpret these (eot: * "two hours lator") in a fashion parallel to the corresponding 
DeEte=23 with $will' rather than the past tenise (e. g. *two hours 
: rrom now*). ) 'Onpare also the difTerence in acceptability between 
3. and 4. : 

3o ? Fred alept In five minutes 
4. Pred was UZleep in five mir=te4 

Progratsive aspect renaors 3o equally as acceptable as 4*t 

59 Fred van sleeping in rive minutes 
11imilar observatiom hola for the foUming triplet 

6. Wary worked in fivo ldrute3 79 Vary vfts at vork in five mitutes 
8* Mary va-s working in five cduatea 

- The inceptive interrxetation, is felt mcre strongly vben Awithin$ 
Is substituted for 'in'. OWithin so much tin*' is abo an expending 
adverbial, an-I Owithin' to relatea-to 'in' 'in muah the care VV AS 
'by' is related to fit#: 'within two hours* =-= 'in an amount of time 
not rreater than (i, e, less than or equal to) two hourell lby 10: 00 
== I at a tima not later than (Je* earlier than cr simultaneous with) 
10100t In this light,, consider tbo equivalence or the 
rollowire pairs of sentences if the tip3 of utterano* is e: 00o 

9sa. John will be here at 10: 00 
b. John will be here In two hours 

10*4* JOhn will be here by 10100 
be John will be here within two hmrs 
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59-a. John was ill for saveral tonths 
b, SlJohn ras M in neveral months 

60*ao Prea hatea hi3 toacber all year 
NFred hated his teacher in a year 

interaction with spatial adverbials or with referential properties 

or co-occurring noun phrases which ve illu3trated in § 5#2*5* ani 

5.2*7* lue my cmpare 53o with 61. ancl 62. below arA 56. as with 

63o (k*epinp, in mind the reservatiom expreased in f ne 1 p, 299 

conaerning the pc)salbility or &n : inoeptive irterpratation)4, 

61, The foZ stretcho4 from London to BriEbtoalf for SOVer&l, dAYS ýextandoa I ýacross 
the country ý[min several days 

62, p The highway was udler two feet of snow for sixty miles 
ýfrom 0-hristras to row Year 
t until February 
Min several days 

639 Fred disliked a particular Clkl in his olas Ihis 
teacher 

fal 1 year Iiinrive 
months 

However, we may note heral for -Aittwo ref ererme, that tharo are 

non-state non-conclusive verb3 fcr, 
-whicb 

thd'co-occurrence of temPcral 

adverbials is also unaffected by the reforentW properties of tho 

noun phrazes, in particular thoze"'Of tho'direct object--of* aZmin 
56sao with the sentenoon below. 

04, P Froao flow his kit* all afternoon t"in 
an b6tir 

for ton r4nates 65o Paul ipulica via toboCpn, 
tq, 

n ton minutes 

66* Anay ronowea the man 
for only half an hour 
xin only half an hour 

for half an hour 67* 17MY played his pitar 
t 

Min half an hour ý 
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We may now comider what bearing the syntaotico-7semantic 

distinction between transitive arA intransitive verbs has on the 

co-occurrence potential of these same adverbials. An. interesting 

class of verbs in this conmotion are the so-called pseudo-intrans- 

itive verbs such as 'eat'. 'sew', *dig'. 'shoot'--i. e. (non-ergative) 

verbs vhich can occur either with or without a (superficial) direct 

object. These verbs display the distributional pattern with 

respect to durational and expending temporal adverbials of nOn- 

conclusives vhen used intransitively (i. e. with their urderlying 

object unspecified or deleted) and that of conclusives vhen used with 

a manifest direct object having the necessary referential properties., 

This is illustrated in examples 68, and 69. If the intransitive 

68. a. Peter drank all evening 
ýKln 

two mimtes 

b. Peter drank beer 1 evening flaclin 
two minutes 

c. Peter drank a pint of beer 
mall evening 
in two minutes 

69. a* Katy knitted for several hours 
-11in several hours 

b. Mary knitted doll's clothes all eve ni rg ýNin 

several hours 

ce Mary knitted a pair of mittens 0 hours 0; ýwh ; fn 0ours 

usag6, --involvest in underlying structure, a non-specifieaobJecto 

this would account for its non-conclusive properties. 

Fhen we consider verbs which are fully or invariably transitive 

or fully intransitive, we find that the aistinction has no necessary 

correlation with their patterning as conclusive or non-conclusive 

verbs* For as we have seen (cf, 64. to 67. ). there are transitive 
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verbs which appear always to accept clurative adverbials v1hi-le 

rejecting experAing adverbials ana others which 4ispUy the reverse 

pattern--a3 in 70. and 71* similarlyl there are intransitive vý? rbs 

70*' We crossed the Channel in half an hour .. 9T cr half an hour 

[incrten minutes 
J(f 71. The ambulance reached the hospital x ten minutes 

which pattern as conclusives-as in 72. and 73. --and others which 

pattern as non-conclusives-as in 74. and 75e 

72. John died - '4for a few minutes 
in a few minutes 

73 The I letter arrived 
3tf or two days 
in two days 

74. The baby cried 
I through the night :t 

five hours 

all aftermon 75. The women ohattea and gossiped Kin three hours 

FinanYl, we may note again that the interpretation cf some 

aaverbials--notably 'for' and 'until' phrases-is affeoted by the 
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lexical joroperties cf the verb with which they co-occurs 
I We have 

already observed in the section on negation (§ 5.2*4. ) that these 

durative adverbials can express the measure of the temporal extension 

The importance of the lexical properties of the verb to the 
semantic function of a temporal expression was put forward most 
succinctly and convincingly by Bull (1960 1 45) t "What una hora 
actually measures in dormir una hora, girar una horaq and 
levantarse una. hora, is quite clear. In dormir um horag the 
adverb measures the actual duration (the entire length) of the 
event expressed by the stem of dcrmir. In drar um horap the 
adverb does not measure a single event; it measures the final 
event, in the same series*- If, however,, the series is conceptual- 
ized as a single event, then una hora measures its length- In 
levantarse una hora, the adverb does not measure the duration of 
the event. It actually measures the time between two events# 
that is, between levantarse and acostarse ("to go to bed"). A 
person who gets up fcr an hour stays out of bed for an hour* In 
this sense, then, it is improper to say that una, hora 

, 
"modifies" 

levantarse. " Events, such as getting up and rotatingg whose 
termination is their distinguishing attribute-they can be 
interrupted but not prolonged past their natural termination- 
are called 'cyclic' by Bull, whereas tho3ex like sleeping, which 
do not hive this element of 'automatic termination' but mther 
whose attributes are all present at its inception are called 
$non-eyolial. Bull makes a further distinction within the cyclic 
events between those like rcrtating which are continuously repeat- 
able and those like getting up which are not,, in that an event of 
a different nature must intervene between repetitions. Howeverp 
Bull emphasizes that these categories apply to events ani not to 
the verbs which 'label' them: "The map is not the land it repres- 
ents* There ares consequently,, no cyclic and noncyblic verbse 
Many stems pay label both cyclic and nonoyolio everts. The act 
of eating (aomer), for example, is noncyclio and comer manzanas is 
likewise noncyclic. However, comer una manzana. is cyclic; the 
action comes to an end because there is an end to the apple" 
(Bull, 1960: 46). Bull's remarks here are very relevant to the 
present and following discussion. It is only unfortunate that he 
accepted such a simplistic relation between situations (events) 
and their linguistic encoding-it is certainly more complex than 
labelling by a verb. 
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of a single instance of the described situation, the total duration 

of-successive repetitions of a situations or the-duration of the sit- 

uation. which, in effect, results from the described situation. 

Which of these interpretations is selected appears to depend on the 

choice of verb: 

76. John worked in London for five years 
f 

until he got married 

for several minutes 77, The boys punobea each other 
ýuntil 

their mothers came 

78. The like froze over for two months juntil 
April 

79, a., John flew to New York for the weekena 
b. Wohn telephomd to New York f cr the afternoon 

co KTohn cableat o New York f or the afternoon 
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AIPMT AM ROPMTTION TYPP, ") 

6.1 IntrocluctorZ remarks 

At first glance, the observations made in ý 5,2*3 through 

5.2.8 in the preceding chapter appear urrelated to each other;, 

ard,, in sone cases,, it is difficult to discern any intrinsic 

connection between the contextual element involved (e. g. spatial 

adverbials, types of noun phrazes) ard the co-occurrence cr i; lter%- 

loretation, of tqmporal adverbials. However, all these coptextual 

f aotcra take on much more signif icance once we shift our f ocus 
ý 
of 

attention somewhate These features-verb class, negationj aspects 

properties of noun phrases, spatial adverbials-all contributel, to 

the description of dif ferent kinds Of linguistically relevant 

situations, and it is in terms of the corresponding proPWWOý'trpeS 

As the entire sentence,, -inclusive, of temporal -adverbialso corres- 
ponds to a- temporally speoifiea proposition, we m-V consider the 
propo; ition. -. dth respect,, to which temporal specification is, 'added, 
as one wntýirdng'one or more unbound 'time' variables in addition 
to -the propositional nuoleuss -this latter being thecomplex Of nOn- 
temporal terms--names and predioates/relations--oharacterizing a 
situation in its most skeletal, form, (Cfe -Arderson's . (i 972t 24) 
charate. erization of a Iba3io proposition' as "a tenseless, moodleass 
voiceless representation of an eve nt/; t#-, e/rsl&tIon and its part- 
icipants"*) A basic or nuclear proposition plus its temporal 
variables will be called a ItempQrally-structured proposition' 
ard such propo3itiom differing in their internal temporal structure 
will be instances of different (temporally-structured) proposition 
types* Te,, lporal specification irffolves either binding the unbound 
variables or replacing them with temporal comtantse Only under 
certain conditions, which we need not go into here, may temporally 
unspecified propositions comprise the entire semantic content CC a 
sentence or part or a sentence (cf. 01heze 0 1970; Macaulays 1971; 
and Anderson,, 1973d on $generic' 3entenoeoe 
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that the oo-occurrence and, interpretation potent"I cC, temporal 

advarjýWs are statable and acoountable fare 

Owe Put into these terms, we isee that we are into the realm of 

la3pectology' # broadly conceived*, This last proviso is weedsary 

sivoe ý the 1 term I aspect ',, - in its traditional (ij e, - a3 'crigirating 

with,, the 19th century Blavicists-cf, below) -and- narrovr interpret- 

aticn. - has boon used -to refer to a- grammatical category# specific- 

ally, a'category of the verb. that has emerged in the past one 

hundred; years. and most f oroibly in the last two decades 9 is that 

the traditional view rust be'abandonea or. -at'leaat, - reinterpreted* 

In this study it is maintained that aspect 9 -in its most general, con- 

ception. -As the, linguistio reflex of the existential status or 

structure W i, § 6*4) of the situation characterized by the basic 

proposition (and thus is more a feature of sentential units than a 

feature solely of the verb) and my have lexicalt grammatical or 

syntagiatic realitation. 
1 

, -* , -- 

-, Maoaul&Y 0 971 ) and Verkuyl 0 972) s in ParticIll"t bav' 

igated from a syntactio point ofview-howsoMOf'the OOntextual 

features. surveyed above interaot, to-def ine -different acpeotual' ,, 

confiauratiorA -at the sentewe level, 
_-, -Howevert they'vere not2 the 

first -to -, notice the complex, ard, contextually, ý-dependentýmture-Or 

Hawev'er., within this broad interpritation 6f'thi term aspect,, 
intended to cover the full range of phenomarta which has bean 
discussed under that nameg-we-will find it necessary to distinguish 
three sub-categories: aspect (in a restricted sense) aktionsartp 
and proposition-type (or Ozeitcharakterl)-cfe j 6*1+*ý 
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azPeciual categories'- nor were linguists, in general, the first to 

concern themselves with the temporal properties of different types 

of situations (or the relationship between tense/temporal modifica- 

tion and different classes of verbs), for philosophers have also 

been interested in such problems. Thus, before motivating a 

localistio, semantio characterization of aspect/aktionsarten 

(= predications of existential location cr movement) and proposition 

t. vpes'(= the'logico-linoiistic correlates of situation tYPes)i we 

will review brief ly'the 'approaches to this area of investigation- 

both philosophic and'linguistio-which have contributed directly Cr 

indireotlyýto this recent trand in the conception and analysis of 

aspect or which, at least, support it. 

6*2 The Lhiloiaphical tradition 

6.2*j Generil remarks 

Although it must be borne in mind that the ultimate aims of 

the jýhiloscphers*o'r the: logicians who base -their inrestigations upon 

the siructure and functioning of mtural. (or artificial) languages 

are- often quite'different., fror4 thosi of the 4nguist, it is never- 

theless the case that, especiall in the realm of semantic analyzist 

the two aisciplin'es often find themselves giappling with -the same 

or similar'problems. Until recentlyp * haNever,, they have been more 

'or less unaware cf each otherls, results-'and/or difficulties- This 

is no'less true for the problem cf aspect (or verb classes Or ' 

I Cfe fne lope 236, 
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situation types) than it is for the, more familiar topics or common 

interest *such as referencei quantifications - modalit7t -eta, 

Howeveri there appears to have -been-virtually no, mainstream of 

discussion of the former as -there has been of the latter in-the 

philosophical literatures, Thq_ pajor,, reason for this maywell be 

the preoccupation,. s ina-e. -the', beginnings of -logical analysis, with 

sentewes or prcpositions, expressing or representing state3j prop- 

erties, qualities cr relations ap: 1 the tendency to either ignore 

the -other senteroe. types-! --7_'i. e., those denoting activities# actionsp 

processes,, events9 etc. -or to attempt to assimilate them to the 

first olasal assigning to 'John killed Fred', for examplas the came 

logical form as 'John is taller than Fred'., It ban thereforo been 

through the back door, so to speak-i., e, via other sub-disciplines 

of philosophy such as metaphysicst ethics and 'philosophy cC laws 
11 

philosophical psychology-that the analysis of sentences describing 

tion-statio- situatiorm- haz- come to"reoeive the -explicit 8-ttentiOll Oýý' ' 

logioiarng minly'during'the past twefity yeiirsi', ý' 

6*2.2. Aristotle's Okinesdial 'and venergeiail 

Even though this traaition ar e=luding sentenaes expreSsing 

non-static situations from the s"djý-of 'logical systems goes back 

at least as far as Aristotle, it id", mvertheless in'the Writings 'of 
I 

Aristotle thatýwe find what wcýild 'appear to be the first expli0it 

discussion of the fundamental aspectual distirntion which pervades 
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both 'the" logi6U-; philos cphi6al discussion'of verb tvPes and the 

linguistic discussion of aspeot-urAer a seemingly limitless number 

of terminological Blises, For Aristotle the di3tination, is that 

between Ikineseis' ani lenergaiails for 'which the usuýl 'English 

translations are-*movements' andl laotualitiesli, The clearest 

characterization cC the opposition (which has not been much improved 

upon since) appears -in Aristotle's discussion cf pleasure in - 

Ethica Nicomachea although the term fenergaiail or 'actuality' is not 

in fact used in this passaget 

What pleasure is, or what kincl or thing it is, -'wM become 
plainer if we take up the question again from the beginning., 
Seeirg seems to be at any moment complete,, for it does not 
lack anything which coming into 'ýeing, later will complete its 
form; and'pleasure also seems to be of this naturee 'For it 
is a whole, ard at no time can ons. finil a pleasure whose f orm 
will be completed if the pleasure lasts longer* For this 
reason, too, it is not a movement* For every movement (eoge 
that af building) takes time and is forý the sake of an erxl, ard 

Some philosophers--like many linguists--are far from consistent 
in makir, 6 or maintaining a distinction between situations (itee 

activitie3, eventsi processes# states, etc, )ýani their linguistic 
e ncodings and Cf ten express t he ms elves - in such a way as to imply 
aa imple lab e 3.11 ng of situatio na by verb s (cf .fn. 1 , Z3) 0- rather 
than by more complex constituents up to that of the entire sentence, 
(However,, their examples often seem to imply an irterpretation of 
'verb' mcre in line with that of 'verb phrase' or 'predicatel*) 
Since it would be difficult to discuss the philosopher's observ- 
ations and conclusions with more linguistic precision than they 
have acccr4ed them in some of their writingst ard because these 
insufficiencies will be given more attentionwhen we come to dis- 
cuss the linguistic literature, it has been found most expedient 
to follow the philosophers' use of such terms as 'activity'# 
'performancelp 'state' etas for both the extra-linguistic sit- 
uations and the verbs 

ýor 
verb phrases) occurring in the sentences 

denoting them when considering those passages in vhich the two 
have not been consistently distinEgished, 
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is complete when it has mae what it aims at. It is complete# 
therefcre, only in the whole time or at that fiml moment. In 
their parts and during the time they occupy., all movements are 
incomplete, and. are dif ferent in kind from the whole moveme rt 
and from each other* 

(Aristotle, IM: i174a) 

The elements in Aristotle's description which we have urderlined- 

that energeiai (such as seeing and deriving pleasure from something) 

are complete at any moment ard that kineseis take time# involve an 

eni or goal (Itelos') ard, are not complete until that end is 

attained--are, as we shall., see, the notiorn which recur again and 

again in the linguistic as well as, the, philosophical litera. ture On 

aspect. 

Although Aristotle aoes, not appear to be explioitly dealing 

with, linguistic phenomera of any kind iii the above quotation# he 
I 

does, in another passage, correlate lifigaisticfacts with his dist- 

inction insofar as he points out what can be said of these two types 

of situations i 

E69- at the same time we are seeing ard have, seeng are unler- 
standing ard have understoodg are thinking and have thought 
(while it is not true that at, theýsametimeýwe are, learning 
ard have learntg or are being cured and have been cured). 
At the same time we are living well and have lived wellp and 
are happy and have been happy, If notg the process would have 
had sometime to cease, as thim- process (T making thin ceasesl 
but, as things are, R does not cease; we are living and have 
lived# Of these processes., then,, we must call the one set 
movements, and the other actualities. For every movement is 
inoomplete-making thing learningp walking, building; the3e 
are movements, and incomplete at that. For it is not true 
that at the same time a thing is walking andhas walkedo or is 
building and has built, or is coming to be and has come to be, 
or is being moved and has been moveds but what is being moved 
is different from what has been moveat and vhat is moving from 
what bas. moved, But it is the same thing that at the same 
time has seen and is seeing, or thinking and has thought, 

- 
the 

latter sort Of processs then, I call an actuality, and the 
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fcrmer a. movement. 

(Aristotles 19281 iO48b) 

This statement of Aristotle's has been interpreted by others (Kenny, 

1963; 1 Potts, 1965; Taylor, 1965) as providing 'tense criteria$ 

for the different kinds of verbs--the noDpast, non-inclusive tense 

implying the inclusive in the case of verbs of energeiai.. but not in 

the case of verbs of kineseis. Although it is quite clear that 

Aristotle is neither as explicit nor as fcrmal as such an interpret- 

ation suggests,, he nevertheless has grasped the significance of the 

tense distinotions (or, more accurately, tense and aspeotual dist- 

inations) with respect to the different kinds of processes being 

expressed* It should be pointed outl, however, that this passage is 

rather loosely formulated, for such expressions as 'learns Imovelp 

$walk' 0 and 'build, must be follcNed by some constant complement 

(of a particular nature--of. §5.2.5 and §5.2.6) in craer for the 

entailments not to hold--eg. learn a (particular) poems walk to the 

theatref. build a (particular) house. This Is obviously what- 

Aristotle has in mind, as can be deduced from a study cf other 

passages (cf. Aristotles 19281 1050a). 

The underlined portion in the qu6tition immediately above 

suggests another logical property, or, kineseis-that there is a moment 

in their realization at which they necessarily cease to be* 

Aristotle's discussion of the nature of movement iWPhx2iqa reveals 

his view or the nature of this logical-propertyi 

And the fact turns out to be that movement is a realizations 
but an uncompleted one; because a potentialityl as long as 
it is such, is by its nature uncompleted, and therefare its 
actual functioning-. which motion is--must stop short of the 
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completion: an the attainment of the end., the motion towards 
it no longer exists, but is merged in the realitys 

(Aristatleg 1929: 201b) 

Nos,, when anything moves from here to there it cannot have 

already pot there while still moviryt thither (for imtance, 
the man who is walkirg to Thebes cannot have already got to 
Thebes and be there at., the same time as he is still walking 
to Thebes),, 

(Aristotle$ 1929: 231b) 

This element of automatic termimtion also finds its way into 

lin&, uistic discussion (cf. Bull, 1960 and fn. J. p. 233). Hovveverj 

it receives its most clear and explicit logical f crmulation by 

Taylor (19651 88-9) in his exegesis of Aristotles 

For energeiai 'offer no parallel to the necessity cf stOppingi 
e. g. *building a house orne one has finished building it; that 
is to says there is a distinction between finishing building a 
house and simply stopping building it to which there oorresporxls 
no distinction in the case 'of eg. being happy. In the case 
of kineseis, but not of energeiai, there is a state the 
acýievement' of which counts as attaining the end towards which 
the activity is conceived as moving; it is, therefcrep logic- 
ally necessary that on the achievement of the state the 
original activity should stop, since it is logically impossible 
to get nearer to a state in which one already is* Energeiaij 
on the other hard, are not defined as activities in which one 
moves from orn state into another; rather they are conceived 
of as activities in whose exercise consist those states towards 
which one moves, or causes other things to move, by engaging 
in kinesais. There is, therefcre, no fixed terminal point for 
energeiai the attainment- cC which logically requires the 
cessation or the activity.,, we ahould-'siy that kineseis are 
defined as processes towards a terminal state vlMoa-e"attainment 
requires the cessation or the process,, wbere&3 ererpeiai are 
defined as activities which &ýv_e no such termi --state* 

A further manifestation of the distimtion between kineseils' ana 
orm er 

energeiai pointecl out by Aristotle is that the 11atter can take place 

quickly or slowly,, whereas the latter', Icamott 
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For speed and slowness are thoueýit to be proper to every 
movement.... For while we may become pleased quickly as we 
may become angry quickly, we cannot be pleased quickly# not 
even in relation to someone else, while we can walk, or grow,, 
or the Me. quickly, While, then., we can change quickly 
or slowly into a state of pleasure,, we cannot quickly exhibit 
the activity of pleasure, Le, be pleased., 

(Aristotle, 19151 li73a) 

This property- can be translated into linguistio terms (as is done 

in KennY 0963)-cf. below) by saying that adverbials such as 

Islowly'. Oquickly' and, most generally, Un so much time' can occur 

in sentences describing kineseis but not in those describing 

energoiai. 

It is significant for our hypothe'sis (that a spatial fmmework 

underlies ampect and proposition types) that Aristotle has chosen 

to call the one class Ikineseis' (%ovementj rather than using the 

mcre general term Imetabole' ($change),, (Ilis use of 'movement 

mV be compared to ouruse of 'Journey'--cf. ý7.1, ) Even in his 

more scientific discussion of kineseis in, Physioat Aristotle does 

not construe movement in a purely concrete sense but regards it as 

applicable iwthe, more abstract aomains-ofýqualitative and quantit- 

ative ohange-as weII: 

Movement in quality is whit we call Imodificationf; which is a 
common term applicable to change in either direction between 
the contraries concerned.... As to quantity, there is no 
general term that applies equally to changes in either dir- 
ection between greater and leas; but 'increase' is used for 
the movement towards the rull size,, 'decrease' for movement 
in the contrary direction. As to motion from, plaoe to place, 
we have neitber common nor particular terms9 but let 
'locomotion' pass as the common termg though the Greek word 
in its strict sense applies only to things which, in changing 
their place, have not the power to stop, and to'thinS3 that do 
not move themselves from place to place. 

(Aristotle, 1929: 226a) 
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Howeverp wberea's'In'the' first two quotatiom above Aristotle 

includes -what we have called existential causatives unier the 

rubric ar kineseis,, in Physica he explicitly excludes them. The 

foilaving excerpt''reveals his rea , sons for doing so and, in particular, 

his'awareness of the proýlem of reference to, and movement of9 non- 

existing ertities: 

Ancl though lisý and 'isn't' have other' significatiom in, 
additi0vtO 'exists' ani 'does not exist'. ytt in no case 
can that which 'is not' partake ce motion.... it follows 
that genesis cannot be a movement, for,, if it were, the non- 
existent in it's transit to existence wculd have to moves 
So *I* the case of absolute genesis would 'imply that the 
non-existent was already there and movirg, But it cannot 
be in motion, nor, for that matter, at rest either., Be- 
sides these obstacles to any movement of Ithat. ahich is not', 
it may be urged, further, that anything that moves must have 
position,, which the non-existart cannot have, since it is not 
anywhere. " Neither can perishing be a movement; for the 
opposite of movement is either movement or restj whereas the 
opposite of perishing is genesis. 

(Aristctlq, 19ý9: 224a) 

Thu. s. Aristotle restricts kinesis in Physica to passings which' 

occur betmeen two positive terms (a starting point and a goal) 

which are contraries; this excludes genesis (the sheer coming-into 

being of what did not exist) -arA the, reverse passage of, perishingg 

both of which take place between the contradictories of, lbeing' 

and Inot-beinglo TIOVement and genesis/perishing so distinguished 

together form the class CC changes (motabold)o 

However# despite the logigal difficulties in assimilating 

genesis ard perishing to the class of movements# Aristotle, could not 

escape their striking similaritiess often uzlng lm, 5tabolel and 
'kinesis' interchaqleably anl frequent3, y punotuating his 
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discussion Of'movemont-with exemplification using existenti2LI 

Causative3e This ý is -true in the fonwing pas sage, vtore Aristotle 

summarixes, ftat, comprises a movement'and incidentdLV ramarka on the 

fact that it is'the goma of a, movement j rather than its origin* 

whioh-is'linguistio4ly-s-, tlienti, 

Nows, if there is 'always a thing that cawas movecent 
directly and a subject that Is moved, and there. is also a 
time in which the movement tak6s place, and further a 
whence and a vhither (for evory movement is, 'from that to 
this's and the thing that passes from 'that' to 'this' is 
distinct from both ar them; the kindling log, for instances 
is not itselir either the 'heat* 'into which, nor the 
looldness' out of whichp it pmases)-all this beirg sop the 

-movement 0 or passings clearly pertains to the log itself 
and not to tim condition of heat cr ooldne3sl for no 
quality or place or magnitude either ammes movemert or 
experionoes it* We have, Ahen, a mover and & moveiLand 
the 'whither' cf'the movement. '(1 say the OvdAtherl 
rather than the '*. a noo 10 becaus a it is from its twhither I 
that a Irooeso at change takes its name. Thus W* call A. 
chanse, into non-existance, 'perishing',, thoush the 'whence 
W the obanao it-, existenoe no less truly than its 'whither' 

, enesis, if its 'whither' is non-exi3tence; " we call it IF 
is'existence, in spite of non-existonoe boing its 'whences) 

_Thuns, 
to our previous account of movement we mV rm add 

that the Oformal ani 'conditions' aul 'place', vhich are all 
gcals cC movement,, are themselves without movementp as fcV 
irstance Ik=AedgcI and 'heat', 

(Ai-istotle " 1929t 224b 

Taylor (I V55) . in his exage3i3 of Aristotlep comes to the conclusion 

that kineseis vmnxIA include existential causativess M=8 Particul- 

arly those irwolvina artiatio creation or OpoiesisOo (According 

to ArL-totle (1928: MOO "all art is conaernea with coming into 

bAr; gq i. e. with Contr; ivirg arli cojjj'jacrijýg hcjj Som6thini'may cow 

into being whicýh in capable of either being cr not beingp and vebose 

crigIn in in the ralmr aul not in tho thing mde"*), Taylor cWms 

09651 97) that "on Aristotle's view, every act ce roieals wil. 1 be 

a kinesis, sinae the bringing into existence of, or bringing about 
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some qualltative charge in a substance bas a fixed terminal points 

vize the point at which the object of the action has been brought 

into existence or at which the change in it is complete*- HM- 

ever, it is, dif ficult to assess this conclusion of TaY1005 in 

regard to our discussion above about the relationship of genesis 

and perishing to the category cC kinesiss for Taylor seems to favour 

throughout an interpretation or translation of Okinesis' as 'change' 

rather than 'movement': "It, is this feature cf actions with a, limit 

which accounts for. Aristotle 1s, calling them kineseiall the term 

kine-sis being his general term for the process, of change from one 

atato into. another" (1,965: 89)t 

Besiaes recent'qxegesis (cf., Totts,, 1965;,, Taylor, 1965), 

Aristotle's distinction between kineseis anI energeia. 1. has recently 

inspired tore explicit ani rigorous classif icatiotm of verbs in 

nglish--most, not ably by, Ven4e; - (i 967a) ard Ke nrq (1963) 

6.2-3 Kenay's 
_'performance#_, __O_activitvt_ and #static' verbs 

Like Aristotles Kenror's interest lies not in the logical 

properties of different verb classes Per ses but rather their 

application in the investigation and elucidation of such concepts 

as volition, pleamwe and desire. However, he gives much more 

individual attention than does Aristotle to- the Classification of - 

verbs and to -the statements in linaiistic termsp ce the criteria by 

Taylor also remarks, (1965: 
- 
91+) that Othera seems no. reason why ore 

should not talk of bringinga state of affairs into existel--ces 
vhioh wouia ancxv any charee to be described 

' 
as the bringing Of 

some state Cr affairs into existence'. This suggestion will take 
on mcre significance in our aiscussion or journeys (cf. ý 7*6)* 
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vdiich they are distirýuiýhable, Purthermoreq although Kenr4r's 

cla6sification is to be regarded as izmpired by Aristotle's it is 

not dictated by it. He states his ayweness from the beginning 

that "the, distinct ions vibich Aristotle makes, ani the criteria by 

which he makes them cannot be simply carried over from Greek to 

Engliah Idiom" (Kenny, 19631 171 )-, - 

Ilowever,, the basia distinotion between kineseis arA energaiai 

appearn to be valid in Erglish as weIle Kenrq calls the former 

Operformanaes' adl the, latter 'activities'. the two together , 

comprising the class of 'actions'. Performanoe4verbs are dist- 

inguished -from' activities 9 iwEnglish,., by-the fact that a sentence 

with'it performance verb in the - non-past progressive form implies 

the corresponding negative sentence with theverb in the non-past 

inclusive form$ *hereas for activity verbs this implication does not 

hold. 0 Thus 4,.. 
'implieq.? *, but 3 containing an activity verb 

iiPlies not 4. but 59 2 
This criterion for distinguishing perform- 

ames and activities corresponds to that of Aristotle, 

I# John, its, decidiM whether to jp 

2s John has not -aeciaea whether to go 

Cf. §6-3*4#1 
, for Garey's (1957) similar formulation of this 

criterion for distinguishing between what he calls Itelic' ancl 
lateliol verbs. 

2 Lemmon (1967: 101 ) suggests that -this implication, may not be ýý-' 
valid: %#, it is rather that if I am weeping then I have been 
weeping. -"I have wept" may suggest that thi weeping is recently 
finished; but then if I am building I also have been building. * 
That is if the progressive form must be introduceag then the 
distinction between activity and performance verb$ is blurred. 
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John is weepirg 

John has not wept 

John has wept 
I 

However, Kenny realizes that in English the two sets of verbs 

distinguished by this criterion do not exhaust the total class Of 

verbsg for the criterion requires that it be possible for the verb 

to occur in the progressive form, and there are some, verbs for 

which this is r4ormily not possiblee This fact-that PerfOrmnce 

and activity verbs can both accept progressitre aspect while some 

others cannot-allows XenrW to distinguish between action verbs 

and static verbs and hence between actions and states (Thus 

Kenny's use of *static' is co#arable to Lakoff's use of Istative, - 

cf. fn. KenrW's examples are the followingi 

The man is learidng how to ismim 

The man is looking for! gold 

B. Yrhe man is kncwing how to swim 

Another reflection of the difference between static and action verbs 

is that the former are mt interpreted frequentatively when in the 

simple non-past form whereas the latter are-cfe ý* anI 10. 

John knows how to swim 

10. John walks to school 

Ke=y gives other, less unoontroversial antailments fcr dist- 

inguishiM the three classes of verbs, All cf these revolve arouni 
I 

various combinatiom, between the anteaeaent and comequent, of the 

simple nork-past, non-past inclusivel arA non-past progressive forms 
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of the verbs* These have been scrutinized in Pott (1965) wherein 

it is maintained, among other things# that (I ) the past/boD-past 

distinction is irrelevant so long as the antecedent and consequent 

are both past or both non-past and., more importantly# (2) that pro- 

gresaive aspect is "logically significant only for performance 

verbs". He suggests the reason for this latter is that "it has 

the effect of transforming a performance into an activity; by this 

I mean that whereas ýing is a perfcrmance (given the appropriate 

verb-root),, being (enj7xged in) ýing is an activity, Like an 

activity, ' it' does not take time,, but lasts fcr a time (according to 

whether the agent jds quicker or slower, ' for a longer or shorter 

time)" (Potts, 1965: 83). We shall meet similar observations when 

looking at the linEpists' treatment of aspects 

In the concluding sentence of Pott's remark aboves he is referr- 

ing to Kenny's diagnostic for performances, inspired by Aristotle, 

that they are "performed in a period of time" vhereas *states arxl 

activities are prolonged for a period of time"t 

I-We nay a--k hcx7 long, it took to paint the door blue, but not 
hcni long it took the door'to be blue; it takes human beings 
twenty-om years to become adults, but there is no time 
which it takes them to be adultal thinking about a problem 
does not take time as thinking it out does, One can irterxI 
to do something for a long time, but one cannot take 9, long 
time to intend it; one may giggle for f ive minutesg but one 
does not take five minutes to giggle,. *, We travel to Rome 
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in three aays, and stay there for three days; if we sperd an Eour in a successful search for the thimbleg then we look for 
I it for anhour anI find it inanhour. 12 2 

(Kenrv, 19631 176) 

This last observation reveals Kenny's awareness of an intimate conn- 
ection between some activities and some performanaes. In the case 
of such activities the predication of 'success' implies that the 
associated performance took place, It is such performance ani act- 
ivity verb pairs which correspond most closely to 'Ryle's (1 %9) class 
of 'achievements with associated tasks' (cf. § 6.2.4). 

Kent; 3r also repeats Aristotle's observation that only performance verbs 
can occur with 'slowly' or *quickly' arA explicitly relates this to 
the temporal property of performances that they take time: "Because 
to do something quickly is to take a short time to do it; anLI to do 
something slowly Is to take a long time to do it, only those actions 
mbich take time can be done quickly or slowly. Static verbs and 
activity-verbs, cannot be qualified by these adverbsp but only per- 
fcrmarne verbs" (Kenny, 1963: 176)o Lemmon (1967: JOI),, however, 
suggests that there are some activity verbs which also occur with 
Islowlyl/lquicklyl: "One can weep slowly, laugh slowly, talk slowly, 
and stroke slowly,, though not live at Rome or keep a secret slowly% 
Wishing to maintain KenrWls analysiso Lemmon is led to propose that 
"the sense of the adverb in these latter cases is quite different 
from its sense as applied to performance verbs* Roughlys in the 
latter case it is an adverb cf manner ... while in the former it 
means "it took a long time for ... to be completed"". 11awever, it 
is unnecessary, we believe, to accept polysemy in order to account 
fcr such cases of activity verbs with 'slowly'/'quickly'. In such 
contexts, 9 the situation described is conceptualized as consisting 
of a succession of performances-each one being slowly or quickly 
performed-just as in the case of explicitly pluralized perf(rmances 
which also may occur with *slowly$ or lquickly'p as in is belowe 

i* The man repaired the broken winlows slowly (so that he 
would be paid for mcre hours of work) 

Thus we may compare the implicitly and explicitly encoded sequences 
of slow perfcrmances in the following pairs or sentemess 

2. a. John talked slowly 
be John pronourced/uttered his words slowly 

3*ao Mary prirts slowly 
b. Mary forms her letters islowly 

4*ao The couple aanced slowly 
b. The couple executed/performed the steps slowly 

Such activities (if they are such) as living in Rome and keeping a 
secret are homogeneous ani therefore cannot be broken down into a 
succession of constituent performances. Hence, the exceptions 
which Lemmon refers to are also accountea far. 

There is# howevers another use of activity verbs with these 

(see next page) 
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Another distinguishing 'Property of performance verbs noted-by Kenny 

is that they can be embeAaed as the comple6ent of If inishl atd 

'half-way through$ , this not being possiblep in general, with 

static and activity verbs--cfe iI. and 12, - This he consiaers a 

11. I've not yet finished drying the baby 

2. I'm half-way throuji drinking the whisky 

ref leotion cC the . faot that only perfcrmances com be oomplate or 

incomplete. 

Kenny makes an impcrtant contribution to the logical analysis 

of perfcrmanae verbs in his suggestion that they are IlIct the 

general form "bring it about that DO, where is ultimately* a state 

or an activity, In this way he attempts to capture the fact that 

performances are, so to speak, specified by their ends ard can go on 

in time only until the erd state or activity is the case (of. 

Taylor Ia formulat ion In 6,2,2) Th is - formula c ompr eh ends n, 

addition to changes in the location, state or property of an object# 

existential causative3v "ýuilding a house is bringing it about that 

a house exists.. burning the gaswork3 Is 1winging it about that the 

gasworks does not exist" (Kenny,, 1963; 178)- 

Kenrq then inalces some interesting cbservatiom about the semartio 

relationship between transitive performanoe verbs (Lee perfcrmanCes 

adverbi ivhich cannot be explained in the same way. In sentences 
59 and 6. it is the inception of a laugh or of a (complete) 

5, Mary smilea slc-, rly 6o Fred laughed quickly (to hide his anxiety) 
smile-again implicit performances. -which take a long or short time 
(cf. A smile 8104Y anneared aercm3s Mary's fac # 
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of the form A j4d B) and intransitive performance verbs (ie. per- 

formances Of the form B ýecl) ancl the mture of changes. 
i 

flow what A does is verý often what happens to B. When" 
Nero set fire to Rome, one same event was both Nero's arson 
and Rome's burning, The same event would appear both in a 
list cC things which Nero did and in a list of things which 
happened to Rome.. ** No doubt the full description of any 
event of this kind would demand the mention of both agent 
aril patient.... 

But what is peculiar to the patient is that after 
the event its pLesent state must be different from its state 
before the event* That is to say,, after the event# there 
must be true of the patient, but not necessarily or the agentt 
some present-terned, proposition which was not true of it 
before the action took place. 

The present-tensed proposition which is newly true of the 
patient is, of course, the proposition "p" Which occurs in the 
description of the action in the form "bringing it about that 
100 So that when A flýs B,, A brings it about that 0, and the 

ing is the j6ing of B, But where *ý" is not a performarne- 
verb, or is a performance-verb which grammatically intrans- 
itivep then the )ding is the ýing of A. 

(Kenny, 19631 179-80) 

What KenrV is referring to here Is the interplay ce the syntactic 

relationships cf transitivity and ergativity (cf, Lyom , 1968at 

g8,2*3) ancl the semantic relation of consequence (whereby, in 

nnglish, a sentence in7olving a perfcrmanoe verb in the non-past 

(or past) inclusive tense form implies a sentence encoding the 

KennY's discussion does not hinge on the notion of change but it 
dhares the same basic iaea as is formulated more explicitly in 
Von Wright 13 logic of cha%e azxl action, which appeared in the 
same year. 

2 
of * also Aristotle, 19281 1056a. b, 
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resulting state or activity with -the verb in the non-past (or past) 

non-irclusive tense--cf 14 8,2,2). In the caze of grammatically 

transitive performance verbs, the subject of the consequent is the 

object ar the antecedent; * in the case -of grammaticallY intransitive 

performarce verbs, the subject is the same for both-of., 13, - to 15. 

13e a* John has pusheathe chila into the room -D 

The child is in the room 

b. John has walkea into the room -D 

John is in ihe, room 

14. a. The farmar has killed*tbe duckling D 

The duckling is not alive 

bo The'duckling haz died -: ) 

The auckling is not alive 

15. a. Fred has darkened-the room --D 

The room is dark/darker 

b. The sky has darkema -: ý, 
The sl: y is dark/darker 

In some c&ses the same verb can function in both the transitive and 

the irtransitive con3truction-cf. 15. 

Given his basic formils, for perfcrmanceag Kenriy is then able tO 

distinguish two classes of activities-those which can be character, 

ized as "attempting to bring it about that 32" ani those which cannote 

Thus, says Keniq (19631 184-5), Olistening is attempting to hear, 

searching is attempting to find, treating is attempting to cure". 

Although the distinction is valid and important$ KenrV's discussion 

of its linguistic reflexes is somewhat confusede 
I 
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Pinailyp it is worth our while to record KenrW's reservations 

coMerning the descriptive power of teme logics (as formalized by 

Prior) with regard to the teme and verb aistinotions with which he 

is concerma. Kenrq points out that since such terze logics dist- 

ingui3h only threeteme cperators ("it was the case thateoe"t "it 

is the case that,,, * and "it will be the case thatoo. ")o they 

cannot br-Irg out such cliffererces as that between the progressiVe 

arxi the inalusive forms: *There is no way, for instamep of 

expressing in Prior's syst . em the inference, for perfcrm4nde-verbst 

from *A is ýing"_to has not ý&d*. Since the -tern e is, in effectp 

passecl on from the main verb of the sentence to the 'verb' of the 

operator$ and sime the verb "... is the case that... ' ist by our 

criteria, a static verb,, the result of Prior's system is to turn all 

verbs into static verbs" (Kenny. 1963t i85ý-6). Lemmon 0 967: 

97-101 ) expresses a similar opinion anci urges tense-logicians to 

give more attention to these other tense and aspectual distinctions 

as well as to the logical structure of temporal adverbials. In 

particular, he stresses that an adequate tense logic must include$ 

"in addition to the semantic notion of truth at a moment tj the 

further notion of truth over a period. of times Crudely# we need a -b- 

logic of time-stretches as well as of time'moments"* 

Before turning to the very similar, 'but rather 'more compr - ehens- 

ive study by Vendler, it will be useful to take a brief look at the 

much earlier discussion given by nyle to various kinds of verbs. 

He recognizes a class of verbs which both Aristotle and Kenny tena 

to overlook or to mistakenly assimilate to the class of performances 

and which VerAler explicitly takes into account in his four-way 
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classification of verbs., 

6.2.4 Ryle's lachievemerrt' and 'task' verbs. 

In The Concept of Vind., Ryle is interested in the logical 

properties of expressiom used to talk aýcut the powers and operations 

of the mind. However, in his investigation he is led to distinguish 

different types of propositions relating to human behaviour in 

general, according to the mture of the situation being described, 

whether peculiarly 'mental' or not. The baiia distination for 

Ryle is that between Idispositionall wcrds like 'know', 'believe'# 

#aspire', 'clever' ana 'humorous' which aenote abilitiesp tenaencies 

or pronenesses to do or feel certain things in situations of var- 

ious kinds and tepisoaiot words such as 'run', *wake upIp Itinglet 

whiýh denote occurrences and are used when talking about how people 

do, or should,, act and react. Of these lattert Ryle says (1949: 

135) that "there are hosts of viays'in'which we-describe people as 

novy engaged'in this,, 'as frequently"u4ergoing that',, as having 

spent several - mimtes in an- activit y, or as being quick or sl(; ý -to 

4 
achieve a result". Týis'dist'iiýtion,, although limited-to the domain 

of human behaviour$ would seem to corresponcl to"Kenny's distinction 

between static verbs and activity verbs, 

Within the class or episodic "verbss Ryle; recognizeý several 

sub-olassesq -including, $minding', (or 'heeding') -verbs, examples of 

which are InoticeIg 'take care', 'attend', 'concentrate',, "studylt 

'try', and 'achievement' (or ! success '/'failure 19 $got it$/$missed 

it') verbs such as 'find', 'cure', 'win'. *solve'# 'hold at baV1. 

Ryle characterizes these latter as follawsq emphasizing their 

episodic nature: 
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, These are geruine- episodic wordsi for it is certainly proper 
to say of someone that he scored a goal at a particular 
moment, repeatedly solved anagrams, or was quick to see the 
joke or fird the thimble. Some words of this class signify 
more'or less sudden climaxes or denouements; others signify- 
more or less protracted proceedings. The thimble its founds 

-, the opponent checkmated, or the race'won, at a ýspecif iable 
instantj but the secret may be kept, the emmy held, at bayp 
ýor the lead be retained, throughout a long span, of time. The 
sort of success which consists in descrying the havek differs 
in this way from the sort of success which consists in keep- 
ing it in view. 

The verbs with which we ordinarily express these gettings 
and keepings are active verbs, such as 'win', 'unearth's 
'find'. 'cure', 'convince', 'prove', 'cheat', 'unlock'# 
'safeguard$ and 'conceal*; and this grammatical fact has 
tended to make peoples with the exception of Aristotles 
oblivious to the differences of logical behavior between 
verbs of this class and other verbs of activity or processo 

(Ryle # 1949: 149) 

Thus, it will be noticed right away that this class of verbs, the 

achievement verbs, is not entirely bomogepeousin that some of them 

denote occurrences which take place or are located at, a moment in 

time whereas the others denote occurrenges mUch are prolonged in 

time. I We may note that Ryle's two kinIs of achievements Oorres- 

pond to von Wright 'is (190) productive actions ard, his preventive 

actions.. That is# they differ in whether a new state of affairs 

is caused to come about or caused, not to come about (cf, 

The latter would be activities according to Kenny, but the former 

Accordingly, It should be remarked that Dowtyls (1972) discussion 
of Ryle's classification of verbs is not entirely accurate* He 
claims (p. 17) that "RY1699ecoined the term'achievements for'the 
resultative verbs,, to be distinguished from the irresultative 
activities. Achievemental such as win, unearth, findl ours, 
con%rinces prove, cheat. unlock,, etc., are properly described as 
happening at a Particular 

moment, while activities such as 
keeping a secret. holaing the enemy at bay, kicking, hunting, and 
listenings may -jjx - st throughout a long period of time"s 
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(to Vhich Ryle implicitly devotes- most, of his discussion) do- not, - 

satisfy-the set of criteria-f or performance verbs, (even- though 

KenrW -erroneously includes; several achievement verbs -such as 'find' 

laurel and 'hear$ within his, class of ý performance -verbs). Thus 

rather than any particular temporal property, the distinguishing 

charaateristio of, achievements for-. Ryle appears-to, be the fact that 

they incorporate some notion of *success" or "failure"s Because 

of this, the ascribing of success or failure to an achievement leads 

to an'anomaly: "The fact that doctors cannot cure unsuccessfullY 

does not mean that they are infallible doctors; it only means that 

there is a contradiction in saying that a treatment *ich has 

succeeded has not succeeded* (Ryle, 1949: 238)o 

However, a point which Ryle fails to make ert irely clear, is 

that whether the use, of an achievement verb implies a notion of 

success or failure will depeni. 
_upon 

whether. it is implicitly or 

explicitly associated with what he cans a task verb. These corr- 

espotA to those activity verbs which Kenny characterizes semantic- 

ally as "attempting to bring it about that"". ' '(Task verbst P. 

insofar'as they my be parapbrased by 'try' plus, an achievement 

verb--indeed,, this is in many cases the only'vay in which a task 

can be rendered, would appear to be a subolass'ofýminding verbs 

since this latter includes the verb 'try'* They also co-oocur 

with adverbs typically founcl with- minding'verbs-see "below. ) ' The 

task verb associated with $find' is any of Osearch-forl/Ilook*forl/' 

$hunt for% 
. So if one looks for something and finds it, then one, 

has-been suacess: rul in one's search, if one doesn't find it . then 

the search has been unsuccessful. Howevers finding wed not always 
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be 
-prefaced 

by such an activity as looking for something, ard when 

one accidentally finds somethingo then it is difficult to say that 

he has been successful in the same way. . 
Ryle elaborates on the 

logically complex nature ofachievements ard their relatiowhip 

to task verbs as f ollows (but we must bear in mind that these 

remarks apply only to those achievements which, have an associated 

task performanoe)3 

II One big differeme between-the logical force, of a task 
verb and that of a corresponcling achievement verb is that 
in applying an achievement verb we are asserting that some 
state of affairs obtaim over and above that which consists 
in the performmnae, if any, of the, subservient task 
activity. For a runner to win, not only must he run but 
also his rivals must be at the tape laterthan he; for a 
doctor to effect a cure, his patient must be both treated 
and be well again; for the searcher to find tho thimblep 
there mu3t be a thimble in the place he indicates at the 
moment when he indicates it; ard for the mathemAtician to 
prove a theorem, the theorem must be true and follow from 
the Iremisses from which he tries to'show that it follows. *** 

... They Lrachievemerits2 arv not -acts, -exertional oper- 
ations or performances, but, with reservatiom for purely 
lucky achievements, the-fact that'cartain aotst operations# 
exertions or performances have had certain results. 

(Ryle, 191+9: 150-1 

Besides the adverbs *successfully' and 'unsuccessfully'/ 

'in vain', Ryle gives other manner adverbs which can co-occur with 

task verbs but not with achievement verbs. These Include 

'carefully'. 'attentively'. 'vigilantly', 'conscientiouslys 

Imethodically*s 'laboriously'. Olazily*s Orapidly0l Oreluatantlylp 

'deliberately' and toonfidentlyt. Except for $rapidly's these 

adverbs all indicate agency on the part or the (underlying) subject 

(cf* Gruber, 1967; Vacaulav, 1971; Cruse# 1973),, This would 
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suggest that Irapidlyt U 'misplaced; and indeed, Ryle contradicts 

himself when he says at one, point that it is proper to say of some- 

ona that he "was quick, to see the joke'or find the thimble* and at 

another that we cannot significantly say that "he saw the nest 

slowly or rapidly". Vhere 'see' is to be understood as meaning 

"spot" or "detect% The, fact that achievement verbs do co-occur 

with I slowly'll quickly'/' rapidly' and, in general, with adverbials 

of the kind 'in 130 much time' would appear to be what led Kenny to 

include them within his cla3s of performance verbs, This confusion 

is straightened out by Vjndler (cf. ý 6.2.5). 

In, Dilemmaso Ryle discusses the logical properties of achieve- 

ment verbs . 
(though unfortunitely not under that name) from a 

slightly different point. of'view and makes some additional obser- 

vationa which are pertinent to the present discussion. First of 

all, he remarks that "there are many verbs part of the businese of 

which is to declare a terminus. To fird something puts 'Finis' to 

searching for it to win a race brings the race to an end. Other 

verbs are verbs of starting, To launch a boat is to inaugurate its 

career on the water; to found a college is to get it to exist from 

then on. Nw starting and stopping cannot themselves have starts 

or stcpsp or, fortiori middles either" (Ryle, 1954: 102-3)o 

Thus, in genera ,I- we can expect Istopt'l, 'finish"'. 'begin'# 'be half 

way through',, and 'Continuel to be incompatible with achievement 

verbs-of. 16. Moreover, "with certain reservationsg verbs which 

began 

16. ý Fred atoppo'd finding his umbrena 
f inished 

ýWinning 
the race 

f 

was half way throu&, % 11 
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in this way declare termini cannot be used arA are in fact not used 

in the continuous Frese#, or past tenses" (ibid, ). Venaler. also 

adopts this as a criterion. for distinguishing achievement verbsp 

but, as we shall see, it requires some modification-perhaps tIA88 

are the reservations to which Ryle is referring. In factq Rylo 

appears to be considering the use of. the progressive form mainly 

in conjunction, with durative adverbials , in which. case his general- 

ization is correct-except. for the particular case of iterated 

achievements which he himself takes into account: - 

The Judge'may say that he has'beezf, tiryihg a man all the morning 
but not that he has spent the morning or any'stratch of the 
morning in bonvicting him.... 

I could certainly say that I'was firAing misprints all 
morning, theagh not that I was finding some one misprint for 

aror part of that morning. If I found one misprint after 
another, and the sequence of discoveries went on from break- 
fast to lunch, then I was'firding misprints all the mornings' 

(Ryles 1954t 103-4) 

These additional observatiom of Ryle point towards a deeper under- 

standing of the semantics of achievements as involving imtantancOUs 

transitiom betw, een, partibular 
, 
states--f or' ex=ple between not know- 

ing the existence or location cf somothing ani kuming its &3 is the 

case with fialing something. 

6,2.5 Vendler's 'state'. lactivitZI. 
- --tacc2alishment' and, 

lachievement' Verbs 

As has been found by several cor I temporary linguists (of. 

Macaulay, 1971 Verkuyl, 1972; Dowtv, 1972) . Vendlerl a claissif ication 

of verbs according to their 'time-schematal-ioes the manner in 

which they "preSUPP030 and ir=lVe the notion of time*-achieves a 
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high degree of completeness and adequacy# despite- some possible 

discrepancies among his various criteria for distinguishing the 

four classes and the inherent difficulty in attempting to match 

situations, with Verbs only.. His categorization, first presented 

in 1957, is independent of Kenny's (and is not referred to by 

Kenny) and does not draw significantly from Ryle exceptt perhaps# 

in refard, to his class of achievement verbs. . Nor is Verdler's 

framework directly based on Aristotle's distimtion between 

kinescis and energeiai although he is obvious ly, familiar with and 

urdoubtedly influenced by Aristotles discussions,. 

In Vouller's, systems accomplishments (e, g, drawing a cjrýcleo 

writing a letter, running a mile) correspond to Aristotle's 

kineseis and (roughly) to Kenny's performances while his states and 

activities comprise Aristotle's energeiai. Howiver, he reoogn#eS 

a fourth class of verbs (and situatiolas) which do not fit neatly 

into either of Aristotle's categories and whiýh, following Ryles 

he calls achievements (e. g, reaching, the su=jtO, firOing-. a. treazure),, 

The lingaistic criteria by which he distinguishes the four classes 

or verbs consist of (a) co-occurrence with progressive aspect# 

(b) appropriateness of various kWs of temporal questionso (a) 

appropriateness of various kinds or temporal adverbials and (d) 

implications between sentences, 

Occurrence versus non-occurrence of progressive aspect 

separates accomplishment and activity verbs from state (Leo 

stative) and achievement verbs. Of an accomplishmeat one can ask 

how long it took and azzwer that it took so much time cr that it was 

done in so much times Of an activity one asks how long it went on 
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for ana answers that It went on for so much time--cf - 17 ta 20. 

17- a. How long did it take to draw the circle? 

be It took him twenty seconds to draw the circle 

c. He did it in twenty seconds 

8. a. 'tFor how lona did he draw the circle? 

b, Ne drew it for twenty seoonla 

I 9. 
_ 

a. For how lo ng did he push the cart?. 

b. He Pushed it for half an hour 1 

20. a. NHw long did it take him to push the cart? 

b. Klt took him half an hour to push the cart 

c* Ne pushed it in half an hour 

Furthermore, the following logical relatiom can be U3ed to dir-t- 

inpish accomplishments from activities: 

21. a, John drew the cirole in twenty seconcb ;6 

b, John drew the cirole. in ton seconas'. 

VerAler, in fact, uzes a sentence in the progressive f orm"tQ 
inustrate this co-occurrence possibility. This is unnece0sarY 
and only confuses the issue-cf. Pott's remarks above on the 
semantic effect cf the 1pogressive form with respect to 
kineseis and energeiai. 
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22* at John pushed the cart for half an hour 73 

bo John pushed the cart for a quarter of an hour 

23* a* John stopped drawing the circle 

bý John drew the circle 

24. a* John stopped pushing the cart 

b, 'John pýished the cart 

These'facts lead Vendler to the conclusion that accomplish- 

ments "have a "climax". which has to be reached if the action is to 

be what' it is claimed to be. *. they proceed toward a terminus which 

is logically necessary to their being what they are; Somehow this 

climax casts its shada# backward, giving a new color to all that 

Again, Vendler presents this inference-with the verb in the pro- 
gressive form--but accomplishment verbs in the progressive form 
would then satisfy the entailment as well: 

a. John was drawing a circle for twenty second$ 
b. John was drawing a circle for ten seoonls 

Although we have therefore, givan the non-progressiva altorpativet 
it is no longer clear that the implication holdst for 22*ao seems 
to imply that John began to push the cart and didn't ýstop, until 
half an hour later while 22&b,, implies that he stopped a quarter 
of an hour before that* That, is, theýsimple past tense in con- 
Junction with a durational adverbial would, seem to indicate tho 
total duration of the situation, not a possible sub-part of it6 
Cf *fn. .2jp. ý41. 
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went before" (VencUerg 1967a: iOO-2)o i, Activitiest on-the other 

hancl- *go on in time in a homogeneous way; any part -of the process 

is - of the same rxxture - as the rhole" (i 967a: 101 

State verbs are clistinguished from activity verbs essentianY 

by the f act that the former do not, accept. progr4s s ivp aspect (nor 

Bull 0 960 1 46) remarks,, in this connection, that "an unfamiliar 
P cannot be labelled or even def- cyclic event &accomplishmen..., 

ined as cyclic until its termination has been observed, The 
earth, for example, may tove (a noncyclio event) without arVorO 
being, aware that it is revolvipZ (a cyclic event)* This 
discovery was not made in actual history until it was observed 
that the movement was repetitious. In short* then$ the inch- 
oative phase of a cyclic event can only be conceptualized as a 
noncyclio event. To revolve is only to move until , 

one revol- 
ution is completed* To stir in bed is not getting up# It may 
be a prelude to getting up or the base for a prcdiction but it 
can be 

, prolonged indefinitely without leading to a termination 
which Can be described as levantarse. " Bull goes so far as to 
deny the existence of an ýnceptive phase of a cyclic event-- 
hence the impossibility of measuring its duration, This we feel 
is an umatisfactory conclusion, for the characteristic temporal 
adveAial, of accomplishment verbs-'in so much time '--expresses 
the measure of the interval of time bouriled by the inception and 
the termiýation (c finishing point) of the accomplishmeUt. 
What is true is that the inceptive phase of an accomplishment is 
the 17n_cýeption of an activity which only retrospectively (and 
often only subjectively) canbe Judged as having led to the 
climax or goaL We therefore prefer Gale's (1967,: 151) formul- 
ationi "Just as being true, to use Ryle's phrasel is a Vale- 
dictory epithet given to a prediction from a later moment of time 
when the predicted event occurs, so too being the beginning of a 
certain type of accomplishment process is a valedictory epithet 
given to the beginning of a process from a later moment of time 
when the process reaches its goal, thereby proving itself to be 
an instance of the type of accomplishment in question". We may 

ýnorte that Aristotle was also concerned with the fact that pro- 
cesses of charge exhibit this asymmetry with respect to their 
beginnings and ends (cf, Aristotle, 19291 236a), 
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adverbs such as 'deliberately' or 'carefully% and hence Vendler 

anticipates Lakoff's (1965) distinction Of stative/nOn-stati" 

verbs (cf. also Palmer$ 1965)* Otherwise, the two appear to share 

the same kird of temporal determination-cf.. 25. ard 26. --and the 

25. (For) how long did you love'her? For three years. 

26, (For) hmv long did you believe in the stork? Till T 

was seven. 

same tmplications hold (with perhaps tho same reservations as pointed 

out in f n. 1,, p. 263): 

27a a, I loved her for three years 

be I loved her for two years 

28. a. I ceased loving her 

be I loved her 

Thus, whereas activities are "processes going on in times that is# 

roughlyp *** 
Zc-onsistinZ7 of successive phases following om 

another in time" (Vendler, 1967: 99), states are not processes 

although they can be in existence, in a homogeneous or continuous 

way, for shorter or longer periods of time, 

The striking f eat'ure of achieVement 'veýrbs is, not that they 

cannot occur in the progressive form but rather that they can co- 

occur with point of time locative adverbiasp as 29. ard 30* 

illustrmte, As it turns. out, achievement verbs may take 

2 9, a, At what time did you reach the top? 

be We reached the top at noon sharp 

progressive aspectp contrary to VencUcrls claimg but this appears 
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to be limited to such iterative contexts as pointed out by Ryle and 

to contexts with a point of time, adverbial (or an implicit point 'of 

time reference) which is simultaneously functioning as the temporal 

location of another situation, usually another achievement. However, 

unlike state verbs or activity verbs in the progressive forms which 

can also appear in such contexts, the achievement verbs in progress- 

ive form cannot accept durative adverbials--cf. 31 - with 32a and 

33. (and Ryle's observations above on the progressive form). 

However,, Vendler does make a similar observation when discussing the 

a. John was reaching the su=it when I finilly caught 

sight of him with the binoculars 

b. KJohn was reaching the su=it for two hours 

32. a, Fred was asleep when the phone rang 

b. Fred was asleep for two hours 

33, a, Bill was wcrking when Mary arrivea 

b. Bill wan wcrkirg all morning 

fact that achievements can also co-ocaur with the temporal modif- 

ication characteristic of accomplishments, as in 34. and 35. 

34. It took him three hours to reach the summit 

35# lie fourd it in five mimtes 

Verdler remarks (1967: iC4): 
I 

When I say that it took'me an hour to: write a letter (which 
is an accomplishment), I imply that the vriting Of the letter 
went on during that hour* This is not the case with 
achievements. r-ven if one says that it took him three haws 
to reach the summit, orn does not mean that the "reaching" 
of the summit went on during those hours* Obviously it took 
three hours of olimbing , to reach the tope Put in another way: 
if I write a letter in an hour, then I can say 
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I am writing a letter 

at any time during that hour; - 
reach the topl I cannot aay 

I am reaching the top 

but if it takes three hours to 

at arT moment of that period. 

Vencller does not give any semantic characterization of 

achievements* He does point out that achievements can initiate 

states (and Taylor (1956: 92) goes on to remark that they can also 

mark the endings of statest "thus finding and losing are terminal 

points of having or possessing, and f inaing out and f crgetting are 

terminal points of knowing") and in this respect carries on from 

Ryle. In particulars Vendler observes that many state verbs have 

an (inceptive) achievement interpretation as well as their static 

interpret at io n-for example, the "insight" interpretation of 'know' 

or 'understand' and the "spotting" interpretation of 'see' as in 

the following examples-, 

36. Pinally he understood the -problem 

37s - Suddenly I saw, & boat on'the horizon' 

Vendler recog e niz a two senses of such verbs, but this we sliall see 

is unnecessary for the achievement irxtýrpretation is obviously 

contextually determined by particular I temporal adverbials ancl prior 

information (implicit or explicit) that -the-state denoted by the, -- 

verb was not in existence before the ltiiia indicated by the temporal 

adverbial (cf, Poutsma,, 19261 and ý5.30)- 

What we find lacking in Vendlers account is aro, discussion 

of the relationship between accomplishments and achievementsq which 
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we consider to be, a very intimate one,, 
' 

andg like those who 

preceded. him$ any concern or interest with the internal-, structure 

of ýthe predicates which he, labels- as state verbs. -activity- verbs 'P 

accomplishment verbs or, achievement verbs. -In reference to this 

latterg Vendler classifies *running' as an activity verb and 

'running a mile# as'an accomplishment verb but does not give any 

explicit recognition to the role here of the object noun phrase. 

Although Potts (1965: 78) notes, in a slightly different context# 

that a verb can shift its'category if its Ifillingl is omitted or 

varied Lemmon, 0967. i6l) comments that "it is worth remarking 

that "play the piano" and "iralk" are activity verbs but *playthý. 

Pathetique' and "walk to the pub" are performance verbs"s it. is 

generally the linguists who have given this problem explicit and 

extensive attention. 

6.2.6 'Von Wright's lopic of changre and action 

Von Wright's contribution to- the characterization of the 

different kinds of entities expresseaby sentences is indePendOnt 

of the, Aristotelian tradition vrith which we have been concerned so 

far and derives from his development'of a, logiC, Of change and a 

'logic of action as underpinnings for a deorti; logic. His 

explanation of why such logics are -necessary is most instructive 

Macaulay (1971: 101-2) remarks that *Vendler argues that 
*accomplishment" verbs "proceed toward a terminus which is 
logically mcessary to their beirg what they are" ..., whereas 
*achievements" (though Vendler does not say so in these words) 
are more like the terminus itself". However, this insight 
into one aspect ct the relationship between achievement verbs and 
accomplishments would appear to be to Macaulay's rather than 
Vendler's credit. 
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exist Cr' enclure. 
1 

Only states of affairs can correspond, in von Wright's system, 

to atomic propositions* A1.1 the oth6rs, we must assume, 'hava'a 

logically complex'structUre. Although no indication is given as 

to whit kinds ofý molecular propositions would rep-resent processes 

and activities, von Wright has some definite'icleas about the logical 

structure'of events and, actions* Events are basically transitions 

between situationst some'may be from i'state to a process (e0g, to 

begin running) or vice versa (e, g. to stop running), some from one 

process to another process (e. g. for a'walkiýg man to begin running)t 

and some from one tstatel of a process to another 'state' of a pro- 

cess (e. g. to quicken one's pace). Bowever, the class of trans- 

itions which vonWright is exclusively 'co ne erne a with are those from 

However, none of these predicates is appropriate for the 
expression 'fact', making von Wrightla use of the term (a use 
shared by many philosophers) as a superordimte to states, 
, activities$ etc. rather awk , 

wards if pot suspect; and indeed, he 
discontinues using it in his later articles. Although there 
is no need for u3 to embroil, ourselve a in a, discussion of, the 
philosophical status of facts, we may mention in this connection 
Vendler's (1967b) insightful discussion of facts versus events, 
Ile points out that such predicates as *take place', 'occur, ' 
'begin', 'last', lend' are appropriate only with subjects denoting 
events (i. e. either perfect nominals or the'expressions 'the 
event', 'the action', 'the process', etc. ). These verbs do not 
occur with imperfective nominals or 'the fact' as the subject 
expression--ones more appropriate to these involve such notions 
as likelihood, expectancy and knowledge. Vendler concludes thaf 
ftereas both objects and events are "in the world*, each being 
directly or indirectly related to both time and space, facts are, 
not in the world but rather *about things in the world". 
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one state of affairs on one occasion' to a state of affairs on the 

next occasion. such everts he also calls changes. The end 

state of -affairs need not be different from the initial one, and. 

hence the term 'change# is given a broad interpretation to com- 

prehend non-changes as well. Von Wright formalizes events with the 

propositional calculus by introducing a new binary connective T 

which be. calls *and next, Thq formula If= thus represents the 

elementary change described by Ip and then not-pt . which can be, 

glossed as "the state of affairs p is followed on the next occasion 

,,, 
Pimilarly for the other three by the state of affairs not-12" 

possible changes involving only one generic state of affairss 

10TT) 2T 

Acts are more or less equivalent to Kenny's performances* 

Recall that for M3nny a performance was a "brizktim it about that P" 

vbere p stands for either a state or an activity. Fcr von Wright# 

an act is the effecting of a change by a wMful agent. This form- 

ulation is preferable to Kenny's for it allows one to distinguish 

productive action (e. g, opening a window) from preventive action 

Von Wright makes a distinction between generic and inlividual 
states of affairs, the latter involving the coupling of a spatio- 
temporal location with the formeri "Individually the same statep 
ee g. 1, that the sun is shining in Pittsburgh on J8 March 1966 at 
10 a. m., cbtains only once in the history of the morld. Generic- 
ally the same state, eg, t that the sun is shining, can obtain 
repeatedly and in differ-nt places. Of the two. **, the generio 
seems to me to be the primary one. An irxlividual state is, SO to 
speak, a generic state instantiated (limarmted") on a certain 
occasion in space and time" (Wright, 19671 121-2). 
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(e. g. keeping the winclcw open), both of which would be of the same 

logical form according to Kenny since the erd state is the same in 

each case, Furthermore, just as change includes non-chargesý ý80 

act is interpreted so as to include forbearances (the'omission of 

action) which,, again, can-be of two types--letting a change take 

place ard letting ix non-change take place'(= letting a state of 

affairs. continue). 

Von Wright points out that a particular change or aot cannot 

occur on any occasion whatsoever, but only on. one in which the 

initial state of affairs involved in the change obtain3t "Generally 

speaking, only on an occasion on which the generic state of affairs 

described by 12 obtaim,, can the generic change described by IS-_E or 

that described byj& take place or become effected (*at will')" 

(WriEbt, 1963: 37)o This is one component of what von VlriEý%t calls 

.. k, ,ýIII 
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the lopportunity' or an evert or action: "we shall pay that an 

occasion comtitutes an opportunity for the happening of a certain 

generic event or for the. doing of an, act of a certain category) 

when the occasion has some generic feature which makes the happening 

of this event or the doipg of this Vot_ (logically), poq sible on that 

occasion" (ibid. ). Ile, later onlarges, this notion (derivativelY in 

It is CC interest to not*, the f ollowing- relationship between the 

negation of an event and the opportunity for its happening* 
Since the four, elementary charges IT=R, Eal and-T)T-P-arc 
jointly exhau3tive and mutually exclusive, the negation of one 
is equivalent to the (exclusive) disjunction of the other threee 
Hence, --. CpL_pJn IM J\ . pa /\ . Vr%. p. However, if it is the 

-case that the occasion or the initial state ýof the, charge PT-P 
constitutes an opportunity for the change to take place-Le, 2 
does in fact hold-then two of the disjuncts are eliminated# 
leaving us with -(pT.. p)ý EM. N7bat appears to happen ling- 

uistically is that the usual interpretation of a sentence 
involving such a regated proposition, especially if it functions 

as an assertion rather than a denial., is that In which it is 

assumed t1mLt the opportunity for the change to take place did in 
fact exist, (This aspect of negation can perhaps be treated in, 
terms ce 'cancelled expectation'-cf, Leech, 1974: 319-20-) 
HQwever, the other two interpretations are not impo3isible (the 

more so if we are concerred with the straight denial of the 
assertion of the positive propoaition), the least unmtural of 
the two beirg that in which the final state is that which 'would 
have been the case bad the event taken places the most unnatural 
that in which both the initial and final states are opposite to 
those which would have been the -case had the event taken place- 
cf. i, throuEft 3- 

Is I kww John didn't leave the party at 9100 because I 
arrived just after-9: 00-and. he was still there 

2. T kmw John didn't leav Ie- the party at qtOO becauSei 

, arrived just before 9: 00 ani be -was , already gone 

I know John didn't leave the party at qtOO because we 
happened to arrive together at Ju3t, that time 
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the simplification at the calculi of 1963, where he does away with 

a "do* and a "forbear"' operator) to include the counterfactual 

element impliCit'in agency or causality. Besides knowing the" 

initial and end states which define the event effected by the 

agent, "we must be told the state in whi6h the wcrld would be had 

the agent not i-nt*erf erea with it with-4-t but remained passive" 

(Wright, 1968. - 43)o Thus, for example, if a window is in an 

initial state or being open and'will remain open supposing týat no 

agent interferes, then the opportunity exists for either destroying 

this state (closing the window) or letting it continue (not closIrg 

the wirdovr). We med not go into the detailis of how this is form- 

ulated by von, wright. 

It is suggested that the relitionshijý & activities to processes 

is much the same aL3 that or acts'to events: "Acts effect the 

happening'cC events, activities keep pýocesses'pirg" (Wright# 19631 

41). Later,, hcxvever,, he suggests another relatiomhip: 1kcharge 

is accomplishea'throuýi a process, ' Similarlý,, ah'action presupposes 

for its execution activity" (Wright, 1968t 39). It is this latter 

relatioriship, that between a process ancl an activity andl between a- -- 

change arA an actions which appears to, be s9mewhat elusive ani which 

we will baVe to explore in what followp, I- 

717e will want to say something like the following: any change is 
brought about by a directional processy which is to be differ- 
entiated from 

. -0therp non-direotioml proceamwhich may character- 
ize the mode or the formero Thus, if a bottle floats across a 
pondt the change is the going from one side of the pond to the 
other# the directional Procesa the moving towards the other side Cir 
the Pond, and the non-directional process floating (or being 
supported by the water), 
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Other than in his -characterization of changes in terms of 

temporally successive, states of affairs, von Wright takes little 

account of temporal facts in differentiating between his various 

kinds of situations. In particulir. it is not clear whether ý 

accomplishments f all within his class ý of - acts since all his examples 

of actions are 'ones which, can-be cdnstruea as simple., instantaneous 

transitions between dtates-and therefore as achievements. Howeverg 

if acts are the contents of norms t (a. g. -are-, vhat one can be obliged. 

or allowed to do or not to do) ., the a we I must surely assume that 

accomplishmerts, 'are also a kind'of, acti6n* ', But this would cause some 

dif ficulty -f or von Wright Is characterization of changes as success- - 

ive states since in the'case 'of accomplishments, ý (such as-going from 

London to Edinburgh) there will be many intervening states of affairs 

bet*een -the'initial ard and states which def ina the changai 
i 

However# a more serious -drawback to van'Wright's 'Work from the 

linguist's point of, view, is thats with a, very few exceptions# he 

gives no indication of what - particular -sentences ý of a natural language 

his fortiula-'might corresponcl to. 

Dowt'Y (1972: 48-9) argues that all achievements (in Vendler's sense) 
are aralysable as simple changes (in von Wright's sense) and that 
such charges form -an integral-part in -the ana-ly3is --of accomplish- 
ments., Dahl (1973),, on the other hand, interprets all changes and 
acts as momentary but as also iholucUng what Vendler calls 
accomplishments. This leads him to-some-rather counter-intuitiVO 
conclusions, such as, for example, that to build a house is an no"t 
which has no extension in time arA that 'to be building a house' 
(which denotes an activity) is completely unrelated to 'to build a 
house' (denoting an act). 
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6.2.7 The treatrnnt cyf situations as individuals 

We can perhaps mention, before leaving our discussion of the 

logical traditiong the approach taken by logicians such as 

Reichenbach (191+7) ard, f ollowing himp DavidsOn, (1967). 'Essea-iallys 

their analyses, the details cCwhich we emn not go into here,, i aim 

at establishing that events are *inlividuals about whicho like 

objects. Oan indefinite number of things can be said' (Davidsong 

1967: 91) -arxl which can, in addition,, be bouni by the -existeat: 10,1- 

quantifier, In particularl Reicharbach points out the existential 

nature of the event predicates such as Vtake place' and 'occur'* 

Generally, the classifying of events as individuals rests on the 

observation that both objects and events have both a spatial ani, a 

temporal dimension, 
. 

For-Reichenbacho thinj53 are "ager0gates Of 

matter keeping together for a-certain time" while events are 

*space-time coinciaence3. and do-not endure" (J9471 267)- Lemmon 

(1967t 99) speaks of "space-time zones",, two events being equivalent 

if Ahey, take both the same, time and the same place* Perhaps 

r, ooamanIs (1951 1 357) characterization of a thing as a "mpnotonous 

event" ard an evont, as an "unstable thing' is most felicitous-in 

capturing the-rel4tionship, ý 

For somo discussion, cf. Verkuyl (1972: 53.4-1)- Veikuyl uses 
Davidson's analysis of action sentences as confirration for his 
own characterization of the structure of event units, the 
determination of which is necessary fcr the delimitation of the 
upper bound of aspectual categories. The view taken here is 
that Davidson's analysis is not particularly enlightening since 
it leaves M03t of the internal structure cf action and event 
sentences unexplicated, and it is just this structure which deter- 
mines the kind or temporal specification which they accept. 
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6 3-, The linMjistic tradition 

6.3.1 Gleneral remarks 

We will restrict our discussion of the conception and analysis 

of aspect and verb classification within the field of linguistics to 

the past one hundred years. This delimitation is'not altogether 

arbitrary, For, although -similar ideas to those implicit *Or 

explicit in 20th century discussion of aspect can be found in 

Aristotle's analysis and classification of Greek verbs (cf. § 6.2.0 

or in the Stoics' analysis cf Greek verbal irflections as involving 

semantically an aspeotual dimension ("complete" versus *non-complete") 

besides the strictly temporal one (cf. Holt, 1943; Robinli 1951 t 

Lyons, 1968at j 1.2-5). the real concern with and debate over these 

topics was inspired by 19th century investigation into the -verb 

system of Russian and other Slavonic languages, In these languages# 

tbe--morphologLeal marking- in- verbs of some semantic element having to 

do with completio4/perfectivity was particularly striking. Hayever, 

parallels were rapidly sought and, 'with varying degrees of success, 

fourA in other Indo-European languages. It would be very difficult 

to ssurvey,, let alone inter-relate or integrate the myriad of obser- 

vationst conclusions. --olassif Joat ions, terminologies, -ani detailed 

analyzes which have resulted from this enthusiastic scholarship. 

Rather than unlertaking such af crmidable task, we win try to confine 

our attention throughout the following discussion to three particalar 

issues. 

Pirst, there is the problem of what'criteria-morphological# 

syntactics semantic or some combirmtion of these--are to be used in 
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establishing aspectual categories and determining what linguistic 

element(s) they are categories of. As we have suggested above, 

the recent trend has been, on the fcrmal side, towards recognizing 

other criteria besides the strictly morphological. Of particular 

importance here is the u3e, of the co-occurrence potential of 

different. classes of temporal adverbials as an aid in determining' 

the presence of one aspectual category rather than another,. 'As we 

have seen, the philosophers have made explicit appeal to 'such ý- 

criteria. On the other hand, semantic criteria (though, mostly 

intuitive and informal to begin with) have competed with morpho- 

logical ones from the very beginning; and their use has required a 

more sensitive investigation into what, semantically conceived#- 

aspect is and whether it is a category of the verb or of some 

larger unit. The inevitable confusion over morphological and 

semantic determinants of aspect led, quite early, to the establish- 

ment of a distinction between 'aspect' anl laktiomarten' , this in 

turn- engerilering much debate* This distinction will be briefly 

discussed. 

The second- issue, which is directly related to and not really 

separable from this gradual recognition that aspect cannot be 

treated solely as a-grammatical category of the verb, is the problem 

of realization. The same or similar aspectual distinations to those 

in the Slavonic languages were found, in some languagess to be 

directly encoded in the lexical content of verbs rather than 

expressed by affixes of a more or less grammatical nature. Later, 

it became apparent that in many cf these languages the lexical 
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features of the verb alono ware not emugh for & consistent assigment 

of aspects other contextual factors-includirg the interplaY of 

C, r&, nmtical elements-mmt be taken into considerations The 

culmimtion of this has been a configLwational or compositioml 

comeption of the realitation of aspect in lanSmSes such as grglish. 

Thirdly, we must comider as we go alorg tho actual aspectum-I 

categories which have been proposedg irrespective of whather such 

ola3sifications have been intended to VLPP1Y to verbal inflections& 

auxiliary and periPhM3tiO oonstructioras lexical classes of vOrb3a 

or complexes larger than the verb* Despite the maze of termin0l- 

ogies, we YrM find a Comral, thouZh not umnimousg agreement oz 

to the major distinotiorn izvolved, and these will turn outp Ccr the 

moat pmrt, to be highly congruent with those of the philosopherse 

6o3*2 Anpoet in Rupsian 

The se=rx'. ic dbtinatiom with which vm are comernecl here- 

om3 which we vim as having to do with the existential status and 

temporal struoture cf linguistically encoded situation3-have been 

most extensively discussed by linguists urder the rubrics cC aspcet' 

and aktionsartan and these as they pertain to or have been adapted 

from the analyzis ce the Slavonia verb system. In the Slavic 

langmges there exist morphological varlations in the verb- 

preaominantly the addition of prof izes arA suffixes 9 but also chances 

in the conjugation-which have been correlated with a semantic 

distinction termed 'perfective' versus 'imperfective* According 

to Viner (1972 t 219) j "imporfeotive f orm3 are said to be used who n 

the speaker is thinking cf an action in its developcent or onm- 

going; perfective forms are said to be used when the "aker is 
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talking about a completed action or is viewing the action as a 

whole. Whereaz perfective forms denote completed actionsg 

imperfective forms do not denote uncompleted actiom but simply 

say nothing at all about the completion or non-completion of an 

action". Thus, to give one of the classic examples from Russians 

the verb 'peset' in 38. is imperfective, Inapisall iri 39- perfectiveo 

-4 38. On piset pislmo "He was writing a/the book" 

39. On rinpisal pis Imo "He wrote a/the book" 

Whereas 39. implies that the book was completedt 37- carries no 'such 

implication (although it is not precluded)e 

Unfortunatelyg however, the situation is not quite so clear-cut 

as it may appear at first glance, First of all, besides expressing 

the on-goingness cf the described situation, a sentence containing 

the imperfective fcrm of a verb can also express iteration (cf. the 

Prench imparfait). Secordly,, not all perfectivizing and 

imperfectivizing affixes can be added to all verb stemst although it 

II 

Cf. also Lyons,, 1968a: V-5*6, and Forsyth, 1970,, on the marked 
nature of perfective aspect in Russian. Forsyth takes a more 
extreme position than Miller concerning the, perfective/imperfective 
distinction in that he views it as a strictly privative opposition: 
whereas "a perfective verb expresses the action as a total event 
summed up with ref are nce to a single specific juncture"q the U30 
of the imperfective is dictated "by the need to avoid the view of 
the action inherent in the perfective* (Forsyth, 1970'. 9-10- 
The danger in regarding the imperfective as devoid of any P03itiV8 
content is that any strange uses of imperfective forms can then be 
simply ascribed to the need or wish ta avoid the perfective. 
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does sI eem'thit ihere ixie'soime regularities, ' bertain*affixes tendirg 

Tfiirdly-,, there is ablass to occur with particulai'sets of verbs'. 

of verbs"which ýesemble imperfective verbs in form but which do not 

have corresponlirgr'perfective partners ard similarly for a class of 

verbi vhicý are Perfective in form (cf. Streitberg, '091 ; Porsyth, 

1970)0-"- Purthermore, there is a large clasi oý'(formally) imper- 

fectivi verbs for which the commonly 'accept ed perfective partner is 

one with an inceptive interpretation. -The acceptance of these as 

constituting imperfective/perfective pairs complicates the samantio 

characterization cf perfective aspect while their rejection inicreaseg 

the number of verbs which are not avaceptike tothe imperfective/ 

perfective distinction and thus reduces its generility. Miller 

(1970as 1970b), however, has o-6gently arolecl that the imperfective/ 

perfective distinction, i. e. the category otaspect, concerns only 

the class cf ' Ia6tivev verbs'. i. e. those participating in the discript- 

ion of actiom'; and most of the unpaired (formally) imperfective 

verbs , arA týose`hmviný only inceptive perfective'ýartners turn out 

to be Istativel or 'static" verbs, i. e. those which are employ6a'tO 

describe stiLteg of various- kinds. 

Miller makes a dis tinction within the non-active verbs between 
stative verbs such as 'ponimat" ("understand"), Iverit" ("belim")s 
Idumat" ("think") Iznat" ("know"), etc. and static verbs such as 
IstoJat" ("stard"ý# Ilezat" ("lie% Isidet" ("sit"). 

. Sentences 
with the former verbs but not with the latter can be paraphrased 
by sentences in which the animate noun (formerly in nominative 
case) appears in the dative case. Miller's class of static verbs 
correspords to orn of the classes of verbs in snglish which are an 
exception to the principle that (syntactically) non-stative verbs 
participate in describing actions (cf, Lakoff, 19661 Is i2-13)o 
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Fourthly, the so-called perfectivizing prefixes do not, all 

convey simply the 'grammatical' 
-meaning 

"perfective", but may add 

additional ruances as well. In such. cases, the perfective verb can 

be regarded as a new lexical item,, ard such an irterpretation gaim 

support. when a seconlaryj suffixal imperfective existse Thus, in 

the case of the imperfective/perfective pairs 'pisattl/Impisat" 

("to write"), $pet", /Ispet" ("to sing"), and Isej#'1/1poseJat" 

("to sow"), the prefixes Ina. -I, Is-' and Ipc>-I merely, ada, the notion 

of an inherent and attained limit to the situation (of writingi 

singing, sowing); and therefcre the pairs differ only in perfectivit. V- 

Such perfective verbs do not yield, in gemral, 'seconclary imperfective 

forms, On the other hand, the imperfective/perf ective pairs Opisat I' 

("write")/'zapisatl'(-write down"), Ivizz"at" ("whine")/Izaviziatlo 

(wbegin to whine"), and trastil ("grow")/tvyrastil("grcw up") differ 

along other semartio dimensions besides that of perfectivity; and 

for these theiýe exist seoordary imperfectives, differing only in 

aspect, Therefcre, it can be argued that the perfective anl 

secondary imperfective are the'two aspectual forms of a single verb# 

which latter is a different lexical item from the original imper- 

fective (of, Miller,, 1970b). However,, there are some cases where the 

prefixed perfective appears to differ lexically from the stem imper- 

fective but for which no secondary imperfective exists or for which 

the seconaary imperfective has only an iterative interpretation. 

Such forms are often called aktionsarten (but this represents a 

slightly different specialization of the term than that which we will 

be considering), And there are other kirds of exceptions and 

peculiarities which complicate the system further.. 
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Thus., even, inRus siant the, category of aspect cannot be, -ý 

divorced from the lexical properties of verbs ani the process of 

word formation whereby a prefix spatially, materiallyg or temporally 

bourils or limits the situation denoted by, the imperfective -stem, or 

focusses on the crossing of one of its bounclaries, making it 

'grammatically' perfective at the same time, 

Besides'the strictly morphological reflection Of the aspectual 

categories in Russian,, there are other criteriat syntactic 

In fact, one could analyze the entire process Of Prifixation as 
one of lexical derivation# the element ar perfectivity being., 
simply a semantic by-product,, so to speak, of ''the combination of 
the. lexical meanings of the verb and the prefix* Cases where 
the imperfective and prefixal perfective form a simple aspectual 
pair would then represent the special cape of this process whereby 
the prefix has no semantic content other than that of an attained 
limit or an exhausted extension of the action described by the 
ste-n. This was more or less the view held by Streftberg (1891: ' 
73): "Die bedeutung eines solchen compositums repraesentiert ein 
product aus drei versehieaenen factaren. Sie setzt sich ntilich 
zusamment ip aus dem materiellen bedeutungsirbalt,, des simplexi, 
2. aus dem materiellen beaeutungsinhalt der praeposition und 
3- der modification der actionsart, welche durch die enge 
vereinigung der beiaen unter 1. und 2. genannten elemente her- 
vorgerufen wird und die in der hinzufdgung des begriffes der 
vollendung besteht. Diese drei factoren sincl von haus aus bel 
Jedem compositum wirksam; nun k8nnen aber nach zwei seiten hin_, 
verschiebungen eintreten, 1. Die praeposition kann ihre sel- 
bstdndige. existenz als solche einbdssen una dadurch in ihrer indiV- 
iduellen bedeutung in dem masses verblassen, dass sie bei der 
zusammensetzung mit einem verbum, dem compositum keinen materiellen 
bedeutungsZUWaCh3 mehr zu bringen vermag. In diesem falle wird 
the Anderung der actionsart das einzige resultat der zusammen- 
setzung stin; the praepo3ition ist also ein rein formales mettel 
zum ausdruck der perfectivitdt geworden". 
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(distributional) ana seirantics -by which imperfective ard'perfeotive 

verbs can be distinguished. Fcr example, Mazon (19%) sets up as 

the major ard infallible criterion for decidirg if a form is 

imperfective or'hot its oo-occurrenoe potential, with 'budul ("Will 

bels the so-called future terse of 'byt'I ('ýtc'be"): only imp'er- 

fective verbs'may follow it. Howeverg distinctive co-occuirýence-" 

patterns with temporal adverbials have, in general, been overlooked 

or given only implicit recognition in discussions of the imperfective/ 

pqrfective distinction* Only recently have these been spelled out 

explicitly. Uiller (1970a: 233). for example, observes that "verbs 

in imperfective aspect,,, do not occur with-adverbial phrases like- 

V za cas (in an hour), za mWao (in a month) with which verbs in 

perfective aspect do co. -occur" while Forsyth (19701 61) remarks that 

lmperfýctive verbs "are frequently used with certain types of adverb 

expressing duration, of time eog. Idolgo'. ("for a long time") p ,Z- 
Ovsju zimu*'-(4a3.1 winter")2, (which from the practical point of 

view may be said conversely to require almost exclusively imperfective 

verbs)"* The parallelism here with the temporal specification which 

the philosophers found to be characteristic of kineseis and energeiai 

(or accomplishments/achievemerts and states/activities)l respectivelys 

is striking and cannot be coincidentale 

Considering now semantio criteria, we fird that sentences with 

perfective verbs have-implicatiors which differ from, those with 

imperfeatives. Such properties have been invoked-explioit3, Y iW'-' 

Miller 0970a, i. 97Cb, 1972, )* Thus# sentence 40. below implies 41,, 

42. ancl 43. whereas 41. implies none of 40., 42., or 43. (on the 
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40. , On napisal (perf. 'pis 1 mo "He wroti the-letter" 

41,, "'On pisal'(imperf pis Imo "He vrote/was'-witing the 

letter"' 

- On boll A' ne pidet pis' m6 "He * is, no "'longer writing the 42. se 

letter" 

43. On kvzSil pis at I pis I mo "He bas f inishea mriting the 

letter" 

assumption that pis Imo has specif ic ani constant reference throughout)* 

Again, the similarity with the tense criteria of Aristotles Kenny and 

Potts cannot be ignored. 

6.3.3 The extension of ý 'aspect' to the descriptionof non-Slavonic 

languages 

To put the study of aspect in non-Slavonic languages in its 

historical perspective, we may take as our starting point the state- 

ment given by Streitberg (091) concerning the status, classification 

and characterization of the aspects (or aktionsarten as he calls them) 

Such semantio properties distinguish aspectual pairs which can be 
said to di"er only in perfectivity from those in which the per- - fective fcrm inlicates inception cf the state or activity denoted 
by the imperfective. --Thus J, implies 29 but not 3-# and 4. is 
odd, if not unacceptable (cf. Miller, 1970a). 

i. On ponjal (perf. ) knigu "He has come to understand 
the book" 

2o On pinimaet (imperf, ) knigu "He understands the book" 

3. On bollse ne ponimmet knigu "He no longer understards 
the book" 

4. ?K On konc'fil ponimat' knigu "He has finished under- 
atomAirg the book" 
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In týa Slavic and Baltic la%uagese The vieIr of aspect expou3ed 

here is represertative cf the findirgs anj opinions ce the june. 

grammatiker at that times particulmrly of auch Slavicist-i as 

Viklosich arA Leakien. 77, * aspects are* first of all, recognized 

as sem. ntic cateCories of the yerb., Streitberg states that there 

are three major aktionsarten which "beherrachen das gasammteverbal- 

system*--the Imperfective,, the perfectivet and the Iterative@ 

Imperfective aspect presents the action in its uninterrupted duration 

or coritimmtion whereas perfective aspect adds to the meaning 

inherent in the verb the notion of coipletiont *13ia bezeichnet also 

the handlure des verbums nicht soblechthin In Ihrex rortLanas ihrer 

conticuitits sondern, stets im hinblick nuf den moment der vo1lenlung# 

die arzoilung des resultates", (Straitborg, 18911 70-1 The third 

major aspeot., tba itorative, preserts the tation in its repetition. 

The repeated action may be either perfective or imparrectiveg 

Perfeative verbs are further divided according to their meaning 

but not acoording to fbrm, into thq3e of weentary aspect and those 

of durative aspects Streltbarg's ne=rtic cbsracterization of these 

Streitber 13 careful to di3tinrU13h between an wction being 
complete 

for" 
perfective) an-I an action being completed (or per- 

fected)s tba latter belvj exprassed by a combination of an 
aspectually perfective verb and the pa3t ter3at *Dabei ist eS 
vollkommen Sleichoatigo ob der auL-erblick der vollenLIunE der 
vorgargezheit, j aegowrart oder zukurft aWhcrt; doun the aur- 
r, aba der tempumfcrm Ist eso die relative zoitsture zu bestimmenp 
nicht aber die der aktiousarto (ibid-: 70- 
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is particularly ImIghtful, and iweediately brinos to mind, 'on the 

ove bandt Ryle's disoussion of aohievement verbs andl on the other, 

Aristotle's derinition of verts cC-kinesels or Vanalerli-dafini- 

tion or accomplishmant verbs: 

a) J/Sie perfectiven verbj sind momentan# vmnn eile den 
Ochwerpurikt einzig unI allein auf den moment der vollen- 
dungt den aucor]3Uä', < de3 resultates legen, alles andere 
unbertlek5ichtir, t lasser. Zebe tibiti lerschlaeng dih., 

.ý ein rezultat durch die handlung das schlagens erreichen't 
Von einem 4bmativeng continuierlichen charakter der 
handlung kann hier keine rede sein, cler ganze vorstellung- 
sco, nplex coricantriert nich vielmehrleiliglich, aut den 
zeit punkt� welcher die vollerdunI� das resultat, bringt* 

Den gegensatz hierzu bilden die durativ-perfectiven verba, 
A , %uch sie heben den mor: ent der vollendung hervor, setzen 
ihn aber in ausdrdeklichen gegensatz zu der varaufgeherden 
dauer der hancIlunge Die bedeutung des verbums ist also 
combiniert aus einem durativon uni einem porteativon 
elemente Vgl. alov.. Uroberem *ich lese durch'� dhe Ich 
bin In der durativon handlunZ des lese= berrittens Mre 
dieselbe aber bin zu eine-a abschluse fcrt$, 

(Straitbarg, 18911 71-2) 

Unfortunately, r1treitbarg gives co criteria other than an appeal to 

OrAls intuitiOn abOut the meaning cf the verb by which theso two 

aspect: % coula be reliably diatirCuisigd, 

Straitberr, allo sugge3ts the po3sibility ef d1viding the 

perfective verbs-yreaunably both momentary and durative-intO 

effective =1 iqgreusivc varb3: *Setzt man nlaich den monent der 

vollanduna in L: egonsatx zu dea vorbercituaZen, 3c, k=n man von 

effectiven, j sets man ihn in SegamsLtz zu (leaf olgan, z1o kann Can 

von irGrestsiven verben sprochon* (ibid.: 72). llwcvcr# this is 

rep, rded by Streitberg as esiseatially a subjective di3tination (of 
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"no theoretical value") which depends on the verbal root cr'is 

determined by the context (cf. also Godel, 1950. - 38), What "' 

Streitberg appears to be referring to here can be illustrated from 

Inglish, The perfective verb 'fall asleep' expresses a transition 

betvieed a state cf wakefulness and a state cf being asleep* In one 

context the emphasis may be on the exit from the state cf wakefulness: 

in another it ray be on the entry into , the'state of being 

cf. A4. and 45. However, since 'a-sleep* corresponds to the final 

statet the expression Ofall asleep$ can be said to favour an 

444,1 tried to'stay awake during the li6ture but fell asleep 

within a few minutes 

45. John fell. asleep for three hours 

ingressive interpretation, as does that of 'wake up% This is what 

we assume Streitberg meann by the distinction depending also on the 

verbal root (cf. also 'lone consciousness' with 'fall unconscious')* 

Graphioally, Streitbarg suggests, that imperfective verbs can be 

represented as 'unbounded straight linass durative-perfootives as 

bounded linest momentary-perfeotives as points, and iteratives as 

rows of unbounded liness bounded lines, or points. 

The three major aspects were observed by Streitberg to, bet in 

general, formally distinguishable. Perfectives were formed from 

imperfective roots by prefixationt iteratives from perfectives I 
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or imperfectives by suffimtion, 
i, He was also aware, howeverg 

of the problem cases--the unpaired perfectives ani the unpairea 

imperfectives. Moreover, and as we have seen, he recognized the 

perfectivizing process as not strictly grammatical but. rather to 

some extent lexical in nature-or, at laast, lexically constraired 

and conUtioned. 

In this brief synopsis we f ind more cr less all the semantic 

ingredients involved in the discussion of aspect- in the ensuing years 

Streitberg was mainly considering older forms of the Slavonic 
languages arxi in these the meaning of such suffixes was confined 
to that of iterativitye In later forms of the languagesp such 
as Russian, the suffixes have, for the most parts lost their 
exclusively iterative meaning ard have taken on, in addition, the 
expre6sion of simple imperfeotivity, the on-goingtess of the action 
(cf. the discussion of secondary imperfectives in 5 6.3.2). 

2 One other distinction which is frequently made with respect to the 
Slavonic languages is that between verbs which denote activities 
which are multiýhasal, which consist cC a series of identical 
acts or events ksuch verbs being grammatically imperfeotive)5and 
suffixal (and grammatically perfective) form3 of the same verbs 
which denote a single occurrence of one of these normally repeated 
or continuous acts cr events, These latter are called Isemel- 
faotives's Thus, whereas Russian Istu(yatO means "knock at the 
door". the semelfactive Ostuknut" means 'knock a single time on 
the door* or "give a single knock on the door". The set of 
imperfective verbs which yield semelfaotives should not be con- 
fused with those verbs in English which are inherently iterativeg 
such as 'babble*$ 'cackle'# 'rumble', 'hobble', Ichatterlp 
*teeter'# Itremblelp 'shiver', 'quiver', 'throb', 'rattle% etas 
The activities which these verbs denote are multiphasal, but 
individual complete phases cannot be singled outt N'to bobble 
once$, N'to chatter once% "to tremble oncel, etc,, Rather$ it 
is verbs which are usually, but not necessarily, understood 
iteratively (we might say they are pragmatically iterative) which 
have individuating counterpartst 'stir'/*stir once* (or $give 
something a single stir); 'walk'/'take one step; 'talk'/'say 
one word; 'tap'Ptap oncel (or 'give one tap*); 'shake'/ 
'shake once'; etc. 
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although each scholar almopt invariably suggested a new or slightlY 

modified terminology2or promoted one or other of the. distinctions 

to a superordinate status. Poutsma (1926), for examples claims 

the major aspectual distinction to be that between duratives momentar-r- 

eou3 and iterative* Streitberg's imperfective aspect thap corres- 

ponds to indefinitely durative aspect in Poutsma's systemi, (durative) 

perfective a3pOct tO teraiMtively durative aspect, And 

Streitberg's subjective irCressive-perfective aspect Is exPlicitlY 

included as a sub-type cf durative aspect in Poutsma's system* 

The discrepancy here arises from'the fact that within the, class of 
verbs which denote actions happening instantaneously, some of these 
can be regarded as-achievements (in Rylels'sense), i. e. as attain- 
ments of a Epals and hence perfective in Straitberg's systamt 
vhereas others do not imply some previous durative action directed' 
towards a goal. These latter f incl no place within Streitberg's 
classification whereas the former remain unrelated. to durative- 
perfective verbs in Poutsma's system. Velte n (1931 ), in his study 
of the origin of voice aril aspect in Indo-European, provides us 
with a possible historical explanation for the haterogenity of the 
class of momentaneous verbs (which property also characterizes 
Vendler's and, following him,, Macaulayls (1971) class of achieve- 
ments)6 Velten suggests that when the idea of duration was 
associated with the verb system of Indo-%ropeans there existed 

'two classes of verbal constructionsýaffectives and. aotionalse 
The affectives were locative constructions interpretable in either 
Of two WaYs-eego (i ) 'sight (an image) is in me" or (2) "an 
image strikes me"* The actionals inlicated an action caused by 
the volition of the subject and did not involve such alocative 
construction. Given the distinction of durative/norp-durativeo 
interpretation (I ) of the affective construction lea'to imperfec ve Ai 
aspect whereas interpretation (2) led to momentaneous (inceptive) 
aspect, Likewisep. the actionals divided into verbs of durative- 
perfective aspect ("expressing an action directed towards an aim"Y, 
and those of momentansous-perfective aspect ("implying the attain- 
ment of a goal"). Velten observes that this latter group is 
identicall as regards its aspect (by which he presumably means its 
instantaneousness) with the inceptive verbs aerived, from the 
affective class, Thus,, by superimposition three categories emerget 'durativel (imperfictive)g 'instantaneous' (Foutsmala momentaneous 
and Streitberg's momentaneous-perfective) and 'terminative' (durative-perfective). 
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Streitberg himself was interested in demo'nstrating that the 

dermarde'languages, inparticular Gothic,, also possess aspect'as a 

category of the verb-i. e. morphologically conceivea-and came to the 

conclusion that althoySh lacking a morphologically reflected class of 

iterative verbs, iý did po I 3sess perfectivizing prefixes ahalogous to 

the Slavonia lar*Nages, in particular the prefix 'ga-1, Those who 

contended Streitberg's conclusion did so mainly on-the grounds that 

the prefixeswere not simply grammatical but carriqd other elements 

of meaning besides "perfectivity", However, as we have seeng 

Streitberg was not operating with a strictly grammatical conception 

of aspect. It mvertheless appears to be the case that in the 

modern Germania languages, such as German, the verbal pr; fixesg where 

they are still productive# are Much less systematic in their aspeotual 

content thin in Russianj and the process is perhaps best viewea as 

entirely one of lexical derivation. 

Even before StreitberSts attempt to extend the category of 

aspect to the description of the Germanic lar4ýuages, Mez 0876), in 

his study of Latin and the Romance languages, was lea to make a 

distinction between two olasses of verbs which he labelled, perfective 

ancl imperfective, I 
whichs as far as his semantic characterization 

Still earlier, Curtius 0852) applied the notion of aspect as cOn- 
ceived* by the Slavicists to the analysis of ancient Greek whose 
verb system also involves morphological variations having to do, on 
the semantic level, with a distinction similar to that of perfective/ 
imperfective# However, the system is made somewhat more oomplic- 
ated by the existence of a third aspectual. terms the aoristq which, 
in opposition with the imperfective, is unmarked for duration. 
1, Yons (1968al § 7-5,6) suggests that "the three-term. opposition of 
perfective, imperfective and aorist in Greek isseethe'resultant of 
two binary distinotionst perfective (or completive) v. nory-perfect- 
ives and durative v. non-durative. w 
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of it"is corcerned., corresponds to that of Streitbergs; and we mY 

presume that it was inspired by the Slavic traditione Howeverg the 

interestirg point is that Diem lays no istress on'the morphological 

reflection cxr, aspect but rather the differen6e between-the two 

classes cC verbs with respect to'the semantic implications cf their 

passive participles: 

Les Participes passifs des transitifs aont viativite ne se 
prolonge pasa , q--deli d1un instant, comme vaisirs surprendre, 
iveiller, vaincre, abandonner, terminers tuerg ou au moins 

. 
implique un but momentane i atteindre, comme fairq,, atablirs 
orner,, batirg battre, charger, presentent Vaction comme 

, accomplie at parfaite, at le temps formg aveo sum et. ces 
participes repond, aLu parfait latin 4galement io-Fr-i; avec Bum-i 

. 
il nemico a battuto. liennemi eat battu w, hostis victus-est;, 
era battuto, 6tait battu = victus erate, *0 Ce West qua 
iorsque le verbe exprime une action quIon no commence,, pas 
aveo Vintention de Vachever, comme aimer, hal1r, louer, bi&narq 

admirer demander voir entendre at autres verbes analogaess,, -.., 
quo le Pýxrticipe uni 'a ease indique qua Vaction se passe &U' 

a moment ou Von parle: egli a amato da tutti, il est aim' de 
tout le monde is amatur-ab omnibus,,,, r: sse dans le premier 

-cas r6po=a lIall6 sein. dans le, secon! "Y-werden. On 

pourrait nommer lea verbes de la premiere classe perfectifst 
ceux de la siýcorde imperfectifs. Vais les participes de_1& 

premVere classe, an renoNant a Videe de tempss prennents' 
comme d6ja". an latin (eruditus est. terra ornata eat floribus)p 
la valeur de simple adjectifs.... 

(Diaz, 076t"06-7) 

This criterion and the distinotion it engenders was found to be 

applicable to English as well and was taken up by Jespersen (1924: 

272) who cilled, the two verb classes conolusives (perfectives) and 

non-comIusives (imperfectives). Unfortunately,, both Diez and 

Jespersen discuss under the category of non. -conclusives only verbs 

which do not in any obvious way denote actionss Lee state verbs in 

the philosopher's terminology. (Ota (1963). however, restricts his 

use of Jespersen's distimtion to verbs denoting actions-cf* ý5.2.8. ) 
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'More generallyt it was found that, in the extension of the 

notion 6f'aspect to the study of non-Slavic languages# a congruence 

between a formal (morphological) and a semantic (notional) 

characterization of the categories could not be maintainedg, especially 

if all and only those semantic distinctions involved in the Slavic, 

aspeotual system were tiken as delimiting the semantic field involved 

and only'grammaticaI processes such as affixation were considered, 

(it is also# of course, quite likely that scholars extended the' 

concept of aspect, with varying degrees of undeistanding-of 'its 

driginal usage with raspiot to the Slavic languages. ) - In English 

ani'the Romance languages, in particularg scholars discovered that 

it was generally not possible to correlate the semantic, distinctions 

involved consistently or systematicany with any one type of linguistic 

element, grammatical or lexical. Sometimes the differenae between 

the imperfective and perfective forms of a Slavic verb'corresponlea 

to a difference in lexical items (e. g. OtreatO/Ocuret, 'sit (an 

exam)O/Ipass (an exam)t, *strive for, /Iachieveo), sometimes to a 

simple verb versus a complex verbal group (e. g. 'sleep'/$fall asleep', 

'read*/Iread through')--although it will be recalled thit'tlie Russian 

equivalents of these differ as well by more than just perfectivity). 

An: 1 at the same time more cbviously grammatical-processes such as 

verbal irflections (e. g. the imparfait in Ftench) andýauxiliary 

constructions (eeg. the progressive form in English# the 'have* 

constructions in English and other languages) appeared to have 

partially overlapping semantic correlates with those of the 

imperfective and perfective Slavic verbs. In yet other instancess 

there seemed to be no simple or systematic means of rendering an 
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nzpectual distiýmtiqn other than by the addition of various types 

of complements or modifiers, Le. through an. apparently unsy5te; atic 

interplay of various elemlntp vithin the sentence, 

Thus , we f incl by Jespersen' a time an ac ceptance by many ý nOn- 

Slavicists of a basically national approach to the study Of asPeOto 

Jespersen (1924: 286) states that there, are four means_of expressing 

the aspectual distinations: by "(I) 
-the ordinary, týeaning Of Ahe 

verb itself, (2) the occasional meaning of the verb as occasioned 

by context or, situation, (3) a derivative suffix, and (4) a tense- 

form" 4*09 a verbal infleation or an auxiliary construction)o , 
Contemporaneously# Poutsma (19261 14-5), puts, forth, a similar. view: 

"In English, as in other Germania la! aguageso the-various aspects, 

are partly. implied in-the meaning of the predication# partly by 

words modifying, its meaning, partly suggested by the context of the 

sentence" . 
(where a predication is, roughly, the, action, atatep 9r 

quality expressed-by a verb). 
'. Hovay0r, both Jesper; en's and 

POUtSMM'S vagUe appeal to context as one way of rendering an aspectual 

diatimtion Jeaves it simply a rag-bag untiltheý relmnt contextual 

factors can be emmerated and their interaction with the lexical 

meaning of the verb made explicit. I 

FOUtsma gives as examples of these tbree possibilities the follcrx- 
inai 'to arrive$ (momentaneous aspect) versus $to stay' (measur- 
able cbmation) versus #to pan&, # (succession of like acts); 'lie' 
(duration) versus 'lie down' (ingressive)- $she went to bed and 
slept imtantlvt (ingressive interpretatio"n of 'sleep')* Of* 
also Ourme, 1931. 
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., However. Jespersen also suggests that various semantio distinct- 

ions which had by that time congregated under the category of aspect 

should be distirMished as independent semantic parameterso 
I 

some 

of xhich can then be shown to have characteristic realizations. 

Among these is the semantio distinction between conclusive and DOn-6 

conclusive verbs which we bave noted above andwhich Jospersen 

regards az simply lexical, The other distinctions include that of 

duration versus non-duration (as one of the functions of the pro- 

gressive form), $ iteration versus single instance of action, stability 

,., 
into,, (or out versus charge (ioes . "being in a state" versus *charre 

of) the state")s resultative versus non-resultative, and finished 

versus unfinished, Jespersen maintain%., - that this latter distinction 

JS- also One of the semantio correlates of the progressive form 

(elge as in He wrote a letter versus He was writi! n a, letter)* 

However, he appears to ignore the fact that this distinction pre- 

supposes the presence of a oonalusive, varb (or$ rathers verb phrase)# 

and we can expect the semantic, element of "unfinished" to be deriv- 

ative of the basic meaning of the progressive form when applied to 

this particular class af verbs, 

Hcmevert as early as 1908,, efTcrts were made by the Slavicists 

themselves to distinguish aspect as morphologically ard grammatically 

In'particularg Jesp6rsen noted that 'perfective' as applied to 
Gothic by Streitberg comprehends different distinctions: sometimes 
it inlicates "finishing"p sometimes "inception% sometimes 
"obtaining through the actions" (egg* task' versus 'learn by asking'), 
11caeverp we have already seen that a similar situation obtains in 
Rus si an. 
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conceived from azpect, as, morphologically but lexically conceived-- 

Leo roughly a distinct ionbetween irfleation and derivationv 

Agrell (1908) 
, in his work on Polish,, retains the: t erm I aspe ct If or 

the former ard specializes the German term taktionsart' to refer to 

the 3atter, ThU3s the aktiomarten establish different lexical ' 

classes, of verbs; but all verbs# irrespective of their aktionsarts 

are either perfective or imperfective, Simple aspectual pairs will 

therefore b6long to the same 1CXiCal Class (more p&rtioularlyt they 

will be forms of the same lexioallitem) ard win differ only vith 

respect to "on-goingness" versus *completenesaIR (Of. ý&180 , 

Miller, 1970bi ý5.1)* 

This distinction, orce'made within the context CIC the ý SlaviO 

languages, was again carried over by some scholars t6'the non-Slavic 

languages . 'with varying degrees - of distortion, As German possesads' 

a productive system of verbal prefixation, and'as this had proven 

to be more adequately handled as a matter of word buildingi the term 

aktionsarterr-now in its specialized use-was appropriate6 -in the 

other-languagest. however, the distinotion. came, to be interpreted as- 

that of grammatical inflection. ancl/or the use of verbal auxiliaries 

verSU3 (lexical) verb classes* Thus Goedsche (1940: 191) statess 

"We recognize now that what Streitberg called 'perfeotive-aotion- 

sart' is based on the-lexical meaning of the verb. I Suggest that 

we keep the terwaktionsarten for this analysis of lexical meaningp 

but it should not be treated as a synonym of verbal aspect which 

represents a syntactical meaning expressed by a special set of forms 

as,, eg. in English by the expanded form" (cf. also Bodelseni 1964)9 

However, such grammatical elements do not map directly onto the 
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semantic -distinction perfeotive/imperfeotive which comprises aspect 

in the Slavonic m6a6l. Awthermores the'setting up'of lexical 

classes or aktionsarten was novr no longer 'constrained by the 

expression level'to classes determined by piefixition; ' arA hence* 

the muiber- of"possible semantic distinotiom now seemed theoretically 

unrestricted, Thus, to some the distination'between, aspect and 

aktionsarten did not appear to make any impcrtant'contributi6n to 

the alreidy'co ntrovers Sal status of aspect in ge neral, 'Typical - of 

his- time j Vendryes (1942 1 84) lamented that Oil nly a re en gue 

linguistique do question plus... difficile qua cone deýllaspect, 

Of parce qU, jl nly en a pas de plus controverseeet sur laquene les 

opinions diiergL-nt davartage..., On nlest dlao6ord ni our la ',, 

dafinition meine de l'aspeet, ni nur les mppoýtis de ltaspeCt et dU 

tempas ni our Is. fa?, on dont l1aspect ýs0exprimag ni our la place qu': Ll 

convient do reco=Lltre a l'aspect dans le syst'ýme verbal des 
I 

differentes la rgues ", Thus,, it is not stwprising that mwW ling- 

uists abandoned as misguided the azybire attempt to find in DOVI'Slmvic 

languages a category cr aspect corresponding to the Slavic perfective/ 

imperfective distinctions, turning their efforts instead to the 

analysis of verbal inflections and auxiliary constructions in their 

can languages with no Ireconceivea ideas as to the semantic 

cakegories of description appropriate to them and with little attention 

given to the lexical properties of the verbs. Two of the perhaps 

most independent thinkers of their time, Guillaume (1929) and 

Koschmieder (1929). had already put forth alternative conceptions Of 

the notion of aspect to those of the Slavicists, both approaching it 

essentially from a theory of time and its irteraotion with the 

speaker. 
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However, others maintained the validity of the notion of 

aspect, and the distinction between this and aktionsarteng for the 

analysis of English and various other languages but attempted to 

give the distinction a somewhat different interpretation from that 

given it by the Slavicistse Aspects it was suggesteds deperds upon 

the speaker's point of view and Is therefcre $subjective'* Aktion- 

sarten, on the other hancl,, have to do with the nature or development 

of the situation being described and is, in this sense,, $cbjective' 

(of* Hermann, 1927; Porzig, 1927; Deutschbein, 1939; and, for 

discussion, Ivinescu, 1957). Although, as we"shall, see'belows 

Deutschbein's application of the term laktionsai-tant is somewhat' 

more specialized than that cf other scholars mikirg the distinction 

between aspect ancl aktionsarten, his formulation of the subjective/ 

objective opposition is perhaps one'of the clearest: 

Der Sprechende nimmt gewissermaAen einen Beobachterstand ein, 
Der Aspekt bezeichnet also die Crientierung eines Prozesses in 
bezug auf die Zeitrichtung vom Standpunkt den Sprechenden aus; 
die Aspekte haben demnach einen subjektiven Charakter# da ich 
den Standpunkt beliebig wL1hIen kann, während die Aktionsarten 
eine Fhase oder ein Stadium eines Prozesses darstellen der 
objektiv dem BewuAtsein des Sprechenden in der Erfahrung 
gegeben wird. 

(Dautschbein, 1939: 140-1 ) 

Aktionsarten dritaken die seitlichenRelationen innerhalb des 
obJektiven Prozessen aus, während die Aspekte die EigentÜm- 
lichkeit haben, daf- sie eine perspektivische schau fIber einen 
Proze(5 darstellen, und zwar von dem Standpunkt den Sprechenden 
oder Erzählen: len aus. 

(lbid,: 147-8) 

Thusq simPlifYing sOmewhato Deutschbein analyses the verbs 'begin'. 

'contimel and IstopO, in construotion with a compleJuent verb, as 
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e= aatýtall* - res3ina inj; r*aýIve, cantimative ani egressive, alttior 

v, vspoativalyp Ili W0, AhOY Cach idcutifY 0, PartiCul, %r ObI30ti"Ib"a 

Qf, 'thq situation vhich Y=ld be described by th*--corrc: spQr-lin'3 

oavtorq* with the com2lezW. verb a3 the main verb. On the other 

hand, tho , aurllimry corotruatiom lhgLVe -enl , 17 bq.. pjnS' nr4 'be -SPinr, 

tot, -arq amlygoa az =pact form3 sime tboy roflqot -the QubJectivc 

par3pectiva"retrospectivo, intro3peotive (a imparfect) ar4 PrMect- 

ivc, -razpactively-from which the describea situation is Vie*cdo 

- -The utefulne3s of this vAditional pammater is, 
-not %ItozýthOr 

c14ar# SOM scholars have attempted to sea an, idrinsio., rolmUon-, 

ship between cbj4ctivity anj lexical =-. 2ning, qn, tbqý. one 
ýbanl,, Lana 

between subjectivity ara grammatical maning, on the other, For 

examPle 9 Ivanescu 0 957) suggests that au element of meaning in 

cbjaotive-Les an aktiomart-since it is maiqtzinad-throur*hOut the 

conjt; S: xtion of' the verb whereas a subjective ele-ae#--i. at an 

aspqct-dep*nds on the perspective taken by the speaker arA there- 

fore varie3 from one temporal form to another. Ile tban rcmark3 

(1957: 29-30) that "la caractere lexical ou grarratical der., faits 

an question resulte de leur naturet caux Oj sont donran an Mome 

temps qua la nature do Itaotion verbalep qui V sont impliqUess Ont 

un caractýore lexicall ils no variant pan a Viderieur do 1ý COn- 

Suzaison d1un verbe. Par contre, ceux qui varient a 11intericur do Im 

conlugmison. d1un verbe cont j; ranmatioaux, 0" 11cwevcro Ivanescu, ba3 

confused things here by comiaering only variations in tho conjuvi- 

tion of a verb, Vaturally, if one considers different Mamýiatical 

forms of the same (lexical) verb# one vrill cb3ervo differences in 

granmatical (eore aspectual) neaning but not in the obSective mture 

of the situation being described, Ift however, the process is 
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reversed and, the grammatical form kept constant while the lexical 

class of the verb is charged, then obviously the opposite will be 

found: the subjective viewpoint remains the same but the type of 

situation -described varies. 

A more-*useftl way of looking at the relatloýýhip'p and this is 

perhaps what Ivanescu has in mind# is that the (grammatical) 

aspectual distinctions are subjective in the sense that they are 

superimposed on the aktionsarten but not vice versa. There are 

different perspectives from which a situation may-be viewedq but 

not, In arq cbvious-way, different objective phases of a perspective* 

Thus, ' one'may have begun, be beginning or'be going to begin writing 

a'letter, but it is odd to say that one began to have written a'. , 

letter'pr began to be writing a letter or began'to-be about'to'write, 

a letter, i. In this'respect we may compare, the -following remarks 

of Stan (1952: 97# 99) on the superordin&te fuwtion Of tbe- 

imp&rfait and the p&sse defini: 2 

Thusq ac-coiding to Andersonis (1972: ' 5) hierarchy'of"-Iquasi - 

preaicationslt that which representa progressive aspect must come 
above those whic6 represent inception, continuation ana cessation. 

2 Unfortunstelyt Sten uses the terms Operfectifl and timperfectif' 
f or both the -grammatical, aspects ancl the lexical, aktionsarte n 
(as well as for the situations described), giving the impression 
that the semantic distinctions involved are the same in both cases. 
Howeverp perfective verbs are those "pour lesquels llaotion n1a 
pas eu lieu si elle West pas port4e a son terme' while jhe passe 
simple (perfective aspect) "slemploie quand il est question d9 
actions delimit4s, fixdes". Imperfective verbs are those for 
which "llaotion sleffectue vraiment d8s qu'eUe a commence', sans 
avoir besoin d' attenclre I& f in" whereas the imparf ait (, ýmperfective 
aspect) "nous pre'sente des actions comme si elles se de'roulaient 
devant nos yeux,, nous ne voyona quium seule de leurs phases"' 
(cf. Sten,, 19521 8-9j 96)o 
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Uais la langue peut. *�changer les verbes impertectivýI en 
*perfeatits" en les mettant au passg simpleg de meine qu'elle 
transforme les soi-diaant perteatifs en Imperfeotifa par 
le moyen de l'impartait (ou du präsent). 

,,, de meme qu'un imparfait peut dilater une action perfectiveg 
a m6me un "def ini" peut raccouroir (mieuxt synthe'tiser) une 

action qui demani plus ou moins de temps,, #,., * Clest VasPect 
du temps qui comptep non ll"Aktionsart* du verbee 

We shall return to these observations when we come to look at 

Carey's 0957) contribution to the'stuay of aspect- 

Let us now look more closely at Deutschbein's system, The 

miin insight with which we are concerned here J3 that there is 

potentially room for a threefold 'class if ic ational system according 

to (1) purely grammatical aspect (eogs progressive aspect in Erglisb)q 

(2) semi-grammatical or semi-lexical aktionsarten (e. g. expressions 

identifying phases of situations such as IbeginIp $continue'# 'stop's 

etei) and (3) lexical verb classes (e. g. conclusive' versus non- 

conclusive verbs)* Although Deutschbein recognizes and distinguishes 

these three categories most expli6itly, in his practical analysis of 

English he is somewhat inconsistent in his application of the 

distinction ýetween (2) and W- However, this is quite urAer- 

standable given the facts ct Erglish (and other lanGuages) and the 

conception of grammar at that time. For example, since tho 

aktior-sarten are. themselves realized as verbsq they too can be 

classed as conclusive or non-conolusive while since some verbs 

(eego 'learn', 'stay'. 'lose', 'care') denote particular phases ce the 

situations denoted by lexically distinct verbs (e. ge 'know'# 'be atIp 

Obavel I 'treat') these can be oonsidered as incorporating an 

aktionsart, Other complications arise due to the fact that the 

co-occurrence potential Of the verbs of aktiomarten is dependent, in 
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part- at'le-ait'. 'on'the class 'af the* complement v6rbe siýilariy, 

there are"restrictio-m'on the- co-oomwrence and interipretation of 

the asp'ectuid forms irith' respect t6 ýoth aktiomart'en andl verb "class* 

Pinally, there are the various implicationa'l'relationshiýs"which*' 

hola bet. ween the asp6ets 'and the' actiona'arten. " The extent of these 

! hterTelationship's reflects the centrality ancl complexitybf this 

part of, the gratmar, 'and also demo nstrat es'ý the heed'for ix rather* 

more powerfid - McAelof 'syntax than vas avallabli dilAng'Dijitichbein's 

-time* _(I LAO- 

Houever, It' is iiiteresting from the point of view ce the Iresent 

study to look briefly at Deut3chbein's 'discussion &ýA characterization 

of (3) above, the lexical'clas3 or the verb. "His na. 'me'fcr'thi8 is 

the Ozeitcharakterl cf the-verb; and thus he explicitly assooiates-, 

it with time and, as the following quotation revealop with existences 

ao. Wir wollen dieses zeitliche Moment, das in jedem Verbal- 
beýriff enthalten sein muß, als Zeitcharakter des Verbums 
bezeichnen, dieser Zeitcharakter ist zunIch3t vollkommen 
unabhängig von der aktuellen Eirzelnituation, in der 
ProseA sich vollzieht. 

Was ist nun der Zeiteharixkter des Verbums an sich? ý Jede 
Vorstellung von einem Proze � worunter wir alle Arten von' 
zeitlichen FxLsten--formen verstehen (Zustandp Vorgangg 
Tätigkeit, Handlung) impliziert ohne weiterei: eine bestimmte, 
exten3ive Grö(3e innerhalb der Zeit selbst.... 

Bezeichnet danach das reine Verbum zeitlich intensive 
Gro'%ßen, BO ergibt sich daraus, daß die Natur der Verbum in 
bezug auf die zeitliche Ausdehrung verschieden ist. no gibt 
es Verba, die eine begrenzte Dauer ausdrücken, z. B� Schreiben, Eeten, 
aniere wieder erwecken die Vorstellung von unberrenzter 
Ausdehnung, z. B. Sein und Haben.... 

Der Zeiteharakter ist also an das Wort als Repräsentanten 
einer Vorstellung gebunden. 

(Deutschbein, 1939: 134-5) 
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tension' of it is DeutaChbein's notion of the 'temporal it, a, 
77erb 

that element of its meaning which constrains the potential, extension 

of the situation described-which we find particularly insightful 

and suggestive of the analysis of prop031tion types in terms of their 

internal temporal/existential structure that we will be proposing 

later on, The actual categories of zeitcharakter which Deutschbein 

recognizes conform more or less to those of Streitberg, including 

the distinction between ingressive and effective perfective verbs* 

We may also note that Deutschbein observed that different temporal 

questions corresponded to differences in the zeitcharakter of the 

verb: "Im Deutschen Upt sich der Unterschied zwischen durativen 

Zu-non-conolusive7and nichtdurativen 5conalusiv2e Verben auf 
If 

olgende 

Cf. Guillaume's (19641 47-8) distinction between implicit and 
explicit time: *Loo verbe eat un semarteme qui implique et 
e%-olique le temps. Ie, temps impjjLýj eat celui que le verbe. 
emporte avea soi, qui lui eat inh6rent, fait partie integranto 
do a& substance et dont la nation eat indissolublement liee i. 

celle de verbes Il ý, Uffit de prononcer le nom d1un verbe comme 
*marcher* pour que sleveille dans Vesprit aveo Video d1un 
proces, celle du ýemp3 destine a en porter la r9alisation. 
Le temps explique eat autre chose. Ce West pas le temps que 
le ; erbe retient en soi par definition, mais le temps divisible 
en moments di3tincts--passep present, futur et leurs interpreta- 
tions--que le discours lui attribue.... Est do la nature de 

/ Vaspect toute diffe'renciation qui a., pour lieu le temps impliquBe 
Eat do la native de temp toute dif ferewiation qui a pour lieu 
le . temps explique. Although we camot follow up Guillaume's 
rather idiosyncratic theory of the verbal system, we may note 
that he char zes a verb &3 being inherently imperfective or 
perfective" ac; ý ng to whether "le verbe implique le temps 
immanent qui eat du temps qualitativement inoomplet, 6, auquel 
manque une 4poque, le futur" or whether "le verbe implique 
le temps transcerdant, qui est du temps, qualitativement COMpletbeq-, - 
auquel ne manque aucune epoque" (ibid. 1 51 
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weise festatelleni' die durativen gestatten eine Zeitbestimmun41,1 auf 

clie. �'Frageg ýTie jange? ý ' ilingegen gestatten die nichtdurativeh-- 

Verben nur-die Frages In (innerhalb) welcher Zeit geschieht der, 

Prozeß? * (ibia-i'135)o 

6,3*4> Räcint developmenti; 

6-3o4-1 Gareyla-contribution 

So farg in'keeping with the traclition which wo have-been dii- 

cussing, we haire talkeä in terma of'verb'clasaes atü aspeatual 

properties of verbs. - Although as early as 1920'Wackernagel observed 

a-certain indeterminanoy'with respect to the distinction between' s6- 

callecl perteative -ard impertective verbs, (. "Ich will zur -bemerken., 

daas manche Verben weder pertektiv noch imperfektiv sind" (1920, s 156» 

and Havkel (19291 31-2) would aclmit only &'äistination between 

»Verben mit imperfektivischeTen(lenz" ard 7 Overbe a mit pertoktilii- 

acbe, n Tendenz", it appeam to be only in the last two decades or 80 

that detailed and explicit, attention has been given to the questions 

of exactly what linguistic unit these categories 
'apply 

to and Of what 

the precise role of the intra-sentetitial context is, 

We may take as our starting point two observations by Stan 

(1952)o The first is that which we noted ab6ve--namely, the 

interaction of a3pectual categories (i. e. those expressed by the 

imparfait/passO defini) ard aktionsarten or verb classes (e. ge 

conclusive/non-conclu3ive) such that a conclusive verb such as 

Ise noyer' takes on properties reminiscent of inherently non-conclugive 

verbs, such as 'Jouerl , when it is in the imparfait form, arA vice 
I versa with the passe defini of non-conclusive verbs. His second 

important observation concerns the role of the complement of the 
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verb: "tJouer"est un verbs, imperfeotiM Cul, p. ex., dans, " 

il joue au brilLa. Vais il m1a joue4'oe tour? Souvent ce West 

pa3 le 'sen3 du'verbe seul qui importeg mais le sen3 du verbe + ses 

complýments de. differontes sorte3", (1952t 9). 1. 

Garey, (1957) has sharponea Sten*s rather unsystem&tic observ- 

atiorq into analytic tools for distinguishing between telic and 

atelic 
2 

comtructions (rather than simply verbs--see belcw). If a 

sentence contains a telic constructions then in imperfective aspect 

(imparfait in French, past progressive form in Pnglish) it does not 

imply the corresponding sentewe in perfective aspect (passe compose" 

Several years earlier, Vendryes pointed out the possibility that 
aspectual distinctions could be covert, dependiM on the context 
of the verb for their expression: "Il peut arriver que des 

- nuances d'aspect passent inaperpes ou ne se reconmissent quia 
la reflexion parce quIelles Wont Ipas de marque exterieure qui, 
leur soit propre.... Laddition d1un regime direct moaifie 
l1aspect duoverbe. Quard on dit an f rapqais: Voici 

-u-n verres 
bois, Cela. vaut diret Porte le verrel tea Ii-y-reff: Maio si. 
11on dit: Voici un verre, bois-le, cela veut dire: Fais que 
le verre soi7t-vide. La di"6re;; Te est mince; elle existe 
cependant 11 m% Is. lanpe franýaise n1en a pas tire parti pour 
se creer une categorie speciale" Vendryes, igý6t 86), 

,-;, '. 
2 Garay's -use of telic and atelic corresponds to Aristotle'S" 

kineseis/energeiai, Straitbarg's perfective/imperfectives 
Jespersen9a conclusive/non-conalusive. Telie'verbs (or con-' 
structions) are those *exýressing an action tending towards a 
goal" while atelia verbs kor constructions) "are those which do not 
have to wait for a goal for their reýlization,. but are realized as 
soon as they begin" (GaLrey, 1957: iOO)-though he, surely means, the 
actions described rather than the verbs in, the latter definition! 
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in Frewhp, simple past in Erglish)i- , In the case of a, sentence 

with an atelio coratruction, the implication will hold-cf. 46* and 

47# ýThe other implicational relationship -which Garey points Out, 

46. ae Joan se noyait ;6 Jean stest noyc', 

be John was drowning John drowned 

47, a* Jean jouait au bridge 0 Jean a jou8 au bridge 
(atelio) 

b. John was playing bridge D John played bridge ' 

and which carriesl over into Erglish as well, U that a sentdnce in- 

which the verb is in the perfective form implies the correspondirig 

sentence with the verb in the imperfective,, irrespective of whether 

the construction is telic or atelic--cf. 48. and 49. 

48. a. Jean slest noye --3 Jean se noyait 

b. John drowned John was drowning 

49. a. ' Jean a joudau briage -ý' Jean jolxait'auýrjdge' 

, 
b. John playea briclge -D Jean was playing briage 

Garey's inibrmal discussion of the semantia intemotion Of 

imperfective and perfective aspect, with atelic arA telid constructions 

is also valid for English and, again, is suggestive of our own 

analysis j Particularly with respect to th-. last two combimtions 

discussed in the'TO110wing passage: I 

An imperfective tense applied to a telic verb has the effect 
of hiding the arrival or nonarrival at the goal,, It is this 
circumstance that gives the illusion that the lexical sense of 
a telio verb is 'go towards a given goal'--like the thrashing 
around in the water denoted by ae noyer. 

A perfective tense applied to a telic verb expresses the 
attainment of a goal* This creates the illusion that the 
achievement of the goal is p&rt of the lexical meaning cf such 
a verb; here se noyer seems to include the notion of death as 
an attained goal. 
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A perfective tense applied to an atelio verb affirms the 

existence in time of an action, including its cessation. 

An imperfective tense applied to an atelic verb expresses 
the existence of an action without saying anything about its 

beginning or its end. 1 

(Garey,, 19571 108) 

Garey next tackles the question of vhat, besides the verbp 

determines vhether a construction is talic cr atelic. Although he 

makes & significant advance from Sten's observation in recognizin?, 

the role of the semantic properties of the direct object, nouh phrase,, 

it might be *said that he obscures his irsight by talking'in terms of 

As intimated above in nur discussion of Jespersen, we. will argue 
that the semantio function of the imperfective (progressive) form 
of telic constructions is reducible to its basic function-which 
is most transparent in atelic con3tructiom--of expressing the 
existence (at a point in time) of the action, the non-implication 
of attainment of the goal resulting from a deductive argument , 
roughly of the followi nature, If a telic action is 'finished' 
(i, e. the -goal attainedl than the-action necessarily stops* if 
the action is in existence (as expressed by the progressive form)# 
then it hasnOt stoppede If the action hasn't stoppedg then it 
isn't finished and hence the goal has not (yet) been attained. 

As for the perfective (expressed by the simple form)# we would 
like to suggest that what 

* 
is 

, 
essential is, the, having been in 

existence and the having gone out or existence of the action, but 
whereas the activities, 01 processes denoted by atelic, constructiOrs 
come to an end (i*e* an arbitrary ena)--they 'cease' or *stop'-- 
the perfe-ctive of telio constructions carries the additional 
implication that the action came to its 

' 
erxi (i. e. its naturals 

inherent, goal-defined end)-it 'finishes'* 
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fatelic' I'and4 italic I 'noun phrases (and'Oom'plements in general). 

It is not clear how these epithetýs., as 'be defines them'for, verbs (or 

aciions)t -are applicable to nouns (or objects)*' BUt*one may 

nevertheless applaud the following cbservatiofiW *his, which appears 

again in V; rk-41 (1972): 

The word Jouer has several meanings: one is to be occupied with 
some sort of vague childish &OtivitYe anothers to,, pla. Y & game, * 
a third, to mmke music with an instrument; and a fourth, to 

complete a game or a piece of music. Here we begin to see more 
clearly into the'problem, If there is a direct objects and if 
this object designates something that has a structure with 'L 
temporal ending to it--& game of chess or of tenniss a 
Beethoven sonata- the expression verb-plus-object is telice 
In the contrary cases if the complement of the verb is atelic-! - 
aux 46hecs 'chess', du violon 'the violin'. du Beethoven 'some 
'Eeethovenl--or if there is no object (for example, oue 
toute la_. Iournýe 'he played all day', il Joue tres bien 'he 

plays very well%, the expression is atelice 

(Garey, 19571 107-8) 

Thus, Garey sees verbs, as inherently specified as telio'or atelial 

but in-the case of an inherently atelic verb such as ijouer"p týe 

aspect' of the corstrxiction of which it is ý the nucleus is, aetermitea 

by thWaspect' of the'-oomplaments "it is only the complement that 

puts &, term Ito the activityg which itself does not change essentially 

while it goes 
-on' 

(ibid. t. JOB)* -Nowg what about con3tructions 

in7olving inherently telio verbs,, such as Ise noyer' and Isortir'? 

Garey's conclusion here is not'as convincing, aa. 'tbat for the' itelio`ý 

verbs, for he is led to suggest that suchýcohstructions are telio no 

Carey employs the term taspeot' for both sets of categories: 
perfective/imperfective ard telio/atelio. 
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matter what the aspect or the complement may bob But even Gargy's 

own example does not support such a conclusion* He discusses the 

use of Isortirl, which in intransitive ccratruptions is telic (and 

hence, one may suppose, inherently specified as telic) but which in 

transitive constructions ("to pull/take cut") may be irter1reted as 

either telic or atelic if the direct object involves the partitive 

construction, as in 50. below, The two irterpretations 

50. Pierre sortait du papier de son bureau 

("Pierre was pulling paper out of his desk" (atelic) ani *Pierre was 

pulling some/a piece of paper out of his desk" (telic)) depend upon 

t1,4 interpretation cf the partitive* This example also emphasizes 

the inappropriateness of the distinction telic/atelic as applied to 

the complement of the verb: in this case, it is rather a 'mass' 

versus a (singular) 'count' interpretation of the object which 

determines the aspect of the construction, This applies to such 

atelio verbs as 'Jouerl as well, as Garey's own examples reiýal: 

51, below is telict 52. ateliao 

51. Jean jouait un concerto 4 Mozart 

52, Jean jouait du Mozart ýdes 
concertes du Hozart 

6-3.1+, i2 The relationship of zeitcharakter to cateE2ries of the noun 

Whereas Garey has exterded a categorization of verbs to the 

class of nouns, it has been rather more common to do the reversep 

interpreting the cowlu3ive/non-conolusive verb class diatimtion in 

terms of,, or on analogy with$ or as a more abstract manifestation of 

the distinction in nouns between count and mass andp within the 

former# between singular and plural, Thus,, Sten (19521 9) observes 
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the following parallelism "cle meme que -la distimtion entre des 

substaittifs -numeratifs et des substantifs massifs -n! est pas trop 

absQlue (des sucres. man7er du- cure) de memp on ýfa tou, t juste que 

le,. droit da dire qua "gieneralemernt, parlint", tal ou tel verbe 

appart ie nt 
, 
"plut ot "a 11 une ou 10 autre, des a Zdle pIrfectif cat " rie s 

at. -Impqrfectif% 
(Cf, liaas # (1973 ) dis cu3 a ion, of Is cm ant ic 

tendencies, with respect to nominal ýand verbal categcriýst) - ýApl, 

Weinrelch 0 963: 161 drawing on ýuine! s (l 960), distinction between 

noum ., having 'divided' reference and those havire $updivided' (or 

lcumulativel) referenceg' suggests 1hat. -the, sx-ne-distinctic? p is 

operative within the class of verbsp divided referonce-being ýani- 

festea. as tpunctuait (a conclusive) zeitcharaktert. tq useý,.. - 

Deutschbein's term, ard, if pluralg iterative teitcbaraktarl - 1ý1 

unlivideareference presumably as--durative (=,. non-conclusive) 
2 

zeitcharakter. 

ms like ýuine states (1960: 91): *It is in full. -fiedged general tei 
'apple', or 'rabbit', that peculiarities of reference emerge#. #., 
To learn 'apple' it is not sufficient to'-le'ir'n how much of what 
goes on counts as apple; we must learn how much,, courts as , 

an 
apple, and how much as another. Such termýs possess built-in 
modes, however arbitrary, of dividing their reference* ... SO_ 
called mass terms like 'water', Ifootwearl. 'and 'red' have the 
semant =cproperty of referring cumulativelp. any sum of parts 
whir, h are water is water. " 

2 Sandmann (1954: 181 ) also suggests several similarities between the 
noun ard the verbs the most pertinent cf rhich is that between 
collective nouns and (lexically) iterative verbs: "Not only do we 
have verbal forms parallel to the general and the' individuaLuse 
of the noun, but also forms parallel to the collective noun (e*go 
the government), to which correspords the representation of a mmber 
of inlividuals in a unity. It is the case of the 'iterative' verbs 
where representation cf a sequence of individual acts is necessary 
to the constitution of the verbal element. such verbs are$ for 
instarce, to flutter, to twitters to stammer. to whittle, eto. Gen- 
erally speakirgp it-erative verbs are imperfective Z=non-conclusive7p 
unless they are made perfective Z=- conclusive7 by some contextual 
factor as in to whittle down". 
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Howeverp, as Sten- has jp61ntod o4t (or. " also QI uinep'196ot 91)v 

there"is 6, certain degree of indeterminacy with respect to the 

co , unt/mas: 3, distinction-in the"case of some nouns Alle'n-(1966s' 

192)'rightly observes that *certainly 3oie noihip, eige 2ILe,, do'not 

seem to suggest Ocount; -nes38- more than; they' migge'st wmi&3-ness" or 

0 "masaftness" more-than *count-ness"t it is not until we know wh ther 

the noun cake is used with'the determiner a oi- else comprises the 

whole of a'nominalliself (or'is used with a determiner like some) 

that we'ean beýsure-*ýetherit is a $o-called'count noun or a'mass'' 

noun"* He concludes that rather than treating auohýnoýisei 

b6longing to'differentýcatOgorieSi it is more . appropriate in-su6h 

cases to apply suofi labels as"count' and 'MaW"or# in'his terMS# 

'bounded$ and -'non-boundeal-not toAhe nouns themselvesbut to the 

noun phrases'of which they'are the head or'nuclsio other noun&, $ 

Allen suggests# are-inherently specified a'3'lbounded" (eg* 'pencil') 

or as non4ounded (eogs' 'gas'# Ifoods), Nows, looking back at 

Garey's analyaiijp'the analogy On the lever-of'saitoharakter would be 

to say'that-some verbas such as 'Jouersp are not inherently atilios 

or non-bounded# to use Allen's terminology# butrather-un3pecifieds 

only the higher-order construction constituted by the verb and'its 

complement is, non-bounded or bounded# which oýe depending on the 

interaction of the verb and the somantio-properties'of the OOMPlemOnt* 

But,, corresponding to the inherently boundea, nouns',, there would be 

inherently bound6d verbs, (e'og, $drown$) and to the inherently-non- 

bounded noun3s' inherently non-bounded verbs (e, g, $believe',, 
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Purderstand9o Thus,, 7w* see already a gradual real izat 10 n th&t, the 

categories ;: e, zeitcharakter may becompositionali higher-level 

categoriesp andIhat', rather than the-complement cf -a verb chanGLnZ 

the -cla33 of the verb, At, is the ýsemantia interaction. of the verb 

and the complement 
.. 
vhich defines'. or,. produces or realize$ &, partic- 

ular zeitcharakters . We - may, note -bereq . in, anticipition, that this 

U, the -essential difference between the approaches -taken-byý- 

Vacaulay, 0971) ana Verkuyl, (1972)ý Vbereas tlacaulayp like Garey, 

views every (non-stative), verb as either perfective or imperfective 

(Macaulay u3es-tbeseýterms for both categories ofýaspect ard, of 

teitcbarakter), this specification'being copied or. reversed at OL 

higher level deperding on other contextual elements , Verkuyl, treate 

the categories, of zeitcharakter as pertaining- to., a hijýier-level 

unit (&, clause) only although dependentj in part. -upon, certain 

semantic (port-upectual) categories of. verbs, Leech' a (1969) 

approachAs midway between ý these, two, . '. -, ý1, 

;ý However, before discussing these three studies in detailp let 

us pursue somewhat further the observed. parallelism between zeit- 

charakter and the nominal categories, -. As we haveremarkedl one''can 

go beyond the'realm of analogy-and seek in the two: parallil'dist- 

inctio4s a deeper semantio unity, This is implicit in Garay's use 

of-Iteliol/latelic' fcr both nouns and verbs ani explicitly# but in 

the r6verse direction, in Allen*s use of Ib ouncled 1/1 non-boundeal and 

Leech's 'count 0/1 non-count I for, both. We may ask ourselves what 

could-be the basis for such-an underlying semantic unitye 

Woun phrases which are non-bounded, /atelie/mass can be seen as 
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referring tq entities which. are spatiall homopeneouss ie. every 

part Iss for all practical purpo3est referable to-by the same 

noun phras. e as thewhole. This is true., both, for, inherently non- 

bounled noum (eg. 'gas milk') and. fpr non-bounded noun phrases 

(e. g. , some apple. % 'some, egg') in which the. puclear noun can also 

participate in bounded noun, phrase4_(cf., 'an spple'-?, 'an egg#)* 

The property of, homogeneity-, becomes clear #en. we, contrast Such,, 

phrases -as 
Osome apple', Isomc- egg' with 'an apple9j, Oan, egg's, If 

one is asked to put, some apple. in a pie or some egg on a 'lice '6f 

toast,, the, -person who made the request would, be slightly -Aghast 
if 

the core of an apple was added to the, pie or the, shell of an agg, 

presentea oistoasto Thc, use of such noun phrases presuppoaes, the 

referent isg or is regarded as, in come condition of homogeneity-a 

coredt possibly peeled apple ant a sheUed, beaten egg, 'An appleO 

and, 'an egg' , on the otber handl presuppose some, lack,. of, homogeneity# 

the tresence of some distinguishing physical or structural property 

making it,, possible to define or give lboundaries', to discrete 

instances or units of apple aid egg (pf. f n. 19 p. _31 
0) 

Ncw), pon-boundeVatelic/mass verbs or oonstrue. tiors can simil- 

arly be viewed as- bomogeneous-in this casq_, tomporally rather than 

spatially--by which is meant that at each moment at which the.. 

described situation is in exU tence, all clef ining prcpertiq ý cc 
-the 

situation are present* That'iss the nature of the. situation, does 

not vary-with time; in, one sense, the situatiork, is 
-complete, 

at every 

moment (of *, the first quotation from Aristotle in Soo, 5.2. 
_) 

Just as ý some apple is a pple, or some water is water,,, so if John was 

asleep all night, then he was asleep at arq moment in the night. 
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The temporal homogeneity of such constructions was made explicit 

by Bull (cf., f n. 19 pt LU) and by Vendler (cf. *6.2.5). (One 

may also make reference 'to Ifirtle's (1967) discussion of states and 

actions. ) On the other band, bounded/telic/c cunt verbs or 

constructions lack this temporal uniformity because part of the 

defining characteristics of the situations they describe Is their 

termination* more precisely, the attainment of the goal inherent in 

their meaning. This phase is, at least conceptuallyt of a radio- 

ally different nature from the rest of the action and hence serves 

to define or bound discrete instarnes or units of the situation 

(e. g. of drcrmning, playing a rubber of bridge, etc. ) Hencep just 

as one can pluralize bourded noun phrases, om can pluralize or 

iterate bouraed verbal constructions, And, the lack cf homogeneity 

is reflected by the different rarge of temporal adverbials which can 

modify such constructions. In particular, adverbs of the 'for so 

long' typet which require temporal uniformity or contimity, are 

unacceptablee Finally,, just as a part of an apple is not an applet 

so the fact that John was drowning does not imply that John drowned* 

Ilowever deep this cemantic parallelism may extend# it is 

certainly the case that the use of such labels as Iteliol/latelic' 

or 'bouraea 1/1 non-bounled' or of features such as +COUjjr/--r-IOUI-'T for 

both the nominal anLI the verbal categories does nothing mcre than 

state that such a semantic regularity exists; it goes no way towards 

making its nature explicit nor of giving a natural explanation for 

it, To do so, of course, is as yet an impossible task* However, 

we hope to shed at least some light on one half of the 
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paralielism, by trying to make explicit what 
'it 

means for the 

situation or action described by a sentence to be bourded or non- 

bounde4l telic or atelic... -+CCUIIT or -COUNT. leaving for others. the 

equally formidable task of explicating the underlying nature of 

these categories -as they pertain, to, nominals. (However, we willi 

in fact, broach this latter prcýlem in the restricted domain of 

linear, i. e* one-dimensional, entities, as these bear the closest 

parallel, to temporal entities, ie. situations-cf, 1ý 70.2. ) 

Before doing this, however, we must look briefly at more 

recent investiptions into the mture of aspect &ncl zeitcharakterj 

particularly with respect, tdi English, and atterapts. to systematize 

their ae3cription. The studies which we will look at are those of 

Leech (069), Macaulay (1970P VerkuYI, 0972) rnd Dowty 0972)* As 

these-'each differ "in their- orientation and descriptive frameworkg as 

well as inthe range of facts they consider, and since tha last 

three, in particular,, are structured by some rather complex argument- 

ation, we can treat only certain of the more relevant aspects of each, 

and these only with a certain degree of, thoroughnesse 

6.. 3*4.3 Leech Is state and event predications ard rule_s of senantic 

concord 

Leech distirZuishes between event 1: redicatiora and state 

predications; he thus-regards. his categories as pertaining ultin, &tely 
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to propo3itiork-like units. 
I Unfortunately,, Leech does not explain 

vhat is semantically antailed by this distinction, -imtead 

identifying it with the count/mass distinction in nouns (or terminal 

clusters) and, f oUawirg the co orention-by which af eature cC tho 

whole predication is as3ooiated with the medial oluster (cf.. 
) for 

example,., ra gat ion),, representing event predicatiow by the presence 

cf the feature +COU(Ilr) in their medial cluster, state predioatiom 

by the presenq*-of -COU, 

AS it is difficult to discuss Leech's account of- 
, aspect without 

making reference to his extremely detailed ani rather complicated 
descriptive framework, the reader is., first, referred back to the 
outline or his system given in ý2-3- Secontly,, we may mention 
here the three major relative systems introduced by Leech to 
represent the relation of states an! events to time. These aro 
Z=-ýýITIM s , IDUR ard ý'_ FREq. The formulae (X)- -----, TTV - bo 
(X)- ----. 3, DUR . b. and (X). --:: oFREQ, _ -b are to be understood as 
"X at time b*, "X lasts f or time b". and *X with frequency b"# 
We may point out at the outset that the introduction of these sys- 
tems as primitives (cf. atomic predicates) of the semantio system 
of time begs a lot of questions and makes it impossible not only 
to give an explicit account and natural explamtion for the 
characteristic temporal specification of different types of pre- 
dication, but also to account for the relationship between location 

at a time and duration for a time or between duration for a time 
and happening with a certain frequency or between location at a 
number of times within an interval and happening with a certain 
frequency. With respect to the first point, we may cbserve that 
the formula M_, ---:! >TDI - b, where b is a point in time, would 
represent both the meaning of John Z7rived 

at 10: 00 and John was 
asleep at MOO. The formula rk7, TI14 - b, where b is an 
interval of e. could represent the meanings of John arrived in 
5 ninutes, John arrived in the afternoon, John wrote a letter in I 

m, inutes , John wrote a letter in the af i; ýnoon and John was asleep 
in the afternoon* We see here that Z--`PTIM takes on various 
interpretations '(or has different implications) depending upon the 
na. ture of X and of b, Thi3 semantic information has been left to 
the intuitTions of t7he reader to discern instead of having been 
made explicit, 
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Hooever, Leech does set forth a set cf five criteria by which 

ow can establish if a predication is an eventý'cr, a state, These 

compriso (i)-jespersen6s test for conclusive and non-conclusive 

verbs, (2) the oamwrence'of "frequency adverbials with -event pre- 

dioations but not with state predioatiors , 
(3) an iterative intez%- 

prataticn of event predications versus a non-iterative itierpretation 

of state predications in the inclusive tenses 00 an instantaneous 

or iterative, interpretation Or event predications ýversus a non- 

iterat-ive, 
-,, non-. ýinatantarAcu. s -interpretation of -state predication in 

the simple non-past. tenses, and (5) a sequential iioterpretation of' 

conjoined event predications versus a simultaneous interpretation 
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of conjoinecl state predications. 
' However, in a scme, these five 

criteria turn out to be vacuous, for in his definitions of, the 

17S of tenses, for examples Leech has 'distinguished as separate meaning 

each tense f crm those interpretations which* differ according to the 

type of predication involved. Thiiag one of the definition3 Of the 

present teme is that' ar an - eve . nt pordeptually taking'Place in Its 

entirety at the moment of speech and thus contains'tfie' ascription 

feature +CCU. We will return to this problem in a momed. 

Leech also observes that durational adverbials tend to occur with 
state -predications, but--he feels that *this terdency must, be - 
treated as a factual likelihood rather than a semantic rule 9 since 
it is toscible for adverbials of duration and adverbials of fre- 
quency to co-exist in sentences like He often waited for tan 
minutes. - If the principal predication were assigned the feature 
-COU by the contextual properties of &: 'DURO this would conflict# 
in such- sentencesp with the feature +GOU assigned by -fi-PREQ" (Leechs 19691 136-7), The difficulty posed by such sentences is# 

'we suggest, only apparent and possibly arises from attempting to 

account for aspeatual phenomena by the simple device of features 
like + COU, whether inherentt transferred by concora,, assigned by 
conteýitual redundancy rules, or ascribed by higher predicates (see 

below), 
, 

In the sentence in question, the domain or z; ccpe of the 
two adverbUýls is quite different: tfor ten minutes' gives the 
measure of the duration of the man's waiting while 'often' expresses 
the frequency witb,. vrhich the man waited for ten minutes. Even in 
Leech*s 'own'system., however, this distinction in scope can be 
represented: (ýX)' - a) -- b). It can be seen 
that no conflict in the specification of CCU necessarily follcxvso 
for X is assigned -COU by the contextual requirements of DURý 
wher7e-as all of 

-(X)--- --: > PUR -a is assigned +COU by those of 
#: YMEQ. However, such contextual redundancy rules would be 

unnecessary If the semantic system was capable of representing the 
fact that a durational adverbial such as tfor ten minutes' bounds 
nr limits astate predication such that it behaves, in some res: - 
pectes like a +COU predication. We see thin type of semantic 
intueraotion as no less central to predication-typina than that 
covered by Leech's rules of semantic concord (see below). 
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Tiliat we would like to look at now is exactly how COU'comes to 

be attached or as sociateZL- with (the medial cluster cf), a predication* 

Leech recognizes four ways in which this may happen. First, some 

verbs are inherently specified as +COU, such as 'kick', lopen't 

'start', W11; 
_, 
and one is left to presume that a predication 

containing such a verb as its medial cluster is always +COU Irres- 

pective cr its context (of* Garey's conclusion concerning telic: 

verbs and the constructions in vhich they participate)* Iloweverr 

unlike Gareyq Leech claims that no verbs are inherently specified as 

-COU *because there seems to be no verbal (or adjectival) meaning 

that cannot occur in the same clause with an adverbial cf frequency 

or wnumber of times"" (Leech, 1969: 136). 

In the case of such inherently unspecified medial clusterso 

the predication assumes the specification of its object by a PrOceSs 

of Isemantio conecrd* which Leech (1969: 137) describes as fOIIOM: 

Semantic concord is Onalogous to syntactic conoordl in 
that it consists in the distribution of m. tching properties 
amongst different elements of a structure. Features from 
the systems CC 'countabilitZI and I singular 1/1 plurall ara 
amongst those which are freqw ntly 7G ed by more than om 
cluster within the same predication, and espeoiallyby the 
medial and final cluster, when these correspond to the verb 
ani object of a clause. Consider the three sentenaes: 

Jane writes J. -q, W -COU) 
b Jane writes books J. ---, w - b +COU +FLUR) 
oý Jane writes a book J-4pw - b +-OOU" -PLUR) 

'Whereas in (a) the verb write without any complement invites 
interpretation as an undivided state (-COU) (= 'is a writer% 
the plural countable complement books in (b) leads one to 
interpret the verb iteratively =e, to extend to the medial 
cluster w the features +GOU ýP-Ui-R7. -, Equally, the singular 
a book rf (o)s if it permits one to interpret the zentenCO 
in any way whatever, permits only the interpretation of a 
single, complete action in the present (+COU -PLUR) # as, f or, 
exmmpleg in the *historic present". 
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Rowever,, thei-e is a problem here. if it is the case that medial 

clusters can be -inherently specified as +CCU but not as _COUj then 

the act of sentences below do not exhibit the semantic concord which 

53. John hates ice cream 

54- John hates Marl 

55. John hates all the women he kWW3 

Leech's analysis cf (b) and (a) above wouldleaa us to expect. 'Hate' 

is certainly not an event verb nor are the complete predications in 

these serbemes event predications, using Leech's own criteriae 

This would tend to suggest either that one must allow veýbs to be 

inherently specified as -COU or, what perhaps amounts to the same 

thing, recognize a category of verbs or medial clusters which do not 

participate in the +COU/-COU distinction. This category would be 

the state verbs of the philosopherss their actional verbs (comprisirg 

activity, accomplishment and achievement verbs) beirg those which 

undergo the +COU/-, COU distinction (cf. Ota's (1963) classification 

and, for Ru3sian, that cC Miller (197CO). One of the more 

important respects in which Macaulay' a0 971 ) treatment represents 

an improvement over Leech's is his explicit recognition of the fact 

that stative verbs do not participate in the basic c1istinotion of 

oonclusire/non-conolusive or +COU/-COU* Before leaving the dis- 

cussion of semantio concord, we may observe that Leech's analysis 

of (a) in the above passage might seem to imply that there is a gen- 

eral rule to the effeot that if the direot cbjeot ce a transitive 

verb (ioee the terminal cluster to the right of the medial oluster) 

is semantically 'zero' (represented by the dummy symbol 0), then, 
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unless specified otherwise, the medial cluster (ard hence the pre- 

dication) is specified as -COUq However, from Leech's treatment 

of tenses (cf. above and below), (a) receives its interpretation of 

-CVJ from an ascription feature belonging to (one of) the semantic 

representation(s) of the rresent tenseo 

The third means by which a predication can come to have +COU 

or -COU associated with it is througb the applioattion of the con- 

textual redundamy rules associated vith the relative systems 

;: 2, FR-EQ and (in light or f n. ioP. 310) z:: ±DUR , respectively* 

The fourth rmans, to which we have already made all, 4sion, is by 

means of ascription features belonging to the medial clustem in 

the definitiors ar the tenses. If the predication is already speo- 

if ied as +COU or --GOU, then either the ascription features will 

match (and theref cr e be redundant in the semart ic represent ation Of 

the entire senteme-a result which we firid unappealirg) or they 

will contrast and the whole semantic rcpresentation of that inter- 

pretation cC the sentence rejected. The interesting cases wculd 

therefore be when the basic predication is un3pecified far* COV* 

The only cases of umpecified predications after the application of 

rules of semantic concord and contextual redundancy rules will be 

cases like (a) above, ioeo Jane writes or, to give another of Leech's 

examplesq John morks in a facto= 

Let us look at the problem in somewhat greater aetaile POr 

examplet Leech suggests there are three uses and hence three defin- 

itions or non-pazt tense (con3idering only those involving reference 

to the time of utterance). These are (1) the unrestrictive presentq 

which *denotes a state of affairs of iniefinite duration continuing 
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through. the yiresent moment... ",, (2) the instantaneous presentp' 

vhich' "refers' to an evert psychologically perceived as takinaplace 

in its entirety at the moment of speech" and (3) the habitual/ 

iterative 1pressent $'which describes a general state of affairs con- 

tinuing thrbu6i 'the prisent moment andýconsisting of'repeate'd 

events". Each definition will therefore contain an ascription 

feature: -COU in (1), '+COtl in (2) and 40U +PUTR inD)*" ýCr 

example, Leech argues that *since the urrestrictive r-riesent is the 

one sense asso ciated'vith'state predications, its definition must 

contain the a5cription feature -COU" (Leech, 1969: 130)- But' 

surely thisIs' making thirýga more complicated than they I need Ve: ' 

if 'the- rrecIiCation'vhir. %' is embedded in the tense specifieation is a 

state, then -COU is alreacly in the semantic' repreieriation ce the 

sentence and need not be-'repeated in the definition of the'terse 

form. The noed ard"viability of COU ascription features thereftre 

Leech's admirable attempt at capturing in his fcrmalism the mean- 
ing cf the habitual or iterative present-that a (regularly) 
repeated. evert constitutes a state of affairs existirg at the 
moment of utterance-unfortunately fails to the extent that it 
relies on the reader's intuition as to how to interpreto among 
other elements, that of -TIU (cf. fn. i, p. M6). - What we 
hope is a faithful literal gloss of his representation of this 
meaning cC the present ten3e, is "the happenirg of. the event X at 
a number of times is (at) now% Quite a lot mu3t be read. into 
this gloss to come up with all that is implicit in our under- 
standing cf sentences such as He digs 

-his own garden. This is 
certainly not to disparage Leech's analysis, for we consider it 
to be pointing in the right direction ani,, althouSb the descript- 
ive frwriework which we will be putting forth will hopefully 
suggest a way tc make explicit what Leech has had to leave 
implicit, we do not at this time have a more adequate aralysis 
to propose for such sentences. 
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rests on (I ) the existerce. of (untensed) predications which are 

unspecified for COU but which are at least subjectively so specified 

when tensed arrl (2) such tensed predicatiors being (at least subject- 

ively) three-ways ambiguous. 'With regard to (1)'I it is impossible 

to determine if such predicatiors exist since the very criteria-by 

which we can determine whether a predication is +CCU or. -COU deperxI 

upon the interpretation of dif f erent tens e. f orrz. Looking rm -at 

(2)p even if we could determine th&t such pre#catiors exist and ift 

for the sake . of an example. 'John work-: in a factory' is such 0, 

predication, At would be diff ica It, to maintain, that ý the. non-Past 

form John works in a factory, is 
I. 
interpretable. in the three ways we 

are concerned with; as an unrestrictive. present,,, an instantaneous. 

present and as an iterative yresent. The only interpretation which 

it can sustain is that of the iterative Present, If one wishes to 

claim that it can also be interpreted as an unrestricted presentp 

i. e. that'"John work" is viewed as -COU9 this is merely a reflection 

of the fact that the iterative presait Ahvolves the viewing (T a 

regular repetition of 6verks as a state which is true at the time of 

utterance* 

Hoff ever,, there is a stronger reason for doubtingý the validitY 

cf Leech's use of ascription features here. Vhen we shift our 

attention to the interTretation of the past tense forms we fini that 
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the three interpretations are repeated. 
i The only differencO is that 

an event need not be subjectively instantaneous since, it nm has the 

whole paot-time sphere rather, than the moment of -utterarne in which 

to take places - This suggests most forcefully that-the three 

'senses' cf the past and noný-past ten3e forms have notbir per se- 49 - 

to do with them but. ratber with general -principles concerning the 

way different types of. situations involve, -the time dimenlionp the 

different ways they-project onto the time axis. -State: i have no- 

internal'temporal structure whereas actionst achievements and 

accomplishments -do. -, Thus to &V a stateis "at: a time", hat rather- 

different'implicatiom than to say an achievement is--"at'& time". 

These are issues to which we will be devoting conaiderable attentiono 

Leech excludes the possibility of an unrestricted past interpret- 
ation of the simple past, form, this havirg the ad hoc but desired 
effect of accounting for the implication of 'completion" (which 

. apparently is the content of +COU). However, Leech considers 
only examples with activity verbs or with duratiotal adverbsp these 
latter tending to bound or complete a situation irilependently of 
any terse form* %ben we look at seaernes containing verbs 
denoting states and point of time adverbials, we find an unrestrict- 
ive interpretation is the only nattwal one: 

We (already) lived in I-SurM at that timoi ... aýA we haven't 
moved sirne. 

21, John was asleep an hour ago* 9 *and he probably at ill is 

This is further evidence that the perfeotive/imperfeotive distino- 
tion is definable only with respect to nonf-state predicatiOrr-af 
the clear contrast in the minimal pair below: 

John slept this afternoon 
John was asleep this afternoon 
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Looking at Leech's use of the ascription f eatures . 0OU1-d('XT 

from a more general point of view-, it would appear that one kind of 

fact he wishes to capture with'them is what earlier scholars notea 

as the pertectivizing' nature of the simple past tense form W 

Sten and Gare'y above). However, we feel it is'misgUidea tolattempt 

to u3e the same semantio primes to represent both the (temporal/ 

asýpectual) semantic properties of basic predications or propositions# 

what we have-been calling "zeitcharakter' (i. e. conclusive versus- 

non-conclusive or telic versus atelic or state versus activity versus 

accomplishment versus achievement) and the (aspectual) semantic effect 

of'tbe absence versus presence of the progressive form, to which we 

have graeLually been trying to restrict our use of the term laspe'at, 

(e. g. perfective versus imperfective, an event seen in its entir4ty 

versus an event seen in its ongoingness). luch scholars as 

Deutschbein and Garey clearly distinguish the two parameters, but in 

the reoert works by Leech and Vacaulay the distinction is obscurecl 

by the overworking (T a single feaýure--COU in the case of Leechp 

I'S"RFIECTIVIP. in the case of Macaulay. This is not to claim, however,, 

that'tbe two sets cC cateipries have nothing in common--they could 

not have been confused for 50 long If this were the case. As we 

shall see, the notion of existential status is the common denominattra. 

Howevers althou&% Leech appears to treat "perfectivity" by 

means of the ascriptional. feature +COU and correlates it With the 

simple tense forms,, he does not treat *imperfectivity" or 

1 Cf. f a. Itp-3 24. 
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"ortaoingness" in what might be the expected fanhion, Le. by the 

ascriptional feature -CCU. Rather, he introduces a rew ascription 

feature for the purpo3es of accounting for the meaning of the pro- 

gressive form. Once one scrutinizes the interpretation of this 

feature, hcweverg it must be conceded that Leech has, in faotp 

provided no semantic aralysis or the progressive form. For alt hoti gh 

he gives four 'connotation3t of the form--namely, "durative*v 
I 

"limited time extension". "incompleteness'*, ar4 "continuousness*-- 

he then concludes (1969: 151 that "it is the total "gestalt" 

formed by the bundle of "connotations".. that is represented by the 

feature Z+SIT_U7"* The vacuousness of tbis'a. 3'a'description of the 

meaning of a linguistic element should be obvious. one reflection 

of its inadequacy is that it leaves completely unexplained the fact 

that the four "connotations* are in oomplementa: ry distribution: a 

senterce with the progressive form is not ambiguous or vague in four 

ways. As we have seen,, the notion of incompleteness is associatea 

with conclusive (+COtJ) preaications, lifMilarlyl *auration" (if 

this is an accurate characterization of the semantic effect) is 

associated with the promessive form of activity predioationo and 

"limited time extension* with those predications on the borderline 

between states ana ictivities (e. g. "live, 'wear" *feel' , Istard' 

etc, ) His "continuous" interpretation is restricted to iterative 

activity predications involving processes which are repeated Withcut 

an interruptiont the element of continuousness is implied by the 

predication, not by the progressive form; '- ore "is merely saying of a 

process that is always going on that it is going on at 'that momont- 

cf. sentences 56. and 57-,, in which the difference in meaning is 
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aligbt with 58. ard 59. . in which the basic predication involves 

a process or event which is not repeated without an interruption aril 
I 

in which the difference in meaning is therefore considerable. 

56, The earth turns on its axis 

57, The earth is turning on its axis 

58. John eats his breakfast in bed 

59., John is eating his breakfast in bed 
I 

Furthermore, the semantic relationship of progressive aspect, with 

state predications cannot be explained by the use Of Such a feature 
I 

as + SITUt somehow one must account for the fact that conclusive/ 

telic/+COU predications in progressive aspect satisfy the criteria 

for state not event predications. 

Independently or both Leech and each other, the contemporaneous 

studies cf Vacaulay (1971) and Verkuyl (1972) explore in somewhat 

greater depth ancl systematicity the configurational nature of aspect- 

ual and zeitcharakter categories, Both treatments are essentially 

from a syntactic Point Of view, and both take as, their-point of 

departure the generative transformational model as Outlined in 

Chomsky (1965)o However, whereas Macaulay stays more cr less within 

the 3tardard theory, extending it only by the incorporation of 

famalgamation rules', which transfer aspectual features from the verb 

to higher nodes, Verkuyl. tends towards a generative semantic frame- 

work in his adoption of Gruber's (1965) notion of polycategorial 

lexical attachment ard the suboategorizing of verbs in terms of 

inherent semantic primitives. His aspeatual schematat which can be 

compared functionally with Macaulay's amalgamation rules,, could be, 
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regarded as rules for the expansion of aspectually specified 1-nodes* 

Generally speaking, Verkuylls analysis is more Isemartic' than 

Macaulay's in that semantic rather than systactic categories are 

used in his characterization of the different aspectual configur- 

ations (which we would term teitchmraktar configurations) and more 

explanatory in that the content of the schemata themselves are 

suggestive of why certain configurations of elemonts should be'non- 

durative (conclusive) and others not. Let us now proceed to an 

investigo. tion of these two studies in somevhat greater detail* 

6.3-4.4 - Uacaulay! s, 
-treatment 

of aspect as a ýtransferred syntactic 

feature 

On the basis of 3uoh criteria as co-occurrence with durative 

adverblalsp CO-Occurrence with the progressive form and some of the 

semantic tests an set forth by Kenny 0963)q Taylor 0965) and 

VencIler 0967a), Macaulay recognizes one aspectual opposition in 

English which he formalizes as opposite specifications of the 

feature PERFECTIVEi This feature, Macaulay-argues, is relevant at*- 

different levels of constituent structuret verbs may be specifiea 

inherently as f+PERFE(, -Tjv-E, 7 or Z--P. 3mcTiv2rj f-PrRrscTirm. 7 under- 

lies the progressive form arA +pERFEMV? the simP'le'formf verb 

particles may be Z' 
. 11ýERFECTM2; ancl both specifications may be 

transferred features on larger constituents. Thus, a verb phrase 

consistirg of a Z+-F%. RF. EcTjvE7varb and a -Z--pERFEcTjV. F2. aux-iliary 

takes on the speoif ication of Z--FERFEGTIVF, 7. An inherently 

f"*Pý2F7, OTIV-29 verb Plus a-'f'+P9RFFMVE7particle (e. g. Igrav up') 

together comtitute a Z+PFRF=VF, foomplex verb. These tvO 
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processes are handled by 'syntactic amalgamation rules' which trans- 

fer features to higher nodes ani which can be schematically repres- 

ented as in Pipre 1. 

FiEpre VP VP 

VP - F2 VP r+-ýERF2 Z 

PARTICLE ASPECT v ASPECT vV 
7Z+-PER, P7 

ý 
Z71: 17', Rf Z--P F. Rf Z--p-tRP7 Z+-PERfF Z-`PER. 2F f7kmf Z--PFR. F 

Rule I Rule 2 

Macaulay notes that those verbs which are f+STATIVr,, 7 according 

to Lakoff0s (1965) criteria reither accept the progressive form nor 

combine with perfectivizing particles. These facts he takes as 

supporting his claim that only a subclass of the set of" verbs 

participate in the +PMFECTIVE/-PERFECTIVE opposition--those which 

are Z--STATIVE7. As we have seen in ý 5.2.8 aid in our discussion 

of Leech above (cf. also Miller's (1970a) analysis of Russian), 

there is additional evideme that the class of verbs to which aspect- 

ual distinctions apply must be restricted. However, as we found, 

it appears that it is semantically rather than syntaotically stative 

verbs (assuming the distinction to be valid) which are excluded. 

For example, if we turn to Macaulay's treatmert of the interaction' 

between verbs and their nominal complementi, which corresponds to 

that of Garey (1957) and partially to Leechts (1969) rules of 

semantic conccrd, we fird the following formulation (Vacaulayp 1971: 

vii) so "Inherently f-Pc-RF=1v-F, 7 transitive verbs fbm part of a 
Z+-PERFEMIV2E predication if the direct object is a sirigular 
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f+s-PECIFIC p 
: P-rRirwTIv_F, 7 

.7 noun phrase. For exam lej, eat -is irl2erentlY Z' 

but the, verb phrase tat'an apple is r+PERFMTIVF, 1,7if the noun phrase 

an apple -is 
Z+'M: IECIPIC7"6 The amalg; xmation rule for this interý 

action is, represented'as in Figure n. lllovq as we have seen there 

r- - are many transitive Z--STATIVF, 7 verbs which would be Z-_E7, RFMTIV'2?, 

(since all non-stative verbs are in Macaulay's system either 

Fig=e II 
VP - 

VP 
ZtIYERP 

v le v 

if-PER, 
f Z+-sl:, E-c: 7 f-PER. P7 C+spm, 7 

Rule 3 

+PERFECTIVE cr -PERFECTIVE) but which do not participate in this 

interaction: the Iredication remains Z--PMZ"ECTiv. E f (as revealeds 

for example, by its acceptance of durative adverbials) irrespective, 

of the object-cf* the sentences belag, Both 60. and 61, can be 

60. John attended the lecture fcr half an hour 

61. Mary wore that silly bat all evening 
62. Pred watched a documentary on the television. fQr half an hour 

plausibly argued to describe states (causative locative ones-"cause 

oneself to be at*p "cause oneself to have on") ana possibly 61, a3 

well ("cause oneself to see"). This brings into question Uacaulay's 

Ifacaulay's interpretation of Z+-SFFCIFI20 is 
i. e. reference to a parUcular individual: 
NP under the present interpretation not onl 
ition of the existence of the referrent but 
is unique* (Uacaulays 1971: 92). 

uniqueness of reference# 
"A singilar f7spwipiO 

y carries the presuppos- 
also that the referrent 
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aecision to treat +PFRFEMIVr,, as a syntactic feature only. 

Homever, the situation is still more complext f or there are 

syntactically ani semantically non-stative verbs--ioe. verbs of 

activity-which are also immune to Macaulay's amalgamation rule 
P- (Figime II): senterces 63. to 66. are all I-FERFEICTI vo 

63o Fred walked the dog for several hours 

61+. The boy pulled the rickshaw all day 

65. Mary played the piano all morning 

66. John rode his bicycle all afternoon 

predications* The problem here lies in the fact that 'direct object' 

is a surface structure notion--it is a derived grammatical relation-- 

aril as long as the amalgamation rules are phrased in terms of such a 

notion, they will apply only to more or less superficial configura- 

tions when what is obviously involved are deeper, more semantic 

cOnfiguratioms., In both 63. and 64* the superficial direct objects 

a-re, at a deeper level cf analysist of the same grammatical or 

It is because of the fact that +sTAiI7R reflects only partially 
a semantic distinction and becale Macaulay fails to observe that 
the +PMF1-ECTIVE/-PMFqýCTjVr, distinction does not apply to all 
-STATIWL 6 verbs that he decides to view both of these as syntactic 
contrazts. However, he does remark that he would like to claim 
that "the essential distinction is not between FETZ7, L'7TIV-,, and 
IWTPr3'RFP, CT-PrE predication3 but between EVMTS (which are momentan, 
e ous) aul STATES (which have duratio n) " (Macaulay 919, Z1 : 151 ). 
This would suggest that Macaulay regards f-PERFrI. CTIV]/ predications 
as semantically similar to +STATIVI,; predications, lie does in fact 
observe later on that sentances in the -progressive aspect ard 
sentences with stative verbs share the property of accePtirig 
durative adverbials. 
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logical status as- the subjects in sentemes 67- and 68.9 respectively* 

67* ' The dog walked for several hours 

68. The rickshaw moved behind the boý all clay 

Both of these are also -PERFE=IVE. Sentences 65. ani 66. are 

sompyrhat-Ilesq, Itran3parent 
than the causative struaturesl of 63.., and, 

64, 
_. 
However$ we may compare them to 69. and 70., respectivelyp in 

which the deep grammatical relations between the verb and each of 

69* Vary played tums/music on the piano all morning 

70- John rode arouttlAack and forth on his bicycle all 

afternoon 

'Mary' afA 'the piano' or 'John' ard 'his bicycle' remain unchanged 

but a new direct Object appears in 69. and a directional complemert 

in 70. sentence 69, will not conform to Vacaulay's amalgamation 

rule (disregarding for now the inappropriateness of 'direct object' 

in its formulation) since 'tunes' and 'music' and Lr-, 
-SPrCIFI2C, Thus# 

Oplay' in sentence 65# displays the properties of a pseudo-intram- 

itive verb--one fcr which an unspecified object is implied but not 

realized. However, unlike such pseudo-intransitives as 'eat' arxI 

*drink',, it permits its locative accompaniment tobq., objeativized 

,I 
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(cf. Amderson, 1971b). i 

Sertonces like 70. especially their conclusive counterparts 

(cf- 7Q. cannot be accommodated w#hin Macaulay's system-as he has 

71, 'John rode to the end of the street 
*for five mitutes f 
in five minates 

other examples of locational expressioin appearin ý as direct 
object are given below, along with corresponding 

&hough 
not 

necessarily synonymous) explicitly locative aentences (cf, 
Anderson, 1971b: 95). The fact that verbs such as 'eat' anI 

i. a, John planted the garden with apple-trees 
b. John planted apple-trees in his garden 

2. a. "A statue occupies the plinth 
bs A statue stands on the plinth 

larink' do not, like 'play* and 'ride', allow their locative 
accompaniment to undergo objeotivization--cf. 3- and 4. -can be 
related to, the fact that it is a directional, more specifically 
a source (or ablative), expression rather than a simple locative 
which is most intimately associated with the former vcrbs. Unlike 
goal (or allative) expressions (cf. the followirr footnote)p source 

3* a. John drank his beer 
from a pewter mug something 

b. x John drank a pewter mug 
the stew 

a. Mary ate soviething from the pat 
Pý 

b. *Mary ate the pot 
I 

expredsiom tend to require (except when subject cf the verb) an 
overt marker-either 'from'/'of* (cf. Bennett,, 1972) or a 'supple- 
tivel form of the verb (cfe Anderson, 1971b). Examples cf this 
latter are 'steal from'/Irobt, 9pu3-l weeds out cTI/Iweed's 'go 
(away) from'/'leave', This latter might appear to be an exception 
since we have both 5. and 6. However there is a rather sharp 

5, John left London 
6. John left from London 

difference in meaning between the two: 6. presupposes that John 
has already set out on or completed some journey and simply indicates his starting point; 5.,, on the other hand itself des- 
cribes an unlertaken journeys admittedly of a minimal kind ("from 
London to not-London") and could be followed by a 'from' phrase like that of 6.: 

John left London Prom Heathrow 
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made no provision for the perf eotivizing property of directioml 

adverbials of the kindýlfrom ... to... I (as is done explicitly by 

Verkuyl, an we shall see). 
' (Macaulay does mention directioml' 

advarbials in passing, suggesting that they have much in common with 

the class cf verb particles*) Returning nas to sentence 66. we can 

suggest that its imperfective nature is due not to an underlying 

un3pecif iod dbýect but rather an urderlying unspeoif ied directional 

complement (cf. 'somewhere's 'about') or om implying a conýinaouslY 

It is ýWcrthwhile in this connection to note the, observations of 
Sandmann (1954t 179) concerning the verb *to fall': "... our fcre- 
going, analysis is valuable because it teaches us to expect that a 
given verb in different specifying contexts may appear to be 
occasionally perfective, even though it is generally, i. e. out- 
side a context, imperfective. If we say, for instance,, He falls 
from the roof, it is obvious that we refer to the initial phase 
and the verb is perfective. In He falls to the ground we refer 
to the final stage, and we have again a perfective verb, But in 
The T)arachutist falls so many feet per second, to fall is imper- 
fective. If we look at our examples we find that the character--- 
istic keywords for the perfective interpretation are from and too" 
He then Epes on to suggest that these particles may be "felt to 
belong to the verb itself" inr4hich case the verb is inherently 
perfective. 
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exterylablo'cr*repeitable movement (cf. 'around*, lback'and fortbl)6 
i 

There -are many other troublesome sentences with verbs ^which 

6uperticiallY hLre. folloved by a- singular specific'noun, phraso but , 

*hi6h are not'ýdrfectlve or maybe con3trued- either imperfootively 

or Verf ectively (is ref leotea by -the possibility cf ttking either a 

duratiOnil or"an expenaing time acIverbial)i " Somie'cf thas'O &rO- ,, 

ý, ýivenbelow. ' 'These demonstrate furtbar, tbat Macaulayls amalgamtion 

72. John read this evening's rzwspaper 1.4/for an hour 

73* I'Maxwý weedecl the garden i4/for an hour this morning 

749 :. Iary kneaded the bread ? in/fcr fivo, minutes 

75, Mary stirred tho soup 'in/for five minutes 

76. Fred sanded the floor irylfcr several hours 

77. Fred planed the board izVfor several minutes 

786 "'Sally tubbea her cheek Ni4/f or a4ew'aeconcls 

'We may note incidentally that such sentemes as 70, ard 71. share 
certain more superficial syntactic properties with dative ard 
benefactive constructionsp for we may also have the variant in i 

1. John rode his bicycle aroundAack aul forth/to the eril 
of the street 

- as well as that of 66. Cf. 1., 70. /'71#', ' ani 64. with the 
sets in 2. ancl 3. below. However, whereas the superficial direct 

2, a. John soia the piano to uary. 
b, John sold mary the book' 
co John sold the book 

3, a. John boujit the book for Mary 
b, John bought Vary the book 
co John, bought the book 

object in i. can be omittedq this is not generally possible in tho 
case of the dative aril benefactive comitructions cf'2ea, and 3. a. - 
cf, I a., 2, d. ard 3ýd, belcxv, This is presumably related to the 

10a. John rode arourclAack and forth/to the end of the street x 2, d. John sold to Mary 
3* d. KJohn bought -Por "ary 

fact that in 2*a* ard 3-a- the direct cbject Is semantically the one 
Imaving' whereas in 1, both the subject and the direct object are 
involved in (simultaneous) movement and hence the omission of one of 
them does not leave the described situation without one of its 
essential taotants'. 
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rule is not suff; L-iently sensitive tO deeper Fra=tical relatiOrI3, 

Let us now turn to the two other arAalg=ation rulas rrcpo3ed by 

Vacaulay. pirstj 1, iacauLV acoommoaatei3 observatiors made by Klima 

(1964) arxi Fillmore (1969), concerning the effect of negation on 

co-occurrenoo restrictions between perfective verbs atxl durative 

adverbial3 (cf, j 5,2#4. ) by means ce tbo amaigmation rule repres- 

ented in Fijpre III* Negation is treated as an operator over a 

sentence. 

Fi31re III 
s 

NEG s 
Z+-PERPY 

s 

ý im .sý,, 
np 7 

Rule 

The rpmaining amalSmmation rule. -Is meant to account for the 

imperfectivity cC Iredioatiors with inherently Z+"? r", RF-wrm--7verb3 

and ZýVFCIF3. r, 17subjects, as in sentence 79* The rule is 

79* Guests arrived until midniEbt Ie 

Figwe IV 
ss 

Z-, SPEC2: Z742P lip yp 
Z-r)PF, 27 f+PrsRP 

Rule 5 

schematically represented in Figure IV* Here again we meet the 

disadvantage ct trying to obaracterize these processes in terms W 

derived grammatical relations such as subject awl direct ObJects 

Intuitively# the generalizations formulatea in rule (3) arA rule (5) 
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are the same--cf. senternes 80. and Si . --arul this is simply a 

reflection of the ergative relationship holding between such pairs or 

80* a@ ýKJohn delivered the notice to quit al. 1 day 

b. John delivered notioes to quit all day 

81. a* x rhe notice to quit arrived all day 

Votices to quit arrived all day 

transitive and intransitive constructions (cf, our discussion of 

Kenny in ý6.2-3)* Thus, the amalgamation rules must be fcrmulated 

in terms of the deep grammatical relatiow not only if they are to 

work properly,, but also if they are to capture such generalizations. 

A more general problems however, is that there appears to be no 

restriction on the number or form of such amalgamation rules in the 

grammar. For example, unless some general principle exists to the 

effect that Z+-SPECIFIC7has 
no effect onZ+-PERF"FCTIV2Ej Z--SEECIFI2C 

no ef feat on Z--PFRFMTM-79 
etc,. then there would have to be at 

least six adaitional rules to account for the combinations & elements 

vtich 'facaulay did not explicitly consider. These are given in 

Figure V. 
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Pipure V 
VP 

ASPECT VP 
7 f+PER2F, f-ýERIY 

VP 

Z+-Pm2pz+-SPE2C 

VP- 

lip v 

Z+-VEP7, Z+-PERIYI 

=> 
PERP 

AS ýl III 
Ll+-PERPY 

Z--PER2P 

VP 

P 2P 
v NP 

L14-PERf Ll+-, jmo7 
VP 

+ Fy 
:> 

IT v 

Z+-= C7f+PERP7 

VP 

Z--PER: e7, Z-- sFE -cl 

VP 

lip 
f+PERP2 Z--SPE_02"-l 

VP 

NP v 

fispmP Z--PER2P 

VP 

v 
IT 

L, 
'-PER-p7 f-spEf 

I VP ,- 

v NP 
Z7-m R--p7--Z--sPE2d' - 

VP 
=> 

Z-P7, -FY 
ý NF7. 

\V 

f. ISP=2 Z-PFR2P 

Furthermore p 'had -he Imestigated the -role of ýdirectiowa advaebialng 

and-perhaps other data, still other rules-would, berequirede - And$ 

If on6'look3 atý=183 (1) to (5). there is no -cortmon, formal property 

to be ý foual. Such .a prolifamtion of formally dist imt rules mkes 

one wonder if acce sneralizatiors are not beirg taissed., Recall# 

fcr instance, our discu3sion of, the urderlyine ilentity-of rules (3) 

ftcaulay clai: mz that the cantewe John bo&ht appips is f. Z., nm7rcTivf. 
r-a disa&rca with Vacaulay and feel his confuzion may bo due to his 
attempt to do too much with ono feature opposition-recall our 
discussion, of Lcach's averfforking of +CM, Throutýloutl Ilacaulay'", 
equivocates in his idended interrretation of -ýMRPZ-TIV7 as bet-&oon' 
that of non-conclu3ive and that or orZoingirs3 anle in the case of If-, ýi - Z+FRTTW"tIV97. between that of conalwsive aul COmPletenesse ITcvr=rq 
even grantirC his assignment in this a=jZanation rules we are left 
with a rather unlesirable situationt *en Al". 1T (i-Ce the OL-M. *rt 
of AUXILIARY realized a3 the prorjrcamive fcrm or as -. ero) is Z-"Fr. 7F--"MIVfp then it in domirart,, making the VIP 'vhen 
it is Z7PERIFECTIVE7, it is the, VI s specification which is dominant. 
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arxl (5) Similarly, we I may ask what Z--PTMFECTIVf '(as underlying 

the progressive f crm)"aid, VFThive in common that they'should both 

have an imperfectiviiing"effect, ard why one but not the other should 

be allowea, to 'co-occurlwith Lf+-'. 3TATIVP, 7 predications, 

Bef ore leavirg, Macaulay's -framework, we ý must comment on his 

treatment "of --VerAler! s'- accomplishment ard -achievement verbs@ 

Accomplishment, -constructions are ' inNacaulazv's'system, ' (as -in'Dowty's- 

of 6.3 ý49 6) 0. &; ialyzed-as complex, and, conforming, to his, amalgam- 

ation, rule (3) ip, thpir, internal structure, In words, accomplishmert 

verbs are "a particular u3e. of "activity"yerbsp Since,, "activity" 

gular 
Z+-SMOIFI2C, 

ý 10, as verbs are Z--PERFECTIV2E the effect of a sinp 

direct object is to make the verb 7PERFXM2E" (Macaula3r#, 1971, 

Achievemert verbs, on the other hand, are *certain intrans- 
V 

itive. verbs or e., transitive verbs with singular ftspmipif ws-as - 

direot, cbject" (ibidt 116). That. is# they are either inherently 

f+Pm=ivrs7 intransitive verbs or- they aro,, corxýtruqtions conrorming 

to,. the same. amalgamation rule as accomplishment verbs. Macaulay- 

then does a curious -thing., 
He ignores, the class of accomplishments 

whichp-though-perfootive, are-cluratively so (in, Streitbergla. sense) 

ard assooiates, with the specification Z+_PERFBCTIVZ, 7 the interpretation 

that the. event referred to takes place, at. an Instant, of, time 

NacaulaYs 1971: J26;; of, also fn. It P. - 331J. Although-as 

Macaulay himself observes, accoi-aplishmentsare of the same grammatical 

structure as, one class of achievement constructiors# it is not the.,,,, 

caýe that they both have the same temporal structure. (despite their 

being both Z+-PCRFECTIV'g 7), and, thi3 must be allowed for and accounted 
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for--cf. sentences 82# and 83- Again,, it would seem that an attempt 

82. ai P7rhe pilot was'ertering the cOCkpit 'al the 'while the 

passengers were boarding the plane 

The gas was entering the cookpit 6.11 the while the 

passergers were boarcling the plans 

,- . 
83- a. xPred has been losing his umbrella for three hours -, .. -ý. 

bo Fred has been losing his memory. for, several years ,- 

to account for too much with one feature has caused important 

distinctions to be obscured. 

6.3.4.5 VerktkVlls cOmPositioml analysis Of the'aspects 

Verkuylls treatment of the kinis of phenomena clealt with by" 

Macaulay ani those others we have discussed is based on data from 

Dutch, However, he has throughout given the English e'quivalentsl 

anft the striking similarity between the two languages makes 'tpossible 

to carry over his conclusions and framework to that of English. The 

range of sentence types to which Verkuyl gives detaileaattention is 

more comprehensive than that fcurd in the previous studies we have 

looked at; arxl, although the point of view is essentially syntactici, 

his amlyses of these various sentence types iLre very suggestive of 

underlying semantic regalarities. Unfortunately, the fact that 

Verkuyl too confines himself to the grammatical relations or subjectl 

direct object and indirect object has, in many casesq obscured his 

insights and prevented him from capturing the relevant generalization. 

Thusq for example, he also misses the common principle underlying the 

durative (non-conclusive) mture of sentences 84. a. and 85*a. 

compared with the noD-durative (conclusive) nature of sentences 

84. b. ard 85. b. 
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,,, 84,, a, Water seeped-into the cave all night 

b, xA pibt of water oeepea into the cave all night, 

85. a- Mike drank-beer all evening 

b, *Vike drank a pint cf beer an evening 

However, let us look briefly -ait the d6tails'cf Verkuylls" 

knilysis and ho*'it differs from Macaulay's. First of all, Verkuylls 

aspectual categories, although syntactically motivated (in general, 

by, considerationd of the'co-occurrence of temporal adverbials)q are 

also c6midered'to'be dirýeCtly' interpretable semantically, ' He 

recognizes'ane major aspectuil, aistination--DURATI Vi, versU3 NON- 

DURATIVRE --the former permitting'a, single-event 'reaainý- Of Aýe'sent6rice 

when co-occurring with durational adverbials, the latter, if accept- 

ableg requiring an iterative reading in the same cont6xt. 'Thus the' 

second sentence below can only be understood as describing several 

86. John walked for two hours 

87- 9tJohn walked to the beach for two hours 

journeys to the beach within the two hours; hence, it expresses 

RON-DURATIVE aspect. Within the NOL-DURATIVE category, Verkuyl 

recognizes a secondary distinction of TERMINATIVE versus MOVEMANEOUS 

which *can be characterized semantically by saying that terminative 

events have duration and that they necessarily terminate; momentan- 

eous events cover one indivisible moment" (Verkuyl, 19721 

Although his characterization of TERAIMIlIVE aspect is not entirely 

felicitous (it tot being strictly true that a terminative event 

such as writing a letter must terminate-though it necessarily ceases 

once the letter exists), his two NOV-DURATIVE categories appear to 
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correspond to Ve n1le ,r- to' accb'mpIi_s'b'm`ent and achie .VI ementss reipectivelyl 

and the I total framework to tha t of the 'early writlers I on aI spect (cf. 

8tre"itb_ erg, Diez, Jespersen, and Deutschbein'above) to which he 

makei'e3Tli#, %it 'referefice. A syntactic consequence of the' distinction 

between'TEMAINNTIVE ani MOVELTANEOUS aspect-that of co-occurrence 

versus non-co-occurrence with temp I oral adverbials such as 'in a day'-- 

is mentioned in pissinig'but is not elaborated' upon. , (Hcýever, as 

wad poinied'out in our'discussion of Vendler in 6.2.5, co-occurrence 

with expending adverbW'S is not i reliable test for- distinguishing 

achievements from accomplishments although it is for the major 

opposition between state/activities ancl acoomplia4ments/achievementst 

i. e. between DURATIVE ard 14ON-DURATIV"r, in Verkuylls syst am). The 

more obvious reflex of MOMENrANEOUS aspect-that of co-oocurrence with 

point of time locative adverbials--is curiously not mentioned. 

However, Verkuyl restricts his attention throuE#out to the major 

distinction of DURATIVE versus PON-DURMW and presents ample 

eviaeme for his thesis that t1iise, categories 06innot be taken as 

semantic primitives assigned to Verbs" but rather are applicable to 

configuratiom of certain categories, generated by, the%base6 I The 

mechanism underlying the composition of the Aspects seems , -relatively 

cleart a certain funaaýental subcatqgory of an-unlerlying V is 

combined with a complex set of categories of a nominal nature and 

pertaining to quintityl (VerkuYl. 1972: 98). We see in this last,, 

statement the major difference, to which we made reference earlier, 

between Verkuylls approach and that of Macaulay and Leech, one which 

enables us to progress towards making explicit the semantic 
'' - 
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determinants of aspectual categories, Aspects are not viewed as 

atomic features applicable to both verbs and higher constituents (or 

as transferrable from one to the other) but as derived or configur- 

ational categories depending on the irxlependent semantic properties 

of verbs plus their nominal complements. 

For example, Verkuyl argws that the JIMI-DURATIVE aspeot Of 

senteme 87- P in contrast with the DURATIVE aspect of seitence 88,, 

derives from the composition of a verb inherently specified 

a kilometre 87. Greta walked 
ýfrom 

the Mint to the dam 
ý (mfor two hours) 

88. Greta walked (for two hours) 

semantically as MOVEVENT with a prepositional phrase whose semartiO 

structure is ultirately analyzable as SPECIFIED QUANTITY OF DISTANCE 

MEASURING UNITS. Similarly, the NON-DURATIVE aspect of sentences 

89, and 90. have, according to Verkuylls amly3is, un-lerlying struct- 

ures involving verbs inherently specified as PERFORM and TAKE, and 

89. De Machula. played Schumann's cello concerto ("for two hours) 

90. Johnqy drank a glass of whisky (Nfor two hours) 

direct objects denoting SFECIFIED QUANTITY OF ýIUSIO and SPECIFIED 

QUANTITY OF FLUID$ respectively. 'Xith regard to the PERFORM verbs 

(which also include 'say' ard 'hear', among others) Verkuyl suggests 

that$ semantically,, the notion of 'mapping' (or Itemporalizing') is 

relevant here (of. our disoussion of Garey in §6,3.4.1): "Somehow 

or other we have to express that the meaning of 89, relates closely to 

the meaning of the expression: 

(30P) De Vaolmla causea the abstract linearly structurea 
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object 'Schumann's cello concerto' to be mapped into the 

Time-axis* 

whereas iii"'the case of, haten (hate) this linear entity rem'ains 

atemPoral" (Verkuyl, 1972: 57)9 This notion of mapping (vhether onto 

the'temporal, axis or onto some other entity) has considerable 

application in the elucidation and explication of the meanings of 

various types of linguistic expressions and we shall have recourse to 

it in the following chaptera, 

Another important class of 1,1011-DURATIVE sentences to uhich 

Verkuyl devotes, cousiderable attention is comprised by what have, - 

been called existential causative constructionag as excoplified. in 91* 

91. - Xatiiika knitted a Norwegian sweater 

Verkuyl recognizes the fundamental problem facing the semantic analyais 

of such senlences-that the direct object of the verb refers to an 

object which only comes into existence as the result of the activity 

de , scribed by the whole sentence. He makes some shrewd observati6no 

and"ouggestions concerning their ultimate semantic inalysiel'aiiong"' 

the iost interesting of which is his claim that it will'be coinposed 

essentially of the same semantic primes an those of ihe'n'on-durative 

sentences involving a verb of movement and a directional or measure- 

phr-i6e'complement. Unfortunately, VerkVl is notiiory clear, in' hie 

discussion at this point and makes no attempt to make his'rathii- 

speculative claim mote explicit. As we have already seen in our 

discussion of the localist hypothesis ( ý4.2)0 the underlying 

directional nature of existential causatives has been noted by 

previous scholars and given explicit treatment, within a syntactic 
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framework by Anderson (1971b), 

From sentenaes such as 84. above, Verkuyl ooncludes that the 

subjact of a verb is aliso a determimnt of the aspect of the 

sentence* And from sentences such ais 92, (to which we add the 
, 

additional examples in 93., and 94, ), he concludes that the indirect 

92. a. Den Uyl harded out the Labour Party badge to a congress- 

goes (mfor an hour) 

b. Dan Uyl handed out the Labour Party badge to congress- 

goers (for hours) 

93- a# The little boy told the secret to his friend (Nfor hours) 

bo The little boy told the secret to friends (for hours) 

94. a. The contracting firm built the well-designed apartment 

building for John (K for two years) 

b. The contracting firm built the well-designed apartment 

building for progressive town councils (for two years) 

ObJect also playm a similar role. (All of 92. to 94, involve some 

notion of mappings from an abstract entity to concrete instantiations 

at it q-) However,, the a. and b, sentences differ, we suggest, only 

in the fact that in the former the same action is directed an 

indefinite Mimber of times to the same individual whereas in the 

latter it is directed an indefinite rumber of times to distinct 

individuals. It would appear to be simply pmgmatic considerations 

which make the a, sentences less probable than the bo sentences in 

an iterative latorpmtatjon-ýan"hey-wouj 

4M a 34n8l'--ne-I'mut rI4aAing'-a, & 
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interpretation (aml they would be Unacceptable in a single-event 

reading, a3 would tho b, sentences), 

hese cormideratiow lead Verkuyl to propo3e the follm. ing 

Seraral schemata fcr Ithe coV. Wition of the two guipacts (Verkuyl, 

19721 106)1 

D UR Al 7V"An, -,, 17' ,, T - 

Sl NP 1[ 
(UN)'V'rIFVD TA1471*Py r-f-" Xljýa-ll + V? 

[V[VTM3]V 

ýxj t, 
[ (U1)liý4*CIFIM WANMITY MP ' NP 2(, or QC) Z., 2(Or 

UIJ )Gi>*rMIPIIM ', UAI,. 'rrrY MM X] 12ý Vp 

Clordition: at lenst one or the categories 

(or ZC) ana IM3 must be Ulr>M-CnnM 

(vp 
I is the Subject of 139 IT2 ba Direct Cbject, ý0 is a 

ýuantilýring lomplement or a Directional -Prep Tbra3o, rl an' 

is an InIlrect Object. ) 

IiOl,. '-DUPJ,, TIV-. ASTr,. CT: 

Pmipim quu; rlTy op t],, r+v, 3[ 
E 

Ivv 
s-xr-mipim qtym, -rm oc? %I,,, 

102(01ý' (or QC) + 

ýSFIEEGIFIM. QUA14TITY OF X] 

Conditiomn t 
(i) VERB must istand for subcatagcrial .,. 

nO. leBo,,,, 3UCh aS VOMR. Nr, F 

TAKR, t ADD TO, CI. IAIgr. l DO, etc, 

(ii) Does not apply to negativo tentenoess 

Several ccrzeuta are in order here* First ar all, Verkuyl does 
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not-nmake entirely explicit the fact that verbs participating in 

the description of states of affairs cannot enter into the NON- 

DURATIVE schema although his scattered comments and cbservations 

(of. his remark about the verb 'hate' above) point to this conclusion* 

However, state verbs are no longer a problem in Verkuylls system 

since DURATIVE/1"NON-DURATIVE does not apply to verbs themselvesp but 

only to corif igurations involving verbs along with their complemert so 

Henceq there is no difficulty in accounting for the fact that Ban- 

tences with state verbs fit the DURATIVE schema (i. eo they co-occur 

with durative adverbials): the subcategorial node STATE will simply 

not be included in the set which is. required by the 11011-DURATIVE 

schemat 

This, hasever. -raisea the general problem of the apparently 

unconstrained mture of the set of. such subcateggrial nodes. 

Although. Verkuyl does suggest some relationship between 110MUTs 

PERFOR149 ADD TO, and TAKE (FRCIA)a this is done in-a 7ery unsystematic 

and informal fashion and, in generals-he does not suggest any way of 

characterizing the class of such categories in a principio fashion. 

An analysis which would allow one to restrict the possible membership 

of this class in a natural way would thus be preferrede 

Verku, ylls configuration (UN)sPEcipro WAMTY OF X corresponds, , 
in part to Allen's 0 966) '(non-)boundea nominalat (cf. ý6-sL4,, 4. 

In Particular, Verkuyl regards such categories as COUNrq vhich are 

normally assigned to nouns, as analyzable into more elementary semantic 

categories scattered over the whole noun phrase. Thus, to take an 

examples urderlying a count noun phrase such as $the ooncertot is a 
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structure'like'that' in Figure -VI. SMOMM QUANUTY ils interpretea 

Pigure VI 

NP 

pp 

P IT 

DEP SPECIFIED QUAPTIrY OY VL-S 
JSIO 

the concerto 

as "bounded interval of" and Verkuyl suggests that it is such 

'boundedness" which underlies "countability". Purthermore, it is 

the presence cC COUNT (or rather the categories into which COUNT is 

analyzable) which 'accounts for the fact that sentences containing 

a Nondurative Aspect can express frequency if they also contain 

Durational Adverbials" (Verkuylp 19721 59), The corfiguration 

SPECIFIM QUANTITY may also have a separate realization, as in such 

expressions as 'a piece of music/pOetrYlp Oa slice or bread 
1 
10 1& 

glass of beer'. Although we do not wish to get side-traoked into 

a discussion of 'specificity' in relation to noun phrases, we must 

Point out that Verkuylls use of (UN)SPECIFIED is not to be equated 

with Ilacaulay's use of +WECIFIO. A specified quantity of something# 

in Verkuylls senses can at the same time be nonspecific in Macaulay's 

sense ass for examples in the sentences belovv. Furthermore, 

VerkUylls use of (UN)SPECIFIED must not be confusea with the use of 

95. Mary baked a cake every day last week 
1 96. Pred drinks a glass of wine with his dinner 

97. Bill used to smoke a packet of cigarettes a daY 
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I (un)speoif ieal in relation to the implicit object of pseudo- 

intransitive verbs. Thus, for example, sentence 99. below has, in 

contrast with 98. l- a specified object; but this object would be 

analyzed as an UNSFEGIFIED qtjA? 4TIT! r op FISH, Because of the 

980 Jeff is eating 

ý990 
Jeff is'eating fish 

Melihood-of, conrusing these three uses of Ispecifiol/lopecified's 

it wguld 4ye been preferable for Verkuyl to have, chosen such a term 

pLq.. ýb;? undeaý, -instead$ýeppecý&Uy. as this is how he would like to have 

SMOIFIED interpreted. 

Still in relation to the schemata above, we may note that 
t 

Verkuyl recognizes the interplay. of negation with-his a5peotual 

categorieso However, rather than viewing negation as determining 

the aspect of the configuration as DURATIVE (as is dow by Macaulay), 

he suggests that the negative eiement neutralizes the aspeotual 

opposition, This interpretation of the interaction arises from 

considerations of logical equivalences between universal and exist- 

ential quantification irrrolving negation ( -(3x)(f(x)) ; ("4x)(-f(x)) ) 

and such sentences as 100. and 101. below. However, Verkuyl seems 

I 00ý Durirg the walk Piet and Teun did not have a discussion 

about skating 
I 

iOle Arthur dId not stumble over that branch for a week 

to be corfusing two related issues here% the possibility or negated 

non-durative clauses to cb-occur with duratioml advertials (as in 

101, ) and the equivalence between such sentences and the corresponding 
I 

ones with locational cr experding adverbials (Idurirg. oolp liMOSOO)p 
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is" in" 02o" 

02, a, Arthur didn't say a word for ten minutes 

b. Arthur didn't say a word in ten minates 

. 
Pinally, we may note that the schemata above make explicit the, 

fact thit, aspect, as conceiveaby Verkuyl# is a category. of sentent- 

ial units. 7his becomes clearer when we consiaer the use he makes 

of the schemata in constraining the application of. a ftle which he 

calls adverbializationo -. This, transformations the details of which 

need not ooncern us here, transfcrma the structure 
_udiarlying 

sentence 103alpelow to that of 103.,, b,, The transforpatign pan only 
_. 

103. a. , Greta's walking a kilometre lasted an hour 

b. -x Gretw walkea a kilometre for an hour - 

apply if' the'sentential structure 'unlerlying the 'subject of $last a 

week' conforms t6 the - DURATIVE schema-as is not the _'case'in 103's 

However, an iterative interpretation is still possible,, and in order- 

to account for this*semantio fact, - Verkuyl reformulates the'restriot- 

ion such that "if adverb ializatio n is to'apply to a structure in which 

the sentential subject of the durational predicate conrorm with the 

NON . -DURA - TIVE . sc .h ema, then it must also be the case that the a- entential 

subject is plural. 

This reformiLUtion leids Verkuyl to seelc a oharaoterization of' 

an levent-unit', i. e. the kincls of isentential strwtures whi0h maY 

be quantified, This problem intersects with that of determining 

what the upper bound of the category or aspect is* We cannot go 

into the detailed syntactic argument which Verkuyl puts fcrward 

(based on 'do-so' tests for verb phrase constituencyg cleft and 
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pseudo-cleft construotions)v but we may summarize his cOnolusion3 

as, follows (hopefully without too much distortion). The category 

of,. aýpect, is applicable to sentential structures containing# in 

addition to the verb, only such constituents as direct object# 

indirect object, prepositional object (e. g. the object of 'wait for')# 

predica-tive adjuncts of the direct object. (e, g, 'paint the door 

green% manner adverbials of product (e. g. 'knit a sweater coarsely')o 

and place adverbials functioning as complements (e. g. 'spend one's 

holidays in France'). It is only such constituents -which appear to 

have a bearibg on the composition of the durative ant non-durative 

schemata. Verkuyl implies that such constituents form a finite set* 

(However, those he enumerates represent a strange mixture of semantic 

and surface structure notions, suggesting that some generalization is 

being missed. ) Such sentential structures represent Ominimal 

events$* Such events may be expanded by adding other constituents 

such as. manner, reason, concessive, modal, place and time adverbials. 

None of these, generally speaking, affect the aspeotual properties of 

the sentence as a whole* They can, however, be within the scope of 

the, quantifier, 

Verkuyl considers the durative adverbials as being outside the 
scope of the 'minimal eventO. but we may once more adduce such 
examples as those below, Like other non-durative comtructions, 

i, John worked from midnight to 8: 00 a. m, for ten years 
2. John slept throughout the afternoon all week 

these can only be understood iteratively, Cf, our remarks in 
f n. 'I p. 319 . 
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In conclusion,, ' we may note that since Verkuyl is primarily 

concerned with Dutch, he is not led to consider the semantic implica- 

tion3 of the progressive form in English since Dutch has no really 

comparable construction, Thuss unlike in the case of Leech and 

Macaulay, the phenomena which he treats urAer the label of aspect 

can, without too much risk of misrepresentations be regarded as what 

Jespersen comprehended under the distinction of conclusive/non-' 

conclusive and, more generally,, what Deutschbein called teitcharaktero 

However, Verkuyl haz'made explicit that these categories do not 

pertain simply to the lexical properties of verbs but rather to the 

basic sentential structure of which the verb is only the nucleus, 

6.3.4o6 Dowty's semantic analysis of Vendler's cateprories 

The final study on aspect to be discussed in this review is 

Dowty's 0972) dissertation on the logic of verbal aspect. Although 

this study appeared the same year as Verkuylls dissertation,, the 

author had access to a pre-publication copy of the latter* (lie 

does not, however, appear to be aware cf Macaulay's dissertation 

which was also availabl6 at that time*) However, Dowty is interested 

solely in the semantic analysis of aspect, and this coweived as model- 

theoretic 3en. antiest i. e. the specification of truth conditions for 

sentences relative to a semantic model. He therefore dismisses 

rather summarily Verkuylls'contribution (ando it should be noted, 
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misrepresents it') on the grounds that he treats aspect solely as a 

syntactic phenomenon and concerns himself only with the generation 

of 'all the good sentences without producing any Cf the bad ones*, 

giving to semantic explamtion for why his rules or schemata are able 

xj ljoN-DuuTIV--, schemata as Dowty represents Verkuyl's TXJRATIVE ar 
folloNM: 

ý 

(40) Z-vp 
aur 

fV AGEIMv--F, 7 + Z-, 
Z, I MEF. FL, 7-7 

W) fvp 
d, ý f. - iicv-AGwivrs7 + fl'a, im-eF. PL, 2.. 7 

(42) Z 
VP clr + fV 'ý011--AGE'ýTIV2F- Z"ý,, 

p ruzF. sG-77 

(43) 2 Z 
VP nor. -dur 

fV AGENTIVE + Z 
lip IIDEF* SG--72 

(44) f AGFIlrIw,. 7 + 
MZ-Vp 

non-dur v 
flp IrZD-cF. PL, --7-7 

He then claims (1972: 33) that "Verkuyl*a analysis aoes absolut e 3, y 
nothing tavard explaining why the structure (44) is ungrammatical 
while the others are not. Using his formalism and categories, it 
would be just as simple to write a grammar in which (1+0) or (41) 
or (42) would be blocked while (44) would be generated. Yet I 
doubt that there is any language in which this would be the case** 
This would be a valid criticism if it were in fact the case that 
(40) to (44) constituted Verkuylls analysis. However, Verkuyl 
makes reference to such corfiguration3 as those above only once 
and in the early stages of his argument ( pe 54 of the pre- 
publication version, P. 51 of the 1972 book)* He explicitly -states 
that they are provisional in nature ard later replaces them with the schemata we presented above. It is nevertheless the case that 
Verkuylls analysis is still insufficiently abstract to make tram- 
parent the logical properties of the two aspectual categories, but 
his schemata do capture cr, at least, point to the principle which 
we will be elaborating upon in the following chapters that non- durative or conclusive propositions are such because they involve 
the bounded directional movement (concrete or abstract) of a bounded entity. 
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to do this (Dowtv, 1972: 33). Furthermore, he claims that many 

of the devices and nations which Verkuyl makes use of in order to 

account for co-occurrence restrictions would have to re-appear in 

the semantic component (i. e. in the interpretative component of a 

Katz and ? odor grammar), This a, -, -ýraisal, as we can now judges is 

not totally justified. Although it is true that Verkuyl's 

orientation derives from syntactic considerations of co-occurrence 

relations, he is led to investigate in some depth, it only programm- 

atically in some places, the semantic structure of the sentences he 

deals with. lurthermore, T)cwty does not seem to have realized that 

Verkuyl is, implicitly at least, working within the generative sem- 

antics paradigm and that he explicitly treats the categories in his 

schemata and underlying structures as semantic in nature. L. 'everthe- 

lessm 
-)0'7; ty sets out "to avoid this duplication and syntactic 

arbitrariness by claiming that the deviant surface structure3 are 

derived from logical structures whose truth condition3 relative to 

a se, -, iantic model are necessarily contradictory* (ibid-: 34)* 

Dowty begibs by amassing a number ar criteria vhich Jointly 

serve to distinguish four classes of verbs (or sentences or sit- 

uatiorz--Dc%; 'I. y is not altogether consistent in his usage here) which 

are essentially congruent with Vendler's classification (of. J6.2.5): 

ard,, following Vendler, he labels these states, activities, accom-- 

plishments ard achievemerts. Most of the criteria inVolve facts of 

CO-OccUrrence with temporal adverbials and with the verbs 'stop' 

and 'finish' and differences in entailments, These have already 

been discussed in our review of the philosophical tradition$ and so 

we neea not go into them agaih here, However., there is one new 
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criterion adduced by Dayty to distinguish accomplishment sentences 

from the other types of sentences, This is the ambiguity introd- 

uced into accomplishment sentence3v but riot into activity or 

achievement sentences, by the adverb talmost' (cf. also Dillong 1973)o 

Thus, whereas Mi.. (an activity) ard 105- (an achievement) have only 

104. S6ýhn ýLlicdt walkea 

105. John almost noticeatbe painting 

one reading each (entailingg respectively# that John did not# in ý 

faqt, walk and that John did not,, in fact,, notice the painting)# 106* 

106. John almost pairt-ed a picture 

(an accomplishment) has two interpretatiom. Either John was aboOt 

to paint a picture but changed his mind before starting, or else he 

did in fact start work on the picture but did not quite finish it. 

Following Morgan (1969). who suggests that the number of ambiguities 

produced by an adverb such as 'almost' corresponIs to the number (if 

different scopes the adverbs can have in the underlying structure of 

the sentence, Dowty remarks that "this is already an argument that 

accomplishments are logically complex in a way that activities are 

not 

States ancl achievements , according to Dowty, share the property 

of beir)g non-agentive. They differ only in the fact that achieve- 

ments ircliide an additional incoative pvedicate (COME ABOUT) in their 

underlying representation. Thua, representing agentivity by a 

higher Do pro-verb and non-agentivity by its absence (as is also done 

by Verkuyl), the underlying structures for states and achievements 

are those given in Figure V1"I. Using von Wright Is analysis of 
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Pi-qire vil- 

STATES 

GY) 
(x krxws y) 

ACHIMIENT'S 

'1Z. 

s 

CaVý, ABOUT s 

(x realizes Y) 

changes in terms of different states at successive moments in time 

(e, g. not-2 then 32 
_) 

for the mapping of CCME ABour onto a possible 

world, Doaty accounts for the unacceptability of achievement verbs 

with durative adverbials in the following way. Such a mapping 

leads to a contradiction for at one and the same moment it will be 

both true and false that a given state is the case* This result 

rests on the analysis of durative adverbials as involving universal 

quantification over points in a temporal interval, As we come to 

a similar conclusion, from a somevdiat different starting point$ in 

our analysis of 'border-crossinp I in the followirg chapters, we 

need not go into the details of Dowty's mapping procedure here. 

Activities differ from states in being agentiveý hence they 

have the underlyirg representation gýven in Pigure VIII. Accomplish- 

ments, on the other han: 1. are analyzed as complex comtructions 

Figure VIII 

ACTIVITIES 

S 

DO x 

V 

(x walks) 
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invol, ii rg -an activity ard an achievenze rit (cf , Macaulay j, 197, ) as 

the arguments of a causative predicate (CAUSE), Three types of 

accomplishments are distirguishedi intertionally agentive, unintent- 

ionally agentive, and non-agentive. These are representea in 

Figure IX, 

Figure IX 

ACCOMPLISMIT, 19) 

DO 

CAc;;, E SS 

DO co' Mrs ABOUI! 

(z assassinates yý) 

CAý 

DO S C' 30ME ABOUT S 

(x (accidental3, y) kills y 

CAUSE :3S 

COME ABjVr SO C ABOUP 

(x (imnimate) kills y) 

Two further possibilities are suggested by Davtys First, he 

points out that a causal relationship may hold between states as well 

as between activities ancl achievernents,, Sentence iO6o, illustrates 

such a construction,, for which the underlying representation is given 

106. Suzan's living nearby causes me to prefer this 

neighbourhood 

in Figure X, Secondly, he also suggests, the possible need for a 
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Pigure X 

s 

-1ý1 CAUS ES 

category of - ba , sic , 
actions 0 which are agentive 

I 
achievements or, in 

other words, accomplishments with no 'activity' cause other than the 

#will' of the agent). These would account for sentences denoting 

"outward manifestations of human voluntary behavior" (Dowty. 
9 1972: 

1i 9) such : as 107. ani 108. 'below. These are certainly agentive by 

107. John opened his eyes 

108. John raised his left harxl 

the usu4l lingui3tio tests (but cf, Cruse's (1973) useful dizoussion 

on lagentivityl and the preseme of 'do')* A proposed struoture for 

these is that given in Figure X1, 

Figare XI 

COME ABOUT 

Post of Dowtyta discussion concerns itself with syntactic and 

semantic motivation of the atomic predicates DO and CAUSE and the 

truth c0rditions of this latter. These elements or their equiv. 

alents are no doubt important in an evertual. analysis of the structure 

of different sentence types. However, they are not that relevantlto 

the elucidation of the temporal and aspectual properties of sentences 
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with which we are concerned, ý and we therefore will not go into the 

details of Dowty's treatment* It is the temporal and aspectual 

structure of the different classes of verbs or sentences which Dowty 

strangely seems to ignore* Although he accounts in an insightful 

way for the nqn-occurrence of durative aaverbials with achievements, 

he does not account for the possibility that both achievements and 

accomplishments occur with expending adverbials (in so much time') 

while activities and states do not. Nor does he treat the semant- 

ics of such adverbials, ncr the fact that achievement verbs occur 

with point of time adverbials whereas accomplishments are "extendablel 

or 'shrinkable% occurring either with 'in' or with 'at% Further- 

more, he d-0es not account for the co-occurrence or interpretation 

potential of 'finish', 'stop*, and Ibegint, all of which cannot 

co-occur with achievements and only the first of which can co-occur 

with accomplishments. Yet these are all the very facts by which he 

distinguished the four categories of verbs and those for which one 

would expect an explanation. 

Of more importance perhaps is the fact that Dowty has restricted 

his attention to a small set of sentence types within each category, 

and it is not obvious from his analysis of accomplishmerxýs, for 

example, how he will accommodate some of the sentence types discussed 

by Verkuyl. That is, he has made Ochange of state$ the basic feature 

both of achievements aid accomplishments; but it is diffioultito see 

the change of state involved (at least in such simplistic terms as 

his representations would suggest) in the situations denoted by the 

following sentences. Ratherg Verkuylls generalization in terms ce 
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109. Prea read the book 

1100 Vary played the ooncerto 

Sally recite(I th6 poem 

J12, Tom7walkea a mile 

#mapping' or Itemporalizing' a bounded object, or as we will proposes 

the (concrete or abstract) Journeying or series of journeyings from 

the beginning to'the end of an object, would appear to be more 

relevart here. 

Before conclUding our discuSsion'of Dowty's studyg We Must 

mention his treatment of the semantics of the progressive form, 

First of all, Dowty suggests at least two sources for the progressive 

f crm, The atomio preaicate DO above a state is responsible for the 

progressive form in such'setitences as 113. below. However, Dowty 

polite 
M. John is being careful 

nosy 

is here suggestirf, that the, progressive fcrm, which realizes the 

higher DO, can be correlated with the non-stative interpretation of 

such sentences, more particularly, with the semantia elements of 

"volition,, temporariness ard ... immediate controllability" (Dowty, 

1972t'67). This cannot be so since the same non-stativi interpriiz 

ation can be sustained in sentences without the progressive form, ý a' s 

in M. Thus, although a higher DO may be required on both semantio 

polite 
114. John was careful all evening 

nosy 

ard syntactic grounis to account for the non-stative interpretation 
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of such acljectfýreis, it is 'not the caLse that Obe - -ingO is 'its 

realization. 

'The second cource for -the progressive form proposed by Dowty 

(follaming Ross (1969)) is that of an underlying B-3. ý Althougý he 

aoe i not saY 30 explicit lyg Dowty appears to -regard this as the ý 

souice of"be , ing' Ifi activity and accomplishment sentences though 

not in achievement -sentences,, * Dowty suggests the following se-aantio 

value for BE 

(78) 'M(S)'is true at iff'( t': t' is an interval cf time 

tett) O(S in t') 

(78) 'states that BE(S) is true at some time t if t is a member 
of some larger interval of time tI in vih-ich -it is 
possible that S (e. g.., if 9 is a7b(. 747. ABCVT sentence# 
then a change of state possibly comes about in the inlýf- 
inite larger interval t). 

(DowtYs 1972: 133) 

Dowty aamits the ad hoic nature of (78) and also is aware of the ' 

problem oP ensuring that t is not the last moment in V1. Hcwevers 

there is a- more serious ýroblem with (78): it oculd assign a pos- 

itive truth va-lue to sentence 115., for example, even if the latter 

115. John was writing the letter at noon 

had been finished (just) before noon. Furthermore, Dowty is equi- 

vocatirg in his use of S in the above truth conlition; in the first 

For other, attempts at defining the progressive form in terms of 
intervpas of time, cf. Scott, 1969, ard Dahl, 1973. 
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half S stands : ror, the whole structure urderlying an accomplishment 

whereas in, the second, balf it stands for only that part correspond- 

ing to the change of state. In addition, his use of in (as in 

(S int is not defi ned, or explai ned These co=ents should be 

sufficient to. establish the inadequacy of Dowty's analysis of pro- 

gre-saive, aspect, Furthermore, as we have. suggested above, the 

troublesome implications of 4ccomplishments in progressive aspect 

can be accounted for by much more- gereral principles ard need not 

force-one. to-abandon the possibility of a uniform or unitary semantic 

analysis, cf the progressive form. ý,,,, 

6.4., Conclusion -, - -1 --. I 

It should now be apparent the degree to which the logico- 

philosophical discussion of'states, actions, events, changes, achieve- 

ments,, etc. ittersects, with the past cottury of linguistio scholar- 

ship in ýthe field of aspect . aktionsarten,, and verb classes. , The 

philosophers have been concerned, most particularly, with the 

phenomena which Doutschbein described as the zeitcharakter of the 

verb: - recall, for instancet that Vendler viewed. his categories as 

corresponding to the different ways inwhich verbs "presuppose ana, 

involve the notion of time*. However,, what has emerged from, such 

linguistic studies as tbose by Gareyl Leech, Macaulay and Verkuyl 

is that these categories -belong not- to verbs but to sentential, 

units* Deutschbein's notion, of zeitcharakter so generalized is'what 

we $hall mean by, (temporally-structured) proposition typeso , These 

could also be viewed as linguistically relevant situation types, 

As the past discussion has revealed,, there is a large number of 
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syntactic, -, and semantic facts -which -demonstrate that different types 

of propositions must- be recognizedýand accounted for if one wishes 

to give an-adenquate description of theýsemantics of temporal 

expressions. 4.1though in principle'one would like-, to be able to 

incorporate ý, andý explain all the criteria for and properties of the 

various proposition types that-have boen-adduqed by philosophers 

and linguists alike; the limits of the present study will allow us 

Only to treqt what we consider some of the more central of theado- 

However . We be lieve that, the framework, to be developed in the 

following chapters will eventually be able Ao accommodate most, if 

not all, of the data 'We have amassed in this and the preceding, 

chapters. 

We should like- to adopts in a not too rigorous fashion,, the 

tripartite, distinct ion suggested by Detttschbein between aspect. ' 

aktionsart and-zeitcharalýter (Le. propos it ion, type), In particular, 

we feel that the categories of aspect (e. g. imperfective/perfeotive) 

should not be confused %vith the aktiomarten (e, g, ingressive/ 

egrls: tiveAer, ninative/continuative) nor either of thesevith the 

proposition types (e. g, state/activity/accomplishment/achievement). 

This is notý to deny that thelatter two, at least, have an intimate. 

connection insofar as, Tor example, the inception, cessation or 

termination of a situation are a32 achievements (cf. our remarIC9 in 

6-3.3 with respect to Deutsobbein's confusion over the two cate- 

gories). Generally speaking, as a heuristic for the following 

chapters$ We may consider a (temporally-structured) proposition-as 

correspondirg to the extralinguistic situation being described. 
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This may be simple, having no temporal structureg SuCh as is the 

case of states, or it may be complex in its structures such as in 
0 

the case of an accomplishment. The verbs of aktiomartenj on the 

other hand, say something about the 'life' of the situation. 

Continuing the metaphor for a moment, we may say that they identify 

such milestones as the birth of the situation, its deathg the 

realization of its 'telos', and, less dramatically, its simple 

persistence. Aspect forms, such as that of the progressive, also 

comment on the life of the described situation but in a fashion 

that may be described as static in comparison to that cf the 

aktionsarten (of* Anderson, 1972-. IV). '. ý'hereas the aktiomarten 

have to do with the progression of the situation through its life, 

the aspects are simply concermd with wh-ther the situation is in 

fact 'alive' or whether it is already 'dead' or not yet 'born', 

In less figurative wordsp aspect ard aktionsarten have to do with 

the existential status and progression of the described situation* 

Ifovrever, when we look at the internal structure of the complex 

proposition types, we will find that their constituent parts also 

involve such notions as inception, cessation, termination, persist- 

ence, simple existence (ands if we may extend the metaphor somewhat, 

the serial 'incarnation' of the same situation), That is, their 

internal structure involves an existential as well as a temporal 

dimension, Hence9what relates all of these three categories to 

each other is the notion of existence as applied to situations. 

We MaY On occasions therefore, use the term laspectuall in the 

more general sense of 'existential', especially when we are talking 

about expressiors which do not fall neatly within one of the three 
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categories, For examples we have already noted earlier § 5,20 

the existence of a set of laspectualO adverbs ('already', 'still#, 

'Yet', 'anymore', 'until') ard, in f5.2.2, the fact that some uses 

of the inclusive tense have laspectuaLIO implications. 


